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Abstract
Artificial perception systems, like autonomous cars and augmented reality headsets, rely on dense 3D sensing technology such as RGB-D cameras and LiDAR scanners. Due to the structural simplicity of man-made environments, understanding and leveraging not only the 3D data but also the local orientations of the constituent surfaces, has huge potential. From an indoor scene to large-scale urban environments, a large fraction of the surfaces can be described by just a few planes with even fewer different normal directions. This sparsity is evident in the surface normal distributions, which exhibit a small number of concentrated clusters. In this work, I draw a rigorous connection between surface normal distributions and 3D structure, and explore this connection in light of different environmental assumptions to further 3D perception. Specifically, I propose the concepts of the Manhattan Frame and the unconstrained directional segmentation. These capture, in the space of surface normals, scenes composed of multiple Manhattan Worlds and more general Stata Center Worlds, in which the orthogonality assumption of the Manhattan World is not applicable. This exploration is theoretically founded in Bayesian nonparametric models, which capture two key properties of the 3D sensing process of an artificial perception system: (1) the inherent sequential nature of data acquisition and (2) that the required model complexity grows with the amount of observed data. Herein, I derive inference algorithms for directional clustering and segmentation which inherently exploit and respect these properties. The fundamental insights gleaned from the connection between surface normal distributions and 3D structure lead to practical advances in scene segmentation, drift-free rotation estimation, global point cloud registration and real-time direction-aware 3D reconstruction to aid artificial perception systems.
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- $n$: directional data, i.e. surface normal
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- $q$: unit Quaternion rotation
- $BR_A$: Rotation matrix $\in \mathbb{SO}(3)$ from coordinate system $A$ to $B$
- $\omega$: Rotation expressed $\in \mathfrak{so}(3)$
- $w, \theta$: Rotation expressed in axis $w$ and angle $\theta$
- $BT_A$: Transformation matrix $\in \mathbb{SE}(3)$ from coordinate system $A$ to $B$
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Problem Definition

At a fundamental level our environment consists of open space and textured surfaces with physical properties. Since this 3D structure sets the stage for the actions of biological and artificial agents, a capable perception system is key to any intelligent agent. Beyond textured surfaces, we humans associate meaning with scene parts that are based on geometrical and physical understanding of space, prior personal experiences, and otherwise acquired knowledge. Geometrical and physical understanding of space captures priors on how spaces are usually organized and shapes our expectations of which spatial configurations are even feasible. We associate meaning to surfaces such as "chair", "office" or "tea mug", probably by matching their shape, texture and context against our prior knowledge and experiences. Without our higher-level mental processes to segment and attach meaning to the 3D structure surrounding us, our mental processes would indeed be limited. Even the very basic task of avoiding injury in a cluttered environment necessitates the mental concept of obstacle versus traversable space.

In an effort to enable autonomous agents and artificial perception systems to interact and understand their surroundings, the main goal of decades of research effort in computer vision and robotics has been to obtain geometric computer representations of the environment. These representations have been mostly concerned with obtaining sparse [56, 67, 138, 172] and more recently dense 3D representations [110, 135, 177, 178, 248] of an environment.

Adding higher-level information about the relationships of scene parts and their semantic or categorical meaning into such structure representations is the natural next step in developing artificial perception systems that can perform at human levels and beyond. Scene-part relationships such as that chairs are usually close to tables, and meaning such as that a chair can be used to sit down are likely essential to higher-level scene understanding and truly intelligent autonomous agents. While human level capabilities are slowly being achieved in specialized and curated datasets (largely thanks to deep convolutional networks), general-purpose scene understanding and perception systems remains elusive. This is especially true in the realm of real-time 3D perception from streams of camera and depth sensor data as encountered in applications such as autonomous robotics and cars, and augmented reality.

An important question to ask in this context is: to what end do semantic segmentations actually facilitate operation of an artificial perception system? What is meaningful
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Figure 1.1: Scene segmentation of a large indoor reconstruction (reconstruction via Kintinuous [246]). For an autonomous agent or perception system, the segmentation is immediately useful: all green areas are either traversable or locations that could harbor objects the robot might be looking for. Blue and red areas should not be bumped into but might for example contain door signs.

to a human, such as good places to have vegan food, might be irrelevant to a machine (unless it is needed for interaction with the human). On the other hand, even simple (not necessarily semantic) scene-part relationships can help downstream inference and planning systems. Consider for example the segmentation of a 3D reconstruction shown in Fig. 1.1. The segmentation of the environment can be used by an autonomous agent to determine traversable areas, or where to look for door signs and other objects. In other words it can serve as a basis for higher-level, task-specific scene understanding.

More formally, the aforementioned problem of attaching meaning to the geometric perception of the surroundings is to infer not only a map \( m \) of the world that captures the textured geometric structure of the environment and the trajectory \( T \) of the perception system inside this map, but also a segmentation \( z \) of the inferred map given a batch or a stream of data \( x \). The segmentation \( z \) assigns categorical information to each part of the world map. Because categorical information may be associated with semantic concepts, this problem is often termed semantic simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [16, 72, 98, 143, 209, 211]. Semantic implies that \( z \) carries some meaning in relation to a human observer. The more general problem of categorical SLAM does not necessarily ask that the segmentation be meaningful to a human for reasons outlined before. Adopting, for the sake of argumentation, the Bayesian approach, the inference can be cast as reasoning about the posterior probability

\[
p(m, T, z \mid x) \quad \text{"categorical or semantic SLAM".} \quad (1.1)
\]

While the segmentation variable \( z \) has importance in itself it could also be thought of as an auxiliary variable which is explicitly instantiated for two purposes: (1) to enable more efficient and higher quality inference and (2) for the benefit of higher-level scene understanding and decision making systems as mentioned beforehand.

Most previous and some current 3D reconstruction systems purely aim to infer the 3D structure of the environment as well as the trajectory of the perception system.
More formally, they seek to characterize the joint belief of map $m$ and perception system trajectory $T$ given a set of observations $x$:

$$p(m, T | x) = \int_{Z} p(m, T, z | x) dz$$

"SLAM". (1.2)

As indicated in the equation above, this can be understood as aiming to directly infer the marginal distribution of the map and trajectory given observed data. Often for efficiency reasons only the most likely map $m^*$ and trajectory estimate $T^*$ is sought. This is usually performed in an alternating fashion by (1) finding the most likely map configuration $m^*$ given data $x$ and the current best estimate of the trajectory $T$ and then (2) updating the most likely trajectory $T^*$ given map and data:

$$m^* = \arg \max_{m} p(m, | T^*, x)$$

"mapping" (1.3)

$$T^* = \arg \max_{T} p(T | m^*, x)$$

"localization". (1.4)

In isolation the first equation is called mapping, and the second equation is called localization. This alternating optimization hints at the chicken and egg problem faced in the simultaneous localization and mapping problem (SLAM) [148]: the trajectory of the perception system is needed to update the map but a map is also needed to update the belief of the perception system trajectory.

The problem of obtaining a meaningful segmentation of an environment has been studied extensively for 3D meshes and in computer vision for 2D projections of environments (i.e. images). In fact, while in some instances inference is performed over the underlying world map $m$ before segmentation, most of the work on image and mesh segmentation and categorization including recent advances in deep learning [88, 91, 140, 218] may be understood as reasoning about the distribution of the segmentation marginalized over the map $m$ and trajectory $T$:

$$p(z | x) = \int_{m} \int_{T} p(m, T, z | x) dT dm$$

"segmentation". (1.5)

In this framework, deep learning systems could be understood as learning a function of the data, $f(x)$, that is proportional to the marginal segmentation posterior: $f(x) \propto p(z | x)$. They use a very flexible function approximator, namely convolutional neural networks, and large corpora of training data. In these systems the aforementioned marginalization is usually achieved by selecting a training dataset which comprises a range of viewpoints ($T$) and a range of geometrically differing instantiations ($m$) of the same category. It remains an open problem to see if this is a feasible approach or if instantiating map and trajectory explicitly, as auxiliary variables, leads to better scene understanding. There are indications that latter is indeed beneficial. An example is face recognition, where explicitly inferring face geometry and view-point improves recognition rates [230].
Returning to categorical SLAM of Eq. (1.1), we can extend the inference approach of SLAM to include the segmentation $z$. Since one might not only care about the most likely configurations of map, trajectory and segmentation, the alternating approach would iteratively reason\(^1\) about the following posterior distributions:

\begin{align*}
p(m \mid T, z, x) & \quad \text{"semantic mapping"} \\
p(T \mid m, z, x) & \quad \text{"semantic localization"} \\
p(z \mid m, T, x) & \quad \text{"scene understanding"}.
\end{align*}

From these conditional distributions it can be gleaned that explicitly instantiating the scene segmentation $z$ can be utilized to help mapping and localization because these tasks now have access to the output of a some form of scene understanding captured by $z$. Scene understanding in turn not only has access to all data but also to the consistent aggregation of 3D information into a world map and the perception system trajectory within the map. Note that in this setup any scene understanding may be used that can be expressed in terms of a segmentation of the scene.

Mapping as defined in Eq. (1.6) can take into account not only the trajectory $T$ of the perception system but also the meaning or category of the surfaces as captured in the inferred scene segmentation $z$. This could be useful for defining segment-dependent operations such as category-dependent regularization of the reconstruction, scene part compression, or sub-mapping. We could call this categorical or semantic mapping. Indeed in Sec. 5.2 a geometric segmentation of the scene will be used to aid mapping and improve the accuracy of the system.

In a similar fashion localization can take into account the category of surfaces the system observed at certain timesteps to, for example, adapt the observation model accordingly. Scenarios such as taking into account the intent of the wearer of an augmented reality headset are captured under this model as well. We will see an instantiation of this in Sec. 5.2 where directional scene understanding can be leveraged to achieve efficient camera pose tracking. Reasoning about the trajectory posterior includes the essential problem of loop closure: the ability to determine switches between different modes of the trajectory posterior. Higher-level scene understanding and scene segmentation has the potential to aid and robustify current loop closure techniques. Current methods for loop closure involve extracting a high dimensional descriptor for key view-points of the scene \([6,89]\) to allow matching a current view to some known previous pose. This mechanism can be understood as a (non-semantic) segmentation or annotation of the map according to some feature extraction function.

Scene understanding, i.e. reasoning about the posterior of the segmentation $z$ of an environment as defined in Eq. (1.8), can draw not only on the raw data $x$ but also on the consistent integration of 3D information into a world map $m$ and the perception system’s trajectory $T$ in it. Therefore the segmentation $z$ could capture notions such as points of

\(^1\)Many inference algorithms such as Gibbs sampling (see Sec. 2.2.2) and expectation maximization (EM) indeed subscribe to this alternating approach.
interest, inferred from the trajectory’s viewing directions, spoken annotations obtained from sound data contained in data $x$, or geometric information inferred from the map such as which parts of the map are traversable, i.e. belong to the floor, and which parts are obstacles. In this context, I claim that unless an artificial perception system is able to utilize the segmentation of the environment it is not really “understanding” the environment but merely recalling and reproducing concepts without understanding their implications. Much like we can learn to say words in a new language without having to understand their meaning. Often segmentations are inferred but not at all or only partially used (see Sec. 1.1.2 for a full review). That is, while a scene segmentation is inferred, the conditional dependence of map and trajectory on the segmentation implied by Eq. (1.6) and (1.7) is ignored. There are only a handful of systems that fully integrate the higher-level concepts such as a scene segmentation into the SLAM process [29, 35, 41, 129, 158, 186, 209] such that mapping as well as trajectory estimation actually utilize the inferred segmentation. Falling into this category we introduce the first semi-dense nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system in Sec. 5.2.

It is essential for scene understanding, i.e. reasoning about Eq. (1.8), that the number of categories or semantic concepts expressed by $z$ be flexible and adaptive to the observations of the perception system. There are many approaches to selecting a model of the right complexity. In this thesis we rely on Bayesian nonparametric models (see Sec. 2.4) since they offer an elegant way of making model selection part of the generative model and therefore the inference procedure. The Dirichlet process, used extensively in this thesis, explicitly models the sequential arrival of data from a potentially infinite number of different categories. The Bayesian approach also has the advantage of allowing explicit reasoning about uncertainty, a large body of theoretical guarantees for inference algorithms and has proved to be a reliable foundation for reasoning about the real-world quantities in applications ranging from autonomous robots to bioinformatics.

Since the segmentation could attach a wide range of categorical or semantic information to the world, it is important to understand the aim of adding the auxiliary segmentation variable $z$. Here we focus on geometric segmentations of the world map $m$ as a first step to higher-level and perhaps more human-centric scene segmentations. Similar to face recognition where best results are achieved after first solving for the geometry and aligning all faces into a canonical view for the convolutional neural network [230], I contest that solving for geometry and a better spatial awareness is crucial for higher-level inference and perception. For example, higher-level inference about scene part relations are routinely using spatial cues to orient 3D scenes into a common frame of reference to aid and improve scene understanding [96, 173].

Due to the structural simplicity of man-made environments, understanding and leveraging local orientations of the constituent surfaces, gives more direct access to some geometric properties of the environment. From an indoor scene to large-scale urban environments, a major fraction of surfaces can be described by just a few planes with even fewer different surface normal directions. This sparsity is evident in the surface normal distributions, which exhibit a small number of characteristic, concen-
Figure 1.2: From a single viewpoint to large-scale urban scenes, the surface normal distributions are low entropy and exhibit similar characteristic patterns. This research seeks to characterize and utilize those patterns to further scene understanding and environment perception.

trated clusters as displayed in Fig. 1.2. For example, the segmentation in Fig. 1.1 was inferred solely based on the surface normal distribution of the scene. I term this a directional segmentation of the scene since surface areas in the same category share the same surface normal direction.

In this work I draw a rigorous connection between surface normal distributions and 3D structure, and explore this connection in light of different environmental assumptions. This leads us to propose several probabilistic scene models that facilitate directional scene segmentation and understanding. Hence, Chapters 3 and 4 essentially describe reasoning about the posterior of the scene segmentation (Eq. (1.8)) for different scene models expressed in terms of surface normal distributions. In Chapter 5 we first show how embedding a directional scene segmentation can be leveraged in the common problem of global point cloud alignment, thus reasoning about scene segmentation (Eq. (1.8)) and camera location (Eq. (1.7)). In the second part of the chapter we introduce the first semi-dense nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system that jointly reasons about the full categorical SLAM posterior (Eq. (1.1)) using the aforementioned alternating inference approach. These contributions are summarized in Sec. 1.2 after reviewing various related and prior work on geometric scene priors in the next section. We leave the detailed review of related work of the individual contributions to the respective chapters.

1.1 Related Work

In the following we first explore the gamut of assumptions about scenes commonly employed in related work before focusing on the use of such assumptions in computer
vision and 3D reconstruction systems. Most approaches focus on the segmentation or scene understanding task given known 3D structure, camera poses and RGB images (or any subset thereof). These are reviewed in the next section. Some related work goes a step further and aims to jointly infer segmentation and 3D structure and/or the trajectory of the perception system. I will touch on such joint approaches in Sec. 1.1.1 with a focus on which assumptions they make and expand on how they perform joint reasoning in Sec. 1.1.2. Finally, in Sec. 1.1.3 I review related work that reason about semantic segmentations and other semantic concepts.

### 1.1.1 Geometric Scene Segmentation Priors

The different assumptions made in the literature about the geometry of the environment can be categorized in terms of their expressiveness as depicted in Fig. 1.3. The assumptions range from mostly unrestricted representations such as point clouds, meshes and volumetric level-sets [52], which can in the limit represent any surface exactly, to the rather strict Manhattan World assumption as indicated by the inclusion diagram. The herein proposed Mixture of Manhattan Frames (MMF) assumption subsumes the Atlanta World (AW) which in turn subsumes the Manhattan World (MW) assumption. The MMF provides a directional segmentation under the orthogonality constraints imposed by the Manhattan World assumption. Relaxing the orthogonality constraints completely, we arrive at what we term the Stata Center World (SCW) (see Fig. 1.6 for a depiction of the Ray and Maria Stata Center). It captures only the directional composition of a scene. Planar scene representations differ from the Stata Center World in that different planes with the same orientation are separated in space.

These different assumptions about scenes can be observed directly in the 3D structure or indirectly in the projection of the 3D structure into a camera [102]. Models and inference algorithms based on the former utilize 3D representations such as meshes, point clouds and derived data such as surface normals. Intersections of planes in 3D are lines which can be observed as lines in the image space. A vanishing point (VP) is the intersection of multiple such image-space lines where the lines in 3D are all parallel to each other. Models built on VPs usually use image gradient orientations directly or indirectly via line segment extraction. Specifically, the Manhattan World is manifested as orthogonally-coupled VPs (OVPs) in the image space and a Manhattan Frame in the surface-normal space. Multiple Manhattan Worlds cause multiple orthogonal VPs and Manhattan Frames. The Stata Center World can be observed via independent VPs in the image or independent surface normal clusters.

**Scene priors observed in the 2D image-space** There is a vast literature on VP estimation from RGB images. The goals for VP estimation range from single-image scene parsing [18] and 3D reconstruction [57, 109, 146, 153], VP direction estimation for rotation estimation with respect to man-made environments [7, 20, 49, 139, 141] to VP direction tracking over time to estimate camera rotation and scene structure [29, 79, 169, 213].

While early VP extraction algorithms relied on image gradients [49, 214], most modern algorithms operate on line segments extracted from the image. This has been found
Figure 1.3: Depiction of the most common geometric scene priors and representations. The level of generality and expressiveness is indicated by the taxonomy. In Chapter 3 the Manhattan Frame and the MMF model are introduced (shaded orange). Chapter 4 contains two directional models to capture the Stata Center World in surface normal space (shaded blue). Chapter 5 introduces a plane-based 3D reconstruction algorithm that jointly infers and utilizes a Stata Center World scene segmentation.
to yield superior direction estimation results over dense image-gradient approaches [59]. Generally, VPs are extracted by intersecting lines in the image. These intersections are often found after mapping lines to the unit sphere [19, 48, 141], or into other accumulator spaces [149]. Introduced in [18], horizon estimation has emerged as a benchmark for VP estimation algorithms [252, 255].

Many VP extraction algorithms rely on the Manhattan World assumption [20, 29, 49, 79, 139, 157, 203, 252] which is manifested as three OVPs. Incorporating the Manhattan World assumption into the VP estimation algorithms not only increases estimation accuracy (if the Manhattan World assumption holds) [149] but also allows estimation of the focal length of the camera [40, 47, 139, 149, 203, 252], and rejection of spurious VP detections. Another avenue of research uses the Manhattan World assumption for single-image 3D reconstruction [57, 109, 146, 153]. The inferred Manhattan World and associations of lines to Manhattan World axes combined with geometric reasoning are used to reconstruct the 3D scene in [57, 146]. Hedau et al. [109] use a Manhattan World prior to iteratively infer the 3D room layout and segment out clutter in the room. Liu et al. [153] use a floor plan in conjunction with a set of monocular images to reconstruct whole apartments.

The AW model of Schindler et al. [214] assumes that the world is composed of multiple Manhattan Worlds sharing the same z-axis (which is assumed to be known). This facilitates inference from RGB images as only a single angle per MW has to be estimated as opposed to a full 3D rotation. The approach by Antunes et al. [9] infers the full MMF from RGB images. Relaxing the assumptions about the scene, VPs can be extracted independently [7, 18, 48, 59, 141, 149, 169, 231, 255] akin to the SCW assumption.

Scene priors in 3D representations There are many approaches that rely purely on 3D representations of surfaces and scenes. Assumptions such as the Manhattan World or SCW, are used to align scenes into a common frame of reference for scene segmentation and understanding [96, 173], and to regularize 3D reconstruction [170, 186] (more to that in the next section).

Similar to the image space, the Manhattan World assumption has been used most commonly [96, 173]. This is probably due to the fact that man-made environments tend to exhibit strong Manhattan World characteristics on a local scale, i.e. on the level of a single RGBD frame of a scene. In the application of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [148], the Manhattan World assumption has been used to impose constraints on the inferred map [186]. Our original idea of the MF [225] has been adapted by Ghanem et al. [87] who propose a robust inference scheme for Manhattan Frame estimation and by Joo et al. [127] who use a branch-and-bound scheme to perform real-time globally optimal Manhattan Frame inference.

To the best of our knowledge the assumption of multiple Manhattan Worlds in the 3D data setting (as opposed to RGB 2D-images) has not been explored prior to our own work [225, 226] which is described in Chapter 3.

Similar to the Manhattan Frame and MMF model, the Stata Center World can be
inferred solely from surface-normal distributions. We explored this in two preliminary manuscripts [222, 224] and give a more detailed account in Chapter 4. Monszpart et al. [170] couple a local plane-based approach with global directional regularity constraints to regularize 3D reconstructions of man-made environments from point clouds. Gupta et al. [96] assume the only relevant direction for semantic scene segmentation is the direction of gravity to enable alignment of the ground plane across scenes. They propose a simple algorithm to segment the scene into the gravity and all other directions based on surface-normal observations. Triebel et al. [237] extract the main directions of planes in a scene using a hierarchical Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach. Using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) they infer the number of main directions as well. Note, that the Manhattan Frame and MMF model could be inferred from the Stata Center World by grouping inferred directions into Manhattan Frames.

An alternative to the Manhattan World, MMF or Stata Center World model describes man-made structures by individual planes with no constraints on their relative normal directions. This assumption is widely used for scene segmentation [112] and understanding, to aid 3D reconstruction [129, 210, 219], and optical flow [200] computation. Triebel et al. [237] use hierarchical expectation maximization (EM) to jointly infer the main directions as well as a plane segmentation of a 3D scene. To overcome issues related to the sheer amount of data of dense meshes, Whelan et al. have proposed a planar simplification algorithm [249] which relies on plane segmentation. Surfel-based methods describe the environment as a set of localized planes each associated with a radius. Typically the radii are small and a large collection of surfels is used to describe an environment densely [133, 250]. Since surfels are assumed to be independent of each other, updates can be computed efficiently in parallel.

The orthogonality constraints in the Manhattan World or MMF models enable statistical pooling of measurements across different orientations. This means not only that fewer measurements (per plane) are needed to achieve the same amount of accuracy as without those constraints but also that reliable measurements from one or more directions help in handling cases where there are only few observations of other directions. Similarly, the Stata Center World encapsulates the notion of parallel planes which also provides a mechanism for statistical pooling across a scene as we will see in Sec. 5.2.

**Joint 2D image and 3D structure based scene priors** The connection between VPs in images and 3D Manhattan World structures has been used to infer dense 3D structure from sets of images by Furukawa et al. [82]. They employ a greedy algorithm for a single-MF extraction from normal estimates that works on a discretized sphere. Neverova et al. [176] integrate RGB images with associated depth data from a Kinect camera to obtain a 2.5D representation of indoor scenes under the Manhattan World assumption. Silberman et al. [173] infer the dominant Manhattan World using VPs extracted from the RGB image and surface normals computed from the depth image. They leverage the inferred Manhattan World rotation to align scenes into a common frame of reference for higher-level scene segmentation and reasoning.
Other shape-based segmentation algorithms

Beyond global geometric scene priors that imply specific scene segmentations other approaches rely more on local shape features for segmentation.

One class of such approaches compute local feature vectors, train a feature-based classifier and then impose spatial label smoothness via a Markov Random field. Zhang et al. [257] follow this approach and show that using dense depth images leads to better segmentations than using sparse colored point clouds. Along the same lines, Rouhani et al. [204] partition an input mesh into superpixels, compute a feature vector for each vertex (geometric and texture) and then use a Markov random field to smooth the labeling produced by random forests.

Finman et al. [71] demonstrate geometry-feature-based online incremental scene segmentations of dense 3D scene. Their algorithm relies on the popular Felzenszwalb segmentation algorithm [69], which is based on a local neighborhood graph and relative geometric properties of neighbors. By local greedy segmentation choices the Felzenszwalb algorithm obtains controllable global segmentation properties.

1.1.2 Geometric Scene Segmentation and Reconstruction

After reviewing the overarching literature on the different kinds of geometric scene priors in the previous section, we now focus on how scene priors are used in different 3D perception systems. On a high level there are three different classes of approaches in how scene priors or assumptions are used: (1) for trajectory estimation only, (2) for mapping or 3D reconstruction only, or (3) for trajectory and mapping jointly. The previous section includes all related work that purely reasons about scene priors without using it in either trajectory estimation or mapping.

Joint 3D mapping and segmentation systems

We first turn to systems that jointly reason about the 3D structure and a segmentation of the scene. Triebel et al. [237] essentially use the Stata Center World assumption and extract the main directions of planes in a scene using a hierarchical Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach. Using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) they infer the number of main directions as well. Their results show that the statistical pooling of plane orientation measurements for all planes with the same orientation improves the plane orientation estimate. Initiated by the seminal work of Delage et al. [57] there is a series of work [109, 146] on single-image Manhattan World segmentation and 3D reconstruction. Of these, Hedau et al. [109] add the capability to reason about clutter as an outlier to the Manhattan World model. This is extended to the multi-image case by Flint et al. [79] who utilize the Manhattan World assumption to perform 3D reconstruction and Manhattan World segmentation from a set of images from known poses. Häne et al. [98, 100] perform joint inference over scene segmentation and 3D structure and show how joint inference leads to better reconstructions and allows impressive, plausible hallucination of unobserved scene parts. Their approach relies on hand-crafted class-specific geometry priors that are trained on hand-labeled data. Observations are given in the form of geo-referenced depth and RGB images and the trajectory of the camera is assumed fixed and not part of the inference.
process. Blaha et al. [26] building on the same approach, scale the inference to enable large city-scale semantic reconstructions. Monszpart et al. [170] couple a local plane-based approach with global directional regularity constraints to regularize plane-based 3D reconstructions of man-made environments from point clouds. In joint work lead by R. Cabezas [35] we define a joint distribution over geometry, camera poses and a scene segmentation. Elaborate sampling-based inference leads to a categorical scene segmentation that is informed by semantic observations from OpenStreetMap data. Results demonstrate that adding the scene segmentation into the inference procedure improves the quality of the map.

The ideas of Monszpart et al. [170] and Triebel et al. [237] are related to what we term the Stata Center World assumption and will be explored in Sec. 5.2 in the context of fully joint direction-aware SLAM.

**Joint 3D pose or trajectory estimation and segmentation systems** Some assumptions like the Manhattan World assumption lend themselves to estimation of the perception system trajectory. Specifically, there is a wealth of work on rotation estimation from vanishing points under the Manhattan World assumption[7, 20, 49, 139, 141]. The approach take in the Atlanta world model [214] also facilitates rotation estimation albeit in more complex environments following the Atlanta world. Chapter 3 introduces drift-free rotation estimation for Manhattan World environments based solely on the surface normal distribution. The Stata Center World models in Chapter 4 could also be used for rotation estimation by associating directional clusters over time using, for example, the proposed DDP-vMF-means algorithm. Using the Stata Center World model Zhou et al. [260] demonstrate drift-free rotation estimation with respect to a key-frame by associating and robustly aligning directional clusters obtained via mean-shift clustering. The clustering approach they employ includes keeping around unobserved clusters and is curiously similar to the DDP-vMF-means algorithm. Saurer et al. [213] improve the efficiency of a visual odometry system given a gravity direction estimate and assuming a Manhattan World. Liu et al. [153] jointly utilize a floor plan and a set of images of the environment to reason about the segmentation of the images into left, right, front, top and bottom walls and camera poses in the environment. Their algorithm yields a textured wall reconstruction given the room layout.

Section 5.1 demonstrates a global point cloud alignment system that relies on a directional and spatial segmentation of the environment for efficient operation.

**Joint 3D SLAM and segmentation systems** The following systems are among the few who jointly reason about 3D structure, geometric segmentation, and the trajectory of the perception system. Bosse et al. [29] utilize vanishing point detection and tracking of prominent lines in the environment in a SLAM system to jointly estimate a robot’s trajectory and the 3D location of lines in the environment. Castle et al. [41] are among the visual SLAM systems to incorporate planar geometry into the camera tracking and reconstruction pipeline. They augment their visual SLAM system with the ability to detect known planar patches and use them to jointly improve mapping and localization.
Peasley et al. [186] use the Manhattan World assumption to impose constraints on the trajectory of a robot though an Manhattan World environment and show that this yields drift-free SLAM, eliminating the need for loop-closures, given that the assumption holds. They detect the dominant orientation using RANSAC on LiDAR scans and match it to one of the four possible Manhattan World directions (the system operates in 2D). Salas-Moreno et al. [209] integrate plane segmentation into the tracking and reconstruction pipeline of a dense surfel-based reconstruction system. Numeric results show that utilizing a plane segmentation of the environment leads to improved tracking accuracy. Kaess [129] explores a direct plane-based SLAM formulation wherein the map directly consists of infinite planes which are being jointly optimized with the camera pose. In a way this approach fuses map and segmentation into one entity. Ma et al. [158] demonstrate joint inference over a key-frame-based map and a plane segmentation of the environment. The joint formulation with soft plane-assignments reduces drift of the SLAM system.

Section 5.2 introduces the first directional-aware SLAM system that jointly reasons about the directional Stata Center World segmentation, camera trajectory and 3D structure of the environment.

### 1.1.3 Beyond Geometric Scene Segmentation

Beyond geometric scene priors and segmentations several approaches have been proposed that aim at incorporating human-annotated semantic labels into the 3D reconstruction process. Before reviewing such joint reasoning systems I touch on systems that given a 3D reconstruction or in parallel to the reconstruction process infer a surface segmentation but do not use it further.

**Semantics without further use** Reasoning about semantic content of a scene is in itself an interesting problem since semantic scene understanding could be used for interactions with humans. Silberman et al. [173] are among the first to reason about the semantic segmentation and support relations of the environment using RGB and depth information captured via a Kinect camera. They orient all scenes into a canonical view using the Manhattan World assumption. Building on the NYU RGBD dataset by Silberman et al., Ren et al. [196] improve on the scene segmentation quality by improved feature extraction via the use of Kernel descriptors. Similarly, Gupta et al. [96] work on the NYU v2 depth data and improve on scene segmentation with up to 40 categories. Hermans et al. [111] run a dense SLAM system in parallel to a pixel-wise classifier in image space. They fuse the pixel-wise labels on the 3D map using a conditional random field. Dai et al. [54] use BundleFusion [55] to reconstruct 1513 scenes and crowd source dense semantic labels for each of them. ScanNet, their deep convolutional neuronal network, is trained on the annotated 3D reconstructions and can then be used to infer a semantic segmentation of voxelized 3D scenes.

**Semantics inferred and used jointly** Arguably the ability of a system to utilize the inferred (semantic) segmentation of an environment can be seen as some (rudimentary)
understanding of the meaning of the segmentation. Bao et al. [16,17] jointly estimate object and region segmentation of a sparse point cloud in the structure from motion framework. Object detection is carried out in the image space. Fioraio et al. [72] jointly perform object detection, mapping and camera pose estimation in what they refer to as semantic bundle adjustment. In contrast to Bao et al. their algorithm works incrementally and not in batch, and the object detection is part of the SLAM system and not via an external object recognition algorithm. Xiao et al. [254] show how enforcing label consistency in a 3D reconstruction system leads to better 3D reconstruction by decreasing drift and correcting loop closures. Kundun et al. [143] jointly use dense image segmentation and the raw RGB image captured from a single camera to infer a semantic 3D reconstruction as well as the camera trajectory. Working in the realm of RGBD cameras as well, Kim et al. [137] use a voxel-based world representation and, for a given RGBD image, infer the 3D occupancy (i.e. the 3D structure) and the segmentation of the environment into semantic classes. Their model allows reasoning about occluded scene parts. Salas-Moreno et al. [211] are the first to demonstrate a SLAM system that utilizes dense 3D object models as beacons for camera tracking and map representation. At its core the system has an efficient way of detecting dense 3D mesh models of objects. The map is represented via a pose-graph of objects.

1.2 Outline and Summary of Contributions

At a high level, Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis introduce surface normal models for geometric scene segmentation. In Chapter 5 we leverage the nonparametric models developed in the previous chapters to improve the fundamental 3D perception problems of global point cloud alignment and 3D reconstruction.

In Chapter 3 we first investigate the properties of surface normal distributions of 3D environments that follow the Manhattan World assumption. That is the assumption that all planes in a scene are parallel to one of three major planes that are mutually orthogonal as displayed in Fig. 1.4. We propose and formalize the novel Manhattan Frame model which captures the Manhattan World assumption in the surface normal space. Based on this we introduce the first probabilistic Manhattan Frame model and derive efficient maximum a posteriori inference algorithms for two Manhattan Frame models with different surface normal noise assumptions. The resulting algorithm can be run in real-time, is robust to rapid camera motion and yields drift-free rotation estimation. This model and the results have been published in [221, 226].

The second contribution described in Chapter 3 is the generalization of the Manhattan World model to capture multiple Manhattan Worlds. This is necessary to describe man-made environments at a larger scale as shown in Fig. 1.5. While locally a scene or a part of a city may be well described by the Manhattan World assumption, the whole scene or the collection of neighborhoods in a city has to be modeled by multiple Manhattan Worlds. The contribution published in [225, 226] is to (1) outline this generalization, and to (2) draw the connection between 3D structure and surface normal
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Figure 1.4: The Manhattan World model assumes that all planes in a scene are parallel to one of three mutually orthogonal planes. These planes are indicated in red, green, and blue.

space in the form of what we term the Mixture of Manhattan Frames (MMF). Again we define a probabilistic model describing the phenomenon of the MMF and show how to perform sampling-based inference such that the number of Manhattan Frames can be inferred as well as the Manhattan Frame rotations themselves. Additionally, we propose a fast alternative for MMF inference by maximum a posteriori inference. We show that the inferred MMF models lead to expressive directional scene segmentations that are consistent with a human annotator.

The contributions in Chapter 4 are two Bayesian nonparametric mixture models for surface normal modeling that can be applied to any-dimensional directional data. Both models, when applied to surface normal data, generalize the MMF model in that they relax the orthogonality constraints of the Manhattan World. These relaxed models capture environments we refer to as the Stata Center World (SCW) because of the "relaxed" building style of the Ray and Maria Stata Center of MIT as displayed in Fig. 1.6. While there are few orthogonal corners in the Stata Center, there are still parallel planes, which manifest as clusters in the surface normal space. First, in Sec. 4.3.2, we propose a Dirichlet process mixture model of Gaussians in dedicated tangent spaces to the sphere, the space of directional data. This model, published in [224], is able to adapt the number of clusters to fit the observed data, and can capture anisotropic directional clusters. We carefully exploit the geometry of the sphere to derive efficient sampling-based inference. Second, in Sec. 4.4.3, we derive a k-means-like directional clustering algorithm, called DP-vMF-means, as the low-variance limit of the posterior inference in the Dirichlet process von-Mises-Fisher (vMF) mixture model. Additionally, we propose the dependent Dirichlet process vMF mixture model to capture temporal
evolution of the mixture model. Again, by analyzing the low-variance limit, we derive a real-time capable k-means-like temporally consistent clustering algorithm we term DDP-vMF-means. Part of the contribution in this section is algorithmic development to exploit massively parallel processing on Graphics Processing Units to enable real-time operation on batches of 300k data-points at a frame-rate of 30 Hz. Related work on general directional clustering is reviewed in Sec. 4.1.

In Chapter 5 we leverage the Stata Center world surface normal model to improve global point cloud alignment and 3D reconstruction. The global point cloud alignment approach described in Sec. 5.1 can be seen as reasoning about the posterior over the camera pose given a segmentation and a map in Eq. (1.7). The contributions to global point cloud alignment include the use of Bayesian nonparametric mixture models to describe point and surface normal densities, the decomposition of the search into two 3D problems aided by surface normals, a novel discretization of the rotation space, and convergence and performance guarantees for the branch-and-bound search algorithm. In Sec. 5.2 we introduce the first nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system that reasons about the joint posterior over map, camera trajectory and directional geometric scene segmentation as posed in Eq. (1.1). Contributions comprise the first use of a Dirichlet-process-based scene prior in a real-time reconstruction system and the first use of a directional segmentation to improve camera tracking and map quality. The map formulation establishes a connection between the scene-wide directional segmentation and local surface properties for joint inference. The proposed inference architecture relies on sampling-based inference which allows quantification of uncertainty and opens...
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Figure 1.6: The Stata Center world relaxes the orthogonality constraints of the Manhattan World to describe environments that consist of sets of parallel planes with arbitrary orientation differences as illustrated in different colors in the figure via manual shading (not a result). The model is inspired by the very “relaxed” building style of the Ray and Maria Stata Center at MIT depicted above.

up the field of realtime 3D reconstruction to utilize complex Bayesian nonparametric models.

We conclude this thesis in Chapter 6 with a high level discussion of the results and propose future directions.

Code for all chapters can be found at http://people.csail.mit.edu/jstraub/.
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This thesis draws on fundamentals in Bayesian statistics (Sec. 2.1), sampling-based inference (Sec. 2.2) and common distributions such as the categorical and the Gaussian distribution and their conjugate priors (Sec. 2.3). In addition, Bayesian nonparametric mixture models are reviewed in Sec. 2.4 as they form the backbone of flexible generative models that are used to describe aspects of the environment in Chapter 4. Because of its use throughout this work special attention is paid to the class of Dirichlet process mixture models. To derive efficient inference from such Bayesian nonparametric models one recent method is small variance asymptotic analysis which is reviewed in Sec. 2.5. Reasoning about surface normal distributions is a key contribution of this thesis and Sec. 2.6 therefore introduces different directional distributions used herein. In Sec. 2.7 we provide an introduction to rigid-body transformations and the three most prominent 3D rotation representations. A thorough understanding of these representations and their connections is important for the representation and inference of the Manhattan Frame as introduced in Chapter 3 and for the derivation of the branch and bound algorithm to optimally search over the space of rotations in Sec. 5.1. Finally, the connection between surface normals and the Gauss map as well as the computation of surface normals in practice is described in Sec. 2.8. Since all contributions in this thesis to some degree rely on surface normals extracted from point clouds, depth images, meshes or implicit shape representations, understanding the tradeoffs between the different techniques for extracting surface normals from various shape representations are essential and reviewed in Sec. 2.8 as well.

### 2.1 Bayesian Inference

Bayes’ rule is fundamental to modern probabilistic inference in fields ranging from robotics and computer vision to finance, politics, and biology applications. It states that the distribution over parameters \( \theta \) given observed data \( x \) and hyper-parameters \( \alpha \), the so called posterior distribution, can be computed solely from the likelihood distribution \( p(x \mid \theta) \) and the prior distribution over the parameters \( p(\theta; \alpha) \):

\[
p(\theta \mid x; \alpha) = \frac{p(x \mid \theta)p(\theta; \alpha)}{p(x; \alpha)} = \frac{p(x \mid \theta)p(\theta; \alpha)}{\int_{\Theta} p(x \mid \theta)p(\theta; \alpha) d\theta}.
\]  

(2.1)
Bayes’ rule is important since it characterizes how the belief about the parameters $\theta$ changes after observing some data $x$ solely based on knowledge, via the likelihood, of how likely we are to observe the data and some prior distribution on the parameters. The utility of Bayes’ formula is that it is generally easier to define the likelihood and the prior distribution than it is to know the form of the posterior distribution $p(\theta \mid x; \alpha)$. Another way of looking at the prior and likelihood is that they capture how parameters $\theta$ are generated from a model and how data $x$ are generated from the model parameterized by $\theta$. In this thesis we often adopt a generative viewpoint when describing a probabilistic model. That is we describe how parameters $\theta$ and data $x$ are generated under a proposed probabilistic model.

One important realization is, that since data $x$ is given, the denominator of Eq. (2.1) is a constant. This constant is called the normalizer or partition function. This means the posterior is proportional to the likelihood times the prior:

$$p(\theta \mid x) \propto p(x \mid \theta)p(\theta; \alpha).$$

(2.2)

For some applications such as maximum-a-posterior inference, it is sufficient to know the posterior up to proportionality, which eliminates the hard problem of computing or estimating the partition function.

Bayesian inference is the process of computing or estimating the posterior, that is to compute the distribution over parameters after observing some data given a prior distribution (i.e. a belief) about the parameter distribution. Broadly speaking there are the three main approaches to posterior inference: sampling-based inference, variational inference and expectation maximization. While we do utilize low variance analysis (a fourth, less common approach; see Sec. 2.5) in Chapter 4 we mostly focus on sampling-based inference for this thesis. See Sec. 2.2 for an introduction to sampling-based inference and for the motivation of its use. A broad overview over the different techniques may be found in [24].

In some applications it might be enough to get the most likely set of parameters on the support of the parameters $\Theta$. This is called maximum a posteriori estimation and is formally defined as

$$\theta^* = \arg\max_{\theta \in \Theta} p(\theta \mid x) = \arg\max_{\theta \in \Theta} p(x \mid \theta)p(\theta; \alpha).$$

(2.3)

If the prior is uniform on the support of $\theta$ maximum a posteriori estimation reduces to maximum likelihood estimation

$$\theta^* = \arg\max_{\theta \in \Theta} p(x \mid \theta).$$

(2.4)

The difference to full posterior inference is that we only get a point estimate of the peak of the full posterior distribution. This for example means that we can get no information about the uncertainty of the parameter estimate $\theta^*$, one major advantage of full posterior distribution inference.

In the following we briefly introduce and review key concepts of Bayesian modeling and inference.
Exchangeability Throughout this thesis we will often make the (silent) assumption that observations $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N$ in a batch of data are exchangeable. That is the order of observation does not matter, i.e. the probability of the set of data is invariant to reordering. Formally, for any permutation $r_i$ of the indices of the data

$$p(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N) = p(x_{r_1}, x_{r_2}, \ldots, x_{r_N}).$$

(2.5)

One of the simplest exchangeable distributions follows the form

$$p(\{x_i\}^N_{i=1} | \theta) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} p(x_i | \theta)p(\theta).$$

(2.6)

Since the product of likelihood terms $p(x_i | \theta)$ can be arranged in any order this distribution is exchangeable. Indeed we will encounter variants of this model throughout the thesis.

Sufficient Statistics For some posterior distributions it is possible to “summarize” all information about a set of data $\{x_i\}^N_{i=1}$ in a statistic of the data $s_N = f(\{x_i\}^N_{i=1})$. If the statistic captures all information such that

$$p(\theta | \{x_i\}^N_{i=1}) = p(\theta | s_N)$$

(2.7)

the statistic is called sufficient. Sufficient statistics are of great importance for deriving efficient inference algorithms: the amount of storage needed to capture all relevant information about a set of data can be compressed from $O(ND)$ to $O(\text{Poly}(D))$, where $D$ is the dimension of the data and $\text{Poly}(D)$ is usually a low degree polynomial. Additionally, once the sufficient statistic is computed inference algorithms can save computation time since no further iterations over all data are necessary. Sufficient statistics are especially useful in CPU-GPU systems because of the limited memory bandwidth between CPU and GPU. By keeping the data to be processed on GPU memory and only transferring sufficient statistics to CPU, algorithms can be sped up significantly. This will be exploited in several places in this thesis.

Conjugate prior distributions Given a likelihood $p(x | \theta)$, which is usually known or defined because of the phenomenon to be modeled, different priors $p(\theta; \alpha)$ can be considered determining the form of the posterior $p(\theta | x; \alpha)$. It turns out that for a large class of likelihood distributions (e.g. the exponential family of distributions introduced in Sec. 1.2.3) there exists a conjugate prior. Under a conjugate prior distribution, the posterior has the same algebraic form as the prior with updated parameters $\alpha_N$:

$$p(\theta | x; \alpha) = p(\theta; \alpha_N).$$

(2.8)

This means that inference is simplified because the form of the posterior is known exactly. Often the update to the hyper-parameters $\alpha$ can be written as a function of the sufficient statistics of the data $x$ (e.g. in the case of exponential family distributions) allowing for efficient inference as discussed before.
Marginal data distribution  The marginal data distribution is the distribution of the data \( x \) under the prior distribution marginalized over the parameters \( \theta \)

\[
p(x; \alpha) = \int_{\Theta} p(x | \theta) p(\theta; \alpha) \, d\theta.
\]  

(2.9)

This captures the distribution of data \( x \) as predicted under all possible parameters \( \theta \) distributed according to the prior \( p(\theta; \alpha) \).

Posterior predictive distribution  The posterior predictive likelihood is the likelihood of a new data \( \tilde{x} \) given a set of observed data \( x \) marginalized over the parameters

\[
p(\tilde{x} | x; \alpha) = \int_{\Theta} p(\tilde{x} | \theta) p(\theta | x; \alpha) \, d\theta.
\]  

(2.10)

The posterior predictive distribution captures the predicted distribution of new data \( \tilde{x} \) after observing data \( x \). In practice, for example, we can use this distribution to evaluate how well an inferred model can explains the data in a held-out dataset.

### 2.2 Sampling-based Inference

In contrast to parameter estimation which generally leads to optimization problems, Bayesian inference generally leads to the evaluation or estimation of expectations of functions \( f \) of the random variable

\[
\mathbb{E}_p [f(x)] = \int_X f(x) p(x) \, dx.
\]  

(2.11)

Sampling-based inference aims to draw samples from a given distribution \( p(x) \) to allow the approximation of such expectations of functions of the random variable \( x \) via the strong law of large numbers which states that given \( N \) samples \( x_i \) from \( p(x) \)

\[
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} f(x_i) \to \mathbb{E}_p [f(x)].
\]  

(2.12)

This process is called Monte Carlo integration. Noting that expectations of random variables, probabilities and density normalizers can all be expressed as integrals over some function, it is clear that being able to obtain samples from arbitrary distributions is a very powerful tool.

For simple distributions like a uniform or a Gaussian distribution efficient methods exist to directly draw samples from the distribution. In general, for arbitrary and potentially quite complex \( p(x) \), drawing samples is not straightforward especially if the normalization constant is unknown.

There are various algorithms for sampling arbitrary distributions. Importance sampling, rejection sampling, slice sampling and particle filtering are methods suitable for sampling low dimensional variables \( x \), since they suffer from the curse of dimensionality
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or are hard to extend to high dimensions. For distributions over a high dimensional state \( x \) such as the ones we are mostly investigating in this thesis, Markov chain Monte Carlo methods are better suited.

In [198] Robert and Casella give an excellent introduction and a comprehensive overview and discussion of sampling based inference methods. In the following we briefly review key algorithms used in this thesis.

**2.2.1 The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm**

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [105] constructs an ergodic Markov chain over the state variables \( x \) such that the stationary distribution is \( p(x) \). This means that in the limit of sampler iterations the samples \( x \) are guaranteed to be drawn from the desired distribution \( p(x) \) (Sec. 7 [198]). Interestingly, such an ergodic Markov chain can be constructed from any proposal distribution \( q(x' \mid x) \) known up to proportionality. In each iteration, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm samples a proposal \( x' \) given the current state \( x \) from \( q(x' \mid x) \) and accepts it with the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability:

\[
P_a(x', x) = \min \left( 1, \frac{p(x')q(x \mid x')}{p(x)q(x' \mid x)} \right).
\]

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is outlined in Alg. 1. From a practical standpoint one chooses the proposal distribution such that it is easy and efficient to sample \( x' \).

```
1: Initialize \( x = x_0 \)
2: while more samples desired do
3: Sample proposal \( x' \sim q(x' \mid x) \)
4: Compute \( P_a(x', x) = \min \left( 1, \frac{p(x')q(x \mid x')}{p(x)q(x' \mid x)} \right) \)
5: Sample \( a \) uniformly at random between \( 0 \) and \( 1 \)
6: if \( a < P_a \) then
7: Accept proposal \( x = x' \)
8: end if
9: end while
```

Algorithm 1: Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

To guarantee that \( p(x) \) is indeed stationary distribution of the Markov chain established by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the transition kernel \( K(x', x) \) of the Markov Chain has to fulfill the detailed balance condition (Defn. 6.45. [198]):

\[
K(x', x)p(x') = K(x, x')p(x).
\]

Detailed balance is established for any proposal distribution subject to the aforementioned constraints by construction of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm as shown in Thrm. 7.2 [198]. To guarantee that the Markov Chain converges to the stationary
distribution, the Markov Chain has to be ergodic. A way of ensuring ergodicity is to construct the proposal distribution such that all parts of the support of $p(x)$ can be reached (see Lemma 7.6. [198]).

While in theory it takes infinite sample iterations to reach the stationary distribution, there are elaborate algorithms and techniques to assess approximate convergence to the stationary distribution (see Sec. 12 [198]). In practice it is often sufficient to just sample for some predetermined amount of time.

### 2.2.2 Gibbs Sampling

Assume we can split the state variables into two sets $x$ and $y$ such that we can sample from the conditional distributions $p(y \mid x)$ and $p(x \mid y)$. As outlined in Alg. 2, the Gibbs sampling algorithm simply consists of alternating sampling from the two conditional distributions. Gibbs sampling can be understood as an instantiation of the Metropolis-

**Algorithm 2: Gibbs-sampling algorithm.**

1. Initialize $x = x_0$ and $y = y_0$
2. while more samples desired do
3. Sample $x \sim p(x \mid y)$
4. Sample $y \sim p(y \mid x)$
5. end while

Hastings algorithm where the proposal distributions are conditional distributions of $p(x, y)$ (see Sec. 10.2.2 [198]):

$$q(x', y' \mid x, y) = \delta_y(y')p(x' \mid y) \text{ (proposal for } x') \quad (2.15)$$

$$q(x', y' \mid x, y) = \delta_x(x')p(y' \mid x) \text{ (proposal for } y') \quad (2.16)$$

This leads to an acceptance probability of 1 as can be verified for the proposal of $x'$ (the same applies to the proposal of $y'$):

$$\frac{p(x', y')q(x, y \mid x', y')}{p(x, y)q(x', y' \mid x, y)} = \frac{p(x' \mid y)p(y)p(x' \mid y)}{p(x \mid y)p(y)p(x' \mid y)} = 1. \quad (2.17)$$

This is an important connection since it means that the guarantees of sampling from the target joint distribution $p(x, y)$ of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm carry over to the Gibbs sampler.

Here we have examined the case of two sets of random variables, but the Gibbs algorithms extend to an arbitrary number of sets of random variables as long as one can sample from the full conditional distributions (see Sec. 10 [198]).

### 2.2.3 Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo

The Reversible Jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) sampler by Green et al. [94] (see Sec. 11 [198]) is a slight generalization of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, that
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utilizes auxiliary variables to propose deterministic moves to change between model orders. This is important in the context of Bayesian nonparametric models (introduced in Sec. 2.4) where the number of clusters, i.e. the model order, is part of the inference.

In general the RJMCMC algorithm executes the following three steps. First, draw auxiliary variables \( \mathbf{v} \) given the current state \( \mathbf{x} \) from some proposal distribution \( q(\mathbf{v} | \mathbf{x}) \):

\[
\mathbf{v} \sim q(\mathbf{v} | \mathbf{x}).
\tag{2.18}
\]

Second, apply a deterministic function \( f([\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{v}]) \) to generate the state after the move \( \mathbf{x} \) as well as auxiliary variables \( \mathbf{u} \):

\[
f([\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{v}]) = [\mathbf{u}, \hat{\mathbf{x}}].
\tag{2.19}
\]

By \([\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{v}]\) we denote stacking of all parameters in \( \mathbf{x} \) and \( \mathbf{v} \). Third, accept the move from state \( \mathbf{x} \) to state \( \hat{\mathbf{x}} \) with acceptance probability \( P_a \):

\[
P_a = \min \left\{ 1, \frac{p(\hat{\mathbf{x}}) q(\mathbf{x} | \hat{\mathbf{x}})}{p(\mathbf{x}) q(\mathbf{v} | \mathbf{x})} | \det(J_f) \right\}
\tag{2.20}
\]

where the Jacobian \( J_f = \frac{\partial f([\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{v}])}{\partial [\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{v}]^T} \). As can be observed, the acceptance probability is the same as for the vanilla Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in Eq. (2.13) modulo the multiplication by the determinant of the Jacobian of the deterministic transformation. This factors in the scaling incurred by the transformation. It turns out that in all cases relevant to this thesis the determinant is 1, and that therefore the RJMCMC and the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probabilities are equal.

### 2.2.4 Slice Sampling

Slice sampling [175] allows sampling from any distribution \( p(x) \) known up to proportionality. The idea is to sample uniformly from the area under \( p(x) \). Introducing an auxiliary random variable \( u \), the area is

\[
A = \{ (x, u) : 0 < u < p(x) \}.
\tag{2.21}
\]

The joint distribution of \( x \) and \( u \) is defined to be uniform over \( A \). The probability density function value is \( Z^{-1} \) where \( Z = \int_A dx \, du = \int p(x) \, dx \) is the normalizer of the target density \( p(x) \). Sampling from this uniform joint distribution is achieved using a Gibbs sampler where the conditional distributions are

\[
p(u \mid x) = \text{Unif}(0, p(x))
\tag{2.22}
\]

\[
p(x \mid u) = \text{Unif}(p(x) \geq u).
\tag{2.23}
\]

While sampling \( u \) is straightforward and requires only a single evaluation of \( p(x) \), sampling from \( x \) can be difficult if the distribution \( p(x) \) is multimodal. Neal [175] proposes several algorithms for efficiently sampling from the conditional distribution of \( x \). For additional discussion and practical examples refer to Sec. 8 [198].
2.3 Common Distributions

In the following we review the exponential distribution family before introducing two
common family members in detail, the categorical and the Gaussian distribution, as
well as their conjugate priors. These distributions are used throughout the thesis.
More extensive discussion of these distributions and others can be found in [85].

2.3.1 Exponential Family

The exponential family of distributions is a class of distributions that follow the form

\[ p(x | \theta) = h(x) \exp \left( \eta(\theta)^T T(x) - A(\theta) \right), \]

(2.24)

where \( \eta(\theta) \) are called the natural parameters, \( T(x) \) are the sufficient statistics of the data
and \( A(\theta) \) is called the log-partition function. The log-partition function is determined
such that the distribution is normalized to integrate to 1:

\[ \exp(A(\theta)) = \int h(x) \exp(\eta(\theta)^T T(x)) \, d\theta. \]

(2.25)

We will sometimes refer to the inverse partition function as \( Z(\theta) = \exp(-A(\theta)) \).

Various important distributions belong to the exponential family: the categorical,
the Dirichlet, the Gaussian, the Wishart, the inverse Wishart, the beta, the Poisson,
the exponential, the gamma, the Bernoulli, and the chi-squared distribution. Less
common distributions like the von-Mises-Fisher distribution (see Sec. 2.6.3)
and the
Bingham distribution \([23]\)
are also exponential family members. The exponential family
distributions have two important properties for efficient inference: they have a sufficient
statistic and a conjugate prior associated with them. In the following we review a subset
of the exponential family distributions that are relevant for this thesis.

2.3.2 Categorical and Dirichlet Distribution

The categorical distribution is a distribution over \( K \) independent events. The different
event probabilities are captured by the parameter \( \{\pi_k\}_{k=1}^K \) where \( \sum_{k=1}^K \pi_k = 1 \). The
toss of a fair die, for example, can be modeled by a categorical distribution with all
\( \pi_k = \frac{1}{6} \). The distribution can be written as

\[ p(z | \pi) = \prod_{k=1}^K \pi_k^{z_k}, \]

(2.26)

where \( z \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \). To designate the drawing or sampling of a random event \( z \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \)
from a categorical distribution we write:

\[ z \sim \text{Cat}(\pi). \]

(2.27)

In practice one can sample from a categorical distribution using the inversion method
(see the general treatment in Sec. 2.1.2 and Example 2.10 of [198]). This method involves
sampling a value \( v \) from the uniform distribution between 0 and 1 and comparing the value against the cumulative sums \( c_j \) over \( \pi_k \), which represent the cumulative density function:

\[
c_j = \sum_{k=1}^{j} \pi_k , \quad c_0 = 0 .
\] (2.28)

The random sample \( z \) is the value that satisfies \( c_{z-1} < v \leq c_z \).

In many real-world Bayesian generative modeling problems the event probabilities \( \pi \) are not known and thus assumed to be random as well. The common distribution assumed for the event probabilities is the Dirichlet distribution. It is a conjugate prior distribution for the categorical (and the multinomial) distribution, which means that the posterior distribution is Dirichlet again. The distribution is

\[
p(\pi; \alpha) = \frac{\Gamma \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k \right)}{\prod_{k=1}^{K} \Gamma(\alpha_k)} \prod_{k=1}^{K} \pi_k^{\alpha_k-1} ,
\] (2.29)

where \( \Gamma(\cdot) \) is the gamma function. Sampling event probabilities \( \pi \) from a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by the pseudo counts \( \{\alpha_k\}_{k=1}^{K}, \alpha_k \geq 0 \) is denoted as:

\[
\pi \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha) .
\] (2.30)

In practice sampling from a Dirichlet distribution can be accomplished via sampling from a gamma distribution (which is implemented in most scientific programming languages and libraries) and making the resulting samples sum to 1:

\[
\pi_k = \frac{\tilde{\pi}_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \tilde{\pi}_k} , \quad \tilde{\pi}_k \sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_k,1) .
\] (2.31)

In summary, the Dirichlet distribution is a distribution over a distributions. To go back to the example with rolling a die: The Dirichlet distribution is like having a big bag of infinitely many dice with different event probabilities. Before rolling a die we blindly draw a die from the bag. Now the die we are going to roll to obtain a number is distributed according to the distribution of dice that we put into the bag. The Dirichlet distribution is a distribution over the simplex defined by \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \pi_k = 1 \). For \( K = 3 \) can visualize it for different parameter values \( \alpha \) in Fig. 2.1.

Assume that we are given a set of labels \( z = \{z_i\}_{i=1}^{N} \) and are interested in knowing the posterior distribution on \( \pi \) given the observed labels. We will assume a Dirichlet prior with parameter \( \alpha \) on the event probabilities \( \pi \). Since the Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to the categorical distribution of the data the posterior is Dirichlet again:

\[
p(\pi \mid z; \alpha) = \text{Dir}(\alpha_1 + N_1, \ldots, \alpha_K + N_K) , \quad N_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} 1_{z_i = k} ,
\] (2.32)

where \( 1_{(\cdot)} \) is the indicator function which is 1 if \( (\cdot) \) is true and 0 otherwise. Hence \( N_k \) is the number of labels \( z \) having the value \( k \).
Each location on the simplex corresponds to a Categorical distribution parameter $\pi$ as indicated for the corners to the left. “Hotter” coloring indicates a higher density value. For $\alpha = (1,1,1)$ the distribution is uniform over the simplex.

### 2.3.3 Gaussian and Normal Inverse Wishart Distribution

The Gaussian distribution is a well known distribution for a concentrated cluster of data in Euclidean space. Its density in $D$ dimensions is given as

$$\mathcal{N}(x | \mu, \Sigma) = \frac{1}{((2\pi)^D|\Sigma|)^{-\frac{1}{2}}} \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2}(x - \mu)^T\Sigma^{-1}(x - \mu)\right)$$

There are various methods for sampling from the 1D Gaussian distribution (see Example 2.8 of [198]) and most scientific libraries and programming languages allow have one of the variants implemented. To sample from the multivariate Gaussian distribution we use the fact that we can sample from the $D$-dimensional zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution by simply sampling $D$ draws from $\mathcal{N}(0,1)$:

$$x = (x_1, \ldots, x_D) \text{ where } x_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0,1)$$

$$\Sigma^{\frac{1}{2}}x + \mu \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \Sigma),$$

where $\Sigma^{\frac{1}{2}}$ is the matrix square root of the covariance matrix which can be obtained via the Cholesky decomposition.

In Bayesian generative modeling the parameters $\mu$ and $\Sigma$ should often be part of the inference procedure and are thus assumed the have prior distribution. While one could put various prior distributions, it is convenient to choose the Normal inverse Wishart (NIW) distribution because it is a conjugate prior for the Normal distribution. This makes posterior inference easier since the posterior distribution of the Gaussian parameters is NIW again. The NIW distribution is given as the product of a Gaussian
distribution (as a prior on the Gaussian mean) and a inverse Wishart (IW) distribution:

\[
\text{NIW}(\mu, \Sigma; \kappa, \tilde{\vartheta}, \nu, \Delta) = \mathcal{N}(\mu; \tilde{\vartheta}, \frac{\Sigma}{\kappa}) \cdot \text{IW}(\Sigma; \nu, \Delta).
\]  (2.37)

Sampling from the NIW distributions proceeds in two steps:

\[
\Sigma \sim \text{IW}(\nu, \Delta) \quad (2.38)
\]
\[
\mu \sim \mathcal{N}(\tilde{\vartheta}; \frac{\Sigma}{\kappa}) \quad (2.39)
\]

While sampling from the Gaussian is quite straightforward, sampling from the inverse Wishart amounts to sampling from a Wishart distribution as described in [181] and inverting the resulting matrix [85].

Given some Gaussian observations \(x\) the posterior distribution for the Gaussian mean and covariance matrix is NIW with the parameters [85]:

\[
\kappa_N = \kappa_0 + N \quad (2.40)
\]
\[
\nu_N = \nu_0 + N \quad (2.41)
\]
\[
\tilde{\vartheta}_N = \frac{\kappa_0}{\kappa_N} \tilde{\vartheta}_0 + \frac{n}{\kappa_N} \bar{x} \quad (2.42)
\]
\[
\Delta_N = \Delta_0 + S + \frac{\kappa_0 N}{\kappa_N} (\tilde{\vartheta}_0 - \bar{x})(\tilde{\vartheta}_0 - \bar{x})^T \quad (2.43)
\]

where we have used the sufficient statistics \(N\) and

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i \quad (2.44)
\]
\[
S = \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i x_i^T - N \bar{x} \bar{x}^T . \quad (2.45)
\]

The importance of sufficient statistics in general is that once we have computed them, we can discard the underlying data points \(x_i\) because everything needed for inference is captured in the statistics. This is an important factor in deriving and implementing efficient inference algorithms. One can either incrementally add and remove data points to and from the statistics, or even run pyramid-schemed reduction operations that can be parallelized and run on a graphics processing unit (GPU).

### 2.4 Bayesian Nonparametric Mixture Models

Bayesian nonparametrics (BNP) is a subset of Bayesian statistics that investigates models with an infinite parameter space. Like standard Bayesian models (see Sec. 2.1), Bayesian nonparametric models describe observations \(x\) as drawn randomly from the likelihood distribution \(p(x \mid \theta)\) parameterized by \(\theta\). The parameter \(\theta\) is assumed to be a random variable distributed according to the prior \(p(\theta; \alpha)\) with hyper-parameters \(\alpha\). In contrast to standard Bayesian models, the dimension of \(\theta\) is by construction...
Infinite in the Bayesian nonparametric case. Examples of BNP priors are the Dirichlet process (DP) prior [8, 70, 233], Indian buffet process [86], or the Gaussian process (GP) prior [194, 253]. For this work DP mixture models [8] (DP-MM) are of main interest and are thus introduced next.

The DP prior is used as a prior for probabilistic models with a countably-infinite number of mixture components. Formally, a DP is a stochastic process whose sample path defines a probability distribution over the event space $\Omega$. It is defined via a base measure $G_0$ on $\Omega$ and a concentration $\alpha > 0$. A realization $G \sim \text{DP}(G_0, \alpha)$ of the Dirichlet process satisfies the property that for any finite partition of the event space $\Omega = \bigcup_{k=1}^{K} A_k$,

$$
(G(A_1), \ldots, G(A_K)) \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha G_0(A_1), \ldots, \alpha G_0(A_K)).
$$

In other words, the probability mass of the partitions $A_k$ under the realization $G$ of the DP follows a Dirichlet distribution whose weights are proportional to the probability mass of the partitions under the base measure $G_0$. A draw $G \sim \text{DP}(\alpha, G_0)$ can be represented as the sum of delta functions at the atom locations $\tilde{\theta}_k$:

$$
G = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \pi_i \delta(\tilde{\theta}_i).
$$

Figure 2.2 depicts the base measure $G_0$ as well as the random measure $G$ drawn from it by the atoms $\tilde{\theta}_k$ with associated weights $\pi_k$. From a generative point of view a data point $x_i$ is generated by drawing a parameter $\theta_i$ from $G$ followed by drawing $x_i \sim p(x_i \mid \theta_i)$. This model is depicted in Fig. 2.2a. The structure of $G$ implies that samples $\theta_i \sim G$ will repeat with non-zero probability. This observation clarifies the clustering property of the DP prior and motivates its use in Bayesian mixture models.

An alternate construction due to Sethuraman [216] is called the stick-breaking con-
The construction of a DP. The aforementioned atom weights $\pi_k$ are defined recursively as:

$$\pi_k = c_k \prod_{j=1}^{k-1} (1 - c_j) \quad c_k \sim \text{Beta}(1, \alpha) \quad \forall k \in [1, \ldots, \infty).$$

Atoms $\theta_k$ are drawn from the base measure $G_0$. The stick-breaking formulation provides a way of sequentially sampling from the DP. Since parameters $\theta_i$ will repeat with certainty, it is not necessary to instantiate a dedicated parameter $\theta_i$ per data point. Instead a set of distinct parameters $\{\theta_k\}_{k=1}^{K}$ is maintained. To indicate the assignment of a data point $x_i$ to one of the atoms $\theta_k$ indicator variables $z_i$ are commonly instantiated. The resulting graphical model is depicted in the explicit model of a DP-MM in Fig. 2.2b. Using the stick-breaking construction the DP-MM is defined from a generative standpoint as

$$\pi_\infty \sim \text{GEM}(1, \alpha)$$

$$\theta \sim p(\theta; G_0)$$

$$z_i \sim \text{Cat}(\pi_\infty)$$

$$x_i \sim p(x_i | \theta, z_i),$$

where the stick breaking process was denoted GEM(1, $\alpha$) after its inventors Griffiths, Engen and McCloskey [190].

A second approach to constructing the draw $G$ from a DP utilizes a Poisson process with a specific measure to define a Gamma process [151]. The DP is obtained as the normalization of the draw from a Gamma process. This approach can also be used to construct dependencies between DPs via dependencies between the underlying Poisson processes [151].

One way to intuitively understand the effects of a DP prior is via the so called Chinese Restaurant process (CRP). The CRP is obtained from the DP by marginalizing over the random measure $G$ [25,174]. It can be understood by visualizing the process of customers sitting down at tables in a restaurant. Customers are the equivalent of data-points and tables correspond to mixture components in the actual DP-MM. The probability of customer $i$ being assigned to table $k$ ($z_i = k$) can be derived to be:

$$p(z_i = k | z_{\{i\}; \alpha}) \propto \begin{cases} N_k & 1 \leq k \leq K \\ \alpha & k = K + 1 \end{cases}.$$

This highlights the “rich-get-richer” property of the CRP and thus the DP: the more customers sit at a certain table (i.e. are assigned to a mixture component) the more likely it is that new customers will join them. There are three main inference methods for DP-MMs: (1) sampling-based inference, (2) variational inference, and (3) low variance asymptotic analysis. MCMC-based inference algorithms [42,174,193] aiming to sample from the true posterior distribution using Gibbs or Metropolis-Hastings samplers as introduced in Sec. 2.2. Early work on inference for Dirichlet process mixture models (DP-MM) relied on the CRP in the sampling-based inference algorithm [174,193].
This approach exhibits slow convergence, is prone to get stuck in local optima and does not lend itself to parallelization [42, 121]. Variational inference algorithms which aim to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the unknown true DP posterior and a mean-field approximation to it. The stick-breaking construction is usually used to derive variational inference methods. See [27, 128] for an introduction to these methods. Low variance analysis applied to the DP posterior distribution [33, 39, 123, 142, 222] yields k-means-like inference algorithms [101] (see Sec. 2.5 for more details).

A variety of more complex models has been proposed based on the DP such as the hierarchical DP [232] (HDP) or the dependent DP (DDP) [151, 160]. These models allow modeling of dependencies between DPs and hence sharing of data between them in specific ways.

2.5 Low Variance Asymptotics

It is well known that the k-means clustering algorithm [155] can be obtained from the expectation-maximization (EM) inference in a finite Gaussian mixture model (GMM) by analyzing the limit as the variance $\sigma I$ of the Gaussians approaches zero [24]. In the limit as $\sigma \to 0$ the Gaussian distribution approaches a Dirac delta function (c.f. Fig. 2.3) and the label posterior distribution becomes an assignment to the closest cluster with probability 1.

Kulis et al. [142] were first to apply the same analysis to a BNP Dirichlet process GMM. The resulting DP-means algorithm resembles the k-means algorithm while also allowing the creation of additional clusters. As shown in Algorithm 3, a new cluster is created if a data-point’s squared Euclidean distance from all currently existing clusters exceeds a predefined threshold $\lambda$ on the cluster radius:

$$z_i = \arg\min_{k \in \{1, \ldots, K+1\}} \begin{cases} ||x_i - \mu_k||_2^2 & \text{for } k \leq K \text{ and } |\mathcal{I}_k \setminus i| > 0 \\ \infty & \text{for } k \leq K \text{ and } |\mathcal{I}_k \setminus i| = 0 \\ \lambda & \text{for } k = K + 1 \end{cases} . \quad (2.54)$$

If data point $i$ is the last in cluster $k$ and hence $|\mathcal{I}_k \setminus i| = 0$, it cannot be re-assigned to the same cluster as expressed by the infinite cost on the assignment. If $x_i$ gets assigned to a new cluster the new cluster is instantiated with mean $\mu_{K+1} = x_i$ and the cluster count $K$ is incremented. After each assignment cycle the means $\mu_k$ are updated to the
sample means of the respective cluster:

\[ \mu_k = \frac{1}{|I_k|} \sum_{i \in I_k} x_i. \]  

(2.55)

Jiang et al. [123] generalize this derivation to DP mixtures of general exponential family distributions. Broderick et al. [33] show a different derivation for the DP-means algorithm by directly taking the low variance limit on the posterior distribution of the model. The result of this is an objective function that resembles the k-means objective with the addition of a term that penalizes the creation of new clusters:

\[ J = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i \in I_k} ||x_i - \mu_k||^2_2 + \lambda(K - 1). \]  

(2.56)

This objective function can be optimized in many different ways, one of which is the aforementioned DP-means algorithm.

```
1: J ← ∞
2: μ ← ∅
3: while J not converged do
4:     for i ∈ {1, ..., N} do
5:         z_i = \arg\min_{k \in \{1, ..., K+1\}} \begin{cases} ||x_i - \mu_k||^2_2 & \text{for } k \leq |μ| \text{ and } |I_k \setminus i| > 0 \\ ∞ & \text{for } k \leq |μ| \text{ and } |I_k \setminus i| = 0 \\ \lambda & \text{for } k = |μ| + 1 \end{cases}
6:         if z_i = |μ| + 1 then
7:             μ ← μ ∪ {x_i} \quad \text{// add new cluster}
8:         end if
9:     end for
10:    for k ∈ {1, ..., |μ|} do
11:        if |I_k| > 0 then
12:            μ_k ← \frac{1}{|I_k|} \sum_{i \in I_k} n_i
13:        else
14:            μ ← μ \setminus μ_k \quad \text{// remove cluster k}
15:        end if
16:    end for
17:    J ← \sum_{k=1}^{|μ|} \sum_{i \in I_k} ||x_i - μ_k||^2_2 + λ(|μ| - 1)
18: end while
```

Algorithm 3: DP-means algorithm.

Campbell et al. [39] derive a k-means-like clustering algorithm for streaming data. The starting point for their derivation is a dependent DP-GMM (DDP-GMM) that couples clusters between batches data as constructed in [151]. The algorithm allows
Figure 2.4: Two different approaches to modeling a cluster of directional data. A directional distribution can either be defined directly over the manifold of the sphere (left) or implicitly via a distribution in a linearization of the sphere (right).

for death, revival, movement, and birth of clusters. The technique has also been extended to develop asymptotic algorithms for mixtures with general exponential family likelihoods [123], and HMMs with an unknown number of states [206]. However, small-variance analysis has, to date, been limited to discrete and Euclidean spaces. In Sec. 4.4.3, we derive the first k-means-like algorithms for directional data.

2.6 Distributions over the Unit Sphere

Classical statistics rely on the Euclidean structure of $\mathbb{R}^D$. If the data naturally resides on a manifold, special care needs to be taken since the notion of distance on a manifold is different than in Euclidean space [63]. In this section we focus on directional data $n$ which naturally resides on the unit sphere in $D$ dimensions $S^{D-1}$. Due to the nonlinearity of the sphere the statistical analysis of spherical data requires special care [75, 164].

As depicted in Fig. 2.4, we explore two different approaches to modeling directional data. Since the sphere is a $(D - 1)$-dimensional nonlinear Riemannian manifold [63] we can use Riemannian geometry in combination with the standard Euclidean distributions, such as the Gaussian distribution, to define distributions on the sphere such as the tangent space Gaussian depicted to the right in Fig. 2.4. The advantages of this approach are that there exists conjugate priors for the Gaussian distribution parameters, that the Gaussian distribution can represent anisotropic distributions, and that there are fast samplers for the Gaussian as well as its prior distributions. Additionally, we explore distributions from directional statistics [164] that are naturally defined over the unit sphere $S^{D-1}$. Examples of directional distributions are the antipodal symmetric Bingham distribution [23], the anisotropic Kent or also called Fisher-Bingham distribution [134] and the isotropic von-Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution [74]. Because of its comparative simplicity, the vMF distribution is most commonly used. Aside from being natively defined over the unit sphere, those distributions have some advantages in posterior inference as we will show. Unfortunately the normalizers tend to involve com-
Figure 2.5: The blue plane illustrates $T_p\mathbb{S}^2$, the tangent space to the sphere $\mathbb{S}^2$ at $p \in \mathbb{S}^2$ (here $p$ is taken to be the north pole). A tangent vector $\dot{x} \in T_p\mathbb{S}^2$ is mapped to $n \in \mathbb{S}^2$ via $\text{Exp}_p$.

Complicated functions such as the Bessel function of the first kind [74]. Another drawback is that in some cases conjugate prior distributions are only known up to proportionality (see Sec. 2.6.3). We first introduce details on the manifold of the sphere to set the stage for distributions over data on the sphere.

### 2.6.1 The Manifold of the Unit Sphere

Directional data $n$ resides on the unit sphere in $D$ dimensions defined as

$$\mathbb{S}^{D-1} = \{ n : n^T n = 1 ; n \in \mathbb{R}^D \}. \quad (2.57)$$

We now give a brief introduction to the geometric concepts useful for statistical modeling on the manifold of the unit sphere $\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$. The interested reader can consult [63] for a more detailed discussion and other manifolds. In statistical modeling, distances are of paramount importance. On $\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$, rather than using the Euclidean distance of the ambient space, $\mathbb{R}^D$, an appropriate measure is the geodesic distance between points, which is simply the angle between them:

$$d_G(p, n) = \arccos(p^T n), \quad (2.58)$$

where $p, n \in \mathbb{S}^{D-1}$. The probability measure we will define on $\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ will exploit this distance measure implicitly through the concept of a tangent space. While $\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ is nonlinear, every point $p \in \mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ is associated with a linear tangent space, denoted $T_p\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5:

$$T_p\mathbb{S}^{D-1} \triangleq \{ \dot{x} : p^T \dot{x} = 0 \}. \quad (2.59)$$

Elements $\dot{x}$ of $T_p\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ are called tangent vectors and may be viewed as “arrows” based at $p$ and tangent to $\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$. Note that $\dim(T_p\mathbb{S}^{D-1}) = D - 1$ and that the point of tangency, $p$, may be identified with the origin of $\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ (i.e., a zero-length tangent vector). A point, $n \in \mathbb{S}^{D-1} \setminus \{ -p \}$, is mapped to a point, $\dot{x} \in T_p\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$, via

$$\text{Log}_p(n) = (n - p \cos \theta) \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} = \dot{x}, \quad (2.60)$$
where $\theta = d_G(p,n)$ and $\frac{0}{\sin 0} = 1$. At the antipodal point $-p$ the mapping is not defined. Conversely, $\hat{x} \in T_pS^{D-1}$ is mapped to $x \in S^{D-1}$ by the Riemannian exponential:

$$
\text{Exp}_p(\hat{x}) = p \cos(||\hat{x}||_2) + \frac{\hat{x}}{||\hat{x}||_2^2} \sin(||\hat{x}||_2) = n.
$$

(2.61)

The $\ell_2$ norm $||\hat{x}||_2$ in $T_pS^{D-1}$ is equal to the distance between $p$ and $n$: $||\hat{x}||_2 = \theta = d_G(p,n)$. However, this is true only since $p$ is the point of tangency. This implies that $T_pS^{D-1}$ is a bounded open set of radius $\pi$. In general, the distance between two other points in $T_pS^{D-1}$ is not equal to the geodesic distance between their corresponding points in $S^{D-1}$.

Due to their linearity, tangent spaces often provide a convenient way to model spherical data using distributions native to Euclidean spaces. In fact, this is also true for more general manifolds [78, 80, 187, 220]. This linearity, together with aforementioned mappings between $S^{D-1}$ and $T_pS^{D-1}$, enables modeling directional data points via a zero-mean Gaussian distribution in the tangents space as described in Sec. 2.6.2.

Note that in the formulas for the Riemannian exp and log map points $x \in T_pS^{D-1}$ are vectors in the ambient Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^D$ fulfilling Eq. (2.59). In the following we express $\hat{x}$ in local tangent space coordinates as $\hat{x}^m$ by parallel transporting all data into the tangent space around the north pole $m = (0, \ldots, 0, 1) \in S^{D-1}$ using a rotation $R$. Vectors $\hat{x}^m \in T_mS^{D-1}$ all have $\hat{x}^m_D = 1$ and hence $\hat{x}^m$ is obtained from $\hat{x}$ by simply discarding the last coordinate entry. In the following all this process is implicitly assumed whenever a point on the sphere is mapped into a tangent space via the log map. Likewise whenever the exp map is used the process is performed in the inverse direction: first augment the vector with another coordinate with value 1, then rotate the resulting point down to the tangent space via $R^T$.

While the rotation $R$ can be computed in any dimension, it is straightforward in 3D via the axis-angle formulation with axis $w = \frac{n \times p}{||n \times p||_2}$ and angle $\theta = \arccos(n^T p)$ as described in Sec. 2.7.4.

**Numeric and implementation considerations** When implementing the log map numerical instabilities can be avoided by using Taylor expansions around the instable points:

$$
\text{Log}_p(n) = (n - pp^T n) \begin{cases} 
\frac{\arccos(p^T n)}{\sqrt{1 - (p^T n)^2}} & \text{for } 1 - p^T n < \epsilon \\
1 - \frac{1}{3} (p^T n - 1) + \frac{2}{15} (p^T n - 1)^2 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}.
$$

(2.62)

The Riemannian exponential map can be implemented as in Eq. (2.61) and using the Taylor expansion of the sinc $||\hat{x}||_2$ for small angles $||\hat{x}||_2$:

$$
\text{Exp}_p(\hat{x}) = p \cos(||\hat{x}||_2) + \hat{x} \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sin(||\hat{x}||_2)}{||\hat{x}||_2} & \text{for } ||\hat{x}||_2 < \epsilon \\
1 - \frac{\hat{x}^T \hat{x}}{6} + \frac{(\hat{x}^T \hat{x})^2}{120} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}.
$$

(2.63)

Furthermore, due to numerical inaccuracies dot products like $p^T n$ might not be strictly inside $[-1, 1]$. Hence, it is generally advisable to truncate the dot product to be inside $[-1, 1]$. Hence, it is generally advisable to truncate the dot product to be inside
[−1, 1] to ensure that, for example, the arccos can be computed:
\[ p^T n = \min \left( 1, \max \left( -1, p^T n \right) \right). \] (2.64)

**Surface area and volume of unit (D−1)-sphere** The area \( A_{D-1} \) and the volume \( V_{D-1} \) of the sphere in \( D \) dimensions, \( S^{D-1} \), are
\[
A_{D-1} = \frac{2\pi^{\frac{D}{2}}}{\Gamma \left( \frac{D}{2} \right)} \quad (2.65)
\]
\[
V_{D-1} = \frac{\pi^{\frac{D}{2}}}{\Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{D}{2} \right)} \quad (2.66)
\]
Interestingly both volume and area approach 0 as the dimension increases.

**The Karcher Mean**

The Karcher mean \( \bar{n} \) is a generalization of the sample mean in Euclidean space [95, 130, 131] to manifold-valued data. For a set of points \( \{ n_i \}_{i=1}^N \) on manifold \( M \) with associated distance measure \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \), the Karcher mean is defined as the (local) minimizer of the following weighted cost function:
\[
\bar{n} = \arg \min_{p \in M} \sum_{i=1}^N w_i d^2(p, n_i), \quad \sum_{i=1}^N w_i = 1. \] (2.67)

For the purpose of this thesis we are focusing on the manifold of the sphere, \( M = S^{D-1} \), and usually have uniform weights \( w_i = \frac{1}{N} \). For directional data the distance function is \( d(\cdot, \cdot) = d_G(\cdot, \cdot) = \arccos(p^T n) \). In this case, excepting degenerate sets, the optimization problem has a single minimum. It may be obtained by iterating the computation of the data sample mean in the tangent space around the current estimate of the Karcher mean, and updating the Karcher mean to the projection of that sample mean back onto the sphere \([187]\). Outlined in Algorithm 4, the Karcher mean algorithm takes the geometry of the sphere into account and exhibits fast convergence.

| 1: Initialize \( \bar{n}_0 \) to any data point \( n_i \) |
| 2: do |
| 3: \( \bar{x} = \sum_{i=1}^N w_i \text{Log}_n(n_i) \) |
| 4: \( \bar{n}_{t+1} = \text{Exp}_{\bar{n}_t}(\bar{x}) \) |
| 5: while \( \| \bar{x} \|_2 > \epsilon \) |

Algorithm 4: Karcher mean algorithm.

### 2.6.2 The Tangent Space Gaussian (TG) Distribution

Under the tangent space Gaussian model the deviations of observed \( D \)-dimensional directional data from a mean direction \( \mu \) are modeled by a \( D-1 \)-dimensional zero-mean...
Figure 2.6: Left: Directional data can be described via zero-mean Gaussian distributions in cluster dependent tangent spaces $T_n\mathbb{S}^2$. Right: Illustration of the geometry underlying the approximation of the mapping of $n_i$ into $T_n\mathbb{S}^2$ via $\text{Log}_\mu(n_i)$.

$$\text{Log}_\mu(n_i) \approx \text{Log}_\mu(\bar{n}) + \mu R_{\bar{n}} \text{Log}_\mu(n_i)$$

Figure 2.7: Probability that a data point $x$ lies inside a disk with radius $\pi$ under a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance $\Sigma = \sigma^2 I$ as a function of $\sigma$. For $\sigma < 22^\circ$ the probability mass of a Gaussian distribution is approximately contained in $T_p\mathbb{S}^2$. Beyond $22^\circ$ the tangent-space Gaussian distribution is less and less well normalized.

Gaussian distribution with covariance $\Sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{D-1 \times D-1}$ in the tangent space around $\mu$. The conjugate prior distribution for covariance matrices $\Sigma$ is the inverse Wishart (IW) distribution (see Sec. 2.3) parameterized by $\Delta \in \mathbb{R}^{D-1 \times D-1}$ and $\nu \geq 0$:

$$p(n \mid \mu, \Sigma) = \mathcal{N}(\text{Log}_\mu(n); 0, \Sigma)$$

$$p(\Sigma; \Delta, \nu) = \text{IW}(\Sigma; \nu, \Delta),$$

where $\text{Log}_\mu(n) \in T_\mu\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$. In other words, we evaluate the probability density function of $n \in \mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ by first mapping it into $T_\mu\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ and then evaluating it under the Gaussian distribution with covariance $\Sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{D-1 \times D-1}$. The probability density function of the directional data over the nonlinear $\mathbb{S}^{D-1}$ is then induced by the Riemannian exponential map:

$$n \sim \text{Exp}_\mu(\mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma)).$$

This setup is depicted in Fig. 2.6. The range of $\text{Log}_\mu$ is contained within a disk of finite radius ($\pi$) while the Gaussian distribution has infinite support. Hence, the tails of the Gaussian are “cut-off” outside that area. As a result the implied distribution on the sphere is only approximate since it does not integrate to one. As long as the variance is small, however, the approximation-error is small because most of the probability mass of
the Gaussian is inside the open set with radius \(\pi\) as depicted in Fig. 2.7. Consequently, for probabilistic inference, we use the inverse Wishart prior to favor small covariances resulting in a probability distribution that, except a negligible fraction, is within the range of \(\Log_p\) and concentrated about the mean. Note that all proposed approaches utilizing Riemannian geometry and the notion of tangent spaces to define a probability distribution on a sphere can be extended to arbitrary simply connected Riemannian manifolds.

**Log-map Approximation**

The tangent space Gaussian model described previously necessitates the evaluation of \(\Log_{\mu}(n_i)\) to evaluate the data likelihood. This can become computationally expensive especially in iterative inference algorithms such as MCMC or optimization-based methods. To improve computational efficiency in such cases we introduce an approximation to \(\Log_{\mu}(n_i)\). The approximation necessitates the computation of the Karcher mean \(\bar{n}\) for the set of normals associated with the cluster on the sphere. After this preparation step, we can approximate \(\Log_{\mu}(n_i)\) using the Karcher mean \(\bar{n}\) of its associated set of data \(\{n_i\}_i\):

\[
\Log_{\mu}(n_i) \approx \Log_{\mu}(\bar{n}) + \mu R_{\bar{n}} \Log_{\bar{n}}(n_i) .
\]  

(2.71)

where \(\mu R_{\bar{n}}\) rotates vectors in \(T_{\bar{n}}SD^{-1}\) to \(T_{\mu}SD^2\). Intuitively this approximates the mapping of \(n_i\) into \(\mu\) by the mapping of the Karcher mean into \(\mu\) plus a correction term that accounts for the deviation of \(n_i\) from the \(\bar{n}\). See Fig. 2.6 for an illustration of underlying geometry.

Clearly when \(\mu = \bar{n}\) the expression above is exact. For other cases, we analyze the nature of the approximation in more detail in the following.

**\(\mu, \bar{n} \text{ and } n \text{ on geodesic}** If \(\mu, \bar{n}\) and \(n\) lie on a geodesic, then the approximation is exact. This is because points on a straight line in \(T_{\mu}SD^{D-1}\) correspond to points on a geodesic in the direction of \(\bar{x} \in T_{\mu}SD^{D-1}\) by the definition of the Riemannian exponential map. The length of the vector \(\bar{x}\) is equivalent to the angle from \(\mu\) to \(\Exp_{\mu}(\bar{x}) = n\). Hence we can write that

\[
\Log_{\mu}(n) = \Log_{\mu}(\bar{n}) + \delta ,
\]  

(2.72)

where \(\delta\) is the vector in the same direction of \(\Log_{\mu}(\bar{n})\) that leads to the equality. Because all points lie on a geodesic, \(\delta\) has to have a length equal to the angle between \(\bar{n}\) and \(n\) and has to point in the same direction as \(\Log_{\mu}(\bar{n})\) in \(T_{\mu}SD^{D-1}\). \(\Log_{\bar{n}}(n)\) has the appropriate length and by rotating it from being orthogonal to \(\bar{n}\) to being orthogonal to \(\mu\) via the rotation \(\mu R_{\bar{n}}\) we obtain the desired vector delta as:

\[
\delta = \mu R_{\bar{n}} \Log_{\bar{n}}(n) .
\]  

(2.73)

This geometric arguments shows that the approximation is exact for \(\mu, \bar{n}\) and \(n\) on a geodesic. Numerical simulation corroborates this argument.
Figure 2.8: The norm of the log map approximation error as a function of angle $\alpha$ between $\mu$ and Karcher mean $\hat{n}$ and $\beta$ between $\hat{n}$ and $n$. In the experiment $\mu$ was chosen to be the north pole, $\hat{n}$ to be at elevation $\alpha$ and $n$ to be at elevation $\alpha$ and azimuth $\beta$. This simulates the worst case situation where the two logarithm maps $\text{Log}_\mu(\hat{n})$ and $\text{Log}_n(n)$ are orthogonal. The left plot shows that for small angles $\alpha$ the approximation is close to the true logarithm map. The plot on the right shows the error plots for smaller $\alpha$ values. Note that the inference implicitly aims to minimize $\alpha$ thus improving the approximation.

$\mu$, $\hat{n}$ and $n$ in arbitrary locations With the angle $\alpha$ between $\mu$ and $\hat{n}$ and the angle $\beta$ between $n$ and $\hat{n}$:

$$
\text{Log}_\mu(\hat{n}) + R\text{Log}_n(n) = (\hat{n} - \mu \cos \alpha) \frac{\alpha}{\sin \alpha} + R^n_n(n - \hat{n} \cos \beta) \frac{\beta}{\sin \beta}
$$

$$
= (\hat{n} - \mu \cos \alpha) \frac{\alpha}{\sin \alpha} + (R^n_n n - \mu \cos \beta) \frac{\beta}{\sin \beta}
$$

$$
= \hat{n} \frac{\alpha}{\sin \alpha} + R^n_n n \frac{\beta}{\sin \beta} - \mu (\frac{\alpha}{\tan \alpha} + \frac{\beta}{\tan \beta})
$$

$$
= (n + \delta) \frac{\alpha}{\sin \alpha} + R^n_n (\hat{n} - \delta) \frac{\beta}{\sin \beta} - \mu (\frac{\alpha}{\tan \alpha} + \frac{\beta}{\tan \beta})
$$

$$
= n \frac{\alpha}{\sin \alpha} + \mu \frac{\beta}{\sin \beta} - \mu (\frac{\alpha}{\tan \alpha} + \frac{\beta}{\tan \beta}) + \delta \frac{\alpha}{\sin \alpha} - R^n_n \delta \frac{\beta}{\sin \beta},
$$

where we have used $n + \delta = \hat{n}$. Note that $\|\delta\|_2 < \beta$. For small $\beta$, $\alpha \approx \theta$ and $\|\delta\|_2 \approx \beta$. Using $\frac{\beta}{\sin \beta} = 1 + \frac{x^2}{2} + O(x^4)$ and $\frac{\beta}{\tan \beta} = 1 - \frac{x^2}{2} - O(x^4)$, we can simplify for small $\beta$:

$$
\text{Log}_\mu(\hat{n}) + R\text{Log}_n(n) \approx n \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} + \mu - \mu (\frac{\theta}{\tan \theta} + 1) + \delta \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} - R^n_n \delta
$$

$$
= \text{Log}_\mu(n) + \delta \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} - R^n_n \delta.
$$

Inspecting the remaining approximation error $\delta \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} - R^n_n \delta$, we see that the norm of the error is bounded as:

$$
\|\delta \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} - R^n_n \delta\|_2 < \|\delta \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta}\|_2 + \|R^n_n \delta\|_2 = (1 + \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta}) \|\delta\|_2 < (1 + \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta}) \beta.
$$

Clearly, for $\mu$ and $\hat{n}$ pointing in opposite directions ($\theta \to \pi$) the approximation is arbitrarily bad since $\lim_{\theta \to \pi} \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} \to \infty$ (unless $\|\delta\|_2 = \beta = 0$). For $\mu$ less than orthogonal
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Figure 2.9: The von-Mises-Fisher distributions on the unit sphere in 3D, $S^2$, with mean at the north pole and concentrations $\tau$. The color encodes the probability density function value of the vMF over the whole sphere. From the coloring it can be observed that the von-Mises-Fisher distribution is isotropic.

to $\hat{n}$ ($\theta < \pi$), $\frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} < \theta$ and thus the error norm is bounded by $(1 + \theta)\beta$. Hence, for small $\theta$ the approximation error vanishes.

Fig. 2.8 shows the norm of the approximation error as a function of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. In the experiment $\mu$ was chosen to be the north pole, $\hat{n}$ to be at elevation $\alpha$ and $n$ to be at elevation $\alpha$ and azimuth $\beta$. This simulates the worst case scenario where the two logarithm maps are at orthogonal angles. It is evident that the approximation is close to the true log-map value for $\hat{n}$ in the proximity of $\mu$ (small $\alpha$). We will see that in the inference procedure proposed in Sec. 4.3.2 this is automatically enforced because $\hat{n}$ will be treated as the sufficient statistic for the mean $\mu$ of a cluster. So in general $\mu$ will be sampled close to $\hat{n}$. Additionally, the data clusters from which $\hat{n}$ will be computed in practice tends to be concentrated, making $\beta$ small as well.

## 2.6.3 The von-Mises-Fisher Distribution

The von-Mises-Fisher distribution is commonly used [14,15,92,222] and can be regarded as akin to the isotropic Gaussian distribution of the sphere. It is parametrized by a mean direction $\mu \in \mathbb{R}^D$ and a concentration $\tau > 0$ (see Fig. 2.9). Its density is defined as [15]

$$
\text{vMF}(n; \mu, \tau) = Z(\tau) \exp(\tau \mu^T n) \\
Z(\tau) = (2\pi)^{-D/2} \frac{\tau^{D/2-1}}{I_{D/2-1}(\tau)},
$$

(2.77)

where $I_{\nu}$ is the modified Bessel function [1] of the first kind of order $\nu$. Figure 2.9 illustrates the vMF distribution in 3D for different concentration parameters. In $D = 3$ dimensions, with $\frac{\tau}{I_{1/2}(\tau)} = \sqrt{\frac{\pi^2}{2 \sinh(\tau)}}$ and $\sinh \tau = \frac{\exp(\tau) - \exp(-\tau)}{2}$, the normalizer of the vMF distribution simplifies to

$$
Z(\tau) = \frac{\tau}{4\pi \sinh(\tau)} = \frac{\tau}{2\pi(\exp \tau - \exp(-\tau))}.
$$

(2.78)
A numerically more stable way of writing the vMF distribution in 3D is

$$\text{vMF}(n; \mu, \tau) = \frac{\tau \exp \left( \tau (\mu^T n - 1) \right)}{2\pi (1 - \exp(-2\tau))}.$$  (2.79)

**Sampling**  An efficient approach for sampling from a vMF distribution was described by Ulrich [240]. While the approach works for any dimension we describe it for \(D = 3\) dimensions for clarity reasons. To sample a random vector from a vMF distribution with mode \(m = (0, 0, 1)\) first sample the two variables \(u\) and \(v\):

\[
\begin{align*}
  v &\sim \text{Unif}(S^{D-2}) \\
  u &\sim p(u; \tau) = \frac{\tau}{2 \sinh \tau} \exp(\tau u)
\end{align*} \tag{2.80, 2.81}
\]

and then compute the vMF distributed sample \(n\) as

$$n = \left( \sqrt{1 - u^2} \ v \ u \right).$$ \tag{2.82}

In practice we obtain \(v\) by sampling from a zero-mean isotropic Gaussian with unit variance and normalizing the resulting sample to unit length. The inversion method is used to sample \(u\) (see general treatment in Sec. 2.1.2 of [198]): With the cumulative density of \(u\), \(F(u)\), derived from \(p(u; \tau) \sim \text{Unif}(0, 1)\):

\[
\xi \sim \text{Unif}(0, 1) \quad u = F^{-1}(\xi) = 1 + \tau^{-1} \log (\xi + (1 - \xi) \exp(-2\tau)). \tag{2.83, 2.84}
\]

Finally, we rotate the sampled vector \(n\) from \(m\) to \(\mu\) via the rotation \(\bar{R}_m\) which can be computed from axis \(w = m \times \mu\) and angle \(\theta = \arccos(\mu^T m)\) as outlined in Sec. 2.7.4. This makes the overall sampling of a vMF distributed data point very efficient for \(D = 3\) dimensions and the computational complexity independent of the concentration \(\tau\) (which rejection sampling is not for example).

**Conjugate prior of \(\mu\) given \(\tau\)**  For Bayesian inference it is convenient to have conjugate priors for the parameters of a distribution because posterior distributions remain in the same class as the prior distribution. For the vMF distribution mean parameter \(\mu\) the conjugate prior, given a fixed \(\tau\), is a vMF distribution \(\text{vMF}(\mu; \mu_0, \tau_0)\) [180]. Note that setting \(\tau_0\) to 0 amounts to assuming an uniform prior distribution for the mean \(\mu\). The corresponding posterior given data \(n = \{n_i\}_{i=1}^N\) is

$$p(\mu \mid n, \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) \propto \text{vMF}(\mu; \mu_0, \tau_0) \prod_{i=1}^N \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu, \tau)$$

\[
= Z(\tau_0) Z(\tau)^N \exp \left( \mu^T \left( \tau_0 \mu_0 + \tau \sum_{i=1}^N n_i \right) \right). \tag{2.85}
\]
The last expression has the form of a vMF distribution in \( \mu \) and thus:

\[
p(\mu \mid \mathbf{n}; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) = \text{vMF} \left( \mu; \frac{\vartheta_N}{\|\vartheta_N\|_2^2}, \|\vartheta_N\|_2 \right),
\]

(2.86)

where \( \vartheta_N = \tau_0 \mu_0 + \tau \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_i \). Under the conjugate prior for \( \mu \) we can compute the marginalization in closed form as:

\[
p(n; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) = \int_{S^{D-1}} \text{vMF}(n; \mu, \tau) \text{vMF}(\mu; \mu_0, \tau_0) \, d\mu
\]

\[
= Z(\tau) Z(\tau_0) \int_{S^{D-1}} \exp \left( \mu^T (\tau n + \tau_0 \mu_0) \right) d\mu
\]

\[
= Z(\tau) Z(\tau_0) \int_{S^{D-1}} \exp \left( \|\vartheta_1\|^2 \mu^T \frac{\vartheta_1}{\|\vartheta_1\|^2} \right) d\mu
\]

\[
= \frac{Z(\tau) Z(\tau_0)}{Z(\|\vartheta_1\|^2)} = \frac{Z(\tau) Z(\tau_0)}{Z(\|\tau n + \tau_0 \mu_0\|^2)},
\]

(2.87)

where \( \vartheta_1 = \tau n + \tau_0 \mu_0 \) as introduced in Eq. (2.86).

**Joint conjugate prior for \( \mu \) and \( \tau \)** There also exists a conjugate prior distribution for the mean \( \mu \) and the concentration parameter \( \tau \) which unfortunately is only known up to proportionality [180]:

\[
p(\mu, \tau \mid \mu_0, a, b) \propto \left( \frac{\tau^{D/2-1}}{I_{D/2-1}(\tau)} \right)^a \exp \left( b \tau \mu^T \mu_0 \right),
\]

(2.88)

where \( 0 < b < a \). The normalizing constant can only be computed analytically in special cases. Knowing this prior only up to proportionality still allows sampling from it for sampling-based inference. The posterior given observed data \( \{n_i\}_{i=1}^{N} \) is

\[
p(\mu, \tau \mid \{n_i\}_{i=1}^{N}, \mu_0, a, b) \propto \prod_{i=1}^{N} Z(\tau) \exp(n_i^T \mu \tau) \left( \frac{\tau^{D/2-1}}{I_{D/2-1}(\tau)} \right)^a \exp \left( b \tau \mu^T \mu_0 \right)
\]

\[
\times \left( \frac{\tau^{D/2-1}}{I_{D/2-1}(\tau)} \right)^{a+N} \exp \left( \tau \mu^T \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_i + b \mu_0 \right) \right)
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{\tau^{D/2-1}}{I_{D/2-1}(\tau)} \right)^{a+N} \exp \left( \tau b \mu^T \mu_N \right),
\]

(2.89)

(2.90)

(2.91)

where the posterior parameters are

\[
a_N = a + N, \quad b_N = \|\vartheta\|_2, \quad \mu_N = [\vartheta], \quad \vartheta = \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_i + b \mu_0.
\]

(2.92)

Observe that \( 0 < b_N < a_N \) because of \( 0 < b < a \). This shows that \( a \) acts similar to the pseudo counts \( \nu \) and \( \kappa \) of the normal inverse Wishart distribution introduced in Sec. 2.3.3.
**Sampling from the joint prior** One way to sample from this prior distribution is using Gibbs sampling (see Sec. 2.2.2):

\[
\mu \sim p(\mu|\tau; \mu_0, a, b) \propto \text{vMF}(\mu; \mu_0, b\tau) \tag{2.93}
\]

\[
\tau \sim p(\tau|\mu; \mu_0, a, b). \tag{2.94}
\]

Sampling \(\mu\) amounts to sampling from a vMF distribution as described earlier in this section, while sampling from the conditional distribution of \(\tau\) needs special care. Inversion sampling is not applicable since the cumulative density could not be inverted. Instead, we choose to use a slice sampler \cite{175}, an efficient sampling strategy for low-dimensional distributions (see also Sec. 2.2.4). Since the distribution is unimodal (see Fig. 2.10 and Appendix A.2 for a full characterization), a slice sampler can be implemented more efficiently than standard more universal algorithms explored in \cite{175}. In the following we use \(f(\tau) \propto p(\tau|\mu; \mu_0, a, b)\).

```
Require: f(\tau) \propto p(\tau|\mu; \mu_0, a, b) and \tau_0
1: Find maximum \(\tau^*\) of \(f(\tau)\)
2: Initialize \(\tau = \tau_0\)
3: while more samples desired do
4: Sample \(u \sim \text{Unif}(0, f(\tau))\)
5: if \(\tau^* > 0\) then
6: Find left slice border \(\tau_L\) of \(f(\tau)\) using Newton starting from \(10^{-3}\tau^*\)
7: Find right slice border \(\tau_R\) of \(f(\tau)\) using Newton starting from \(1.5\tau^*\)
8: else
9: \(\tau_L = 0\)
10: Find right slice border \(\tau_R\) of \(f(\tau)\) using Newton starting from 0.5
11: end if
12: Sample \(\tau \sim \text{Unif}(\tau_L, \tau_R)\)
13: end while
```

Algorithm 5: Slice sampler for the prior distribution on the von-Mises-Fisher concentration \(\tau\).

The slice sampler outlined in Alg. 5 alternates between sampling \(u\) uniformly from 0 to \(f(\tau)\) and sampling \(\tau\) uniformly from the set \(\mathcal{T} = \{\tau : f(\tau) \geq u\}\). As discussed in depth in Appendix A.2, there are two cases for the set \(\mathcal{T}\): either the maximum is attained at \(\tau^* = 0\) and the function decreases for \(\tau > 0\) or the maximum is attained for some \(\tau^* > 0\) and the function increases for \(\tau < \tau^*\) and decreases for \(\tau > \tau^*\). In the first case \(\mathcal{T}\) is the set from 0 to \(f(\tau) = u\), which can be found efficiently using Newton’s method starting from some arbitrary small \(\tau_R^0 = 0.5\). In the second case \(\mathcal{T}\) is set from \(\tau_L\) to \(\tau_R\), where \(\tau_L\) and \(\tau_R\) are the locations of \(f(\tau) = u\) left and right of the maximum. The two intersection points can be found by running Newton’s algorithm from sufficiently far left/right of the maximum \(\tau^*\). In practice we start Newton’s method from \(\tau_L^0 = 10^{-3}\tau^*\) to obtain the left intersection point and from \(\tau_R^0 = 1.5\tau^*\) to obtain
Figure 2.10: The conjugate prior for the parameters of a von-Mises-Fisher distribution is depicted for different values of \( b \) and dot-product \( \mu^T \mu_0 \). From left to right dot products of 1 (\( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \) are equal), 0 (\( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \) are orthogonal), and \(-1\) (\( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \) pointing in opposite directions) are shown. Hyper-parameters \( b \) are sampled in the allowed interval from 0 to 1.

the right intersection point. Starting closer to \( \tau^* \) leads to numerical problems. In all instances Newton's method converges in less than 10 iterations.

**Normalization of joint prior for \( a = 1 \) and \( D = 3 \)** While we can directly sample from the joint prior using the aforementioned method, we do need a parametric normalized form for the evaluation of the marginal data distribution for Bayesian nonparametric inference. The problem with finding a normalizer for the prior is largely due to the exponentiation with \( a \). Setting \( a = 1 \) and working in \( D = 3 \) dimensions, we can derive a closed form normalizer as shown in Appendix A.3. Setting \( a = 1 \) amounts to assuming a weak prior since \( a \) can be thought of as pseudo counts as discussed in relation to the posterior parameter updates in Eq. (2.92). Using a weak prior is a common practice if there are is no strong prior information about the distribution of the parameters. With this the properly normalized prior for \( \mu \) and \( \tau \) is

\[
p(\mu, \tau \mid \mu_0, 1, b) = \frac{b \tau}{2\pi^2 \tan \left( \frac{b \tau}{2} \right) \sinh(\tau)} \exp \left( \frac{b \tau \mu^T \mu_0}{2} \right) .
\]

Slices of the prior density are plotted for aligned \( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \) (\( \mu^T \mu_0 = 1 \)), orthogonal \( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \) (\( \mu^T \mu_0 = 0 \)), and flipped \( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \) (\( \mu^T \mu_0 = -1 \)) and different \( b \) between 0 and 1 in Fig. 2.10. They show that the prior encourages a low concentration for unaligned \( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \). Only once \( \mu \) and \( \mu_0 \) become aligned, the prior encourages higher concentrations. The magnitude of the most likely concentration then increases with \( b \) as can be seen from the left-most plot in Fig. 2.10.

**Marginal data distribution** For \( D = 3 \) dimensions and \( a = 1 \) we can derive a closed form normalized probability density function for the marginal distribution of the data under
Figure 2.11: The marginal distribution of a von-Mises-Fisher distributed data point under the conjugate prior for $b_1 = \|x_i + b\mu_0\|_2$. Since a given value $b$ restricts the range of $b_1 = \|x_i + b\mu_0\|_2$ the plots all have a different support.

\begin{equation}
\begin{split}
p(x_i; \mu_0, 1, b) &= \int_0^\infty \int_{S^2} \text{vMF}(x_i; \mu, \tau)p(\mu, \tau; \mu_0, 1, b) \, d\mu \, d\tau \\
&= \frac{b}{2^3 \tan \left( \frac{b\pi}{2} \right)} \frac{1 - \text{sinc}(b\pi)}{\sin^2 \left( \frac{b\pi}{2} \right)},
\end{split}
\end{equation}

where $0 < b_1 = \|x_i + b\mu_0\|_2 < 2$. For the full derivation refer to Appendix A.4. This marginal distribution is displayed as a function of $b_1$ for several $b$ values in Fig. 2.11. Since a given value $b$ restricts the range of $b_1 = \|x_i + b\mu_0\|_2$ the plots all have a different support. For $b = 0$ the prior is uniform over the sphere, $b_1 = 1$ for all $x_i$ and we therefore expect $p(x_i; \mu_0, 1, 0)$ to be equal to one over the area of the sphere $S^2$ which is indeed the case.

**Cumulative density** The cumulative density function (cdf) of the radially symmetric vMF distribution is the probability that the angle between the mode $\mu$ and a data point $n$ is smaller than $\alpha$. Working in spherical coordinates and arbitrarily fixing $\mu = (0, 0, 1)$
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Figure 2.12: The left plot shows the cumulative density $P$ of the vMF distribution as a function of the concentration $\tau$ depending on desired percentile $P$. On the right, the blue line of $P = 99\%$ indicates that a concentration of at least 300 leads to 99\% of the probability mass to be concentrated within a solid angle of $\alpha = 10^\circ$ around the mode. This is akin to the 3\sigma rule of the Gaussian distribution.

The cdf is:

$$P [\text{arccos}(\mu^T n) < \alpha] = \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\alpha} Z(\tau) \exp(\tau \cos \phi) \sin \phi \, d\phi \, d\theta$$

$$= 2\pi \int_0^{\alpha} Z(\tau) \exp(\tau \cos \phi) \sin \phi \, d\phi$$

$$= \frac{2\pi Z(\tau)}{\tau} \left( \exp \tau - \exp (\tau \cos \alpha) \right)$$

$$= \frac{\exp \tau - \exp (-\tau)}{\exp \tau - \exp (-\tau)}$$

$$= 1 - \frac{\exp (\tau (\cos \alpha - 1))}{1 - \exp (-2\tau)}.$$

The cdf is shown in Fig. 2.12 to the left for different concentrations $\tau$. The plot to the right shows the solid angle $\alpha$ as a function of concentration and probability $P$. The blue line for $P = 99\%$ shows the equivalent to the 3\sigma rule for the Gaussian distribution: for a concentration $\tau = 100$ 99\% of the probability mass is within a solid angle of approximately $\alpha = 18^\circ$. To get to a probability mass of 99\% inside a solid angle of $10^\circ$ a concentration of $\tau = 300$ is needed. Such intuitions are useful when judging an inferred $\tau$ or choosing a fixed concentration.

**Maximum Likelihood Estimate Parameters $\mu$ and $\tau$ in 3D** For ML estimation of the von-Mises-Fisher parameters it will be convenient to work in log scale. The log likelihood
of a set of data \( \{ x_i \}_{i=1}^N \) is:

\[
\log p(\{ n_i \} | \mu, \tau) = \sum_i \log \text{vMF}(n_i | \mu, \tau) = \tau \mu^T \sum_i n_i + N \log \tau - N \log (2\pi (\exp \tau - \exp(-\tau))) .
\]

The ML estimate for \( \mu \) can directly be read of: independent of the concentration \( \tau \) the maximum with respect to the mode \( \mu \) is attained if \( \mu \in S^2 \) is directionally aligned with the sum over data vectors:

\[
\mu^* = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^N n_i \right] .
\]

To derive the maximum likelihood estimator for the concentration \( \tau \) we set the derivative to 0:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \log p(\{ n_i \} | \mu, \tau) = 0
\]

\[
\frac{1}{N} \mu^T \sum_i n_i + \frac{1}{\tau} - \frac{1+\exp(-2\tau)}{1-\exp(-2\tau)} = 0 .
\]

Since no closed form solution can be found we resort to Newton’s method to efficiently obtain the ML estimate for the concentration \( \tau \). The thus obtained extremum is indeed a maximum since the second derivative of the log likelihood is always negative:

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial \tau^2} \log p(\{ n_i \} | \mu, \tau) = -\frac{1}{\tau^2} + \frac{4 \exp(2\tau)}{(\exp(2\tau)-1)^2} < 0 .
\]
Entropy
The entropy of a von-Mises-Fisher distribution in 3D is computed as:

\[ H = -\int_{x \in S^2} \text{vMF}(x; \mu, \tau) \log \text{vMF}(x; \mu, \tau) \, dx \]  
(2.105)

\[ = -\int_{x \in S^2} \text{vMF}(x; \mu, \tau)(\log Z(\tau) + x^T \mu \tau) \, dx \]  
(2.106)

\[ = -\log(Z(\tau)) - \tau Z(\tau) \int_{x \in S^2} \exp(x^T \mu \tau) x^T \mu \, dx \]  
(2.107)

\[ = -\log(Z(\tau)) - \tau Z(\tau) \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} \exp(\tau \cos \phi) \cos \phi \sin \phi \, d\phi \, d\theta \]  
(2.108)

\[ = -\log(Z(\tau)) - 2\pi \tau Z(\tau) \int_0^{2\pi} \exp(\tau \cos \phi) \cos \phi \sin \phi \, d\phi \]  
(2.109)

\[ = -\log(Z(\tau)) - 2\pi \tau Z(\tau) \frac{2\tau \cosh \tau - 2 \sinh \tau}{\tau^2} \]  
(2.110)

\[ = -\log \left( \frac{\tau}{4\pi \sinh \tau} \right) - 2\pi \frac{\tau^2}{4\pi \sinh \tau} \frac{2\tau \cosh \tau - 2 \sinh \tau}{\tau^2} \]  
(2.111)

\[ = -\log \left( \frac{\tau}{4\pi \sinh \tau} \right) - 2\tau \frac{\cosh \tau - 2 \sinh \tau}{2 \sinh \tau} \]  
(2.112)

\[ = -\log \left( \frac{\tau}{4\pi \sinh \tau} \right) - \frac{\tau}{\tanh \tau} + 1, \]  
(2.113)

where we have used \( \mu = (0, 0, 1) \) without loss of generality (the integral and therefore the entropy is invariant to position of \( \mu \)). At \( \tau = 0 \) the vMF distribution is uniform over the sphere. Hence its entropy is equivalent to the entropy of a uniform distribution over \( S^2 \) which is \( \log(4\pi) \approx 2.53 \), as can be verified in Fig. 2.13.

### 2.7 Rigid-body Transformations

Rigid-body transformations are used to describe the pose of a perception system with respect to some world coordinate system. Rigid body transformation matrices lie on a manifold, the so called Special Euclidean group in 3D, \( SE(3) \).

A transformation matrix \( T \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4} \) is on the manifold if it has the structure:

\[ T = \begin{pmatrix} R & t \\ 0^T & 1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad R \in \text{SO}(3), \ t \in \mathbb{R}^3, \]  
(2.114)

where \( R \) is a \( 3 \times 3 \) rotation matrix in the Special Orthogonal group, \( \text{SO}(3) \), and \( t \) is a translation vector in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). See Sec. 2.7.1 for details about the space of rotation matrices. A transformation takes points in one coordinate system to another. To be explicit about the starting and destination coordinate system, we use the following notation:

\[ T_{\text{from}}^{\text{to}}. \]  
(2.115)
Using homogeneous coordinates we can transform a point \( p_A \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) in coordinate system \( A \) to the coordinate system \( B \) as:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    p_B \\
    1
\end{pmatrix} = B^{TA} \begin{pmatrix}
    p_A \\
    1
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

For notational brevity we sometimes implicitly assume homogeneous coordinates without explicitly denoting it. This is equivalent to directly writing out the transformation in terms of rotation \( B^R_A \) and translation \( B^t_A \):

\[
p_B = B^R_A p_A + B^t_A.
\]

This explicit notation suggests that the rotation matrix \( B^R_A \) could be replaced by any other mechanism for rotating \( p_A \) appropriately. Indeed, another way of describing rotations that can be used to rotate points are unit Quaternions as described in Sec. 2.7.4.

We first introduce the Special Orthogonal group of rotation matrices, \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \), before focusing on full rigid-body transformations, i.e. matrices on the Special Euclidean group, \( \mathbb{SE}(3) \). After the introduction of the special Euclidean group we show two approaches for optimizing functions over \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \) and \( \mathbb{SE}(3) \) in Sec. 2.7.3. We complete the background survey of rotations by describing two alternate ways of describing rotations: unit Quaternions and axis and angle in Sec. 2.7.4. We conclude this background section by introducing two distributions over the space of rotations in Sec. 2.7.5.

### 2.7.1 The Special Orthogonal Group \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \)

A general rotation matrix \( R \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times D} \) is orthonormal and has unit determinant. The set of all such matrices is the Special Orthogonal Group in \( D \) dimensions and is denoted \( \mathbb{SO}(D) \). It is formally defined as:

\[
\mathbb{SO}(D) = \{ R \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times D} : R^T R = I, \quad \det(R) = 1 \}.
\]

Here we focus on 3-dimensional rotations as this thesis is concerned with transformations and rotations of 3D perception systems. As introduced in the beginning of this section, we will use the following notation to denote a rotation from coordinate frame \( A \) to \( B \):

\[
B^R_A = \tau_{to} R_{from}.
\]

The inverse rotation is simply the transpose of the rotation matrix:

\[
A^R_B = B^R_A^T.
\]

Before describing distributions or optimization strategies over \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \), we introduce some tools for working with \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \). The Lie algebra \( \mathfrak{so}(3) \) can be understood as a linearization of the rotation manifold around the identity rotation. This linearization
is key for defining distributions over the rotation space and for deriving optimization
algorithms that directly optimize on $SO(3)$. Next we introduce mappings from $SO(3)$
to $so(3)$ and vice versa.

The logarithm map of $R \in SO(3)$ into the Lie algebra $so(3)$, $\text{Log}(R) : SO(3) \rightarrow so(3)$, is defined as

$$\text{Log}(R) = \frac{\theta}{2\sin(\theta)} (R - R^T)$$

$$\theta = \arccos \frac{1}{2}(\text{trace}(R) - 1).$$

Elements of the Lie algebra are all skew-symmetric matrices $W$ in $\mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}$. They can be represented as

$$\text{Log}(R) = W = [\omega]_{\times} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -\omega_3 & \omega_2 \\ \omega_3 & 0 & -\omega_1 \\ -\omega_2 & \omega_1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} = \omega_1 G_1 + \omega_2 G_2 + \omega_3 G_3$$

$$= \omega_1 \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} + \omega_2 \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} + \omega_3 \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}.\quad (2.123)$$

The matrices $G_1$, $G_2$ and $G_3$ are the so called bases or generators of $so(3)$. The vee operator $\vee [45]$ extracts the three unique elements of $W = [\omega]_{\times}$ into a vector $\omega$:

$$W^\vee = \omega = \begin{bmatrix} W_{32} \\ W_{13} \\ W_{21} \end{bmatrix} \in \mathbb{R}^3.$$

$$\quad (2.125)$$

The exponential map $\text{Exp} : so(3) \rightarrow SO(3)$ maps an element of the Lie algebra back onto the manifold of rotations. It is indeed equivalent to the matrix exponential. Since $W \in so(3)$ are skew symmetric matrices the exponential map can be computed in closed form. The formula is also called Rodrigues’ formula [5, 199]:

$$\text{Exp}(W) = I + \frac{\sin(\theta)}{\theta} W + \frac{1-\cos(\theta)}{\theta^2} W^2$$

$$\theta = ||W^\vee||_2.\quad (2.126)$$

Sometimes we will, for the sake of notational simplicity, omit the explicit $[\cdot]_{\times}$ and directly write

$$\text{Exp}(\omega) = \text{Exp}([\omega]_{\times}).\quad (2.128)$$

The exponential and logarithm map can be understood as mapping between the rotation manifold and its tangent space around the identity rotation. If we want to map a rotation into a different tangent space around $R_0$ we simply compute:

$$\text{Exp}_{R_0}(W) = R_0 \text{Exp}(W)$$

$$\text{Log}_{R_0}(R) = R_0 \text{Log}(R_0^T R)$$

$$\theta = \arccos \frac{1}{2}(\text{trace}(R_0^T R) - 1).\quad (2.131)$$
For further details on the manifold of rotations \( \text{SO}(3) \), the logarithm and exponential maps, and the relation to the Lie Algebra \( \text{so}(3) \), refer to \[45, 63\].

We now focus on how to take derivatives over functions on \( \text{SO}(3) \). To take a derivative of a function \( f(R) : \text{SO}(3) \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) with respect to the rotation matrix \( R \) we compose \( R \) with a small rotation \( \text{Exp}(\omega) \), take the derivative with respect to \( \omega \), and evaluate at \( \omega = 0 \) \[2, 65, 83\]. Note that we can compose \( R \) from the left or from the right with \( \text{Exp}(\omega) \). Let \( R = B R_A \) transform from coordinate system \( A \) to \( B \). Then if we compose from the left, the derivative will be in coordinate system \( B \), and vice versa.

The first derivative of the exponential map with respect to \( \omega \) at \( \omega = 0 \) is

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \text{Exp}(\omega) \bigg|_{\omega=0} = G_i.
\]

See Appendix A.5 for the full derivation. As derived in Appendix A.6, the second derivative of the exponential map is

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega \partial \omega} \text{Exp}(\omega) \bigg|_{\omega=0} = \frac{1}{2}(G_iG_j + G_jG_i) .
\]

**First derivative of functions over \( \text{SO}(3) \)** Here we focus on scalar functions of the form \( f(Rx) \), i.e. functions of rotated data points \( x \), since these are commonly used in this thesis. For a more general derivation see Appendix A.7. Using the chain rule we obtain the right derivative with respect to \( R \) as

\[
\frac{\partial f(Rx)}{\partial R} = \frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=Rx} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \text{Exp}(\omega)x \bigg|_{\omega=0}.
\]

\[
= \frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=Rx} R \begin{pmatrix} G_1 x & G_2 x & G_3 x \end{pmatrix} .
\]

\[
= -\frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=Rx} R[x]_x .
\]

Analogously the left derivative is

\[
\frac{\partial f(Rx)}{\partial R} = \frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=Rx} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \text{Exp}(\omega)Rx \bigg|_{\omega=0} .
\]

\[
= \frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=Rx} \begin{pmatrix} G_1 Rx & G_2 Rx & G_3 Rx \end{pmatrix} .
\]

\[
= -\frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=Rx} [Rx]_x .
\]

**Second derivative of functions over \( \text{SO}(3) \)** The second derivative, the so called Hessian, can be useful for second order optimization methods such as Newton's method and to get a covariance estimate. The approach is the same as for the gradient. The Hessian
is computed as the matrix of all combinations of second derivatives

$$H = \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial R^T \partial R} = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_1 \partial w_1} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_1 \partial w_2} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_1 \partial w_3} \\ \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_2 \partial w_1} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_2 \partial w_2} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_2 \partial w_3} \\ \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_3 \partial w_1} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_3 \partial w_2} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_3 \partial w_3} \end{pmatrix}, \quad (2.140)$$

where the individual second right derivatives are computed as

$$\frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_i \partial w_i} = \text{tr} \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial w_j} \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial w_i} \right)^T \bigg|_{w=0} \right\} R G_i + \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T \frac{1}{2} R \left(G_i G_j + G_j G_i\right) \bigg\}. \quad (2.141)$$

The left derivative is:

$$\frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial w_i \partial w_i} = \text{tr} \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial w_j} \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial w_i} \right)^T \bigg|_{w=0} \right\} G_i R + \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T \frac{1}{2} \left(G_i G_j + G_j G_i\right) R \bigg\}. \quad (2.142)$$

See Appendix A.8 for derivations as well as detailed examples.

\section{2.7.2 The Special Euclidean Group $\mathbb{SE}(3)$}

As noted in the beginning of the section, a rigid body transformation $T$ can be used to describe the pose of a perception system and to transform points from one coordinate system to another. Transformation matrices $T \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4}$ are elements of the Special Euclidean group $\mathbb{SE}(3)$ which has the structure:

$$\mathbb{SE}(3) = \left\{ T \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4} : \begin{pmatrix} R & t \\ 0^T & 1 \end{pmatrix} \mid R \in \mathbb{SO}(3), t \in \mathbb{R}^3 \right\}, \quad (2.143)$$

where $R$ is a $3 \times 3$ rotation matrix of the Special Orthogonal group, $\mathbb{SO}(3)$, and $t$ is a translation vector in $\mathbb{R}^3$.

The inverse of a transformation can be computed in closed form as

$$A T_B = B T_A^{-1} = \begin{pmatrix} B R_A^T & -B R_A^T B t_A \\ 0^T & 1 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} A R_B & A t_B \\ 0^T & 1 \end{pmatrix}. \quad (2.144)$$

Similar to the rotation space $\mathbb{SO}(3)$, the Special Euclidean group is equipped with a Lie algebra, $\mathfrak{se}(3)$, which can again be understood as a linearization around the identity transformation. The exponential map for $\mathbb{SE}(3)$, mapping from $\mathfrak{se}(3)$ to $\mathbb{SE}(3)$, can be computed in closed form as:

$$\text{Exp} \left( \omega_R \right) = \begin{pmatrix} R(\omega_R) & V(\omega_R) \omega_R \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad (2.145)$$

where $R(\omega_R)$ is equivalent to the exponential map of the rotation group:

$$R(\omega_R) = 1 + \frac{\sin(\theta)}{\theta} \omega_R + \frac{1 - \cos(\theta)}{\theta^2} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x \quad (2.146)$$

$$V(\omega_R) = 1 + \frac{1 - \cos(\theta)}{\theta^2} [\omega_R]_x + \frac{\theta - \sin(\theta)}{\theta^4} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x \quad (2.147)$$

$$\theta = ||\omega_R||_2 \cdot (2.148)$$
The logarithm map associated with \( \text{SE}(3) \) maps a transformation into the Lie algebra:

\[
\log(T) = \begin{pmatrix} \log(R) \\ V^{-1}(\log(R))t \end{pmatrix},
\]

where the inverse \( V^{-1}(\log(R)) \) can be computed in terms of \( \omega_R \) computed via the logarithm map of \( \text{SO}(3) \) as

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega_R &= (\log(R))^V \\
\theta &= \|\omega_R\|_2 \\
V^{-1} &= 1 - \frac{1}{2} [\omega]_x + \frac{1}{12} \left(1 - \frac{\theta \sin \theta}{2(1 - \cos \theta)}\right) [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x.
\end{align*}
\]

For the purpose of optimization of functions over \( \text{SE}(3) \) we now focus on how to take derivatives over such functions properly. Analogous to taking derivatives of functions over \( \text{SO}(3) \), the strategy is to left or right multiply the transformation \( T \) with \( \exp(\omega) \), to take the derivative with respect to \( \omega \) and to evaluate the resulting function at \( \omega = 0 \). To this end it is necessary to analyse the behavior of \( V(\omega_R) \) around \( \omega_R = 0 \). As derived in Appendix A.9.1, the matrix has the following behavior:

\[
\begin{align*}
\lim_{\omega_R \to 0} V(\omega) &= I \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} V(\omega) \bigg|_{\omega=0} &= \frac{1}{2} G_i.
\end{align*}
\]

First derivative of functions over \( \text{SE}(3) \) Since we exclusively encounter derivatives of functions of transformations of 3D points \( x \), we focus on functions of the form \( f(Tx) \). Via the chain rule we obtain the right derivative as

\[
\frac{\partial f(Tx)}{\partial T} = \left. \frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \right|_{y=Tx} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} T \exp(\omega) x \bigg|_{\omega=0} = \frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=Tx} \left( -R[p]_x R \right),
\]

where we have used

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} T \exp(\omega_T) p \bigg|_{\omega=0} &= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \begin{pmatrix} R & t \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} R(\omega_R) & V(\omega_R) \omega_t \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} p \bigg|_{\omega=0} \\
&= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left(RR(\omega_R)p + RV(\omega_R)\omega_t + t\right) \bigg|_{\omega=0} \\
&= (-R[p]_x R) . 
\end{align*}
\]

Some more important derivatives are

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \exp(\omega_T) T p &= (-[Tp]_x I) \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} T \exp(\omega_T) p &= (-R[p]_x R) \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left(T \exp(\omega_T)\right)^{-1} p &= \left([R^T(p-t)]_x - I\right).
\end{align*}
\]

See detailed derivations in the Appendix A.9.
2.7.3 Optimization of Functions over Transformations

Using the properties of SO(3) and SE(3) introduced in the previous sections, we now show how to extend the classical first and second order optimization methods to optimization over the special orthogonal and the special Euclidean group. It turns out that some optimizations over the rotation group, which we consider in this thesis, can be solved globally in closed form by utilizing the solution to the orthonormal Procrustes problem as introduced in the second subsection.

First and Second order Incremental Methods

In the following we describe the general optimization of a scalar valued function defined over the manifold of transformation matrices SE(3). By changing the exponential maps the same approach may be taken to optimize functions defined over SO(3).

Let $f(T)$ be a scalar function defined over the manifold of transformations i.e. $T \in \text{SE}(3)$. Gradient descent on this objective function follows the usual form but has to be adapted to move along the manifold. Specifically, we compute the gradient of $f(T)$ at the current transformation estimate $T_t$, move in the negative direction of the gradient in the tangent space and then map the resulting vector back onto SE(3):

$$T_{t+1} = \text{Exp}_{T_t}(-\delta_t J),$$

where $J = \frac{\partial f(T)}{\partial T}$ is the so called Jacobian and $\delta_t$ is the step size which may vary with iteration $t$.

For second order optimization, i.e. Newton optimization, we need to additionally compute the Hessian as outlined in the previous section. Given the Hessian $H$ and the Jacobian $J$, we again compute a update in the tangent space around the previous rotation and map it back onto SE(3) via the exponential map:

$$T_{t+1} = \text{Exp}_{T_t}(-\delta_t H^{-1} J),$$

where $H = \frac{\partial^2 f(T)}{\partial T^2}$. See the excellent book by Absil et al. [2] for a comprehensive guide to optimization over manifolds.

Closed-Form Rotation Optimization via Orthonormal Procrustes

In various inference problems considered in this thesis we aim to find the maximizing rotation $R^*$ of a cost function of the form:

$$R^* = \arg\max_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} \text{tr} \{RN\} = V \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \text{det}(VUT) \end{pmatrix} U^T$$

where $N = USV^T$. (2.164)

The solution can be found in closed form using the SVD of $N$ because the problem is an instantiation of the orthonormal Procrustes problem where $N = AB^T$.

The orthonormal Procrustes problem is the problem of finding a rotation matrix that brings two matrices $A$ and $B$ into alignment. Originally only the constraint of
orthogonality and not orthonormality was enforced [215]. It is straightforward to extend the original problem to orthonormality [93] as we show below.

We can derive the result of the orthonormal Procrustes problem as follows. With \( \|X\|_F = \sqrt{\text{tr}XX^T} \) denoting the Frobenius norm:

\[
R^* = \arg\min_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} \|RA - B\|_F^2 = \arg\min_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} \|A\|_F^2 + \|B\|_F^2 - 2\text{tr}\{RAB^T\} \quad (2.165)
\]

\[
R^* = \arg\max_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} \text{tr}\{RAB^T\} \quad (2.166)
\]

\[
R^* = \arg\max_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} \text{tr}\{RU^TV^T\} = \arg\max_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} \text{tr}\{V^TRUS\} \quad (2.167)
\]

\[
R^* = V \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \det(V^TU) \end{pmatrix} U^T, \quad (2.168)
\]

where the last line follows because \( \text{tr}\{TS\} \) is maximized for \( T = I \) which is attained for \( R = VU^T \). The diagonal matrix between \( V \) and \( U^T \) is needed to satisfy the constraint that \( R^* \) should have determinant 1.

### 2.7.4 Additional Rotation Representations

Besides the representation of rotations via matrices in the special orthogonal group, two alternate common representations are unit Quaternions and axis and angle. In the following we highlight these representations and show their connections with rotation matrices.

**Unit Quaternions** \( S^3 \)

Quaternions are 4D extensions of the imaginary numbers \( q = q_w + iq_x + jq_y + kq_z \). The unit length quaternions can be used to describe 3D rotations. For our purposes we think of unit quaternions \( q = (q_w, q_{xyz}) \) as points lying on the sphere in 4D, \( S^3 \). \( S^3 \) is a double cover of the rotation space. Hence it is sufficient to only consider the upper half sphere in 4D to completely cover the space of rotations.

Quaternion rotations can be composed and can directly be used to transform 3D points [114]. A rotation matrix \( R \) in \( \text{SO}(3) \) can be converted into a unit quaternion \( q \) via the intermediate axis angle representation:

\[
\omega = \theta w = \log(R)^\vee \quad (2.169)
\]

\[
q = (\cos \frac{\theta}{2}, \sin \frac{\theta}{2} w) = (\cos \frac{\|w\|_2}{2}, \sin \frac{\|w\|_2}{2} \omega) \quad (2.170)
\]

From unit quaternion to rotation matrix we use the intermediate axis angle representation as well:

\[
\theta = 2\arctan \frac{\|q_{xyz}\|_2}{q_w} \quad (2.171)
\]

\[
\omega = \frac{q_{xyz}}{\|q_{xyz}\|_2} \quad (2.172)
\]

\[
R = \exp\left(\left[\theta \omega\right]_x\right) \quad (2.173)
\]
The advantage of quaternions is that by re-normalizing to unit length accumulated numeric errors can be eliminated. Furthermore it only takes four values to store a rotation in this representation. On the downside it takes more operations to transform a point than using rotation matrices.

**Axis Angle (AA)**

A 3D rotation can be uniquely described via a rotation axis \( \mathbf{w} \) and a rotation angle \( \theta \) (employing the right hand rule). The axis angle notation is relevant because it connects rotation matrices and unit quaternions:

\[
[\theta \mathbf{w}]_x = [\mathbf{w}]_x = \log(R) \in \mathfrak{so}(3)
\]

\[
q = (\cos \frac{\theta}{2}, \sin \frac{\theta}{2} \mathbf{w}) = (\cos \frac{\|\mathbf{w}\|}{2}, \sin \frac{\|\mathbf{w}\|}{2} \frac{\mathbf{w}}{\|\mathbf{w}\|}) .
\]

Axis angle rotations can neither be composed directly nor can they directly transform 3D points. They have to first be converted to either rotation matrices or unit quaternions. Since it is sufficient to store the product \( \theta \omega \) it only takes three values to store a rotation in this notation.

### 2.7.5 Distributions over \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \)

Probability distributions over rotation matrices can be defined by exploiting the manifold structure of \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \) (e.g. \([45,187]\)) as introduced in the first subsection. Similar to distributions over the sphere (Sec. 2.6), there exist distributions directly defined over the rotation space such as the matrix von-Mises-Fisher distribution introduced in the second subsection.

**Gaussian Distribution in \( \mathfrak{so}(3) \)**

In particular, a way to construct the analog of a Gaussian distribution utilizes the linearity of the tangent spaces. The logarithm map allows us to define a normal distribution with mean rotation \( R_\mu \) and covariance \( \Sigma_{\mathfrak{so}(3)} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \) in the tangent space \( T_{R_\mu} \mathbb{SO}(3) \):

\[
p(R; R_\mu, \Sigma_{\mathfrak{so}(3)}) = \mathcal{N}(\log_{R_\mu}(R); 0, \Sigma_{\mathfrak{so}(3)}) . \tag{2.176}
\]

In order to sample from the distribution in Eq. (2.176), we sample a 3D vector and map it back from the tangent space \( T_{R_\mu} \mathbb{SO}(3) \) to \( \mathbb{SO}(3) \) using the Riemannian exponential map:

\[
\omega \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_{\mathfrak{so}(3)})
\]

\[
R = \exp_{R_\mu}([\omega]_x) . \tag{2.177}
\]

Note that \( \mathfrak{so}(3) \) is a finite space (a ball with radius \( \pi \)). This means that the Gaussian in \( \mathfrak{so}(3) \) is not properly normalized anymore since some of its probability mass lies outside.
Figure 2.14: Probability that a data point lies inside \( \mathfrak{s}_0(3) \), a 3D sphere with radius \( \pi \), under a zero-mean Gaussian with covariance \( \sigma^2 I \). For covariances \( \sigma < 22^\circ \) the distribution is approximately normalized.

\( \mathfrak{s}_0(3) \). In practice, as long as the covariance \( \Sigma_{\mathfrak{s}_0(3)} \) is small enough the fraction of the probability density function outside of \( \mathfrak{s}_0(3) \) is negligible as can be observed in Fig. 2.14.

The Matrix von-Mises-Fisher Distribution

The von-Mises-Fisher distribution can also be defined for rotation matrices \([32,136]\) (Example 2). This is a special case for the general von Mises-distribution over elements of the Stiefel manifold \([136]\) (\( n = p \)). Intuitively this is possible since every rotation can be described by a unit Quaternion as described in Sec. 2.7.4. After converting a rotation to its Quaternion representation, its distribution could hence be described by the vMF distribution over the sphere in 4D as introduced in Sec. 2.6.3. Alternatively one can directly define what is called the matrix vMF (MvMF) distribution directly over the space of rotation matrices \( R \in \mathbb{S}O(3) \) as:

\[
vMF(R; R_\mu, S_R) = Z(S_R)^{-1} \exp(\text{tr}(R^T R_\mu S_R)) \quad \text{where} \quad S_R = \text{diag}(s_0, s_1, s_2)
\]

\[
Z(S_R) = {}_0F_1\left(\frac{3}{2}, \frac{1}{4} S_R^2\right),
\]

where \( {}_0F_1 \) is the hypergeometric function of the matrix argument \([136]\). The diagonal entries in \( S_R, s_i \), weigh the deviations along the respective axes and thus lead to a non-isotropic distribution.

Sometimes it is convenient to simply assume an isotropic distribution by letting all \( s_i = \tau_R \). In this case the distribution can be simplified to \([32]\]

\[
vMF(R; R_\mu, \tau_R) = Z(\tau_R)^{-1} \exp(\tau_R \text{tr}(R_\mu^T R))
\]

\[
Z(\tau_R) = \exp(\tau_R)(I_0(2\tau_R) - I_1(2\tau_R)),
\]

where \( I_\nu(\cdot) \) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order \( \nu \), \( R_\mu \in \mathbb{S}O(3) \) is the mode and \( \tau_R \in \mathbb{R} \) is the concentration of the MvMF distribution. Rearranging the relationship between the angle \( \theta \) and two rotation matrices \( R_\mu \) and \( R \) defined in
Sec. 2.8. Surface Normals and Connection to the Gauss Map

In this work we will often utilize surface normals as observations of a scene as depicted in Fig. 2.15. Therefore it is important to understand the underlying theory of surfaces and normals. For a regular orientable surface $S$ the map from the surface to the normals $n$ to the surface is called the Gauss map [62]. Mathematically, for a parametrization $x(u,v)$ of the surface $x : U \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \to S$ the Gauss map $n : S \to \mathbb{S}^2$ at a point $x(u,v)$ on the surface is defined as

$$n(u,v) = \frac{x_u \times x_v}{\|x_u \times x_v\|_2}(u,v) = [x_u \times x_v](u,v), \quad x(u,v) \in S,$$

where we have used the derivatives $x_u = \frac{\partial x(u,v)}{\partial u}$ and $x_v = \frac{\partial x(u,v)}{\partial v}$ and $\times$ denotes the cross-product operation and $\|x\|$ the normalization of $x$ to unit length. In practice, when working with depth images the parameterization is given directly in terms of the location $(u,v)$ of the depth value in the image. For point-clouds the surface normals are commonly extracted by robustly fitting a local tangent plane around the point $p$ of interest. The normal to that tangent plane is $n(u,v)$.

Figure 2.15: Correspondence between scene parts and surface normals.

Eq. (2.122) we can gain some intuition for this distribution:

$$\theta = \arccos \left( \frac{1}{2}(\text{tr}(R_{\mu}^T R) - 1) \right)$$

$$\Leftrightarrow \text{tr}(R_{\mu}^T R) = 2\cos(\theta) + 1.$$ 

Plugging this result into Eq. (2.181) we can see the $+1$ gets absorbed into the normalizer and the factor of $2$ can be absorbed into the concentration $\tau_R$. That means that the MvMF distribution is essentially a distribution over the angle between a mean rotation and another rotation matrix.
Another issue in practice is that the resolution of surface observations decreases with increasing distance to the surface due to fundamental sensing methodology limitations. One way of taking this into account is the Extended Gaussian image (EGI) [116] proposed by Horn. The EGI corresponds to the image of a 3D object under the Gauss map where each surface normal is weighted by the surface area it represents. Equivalently, surface normals can be extracted at the same scale i.e. from the same constant surface area. Interestingly, for convex polyhedra the representation in terms of their surface normal distribution is unique [154] and it is possible to obtain the 3D structure solely from its surface normals.

One important property of the EGI and the surface normals of an object or a scene is that they are invariant to translations. This allows us to isolate the effects of rotations by analyzing only the surface normals. The advantages of being able to isolate rotation estimation will become clear in Chapter 5.

Surface normals are straightforward to extract from most 3D scene representations such as depth images [112], point clouds [168], triangle-meshes [31] and volumetric representations. In the following we review different surface normal extraction algorithms and their properties.

### 2.8.1 Surface Normal Extraction Algorithms

There are various algorithms to extract surface normals from different 3D structure representations. By definition the surface normal is the vector orthogonal to the surface at a given location. In practice we are given an imperfect, noisy, not necessarily uniformly or densely sampled 3D representation of the true surface. Therefore surface normal extraction is an estimation process from noisy input data. Ideally we would rely only on the immediate neighborhood to estimate the surface normal direction but a larger neighborhood leads to more robust estimates in the face of noisy data. Therefore any practical algorithm has to either actively estimate a plane-inlier set in a larger neighborhood or choose a small neighborhood.

The two most common approaches to defining a neighborhood are via the \( k \) nearest neighbor search or via radius search in the point cloud. Both search operations are rather costly even if approximate nearest neighborhood algorithms are used [12, 171]. If we have an organized point cloud computed from a depth image, the neighborhood can be defined efficiently in terms of image coordinates. Surface normal extraction methods for point-clouds can therefore be utilized for depth images as well. The approximation of relying on the image space neighborhood eliminates the need for neighborhood searches but might lead to wrong associations at, for example, depth discontinuities. Extraction algorithms that are robust to such artifacts are important for high quality surface normal estimation.

For the different algorithms outlined in the following, Fig. 2.17 shows the performance for geometries captured by a depth camera. For each geometry, we show the zero-noise case and inverse depth noise of \( \sigma = 0.01 \) and \( \sigma = 0.03 \). Each shape, depicted in Fig. 2.16, is roughly 1m from the simulated depth camera.
Figure 2.16: Point clouds of the different scenarios considered for surface normal extraction. From left to right: a plane, part of a sphere, a 90° corner, and a discontinuity. All point clouds contain additive Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of \( \sigma = 0.01 \).

There is a trade-off between speed and accuracy of the surface normal extraction algorithms. In general one should use the most accurate algorithm possible under the given time budget. For example, we use the fast extraction algorithm for the real-time Manhattan Frame algorithms described in Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 5.2, on the other hand, we utilize the slower more accurate unconstrained least squares method to obtain high quality surface normals. In the following we first focus on accurate surface normal extraction from general point clouds, meshes and volumetric representations before deriving a fast and direct surface normal extraction method for depth images.

Least Squares Plane fitting The most commonly used approach to surface normal estimation is for a given neighborhood \( N_i \) of point \( x_i \) to seek the least squares fitting plane surface normal \( n_i \):

\[
n_i = \arg \min_{n \in \mathbb{S}^2} \sum_{j \in N_i} \| n^T p_j - a \|_2^2 ,
\]

where \( a \) is a parameter of the plane. Mitra et al. [167] show that the solution to this problem is the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue of the sample covariance matrix \( S_i \):

\[
S_i = \sum_{j \in N_i} x_j x_j^T - \frac{1}{N} \bar{x} \bar{x}^T
\]

\[
\bar{x} = \sum_{j \in N_i} x_j ,
\]

where \( N \) is the number of points in the neighborhood \( N_i \). This connection had been used previously [113] but not theoretically justified. The neighborhood can be defined in various ways as discussed previously.

Badino et al. [13] relax the constraint of \( n_i \in \mathbb{S}^2 \) and divide by \( a \) to arrive at

\[
n_i = \arg \min_{n_i} \sum_{j \in N_i} \| n_i^T p_i - 1 \|_2^2 ,
\]
Figure 2.17: Comparison of surface normal extraction algorithms from depth images on four different types of surfaces. The left-most column shows the depth image, whereas the other columns show angular deviation between groundtruth and estimated surface normals in degree. The derivative and the least squares (LS) approaches exhibit consistent artifacts at depth discontinuities and 90° corners. Voting and robust moving least squares (RMLS) handle these challenging conditions better. Interestingly, the more efficient unconstrained and approximate RMLS perform very similarly to vanilla RMLS and are therefore the preferred method for accurate and robust surface normal extraction.
which can be solved more efficiently as:

\[ n_i = \left[ S_i^{-1} \hat{x} \right]. \tag{2.189} \]

They also derive an approximate computation for organized point clouds obtained, for example, from a depth camera or a LiDAR scanner, by noting that the point \( x_i \) can be described by the product of a ray \( r_i \) with the depth \( d_i \). The ray \( r_i \) is computed via the unprojection operation of the depth camera and can be precomputed for every ray of the sensor. With this the minimization can be approximated as

\[ n_i = \arg \min_{n_i} \sum_{j \in N_i} d_j^2 \| n^T r_j - \frac{1}{d_j} \|_2^2 \approx \arg \min_{n_i} \sum_{j \in N_i} \| n^T r_j - \frac{1}{d_j} \|_2^2. \tag{2.190} \]

The approximation lies in dropping the \( d_j^2 \) which is reasonable since we are assuming that the points on the plane are all roughly at the same depth. The solution to this approximate problem is:

\[ n_i = \left[ \left( \sum_{j \in N_i} r_j r_j^T \right)^{-1} \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{r_j}{d_j} \right]. \tag{2.191} \]

This approximation has been used previously by Hebert et al. \[108\]. Importantly the outer products and sums over rays \( r_i \) can be precomputed. Furthermore, an efficient implementation would use integral images to compute the sum over a rectangular neighborhood in constant time. Precomputing the inverse depths gives additional speedups.

We note that the constrained least square method is not robust to outliers to the plane model and tends to smooth over corners and depth discontinuities as can be seen in Fig. 2.17. Interestingly, the solution to the unconstrained and the approximate problems show slightly better performance. Badino et al. argue that this is due to bad conditioning of the solution to the constraint LS formulation.

**Robust Moving Least Squares fitting (RMLS)** The RMLS algorithm aims to robustify the previous method by growing the inlier set among the neighborhood \[76\] incrementally. For this purpose the algorithm keeps track of the error of all neighboring points that are not yet incorporated into the model and, one-by-one, adds the lowest error points into the model. Each time a point is added to the model a least squares fit to the inliers as well as the error of all outliers is updated. This approach for surface normal fitting is outlined in Algorithm 6. In practice we add more than one point per iteration to speed up the algorithm. Specifically, we add \([1.3']\) points in iteration \( i \). This ensures that initially points are added one-by-one and that the algorithm speeds up after a few initial model updates.

We can use any algorithm to update the surface normal given the inlier data points. In Fig. 2.17 we show angular fit for all three aforementioned least squares solutions. Again the unconstrained and the approximate least squares solutions yield (slightly) better results.
1: Select initial inlier set of 3 points (including query point \( p_0 \))
2: Construct outlier set \( O \) from all other points in neighborhood \( N_i \)
3: while error of \( p_i \) is smaller than threshold do
4: Update errors of all outliers \( p_i \) via \( \epsilon_i = n^T (p_0 - p_i) \)
5: Find point \( p_i \) with smallest error
6: if error of \( p_i \) is greater than threshold then
7: Return \( n \)
8: end if
9: Update \( n \) using the inlier data
10: Remove \( p_i \) from \( O \)
11: end while

Algorithm 6: Algorithm for robust moving least squares (RMLS) fitting.

Voting-based surface normal extraction Another approach to surface normal extraction, established in this research program, was motivated by the approach to gravity estimation of Gupta et al. [96]. The idea is to extract the local surface normal using inlier/outlier inference via simulated annealing from a starting surface normal estimate. Per iteration each point is classified as inlier if it is within \( 90^\circ \pm \Delta \alpha \) with respect to the current surface normal estimate. Then a new surface normal estimate is computed from only the inlier points. \( \Delta \alpha \) is annealed starting from \( 35^\circ \) down to \( 15^\circ \) in steps of \( 10^\circ \). The initial surface normal estimate is obtained as the normalized cross product of the local forward gradients of the organized point cloud \( p(u, v) \) following Eq. (A.1):

\[
n = \left[ \frac{\partial p(u, v)}{\partial u} \times \frac{\partial p(u, v)}{\partial v} \right] = [(p(u, v) - p(u + 1, v)) \times (p(u, v) - p(u, v + 1))].
\] (2.192)

As Figure 2.17 shows, the voting-based approach yields comparable results to RMLS except for depth discontinuities, where it tends to use points from both planes and thus produce incorrect surface normal estimates at the discontinuity. The advantage of this method is that while producing estimates of similar quality it is generally faster than RMLS since no sorting is required.

Triangle meshes On first sight extracting surface normals from a triangle mesh is straightforward since each triangle describes a surface and we can directly compute the triangles surface normal as:

\[
n = [(p_1 - p_0) \times (p_2 - p_0)].
\] (2.193)

Since each point of the triangle mesh is potentially part of multiple triangles, it is unclear which triangles surface normal to choose as the surface normal for a given vertex. One approach would be to just compute a new point cloud from the triangle mesh as the set of triangle-center points. In general it is more desirable to use the point cloud of mesh
vertices for efficiency reasons. The surface normal of a mesh vertex is computed as the normalized sum over the normals of the triangles this vertex is part of:

$$n = \left[ \sum_{i \in N_i} [(p_{i1} - p_0) \times (p_{i2} - p_0)] \right].$$

To perform this operation efficiently an inverted index from vertex id to triangle id should be precomputed.

**Implicit signed distance function representations** Newcombe et al. [177] popularized the use of the truncated signed distance function (TSDF) for dense reconstruction systems. Originally proposed in [52], the TSDF represents a surface as the zero-crossing in this 3D volumetric function. In the TSDF volume the surface normals are computed as the normalized gradient of the TSDF at the zero-crossing:

$$n = \left[ \nabla_{x,y,z} \text{TSDF}(x,y,z) \right].$$

We found that surface normals derived from TSDF-fused surfaces are of high quality.

**Fast surface normal extraction from depth image** While some tasks necessitate accurate surface normals and can afford the additional computation time, sacrificing some of the quality, we can obtain huge speedups. To efficiently extract all surface normals from the depth image, we can make use of the ordering imposed by the depth image itself and utilize GPUs for fast parallel processing. We derive the algorithm by going back to the definition of the Gauss map in Eq. (2.184). Accordingly, we can obtain the surface normals from the point cloud using the cross-product of the local gradients:

$$n = \left[ \frac{\partial p(u,v)}{\partial u} \times \frac{\partial p(u,v)}{\partial v} \right],$$

where the derivatives are along the $u$ and $v$ axis of the image coordinate system. Note that the derivatives and cross-products can be computed completely in parallel. We could simply compute the point cloud using any camera model, compute the local gradients using forward differences and then compute surface normals. But since the point cloud is fully determined by the unprojection function $\pi^{-1}(u,v,d)$ of the camera model and the depth image $d(u,v)$ we can compute the derivatives using the chain rule:

$$n = \left[ \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d(u,v))}{\partial u} \times \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d(u,v))}{\partial v} \right],$$

$$= \left[ \left( \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial u} + \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial d} \frac{\partial d}{\partial u} \right) \times \left( \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial v} + \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial d} \frac{\partial d}{\partial v} \right) \right].$$

With this, surfaces normal computation formulas can be derived for any camera model for which the derivatives of the inverse projection operation can be computed in closed
form. Under the pinhole camera model [102], for example, the point cloud \( p(u, v) \) can be recovered from a depth image \( d(u, v) \) as:

\[
p(u, v) = \pi^{-1}(u, v, d(u, v)) = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{d(u,v)}{f_u} (u - u_c) \\ \frac{d(u,v)}{f_v} (v - v_c) \\ d(u, v) \end{pmatrix},
\]

(2.199)

where \( f_u \) and \( f_v \) are the focal lengths of the depth camera (in \( u \) and \( v \) direction) and \([u_c, v_c]\) is the center of the depth-image. As shown in Appendix A.1 this leads to a direct formula for computing surface normals from a depth image:

\[
n = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial d}{\partial u} f_d \\ \frac{\partial d}{\partial v} f_d \\ \Delta u \frac{\partial d}{\partial u} + \Delta v \frac{\partial d}{\partial v} + d \end{pmatrix}.
\]

(2.200)

The derivatives \( \frac{\partial d}{\partial u} \) and \( \frac{\partial d}{\partial v} \) can be approximated using first order finite differences. An efficient way of implementing this operation is by convolution with normalized Sobel or Schar kernels, which can be performed on a GPU as well. We use Schar kernels in practice since they were found to yield better gradients. Note that these kernels are separable which means we can compute the convolution more efficiently using two passes first with a column and then with a row filter or vice versa. The \( 3 \times 3 \) Schar kernels are:

\[
D_u = \frac{1}{32} \begin{pmatrix} -3 & 0 & 3 \\ -10 & 0 & 10 \\ -3 & 0 & 3 \end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{32} \begin{pmatrix} 3 \\ 10 \\ 3 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} -1 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix},
\]

(2.201)

\[
D_v = \frac{1}{32} \begin{pmatrix} -3 & -10 & -3 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 3 & 10 & 3 \end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{32} \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} 3 & 10 & 3 \end{pmatrix}.
\]

(2.202)

The vanilla algorithm of computing the depth image gradients using convolution and then computing surface normals according to Eq. (2.200) is sensitive to noise because of the reliance of only the smallest neighborhood. By preprocessing the depth image to remove noise this sensitivity can be alleviated. The common approach of convolution (smoothing) with a Gaussian kernel has problems at depth discontinuities where the filtering leads to interpolation of the depth values between two surfaces leading to erroneous depths. This can be improved by using anisotropic filtering methods such as bilateral filters [184, 235] which do not smooth across value discontinuities. Bilateral filters can be implemented efficiently using a guided filter [107]. Guided filters rely on box filters which can be sped up using integral images [242].

Figure 2.17 shows that this derivative-based approach works generally well for smooth surfaces but fails to accurately capture surface normals near depth discontinuities and around corners. The Gaussian pre-filtering smoothes across these surface features and leads to consistent (and predictable) inaccuracies. This motivates the use of the bilateral filter in practice.
2.9 Summary

With an introduction to Bayesian sampling-based inference, Bayesian nonparametric models as well as common discrete, Euclidean and spherical distributions this chapter has set the stage for the models developed and employed in this thesis. Details on the manifolds of rigid body transformations, $\mathbb{S}O(3)$ and $\mathbb{S}E(3)$, and a discussion of different surface normal extraction algorithms complete the background material. In the next chapters we apply these tools and the introduced machinery to develop Manhattan constrained and unconstrained directional scene models before proceeding to derive a global localization algorithm and the first nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system.
Inference of geometry-based scene models and scene segmentations can be considered a stepping stone for higher-level scene understanding as argued in the introductory chapter. Such segmentations impose an organization of the scene implied by the specific geometry that can be used to simplify further reasoning tasks such as extracting traversable floor space and obstacles or inferring a canonical scene orientation to transfer.

Figure 3.1: To infer the Manhattan Frame and MMF orientations and scene segmentation, we first extract surface normals from a given point cloud before performing inference to fit the probabilistic Manhattan Frame or MMF model, proposed in this chapter, to the surface normal distribution on the unit sphere in 3D. This is motivated by the observation that man-made environments exhibit characteristic low-entropy surface normals as can be seen in the middle left. The inferred Manhattan Frame or MMF clustering provides a directional scene segmentation as displayed to the right. Note that the orthogonality constraints imposed by the Manhattan Frame and MMF model inform about directional relationships between scene parts.
The Manhattan World model assumes that all planes in a scene are parallel to one of three mutually orthogonal planes. These planes are indicated in red, green, and blue to the left. While the Manhattan World assumption is often valid on a local scale in man-made environments, on a larger scale scenes are often better described by multiple Manhattan Worlds as shown to the right in an aerial view of Cambridge and Boston. Colored areas indicate city parts following different Manhattan Worlds. Within each region planes are assumed to follow the Manhattan World assumption for some local orientation.

Consider for example the scene segmentation displayed in the first row of Fig. 3.1 which was inferred by one of the methods proposed in this chapter. An autonomous agent with a gravity sensor would be able to associate the green areas with traversable floor-space while red and blue scene parts would represent obstacles at an orthogonal angle to the floor.

To facilitate reasoning about complex scenes we build on simplifying assumptions about the 3D structure of the environment. Observe that, on a wide range of scales, from the layout of a city to structures such as buildings, furniture and many other objects, man-made environments lend themselves to a description in terms of parallel and orthogonal planes as depicted in Fig. 3.2 to the left. This intuition is formalized as the Manhattan World (MW) assumption [49] which posits that most man-made structures may be approximated by planar surfaces that are parallel to one of the three principal planes of a common orthogonal coordinate system.

At a local level, this assumption holds for parts of city layouts, most buildings, hallways, offices and other man-made environments. However, the strict Manhattan World assumption is often a poor representation of real-world scenes on a global level: a rotated desk inside a room, more complex room and city layouts (as opposed to planned cities like Manhattan). While local parts of the scene can be modeled as a Manhattan World, the entire scene cannot. Figure 3.2 to the right depicts an aerial view of Cambridge and Boston to illustrate the concept of describing a scene via multiple Manhattan Worlds. This suggests a more flexible description of a scene is required—one
that is composed of multiple Manhattan Worlds of different orientations.

Motivated by the observation that across a wide range of scales, man-made environments exhibit structured, low-entropy surface-normal distributions as displayed in the middle of Fig. 3.1 we directly work in the surface normal space rather than via intermediate plane segmentations or via the point cloud. Surface-normal distributions are invariant to translation and scale which makes the proposed approach largely independent of the measurement and 3D reconstruction process. Finally, surface normals are straightforward to extract from most 3D scene representations such as depth images, point clouds and meshes as discussed in Sec. 2.8. Careful implementations of surface normal extraction can mitigate but not eliminate the effects of noisy surface estimates and surface discontinuities. This motivates the use of latent variable models to model surface normal noise explicitly and properly.

The contributions in this chapter comprise the introduction of the Manhattan Frame (MF) which represents the Manhattan World structure in the space of surface normals, i.e., the unit sphere, as orthogonally-coupled clusters (see top row of Fig. 3.1). Modeling surface-normal noise with two different distributions on the sphere, we formulate two probabilistic generative Manhattan Frame models. Depending on the model, real-time MAP inference is carried out in closed form or via optimization on the manifold of rotation matrices SO(3). In the second part of this chapter the Manhattan Frame model is used to construct a mixture of Manhattan Frames (MMF) to represent complex scenes composed of multiple Manhattan Frames (see bottom row of Fig. 3.1). For the MMF model, we derive a simple MAP inference algorithm and a Gibbs-sampling-based algorithm that using Metropolis-Hastings split/merge proposals, adapts the number of Manhattan Frames to best capture the surface-normal distribution of a scene.

Before introducing the Manhattan Frame and the MMF model, we review related scene representations in the next section. In Sec. 3.5, we examine the properties of the proposed models and inference algorithms in a variety of qualitative and quantitative experiments. These demonstrate the expressiveness and versatility of the novel Manhattan Frame and MMF model across scales: depth images of a single view of a scene, larger indoor reconstructions and large-scale aerial LiDAR data of an urban center.

### 3.1 Related Work

The different assumptions made in the literature about the environment can be categorized in terms of their expressiveness as depicted in Fig. 3.3. The assumptions range from mostly unrestricted representations such as point clouds, mesh and level-set, which can in the limit represent any surface exactly, to the rather strict Manhattan World assumption as indicated by taxonomy. The proposed MMF assumption subsumes the Atlanta World (AW) which in turn subsumes the Manhattan World assumption. The MMF provides a directional segmentation under the orthogonality constraints imposed by the Manhattan World assumption. Relaxing the orthogonality constraints completely, we arrive at what we term the Stata Center World (SCW). It captures only the
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directional composition of a scene. Planar scene representations differ from the Stata Center World in that different planes with the same orientation are separated in space.

These different assumptions about scenes can be observed directly in the 3D structure or indirectly in the projection of the 3D structure into a camera [102]. Models and inference algorithms based on the former utilize 3D representations such as meshes, point clouds and derived data such as surface normals. Intersections of planes in 3D are lines which can be observed as lines in the image space. A vanishing point (VP) is the intersection of multiple such lines where the 3D lines are all parallel to each other. Models built on VPs usually use image gradient orientations directly or indirectly via line segment extraction. Specifically, the Manhattan World is manifested as orthogonally-coupled VPs (OVPs) in the image space and an Manhattan Frame in the surface-normal space. Multiple Manhattan Worlds cause multiple orthogonal VPs and Manhattan Frames. The Stata Center World can be observed via independent VPs in the image or independent surface normal clusters.

2D image-space There is a vast literature on VP estimation from RGB images. The goals for VP estimation range from single-image scene parsing [18] and 3D reconstruction [57,109,146,153], VP direction estimation for rotation estimation with respect to man-made environments [7,20,49,139] to VP direction tracking over time to estimate camera rotation and scene structure [29,79,141,169,213].

While early VP extraction algorithms relied on image gradients [49,214], most modern algorithms operate on line segments extracted from the image. This has been found to yield superior direction estimation results over dense image-gradient approaches [59]. Generally, VPs are extracted by intersecting lines in the image. These intersections are often found after mapping lines to the unit sphere [19,48,141], or into other accumulator spaces [149]. Introduced in [18], horizon estimation has emerged as a benchmark for VP estimation algorithms [252,255].

Many VP extraction algorithms rely on the Manhattan World assumption [20,29,49,79,139,157,203,252] which is manifested as three orthogonal VPs. Incorporating the Manhattan World assumption into the VP estimation algorithms not only increases estimation accuracy (if the Manhattan World assumption holds) [149] but also allows estimation of the focal length of the camera [40,47,139,149,203,252], and rejection of spurious VP detections. Another avenue of research uses the Manhattan World assumption for single-image 3D reconstruction [57,109,146,153]. The inferred Manhattan World and associations of lines to Manhattan World axes combined with geometric reasoning are used to reconstruct the 3D scene in [57,146]. Hedau et al. [109] use an Manhattan World prior to iteratively infer the 3D room layout and segment out clutter in the room. Liu et al. [153] use a floor plan in conjunction with a set of monocular images to reconstruct whole apartments.

The AW model of Schindler et al. [214] assumes that the world is composed of multiple Manhattan Worlds sharing the same z-axis (which is assumed to be known). This facilitates inference from RGB images as only a single angle per MW has to be estimated as opposed to a full 3D rotation. The approach by Antunes et al. [9] infers
Figure 3.3: Depiction of different scene priors and their relationship to the proposed Manhattan Frame and MMF model. The MMF generalizes both the Manhattan World and the Atlanta world assumption. The Stata Center World relaxes the orthogonality constraints of the Manhattan World based models and is thus more general. In this chapter we focus on single and multiple Manhattan World-based models as indicated by the orange shading.
the full MMF from RGB images. Relaxing the assumptions about the scene, VPs can be extracted independently [7, 18, 48, 59, 141, 149, 169, 231, 255] akin to the Stata Center World assumption.

**3D representations** There are many approaches that rely purely on 3D representations of surfaces and scenes. Assumptions such as the Manhattan World or SCW, are used to align scenes into a common frame of reference for scene segmentation and understanding [96, 173], and to regularize 3D reconstruction [170, 186]. The AW and MMF model could be used similarly.

Similar to the image space, the Manhattan World assumption has been used most commonly [96, 173]. This is probably due to the fact that man-made environments exhibit strong Manhattan World characteristics on a local scale, i.e. on the level of a single RGBD frame of a scene. In the application of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [148], the Manhattan World assumption has been used to impose constraints on the inferred map [186]. Our original idea of the Manhattan Frame [225] has been adapted by Ghanem et al. [87] who propose a robust inference scheme for MF estimation (RMF) and by Joo et al. [127] who use a branch-and-bound scheme to perform real-time globally optimal Manhattan Frame inference (MF BB).

To the best of our knowledge the assumption of multiple Manhattan Worlds in the 3D data setting (as opposed to RGB 2D-images) has not been explored prior to our own work described in this chapter.

Similar to the Manhattan Frame and MMF model, the Stata Center World can be inferred solely from surface-normal distributions as described in Chapter 4. Note, that the Manhattan Frame and MMF model could be inferred from the Stata Center World by grouping inferred directions into Manhattan Frames.

Somewhat outside all these categories, Gupta et al. [96] assume the only relevant direction for semantic scene segmentation is the direction of gravity to enable alignment of the ground plane across scenes. They propose a simple algorithm to segment the scene into the gravity and all other directions based on surface-normal observations.

An alternative to the Manhattan World, MMF or Stata Center World model describes man-made structures by individual planes with no constraints on their relative normal directions. The orthogonality constraints in the Manhattan World or MMW models enable statistical pooling of measurements across different orientations. This means not only that fewer measurements (per plane) are needed to achieve the same amount of accuracy as without those constraints but also that reliable measurements from one or more directions help in handling cases where there are only few reliable measurements from other directions.

**2D & 3D** The connection between VPs in images and 3D Manhattan World structures has been used to infer dense 3D structure from sets of images by Furukawa et al. [82]. They employ a greedy algorithm for a single-MF extraction from normal estimates that works on a discretized sphere. Neverova et al. [176] integrate RGB images with associated depth data from a Kinect camera to obtain a 2.5D representation of indoor
scenes under the Manhattan World assumption. Silberman et al. [173] infer the dominant Manhattan World using VPs extracted from the RGB image and surface normals computed from the depth image.

### 3.2 The Manhattan Frame (MF)

The Manhattan Frame (MF) is the image of a 3D Manhattan World structure under the Gauss Map (see Sec. 2.8) as depicted in Fig. 3.4. In other words, the Manhattan Frame describes the notion of the Manhattan World in the space of surface normals. In a noise-free, perfect Manhattan World the surface normals would align with the six directions in world coordinates collected as columns in:

$$
E = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 \\ \end{bmatrix}, \quad e_j \text{ denotes the } j\text{th col. of } E.
$$

(3.1)

In the camera coordinate system these six directions will appear rotated by $^cR_w$:

$$
M = ^cR_w E, \quad \mu_j \text{ denotes the } j\text{th col. of } M.
$$

(3.2)

The rotation $^cR_w$ is an element of $SO(3)$ the space of orthonormal matrices in 3D with determinant 1 as introduced in Sec. 2.7.1. This rotation of the camera, $^wR_c = ^cR_w^T$, is unknown and hence a key parameter to be estimated by an inference algorithm. In the following we will use $R = ^cR_w$ for the sake of notational simplicity. In other words, if a 3D scene consists of only planar surfaces such that the set of their surface normals is contained in the set $\{\mu_j\}_{j=1}^6$, then $M$ captures all possible directions in the scene—the scene follows the Manhattan World assumption.

Specifically, let $n_i \in S^2$ denote the $i$th observed surface normal. A latent label, $z_i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$, assigns $n_i$ to one of the six directions of the Manhattan Frame. Hence $\mu_{z_i}$ is the direction associated with $n_i$. In the following we will denote the set of all labels as $z = \{z_i\}_{i=1}^N$ and the set of all surface normals as $n = \{n_i\}_{i=1}^N$. The unit normals are elements of the unit sphere in $\mathbb{R}^3$, denoted by $S^2$, a 2D manifold.
whose geometry is outlined in Sec. 2.6.1. Commonly, in 3D processing pipelines (e.g. in surface fairing or reconstruction [124, 132]), the unit normals are estimated from noisy measurements of the 3D scene structure such as depth images [112, 221], point clouds [168] and meshes [35]. Surface normals $n$ may deviate from their associated MF axis for several reasons. First, noisy input data such as depth images, point-clouds or meshes lead to noisy surface normal observations since they are computed from the 3D observations (see Sec. 2.8). Second, the underlying 3D structure being sensed may not follow the Manhattan World assumption in parts of the scene such as on curved, round or unstructured surfaces. For such scene parts it might still be useful to assign them to a Manhattan Frame direction as the Manhattan Frame provides an ordering and segmentation of the environment that can be exploited for downstream inferences. Even in environments dominated by curved shapes the Manhattan Frame can provide a quantization into orthogonal scene parts that can be utilized.

In order to fit the parameters of an Manhattan Frame, one would seek to penalize those deviations. While, in principle, this can be formulated directly as a deterministic optimization, we adopt a probabilistic modeling approach. This allows us to derive a real-time algorithm for single Manhattan Frame inference as well as MCMC inference (see Sec. 2.2.1) for the more complicated MMF model all from the same base Manhattan Frame model. Another key advantage over deterministic approaches is that probabilistic inference allows reasoning about uncertainty which is important for scene understanding. Furthermore, the probabilistic nature of the MMF model means that it can be integrated into larger and more complex environment models, as we showed in [35]. Another approach would be to utilize a non-parametric directional segmentation algorithm such as [222] or [224] and to fit MFs to the inferred modes of the surface normal distribution. The advantage of directly inferring an MF model is that data from the different (orthogonal and opposing directions) all jointly contributed to the estimation of the MF orientation. This is especially important in scenes like the urban scene in Fig. 1.2 where there is only few data points for some of the directions. To this end, we propose two different noise models to describe those random deviations: tangent space Gaussian (TG) noise as well as von-Mises-Fisher (vMF) noise.

Figure 3.5: Graphical model capturing the assumed distribution of observed normals under the Manhattan Frame distribution.
### 3.2.1 The Probabilistic Manhattan Frame Model

Let \( R \in \mathbb{S}O(3) \) denote the rotation of the Manhattan Frame. Making no a-priori assumptions about which orientation of the Manhattan Frame is more likely than others, \( R \) is distributed uniformly:

\[
R \sim \text{Unif}(\mathbb{S}O(3)).
\] (3.3)

Since \( \mathbb{S}O(3) \) is a manifold with finite support, we can compute its volume and obtain \( 8\pi^2 \) \cite{45} which implies that all rotations have equal likelihood of \( 1/8\pi^2 \). In practice secondary sensors such as inertial measurement sensors (IMUs) can yield additional information about the rotation of the Manhattan Frame via the measurement of the gravity direction. Similarly, in the streaming setting the Manhattan Frame rotation is likely to be close to the previous frames Manhattan Frame rotation. In those situations one can capture the additional knowledge in the prior on \( R \). Indeed in Sec. 3.3.4 we explore the streaming Manhattan Frame inference setting and show that it is straightforward to incorporate a zero-motion prior on the Manhattan Frame rotation.

As is standard in Bayesian mixture modeling, the Manhattan Frame axis assignments \( z_i \) of a surface normal \( n_i \) to an Manhattan Frame axis are assumed to be distributed according to a categorical distribution \( \text{Cat}(w) \) with a Dirichlet distribution prior parameterized by \( \gamma \):

\[
w \sim \text{Dir}(\gamma)
\] (3.4)

\[
z_i \sim \text{Cat}(w).
\] (3.5)

The deviations of the observed normals from their assigned directions are modeled by a directional distribution parameterized by \( \Theta \). We only require this directional distribution to have the assigned Manhattan Frame direction \( \mu_{z_i} \) as its mode. Following a Bayesian approach we assume a prior \( p(\Theta; \lambda) \) for the parameters \( \Theta \) of the Manhattan Frame axis distributions:

\[
\Theta \sim p(\Theta; \lambda)
\] (3.6)

\[
n_i \sim p(n_i \mid z_i, R, \Theta) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \mu_{z_i} = \arg\max_{n \in \mathbb{S}^2} p(n \mid z_i, R, \Theta),
\] (3.7)

where \( \lambda \) are the so-called hyperparameters of the prior on the Manhattan Frame axis distributions. As reviewed in Sec. 2.6, many directional distributions exist (e.g., the Bingham \cite{23}, and the Kent \cite{134} distribution, and others \cite{164}) and most are valid choices for the distribution of surface normals. We focus on the tangent-space Gaussian (see Sec. 3.2.2) and the von-Mises-Fisher distribution (see Sec. 3.2.3) as depicted in Fig. 3.6 and 3.8 respectively.

Finally, the graphical model for the MF is depicted in Fig. 3.5 and the joint distribution is:

\[
p(z, n, w, R, \Theta; \gamma, \lambda) = \frac{1}{8\pi^2} p(w; \gamma)p(\Theta; \lambda) \prod_{i=1}^{N} w_{z_i} p(n_i \mid z_i, R, \Theta).
\] (3.8)
Both the graphical model and the factoring of the joint distribution, suggest that the surfaces normals are assumed to be generated independently given assignments to Manhattan Frame axes, the Manhattan Frame rotation and other parameters of the Manhattan Frame axis distributions $\Theta$. This is an approximate assumption, since nearby surface normals generally depend on each other. Most man-made environments consist of planes and smooth surfaces, making the directions of most surface normals dependent on its neighborhood. This assumption, however, enables more efficient inference because, for example, each normals assignment to a Manhattan Frame axis can be computed independently and in parallel. Furthermore, the results in Sec. 3.5.1 show smooth scene segmentations despite assuming conditional independence.

### 3.2.2 Tangent Space Gaussian Manhattan Frame Model

The tangent-space Gaussian MF (TG-MF) model describes the deviations not on $S^2$ directly but in a tangent plane to the sphere using the tangent-space Gaussian model as introduced in Sec. 2.6.2. The TG-MF distribution is visualized in Fig. 3.6. Under the TG-MF model observed normals are modeled by a tangent space Gaussian distribution with covariance $\Theta = \Sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 2}$ and mean $\mu_z$ centered on the respective assigned MF axis.

$$p(n_i | z_i, R, \Theta) = \mathcal{N}(\log_{\mu_z}(n_i); 0, \Sigma_z),$$

(3.9)

where $\log_{\mu_z}(n_i) \in T_{\mu_z}S^2$. In other words, we evaluate the probability density function of $n_i \in S^2$ by first mapping it into $T_{\mu_z}S^2$, as visualized in Fig. 3.7, and then evalu-
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Figure 3.8: Graphical depiction of the von-Mises-Fisher based Manhattan Frame model.

Figure 3.9: Depiction of the von-Mises-Fisher distributions in 2D with different concentrations \( \tau \) around the same mean \( \mu \). Note that the von-Mises-Fisher can capture a uniform distribution over the sphere for \( \tau = 0 \) as well as concentrated isotropic distributions for larger \( \tau \).

As alluded to and examined in Sec. 2.6.2, the range of \( \log p \) is contained within a disk of radius \( \pi \) while the Gaussian distribution has infinite support. Consequently, for probabilistic inference, we use the inverse Wishart prior to favor small covariances resulting in a probability distribution that, except a negligible fraction, is within the range of \( \log p \) and concentrated about the respective axis. The advantage of choosing the tangent-space Gaussian distribution is that it allows modeling and capturing anisotropic surface normal distributions in contrast to the isotropic vMF distribution.

### 3.2.3 von-Mises-Fisher Manhattan Frame Model

As introduced in Sec. 2.6.3, the vMF distribution is natively defined over the manifold of the sphere and commonly used to model directional data \([14, 15, 92, 222]\). We utilize the vMF distribution to model the deviation of a surface normal from its assigned Manhattan Frame axis. In 3D, the vMF defines an isotropic distribution for 3D directional data \( n \in S^2 \), i.e. surface normals, around a mode \( \mu \in S^2 \) with a concentration \( \tau \in \mathbb{R}^+ \).
and has the following form:

\[ \text{vMF}(n; \mu, \tau) = Z(\tau) \exp(\tau n^T \mu) \]  
\[ Z(\tau) = \frac{\tau}{4\pi \sinh \tau}. \]  

(3.11)

(3.12)

The concentration parameter behaves inversely to the variance of a Gaussian: increasing the concentration leads to a more peaked distribution whereas setting \( \tau = 0 \) leads to a uniform distribution over the sphere. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.9 for the 2D vMF.

In the vMF Manhattan Frame model, a surface normal \( n_i \in S^2 \) is distributed according to a vMF distribution centered on the associated Manhattan Frame axis, \( \mu_{z_i} \), with concentration \( \Theta = \tau \):

\[ p(n_i | z_i, R, \Theta) = \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu_{z_i}, \tau), \]  
\[ p(\Theta; \lambda) \propto Z(\tau)^\lambda \exp(b \tau), \quad \lambda = \{a, b\}, \]  

(3.13)

(3.14)

where the prior \( p(\Theta; \lambda) \) on the concentration parameter of the vMF is only known up to proportionality [180]. The vMF Manhattan Frame distribution is conceptually depicted in Fig. 3.8.

## 3.3 Real-time Manhattan Frame MAP Inference

Based on the probabilistic generative models for the Manhattan Frame setup in the previous sections, we now develop real-time Manhattan Frame (RTMF) maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) inference methods. These algorithms are used to infer the local Manhattan Frame structure of an environment efficiently. Starting from the TG-MF model we first derive the MAP inference algorithm directly before employing an approximation that yields more efficient inference. Lastly, the vMF Manhattan Frame MAP inference is derived. Those three Manhattan Frame algorithms are instantiations of the hard-assignment expectation maximization algorithm (EM): We iterate assigning surface normals to the most likely Manhattan Frame axis and updating the Manhattan Frame rotation estimate until convergence. It would be straightforward to convert the inference to a MCMC-based method such as Gibbs sampling. This is likely to yield more accurate inference of all parameters at the cost of increased computation time.

In this section, for efficiency reasons and in the absence of further knowledge about the scene, the surface normals are assumed to be generated with equal probability from any of the axes, i.e. all \( w_j = \frac{1}{8} \). For the same reason we assume identical isotropic covariances \( \Sigma_j = \sigma^2 I \) for all TG-MF axes and identical concentration parameters \( \tau_j \) for all vMF Manhattan Frame axes. In Section 3.4, the TG-MF assumptions will be relaxed.

### 3.3.1 Direct MAP Manhattan Frame Estimation for the TG-MF

Starting from the tangent-space Gaussian Manhattan Frame model set up in Sec. 3.2.2, we derive the direct MAP Manhattan Frame rotation estimation algorithm. The poste-
prior over assignments $z_i$ of surface normals $n_i$ to axis of the Manhattan Frame is given by

$$p(z_i = j \mid R, n_i; \pi, \Sigma) \propto w_j N(\text{Log}_{\mu_j}(n_i); 0, \Sigma).$$  

(3.15)

Therefore the MAP estimate for the label $z_i$ becomes:

$$z_i = \arg \min_{j \in \{1 \ldots 6\}} \text{Log}_{\mu_j}(n_i)^T \Sigma^{-1} \text{Log}_{\mu_j}(n_i) = \arg \min_{j \in \{1 \ldots 6\}} \arccos^2(n_i^T \mu_j)$$

$$= \arg \max_{j \in \{1 \ldots 6\}} n_i^T \mu_j,$$  

(3.16)

where we have used $\arccos(n_i^T \mu_j) = \|\text{Log}_{\mu_j}(n_i)\|_2$ and assumed that the covariance $\Sigma$ is isotropic. This assumption is made for efficiency reasons: otherwise we would have to compute the logarithm map $\text{Log}_{\mu_j}(n_i)$ and the product with $\Sigma$ for all six different Manhattan Frame directions. While it would be possible to infer $\Sigma$ as well in the MAP setting or using sampling-based inference, we keep it fixed for efficiency reasons. With $p(R) = \text{Unif}(\text{SO}(3))$, the posterior over the Manhattan Frame rotation $R$ is

$$p(R \mid n, z; \Sigma) \propto p(n \mid z, R; \Sigma)p(R) \propto p(n \mid z, R; \Sigma) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} N(\text{Log}_{\mu_{z_i}}(n_i); 0, \Sigma).$$  

(3.17)

Working in the log-domain, the MAP estimate for $R$ is

$$R^* = \arg \min_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} - \log p(R \mid n, z; \Sigma) := \arg \min_{R \in \text{SO}(3)} f(R).$$  

(3.18)

With the posterior in Eq. (3.17), the cost function $f(R)$ is

$$f(R) = - \log \left[ \prod_{i=1}^{N} N(\text{Log}_{\mu_{z_i}}(n_i); 0, \Sigma) \right] \propto \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{Log}_{\mu_{z_i}}(n_i)^T \Sigma^{-1} \text{Log}_{\mu_{z_i}}(n_i)$$

$$\propto \sum_{i=1}^{N} \arccos^2(n_{i z_i}^T \mu_{z_i}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \arccos^2(n_i^T R e_{z_i}),$$  

(3.19)

where we have used a derivation similar to Eq. (3.16). We call this method direct since the cost function directly penalizes a normal’s deviation from its associated Manhattan Frame axis.

We enforce the constraints on $R$ ($R^T R = I$ & $\det(R) = 1$) by explicitly optimizing the cost function on the $\text{SO}(3)$ manifold using gradient descent with backtracking linesearch. More details can be found in [2, 65, 83] and in Sec. 2.7.3. As introduced in Sec. 2.7.1, we use that perturbations of $R$ from $R_0$ can be written as $R(W) = R_0 \text{Exp}(W)$ where $W = [\omega]_x \in \text{so}(3)$ and $\text{Exp}$ is the exponential map from $\text{so}(3)$ to $\text{SO}(3)$ defined
Figure 3.10: The geometry underlying the approximation of the mapping of \( n_i \) into \( T_{\mu}S^2 \) via \( \text{Log}_{\mu}(n_i) \).

in Eq. (2.126). Then the Jacobian is

\[
J = \frac{\partial f(R(W))}{\partial \omega} \bigg|_{\omega=0} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\partial \arccos^2(x)}{\partial x} \frac{\partial R e x p(W)e_{z_i}}{\partial \omega} n_i^T e_{z_i} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{2 \arccos(n_i^T Re_{z_i})}{(n_i^T Re_{z_i})^2} n_i^T Re_{z_i} e_{z_i}
\]

(3.20)

Backtracking line search in the direction of the negative Jacobian at iteration \( t \), \( J_t \), until the Armijo conditions \([2, 11]\) are met provides an appropriate step size \( \delta \) which allows us to obtain a new rotation estimate using the exponential map:

\[
R_t = R_{t-1} \text{Exp}(-\delta J_t)
\]

(3.21)

The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 7.

### 3.3.2 Approximate MAP Manhattan Frame Rotation Estimation

The direct approach derived in the previous section is inefficient since the cost function in Eq. (3.19) and the respective Jacobian involve a sum over all data-points. The Jacobian needs to be re-computed after each update to \( R \) and the cost function multiple times during the backtracking linesearch. To address this inefficiency, we derive an approximate estimation algorithm by exploiting the geometry of \( S^2 \).

The approximation necessitates the computation of the Karcher means \( \{\vec{n}_j\}_{j=1}^{6} \) for each of the sets of normals, \( \{n_i\}_{j=1}^{6} \), associated with the respective Manhattan Frame axis. The Karcher mean is a generalization of the standard Euclidean sample mean to arbitrary manifolds as introduced in Sec. 2.6.1. After this preprocessing step, we approximate \( \text{Log}_{\mu}(n_i) \) using the Karcher mean \( \vec{n}_{z_i} \) as introduced and further analyzed in Sec. 2.6.2:

\[
\text{Log}_{\mu}(n_i) \approx \text{Log}_{\mu}(\vec{n}) + \vec{n}_R \text{Log}_{\vec{n}}(n_i)
\]

(3.22)

where the subscript \( z_i \) was omitted for the sake of clarity and \( \vec{n}_R \) rotates vectors in \( T_{\vec{n}}S^2 \) to \( T_{n}S^2 \). Intuitively this approximates the mapping of \( n_i \) into \( \mu_{z_i} \) with the mapping of the Karcher mean into \( \mu_{z_i} \) plus a correction term that accounts for the deviation of \( n_i \).
from the $\tilde{n}_{zi}$. See Fig. 3.10 for an illustration of underlying geometry. Analysis outlined in Sec. 2.6.2 shows that even in the worst case the approximation holds well for small angles (< 35°) between $\mu$ and $\tilde{n}$. This will generally be fulfilled since aligning $\mu$ and $\tilde{n}$ is the part of the inference objective. In the best case, when $\mu$, $n_i$ and $\tilde{n}$ lie on a geodesic or if $\mu = \tilde{n}$, the approximation is exact. With this the cost function $f(R)$ from Eq. (3.19) can be approximated by $\tilde{f}(R)$ as

$$f(R) \propto \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log_{\nu_{zi}}(n_i)^T \Sigma^{-1} \log_{\nu_{zi}}(n_i)$$

$$\approx \sum_{j=1}^{6} \sum_{i \in I_j} \log_{\nu_{j}}(\tilde{n}_j)^T \log_{\nu_{j}}(\tilde{n}_j) + 2 \log_{\nu_{j}}(n_i)^T (R^*_{\bar{n}_j})^T \log_{\nu_{j}}(\tilde{n}_j)$$

$$= \sum_{j=1}^{6} |I_j| \arccos^2(\tilde{n}_j^T \mu_j) = \sum_{j=1}^{6} |I_j| \arccos^2(\tilde{n}_j^T R \mu_j) := \tilde{f}(R),$$

where we have used that the sample mean in the tangent space of their Karcher mean $\sum_{i \in I_j} \log_{\nu_{j}}(n_i) = 0$ by definition. With $\mu_j = R \mu_j$ the Jacobian for $\tilde{f}(R)$ is

$$J = \frac{\partial \tilde{f}(R(\omega))}{\partial \omega} = \sum_{j=1}^{6} \frac{2 |I_j| \arccos(\tilde{n}_j^T R \mu_j)}{\sqrt{1 - (\tilde{n}_j^T R \mu_j)^2}} \tilde{n}_j^T |R \mu_j| \times.$$

Thus the gradient descent optimization over $R$ only utilizes the Karcher means $\{\tilde{n}_j\}_{j=1}^{6}$, which can be pre-computed since the labels are fixed for the rotation estimation. This eliminates the costly iteration through all data-points at each gradient descent iteration in Alg. 7.

### 3.3.3 MAP Inference in the vMF Manhattan Frame Model

In the previous section we derived a direct and an approximate MAP inference algorithm for the Manhattan Frame which assumes zero-mean Gaussian noise for surface normals in the tangent space around an associated Manhattan Frame axis. In this section, we derive the MAP inference for the vMF Manhattan Frame model and show that the structure of the vMF distribution allows the Manhattan Frame rotation to be computed in closed form.

With the uniform distribution over labels, i.e. $\pi_j = \frac{1}{6}$, the posterior distribution over label $z_i$ follows the proportionality:

$$p(z_i = j \ | n_i, R; \tau) \propto \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu_j, \tau) \propto \exp(\tau n_i^T \mu_j).$$

Since we assume equal concentration parameter $\tau$ for the six vMF distributions, the MAP assignment for $z_i$ is:

$$z_i = \arg \max_{j \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}} n_i^T \mu_j.$$
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Algorithm 7: Optimization over the Manhattan Frame rotation $R \in \mathbb{SO}(3)$. The difference between the proposed approaches (direct and approximate) is in how the labels $\{z_i\}_{i=1}^N$ and the Jacobians are computed and which statistics are used.

This amounts to assigning the data point $n_i$ to the closest Manhattan Frame axis in terms of angle. Interestingly this is the same assignment rule as for the TG-MF in Eq. (3.16).

With $p(R) = \text{Unif}(\mathbb{SO}(3)) = \frac{1}{8\pi^2}$, the posterior distribution over the Manhattan Frame rotation is:

$$p(R | n, z, \tau) \propto p(n | z, R; \tau)p(R) \propto p(n | z, R; \tau) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} \text{vMF}(n_i | \mu_{z_i}; \tau).$$

We find the optimal rotation as the maximizer of the log posterior according to:

$$R^* = \arg \max_{R \in \mathbb{SO}(3)} \log p(R | n, z; \tau) = \arg \max_{R \in \mathbb{SO}(3)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \tau n_i^T \mu_{z_i}$$

$$= \arg \max_{R \in \mathbb{SO}(3)} \sum_{j=1}^{6} \left( \sum_{i \in \mathcal{L}_j} n_i^T \right) R e_j$$

$$= \arg \max_{R \in \mathbb{SO}(3)} \text{tr}\{RN\} \ , \ N = \sum_{j=1}^{6} e_j \sum_{i \in \mathcal{L}_j} n_i^T .$$

This has the same form as the orthonormal Procrustes problem [215] outline as well in Sec. 2.7.3. Hence, the optimal rotation can be computed in closed form using the SVD $N = U SV^T$ as

$$R^* = V \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \text{det}(VU^T) \end{bmatrix} U^T .$$
This has been used before to align point patterns by Umeyama [241] and applied to the Manhattan Frame rotation estimation in a slightly different way by [87]. The algorithm for vMF-MF inference is straight-forward as can be seen in Alg. 8.

```
1: Initialize $R_0$ (to identity or the previous timestep’s MF rotation (streaming))
2: while $\log p(R | n, z; \tau)$ not converged do
3:   On GPU: obtain $z_i = \arg\max_{j \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}} n_i^T \mu_j \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$
4:   On GPU: compute statistics $\sum_{i \in I_j} n_i \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$
5:   Compute $R$ using Eq. (3.29)
6: end while
7: return $R$
```

Algorithm 8: Computing the Manhattan Frame rotation $R \in SO(3)$ under the vMF Manhattan Frame model.

### 3.3.4 Real-time Manhattan Frame Inference on Streaming Data

In the case of a stream of batches of surface normals obtained, for example, from an RGB-D camera, we impose a matrix vMF [136] diffusion model with concentration $\tau_R$. The conditional distribution of the current rotation $R$ given the previous rotation $R_-$ is:

$$p(R | R_-, \tau_R) \propto \exp(\tau_R \text{tr}\{R^T R\}).$$  \hfill (3.30)

This distribution is uniform over the rotation space for $\tau_R = 0$ and concentrates on $R_-$ as $\tau_R$ increases. See [32] Ex. 2 and Sec. 2.7.5 for a modern treatment of the matrix vMF distribution. In practice we chose $\tau = 1$. This adds the negative log likelihood term

$$f_R = -\tau_R \text{tr}\{R^T R\}$$  \hfill (3.31)

to the MAP cost functions derived in the previous sections. For the direct and the approximate RTMF algorithm this means an additional term in the Jacobian:

$$\frac{\partial f_R(R(\omega))}{\partial \omega} = -\tau_R \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \text{tr}\{R_-^T R(\omega)\}$$

$$= -\tau_R \left[ \text{tr}\{R_-^T G_1 R\} \quad \text{tr}\{R_-^T G_2 R\} \quad \text{tr}\{R_-^T G_3 R\} \right].$$  \hfill (3.32)

For the vMF-based algorithm we can still derive a closed from rotation MAP estimate:

$$R^* = \arg\max_{R \in SO(3)} \log p(R | q, z; \tau) + \tau_R \text{tr}\{R^T R\}$$

$$= \arg\max_{R \in SO(3)} \text{tr}\{\hat{N} R\}, \quad \hat{N} = N + \tau_R R_-^T.$$

(3.33)

Note that the additional term stemming from the matrix vMF distribution acts as a regularizer if only one MF axis has associated observations.
3.4 The Mixture of Manhattan Frames

As alluded to in the introduction, the description of man-made environments on a global scale necessitates a more flexible model that can capture Manhattan Worlds with some relative rotation between them. This motivates the extension of the MF framework described in Sec. 3.2 to the MMF. In practice, scene representations may be composed of multiple intermediate representations, which may include MMFs, to facilitate higher-level reasoning (e.g. [35]). As such, adopting a probabilistic model allows one to describe and propagate uncertainty in the representation. Prior knowledge and model inherent measurement noise can be incorporated in a principled way. Conditional independence allows drawing samples in parallel and hence leads to tractable inference.

In the proposed MMF representation scenes consist of $K$ MFs, $\{M_1, \ldots, M_K\}$ which jointly define $6K$ signed axes. For $K = 1$, the MMF coincides with the MF. Specifically, let $n_i \in S^2$ denote the $i$th observed normal. In the MMF, each $n_i$ has two levels of association. The first, $c_i \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$, assigns $n_i$ to the $c_i$th MF. The second, $z_i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$, assigns $n_i$ to a specific signed axis within the MF $M_{c_i}$ as described in Sec. 3.2. In the following sections it will be convenient to collect all variables of the $k$th MF into $I_k = C_k, Z_k, W_k, R_k, E_k$ where $E_k = \{Z_{kj}\}$, $C_k = \{c_{j}\}_{i:c_i=k}$ and $Z_k = \{z_i\}_{i:c_i=k}$ denote all labels $c_i$ or $z_i$ which are associated to the $k$th MF via $c$. The MF axes of the $k$th MF are a function of the rotation $R_k$ according to Eq. (3.2) and will be denoted $\{\mu_{kj}\}_{j=1}^6$.

First we define the MMF's probabilistic model before we outline a sampling-based-inference scheme. We restrict the analysis and inference method to the TG-MF model because the vMF distributions in the vMF-MF model necessitate more involved inference methods since the prior on the concentration does not have a closed form as mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3. Hence an internal slice sampler would be required to sample posterior concentration parameters for the vMF-MF.

3.4.1 Probabilistic Model

Figure 3.11 depicts a graphical representation of the probabilistic MMF model. It is a Bayesian finite mixture model that takes into account the geometries of both $S^2$ and $SO(3)$. In this probabilistic model, the MMF parameters are regarded as random variables and we avoid assumptions from Sec. 3.3 about weights and covariances of the individual MFs.

A surface normal $n_i$ is associated with an MF via the assignment variable $c_i$. These MF-level assignments are assumed to be distributed according to a categorical distribution with a Dirichlet distribution prior with parameters $\alpha$:

\[
\pi \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha) \quad (3.34)
\]

\[
c_i \sim \text{Cat}(\pi) \quad (3.35)
\]

Each MF follows the mixture distribution outlined in Sec. 3.2.2 and hence a surface
normal is distributed as

\[ n_i \sim p(\Psi_{c_i}; \gamma, \Delta, \nu). \] (3.36)

We set \( \alpha < 1 \) to favor models with few MFs, which is typical for man-made scenes. Contemporary buildings, for example, customarily exhibit a small number of MFs. To encourage the association of equal numbers of normals to all MF axes, we place a strong prior \( \gamma \gg 1 \) on the distribution of axis assignments \( z_i \). Intuitively, this encourages an MF to explain several normal directions and not just a single one.

### 3.4.2 Metropolis-Hastings MCMC Inference

We perform inference over the probabilistic MMF model described in the previous section using Gibbs sampling with Metropolis-Hastings [105] split/merge proposals [197]. Specifically, the sampler iterates over the latent assignment variables \( c \) and \( z \), their categorical distribution parameters \( \pi \) and \( w = \{w_k\}_{k=1}^K \), as well as the covariances in the tangent spaces around the MF axes \( \Sigma = \{\Sigma_k\}_{k=1}^K \) and the MF rotations \( R = \{R_k\}_{k=1}^K \).

We first explain all posterior distributions needed for Gibbs sampling before we outline the algorithm.

**Posterior Distributions for MCMC Sampling**

The posterior distributions of both mixture weights are:

\[
p(\pi | c; \alpha) = \text{Dir}(\alpha_1 + N_1, \ldots, \alpha_K + N_K)
\]

\[
p(w_k | c, z; \gamma) = \text{Dir}(\gamma_1 + N_{k1}, \ldots, \gamma_{k6} + N_{k6})
\]

where \( N_k = \sum_{i=1}^N 1_{c_i=k} \) is the number of normals assigned to the \( k \)th MF and \( N_{kj} = \sum_{i=1}^N 1_{c_i=k} 1_{z_i=j} \) is the number of normals assigned to the \( j \)th axis of the \( k \)th MF. The indicator function \( 1_{a=b} \) is 1 if \( a = b \) and 0 otherwise.

Using the likelihood of \( n_i \) from Eq. (3.9), the conditional distributions for labels \( c_i \)
and \( z_i \) are given as:

\[
p(c_i = k \mid \pi, n_i, \Theta) \propto \pi_k \sum_{j=1}^{6} w_{kj} p(n_i \mid \mu_{kj}, \Sigma_{kj})
\]

\[
p(z_i = j \mid c_i, n_i, \Theta) \propto w_{cij} p(n_i \mid \mu_{cij}, \Sigma_{cij})
\]

where \( \Theta = \{w, \Sigma, R\} \). We compute \( x_j = \log_{\mu_{cij}}(n_i) \), the mapping of \( n_i \) into \( T_{\mu_{ciz}}S^2 \), to obtain the scatter matrix \( S_{kj} = \sum_i^{N} \mathbb{1}_{c_i = k} \mathbb{1}_{z_i = j} x_i x_i^T \) in \( T_{\mu_{kj}}S^2 \). Using \( S_{kj} \) the posterior distribution over covariances \( \Sigma_{kj} \) is:

\[
p(\Sigma_{kj} \mid c, z, n, R; \Delta, \nu) = \text{IW}(\Delta + S_{kj}, \nu + N_{kj}).
\]

Since there is no closed-form posterior distribution for an MF rotation given axis-associated normals, we approximate it as a narrow Gaussian distribution on \( SO(3) \) around the optimal rotation \( R^* \) under normal assignments \( z \) and \( c \):

\[
p(R_k \mid z, c, n) \sim \mathcal{N}(R_k; (R^*_k)^{R^*_k}, R^*_k, R_k, n), \Sigma_{so}(3))
\]

where \( \Sigma_{so}(3) \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \) and \( R^*_k \) is set to \( R_k \) from the previous Gibbs iteration. Refer to Sec. 2.7.1 for details on how to evaluate and sample from this distribution.

The (locally-) optimal rotation \( R^*_k \in SO(3) \) of MF \( M_k \) given the assigned normals \( n = \{n_i\}; c_i = k \) and their associations \( z_i \) to one of the six axes \( \mu_{kj} \) can be found using any of the MAP MF inference algorithms (i.e. Sec. 3.3.1 or 3.3.3).

**Metropolis-Hastings MCMC Sampling**

The Gibbs sampler with Metropolis-Hastings split/merge proposals is outlined in Algorithm 9. For \( K \) MFs and \( N \) normals the computational complexity per iteration is \( O(K^2N) \). To let the order of the model adapt to the complexity of the distribution of normals on the sphere, we implement Metropolis-Hastings-based split/merge proposals. The details of the algorithm are described in the following sections.

### 3.4.3 Split/Merge Proposals

Here we derive split and merge proposals for the MMF model as well as their acceptance probability in an approach similar to Richardson and Green [197]. Note that a merge involves moving all points from MF \( l \) and \( m \) into a new MF \( n \) and then removing MFs \( l \) and \( m \). Similarly, a split creates two new MFs \( l \) and \( m \) from a single MF \( n \). Hence, both a split and a merge change the number of parameters in the model. Specifically the parameters that change their dimension are the set of MF rotations, \( R \), and the set of covariances on the MF axes, \( \Sigma \). The labels \( z \) and \( c \) remain of the same dimensions; only the range for \( c \) changes from \([1, K]\) to \([1, K - 1]\) (merge) or from \([1, K]\) to \([1, K + 1]\) (split). Therefore, we employ the theory of Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) [94] to derive a proper acceptance probability. RJMCMC is a
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1. Draw $\pi | c; \alpha$ using Eq. (3.37)
2. Draw $c | \pi, n, R, \Sigma$ in parallel using Eq. (3.39)
3. for $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$ do
   4. Draw $u_k | c, z; \gamma$ using Eq. (3.38)
   5. Draw $z | c, w, n, R, \Sigma$ in parallel using Eq. (3.40)
   6. Draw $R_k | z, c, n; \Sigma_{so}(3)$ using Eq. (3.42)
   7. Draw $\{\Sigma_{kj}\}_{j=1}^6 | c, z, n, R; \Delta, \nu$ using Eq. (3.41)
4. end for
9. Propose splits for all MFs
10. Propose merges for all MF combinations

Algorithm 9: One iteration of the MMF inference algorithm.

This generalization of Metropolis-Hastings MCMC [105] and provides a way of computing an acceptance probability when the number of parameters changes between moves. We will see that the split/merge proposals as well as the acceptance probabilities are similar to what one would expect from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. For this reason and because the MH algorithm is more well-known, we chose to refer to the inference algorithm as to Metropolis-Hastings MCMC.

RJMCMC Split/Merge Moves in an MMF

RJMCMC utilizes auxiliary variables to propose deterministic moves to change between model orders. In the following, we will give the RJMCMC algorithm for a merge proposal between two MFs. The inverse proposal of a split of an MF into two MFs follows the same but inverted process.

Let a MF $A$ be parameterized by the random variables $\Psi_A$. An RJMCMC merge proposal between MFs $m$ and $l$ is executed in three steps. First, an auxiliary MF $v$ is sampled from $q(\text{merge})$ to propose a merge of the current MFs $l$ and $m$ as will be described in Section 3.4.3. Second, the deterministic function $f([\Psi_l, \Psi_m, \Psi_v]) = [u_1, u_2, \Psi_n]$ is used to obtain the merged MF $n$ parameterized by $\Psi_n$. The auxiliary MFs $u_1$ and $u_2$ absorb the MFs $l$ and $m$ from before the merge. The function $f([\Psi_l, \Psi_m, \Psi_v])$ is hence defined as

$$u_1 = \Psi_l, \quad u_2 = \Psi_m, \quad \Psi_n = \Psi_v. \quad (3.43)$$

Therefore, the Jacobian $J_f$ of the function $f([\Psi_l, \Psi_m, \Psi_v])$ is

$$J_f = \frac{\partial f([\Psi_l, \Psi_m, \Psi_v])}{\partial [\Psi_l, \Psi_m, \Psi_v]} = I, \quad (3.44)$$

where $I$ is the identity matrix with determinant 1.
Third, the proposed merge is accepted with probability

\[
\min \left\{ 1, \prod_{k=1}^{K-1} p(\Psi_k; \alpha, \gamma, \Delta, \nu) \frac{q(\text{split})}{q(\text{merge})} \det(J_f) \right\},
\]

where parameters after the merge are designated with a hat. The proposal distributions for a split of MFs \(l\) and \(m\) into MF \(n\) is denoted \(q(\text{split})\).

The RJMCMC split proposal of an MF \(n\) into MFs \(l\) and \(m\) follows the same process except that a split is proposed according to Sec. 3.4.3 instead of a merge. The deterministic transformation is the inverse of \(f(.)\). This means that the determinant of the Jacobian is 1 and the acceptance probability for the split is Eq. 3.45 where the ratio has been inverted.

Note that the RJMCMC acceptance probability for split/merge moves in an MMF looks like the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability, because \(|\det(J_f)| = 1\). However, since the model orders in the nominator and denominator of the fractions are different, it technically is not a Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability.

**Merge Proposal in an MMF**

Let the two MFs \(l\) and \(m\) be parameterized by the random variables \(\Psi_l\) and \(\Psi_m\). A merged MF \(n\) can be sampled from the current MFs \(l\) and \(m\) as follows. We first assign all normals of MF \(l\) and \(m\) to MF \(n\): \(c_{c \in \{l, m\}} = n\), which corresponds to the proposal distribution:

\[
q(c_l, c_m | c) = \delta(\{c_l, c_m\} - n).
\]

Second, we sample the axes assignments \(z_n\) according to

\[
q(z_i = j | w_i, R_i, \Sigma_i, n) \propto w_{ij} p(n_i; \mu_{ij}, \Sigma_{ij}).
\]

Next, given associations \(c_n\) and \(z_n\), we find the optimal rotation using the closed form solution of the vMF-based model derived in Sec. 3.3.3. This is justified because the direct and the vMF-based algorithms generally found the same optimum in our experiments. Then we sample \(R_n\) from a narrow Gaussian distribution over rotations with mean \(R_n^*\):

\[
q(R_n | z, c, n, R_l) = \mathcal{N}(R_n; R_n^*(z_n, c_n, n), \Sigma_{so}(3))
\]

\[
= \mathcal{N}((R_n^T \log R_n^*(n))_\gamma; 0, \Sigma_{so}(3)),
\]

where \(\log_{R_n^*}(R) : SO(3) \rightarrow T_{R_n^*}SO(3)\) denotes the logarithm map of \(R\) into the tangent space \(T_{R_n^*}SO(3)\) around \(R_n^*\). The vee operator \(\vee [45]\) extracts the unique elements of a skew-symmetric matrix \(W \in \mathbb{R}^{3x3}\) into a vector \(w\): \(W^\vee = w = [-W_{23}; W_{13}; -W_{12}] \in \mathbb{R}^3\). \(\Sigma_{so}(3) \in \mathbb{R}^{3x3}\) is the covariance of the Normal distribution in \(T_{R_n^*}SO(3)\). Refer to Sec. 2.7.1 for an in depth discussion.
Finally, we obtain samples for the axis covariances $\Sigma_n$ according to the proposal distribution

$$q(\Sigma_n \mid c, z, R_n, n) = \prod_{j=1}^{6} p(\Sigma_{nj} \mid z_n, c_n, n, R_n),$$

(3.49)

where $p(\Sigma_{nj} \mid z_n, c_n, n, R_n; \Delta, \nu)$ is the posterior distribution over covariance $\Sigma_{nj}$ under the IW prior given the assigned normals in the tangent space $T_{\mu_n}S^2$.

The proposal of merging MF $l$ and $m$ into MF $n$ factors as

$$q(\text{merge}) = q(P_n \mid P_l, P_m, n; \alpha, \gamma, \Delta, \nu) = q(c_l, c_m \mid c)$$

$$q(R_n \mid R_l, z, c, n)q(\Sigma_n \mid c, z, n, R_n; \Delta, \nu) \prod_{i:c_i=n} q(z_i \mid w, R_l, \Sigma_l, n).$$

(3.50)

Split Proposal in an MMF

First, we randomly assign normals in MF $n$ to MF $l$ or $m$ by drawing MF labels according to the Dirichlet Multinomial (DirMult) distribution:

$$q(c_n \mid c; \alpha) = \text{DirMult} (c_n; \alpha_l, \alpha_m) = \int_\pi \text{Cat}(c \mid \pi) \text{Dir}(\pi; \alpha_l, \alpha_m) \, d\pi,$$

(3.51)

$$\text{DirMult}(c; \alpha) = \frac{\Gamma(\sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k)}{\Gamma(\sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k + N_k)} \prod_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\Gamma(\alpha_k + N_k)}{\Gamma(\alpha_k)}.$$

(3.52)

and the counts $N_k$ of labels $c_i = k$ are $N_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{1}_{c_i = k}$.

Within each of the MFs $l$ and $m$ we assign normals $n$ to an axis by drawing the assignments $z_n$ as

$$q(z_i = j \mid w_n, R_n, \Sigma_n, n) \propto w_{nj} p(n_i; \mu_{nj}, \Sigma_{nj}).$$

(3.53)

Using these assignments, we find optimal rotations $R^*_l$ and $R^*_m$ and draw $R_l$ and $R_m$:

$$q(R_l, R_m \mid z, c, n, R_n) = \mathcal{N}(R_l; R^*_l(R_n, z, c, n), \Sigma_{so}(3))$$

$$\mathcal{N}(R_m; R^*_m(R_n, z, c, n), \Sigma_{so}(3)).$$

(3.54)

Given rotations as well as labels, we can draw axis covariances $\Sigma_{(l,m)}$ from the respective posterior:

$$q(\Sigma_{(l,m)} \mid c, z, n, R_{(l,m)}; \Delta, \nu) = \prod_{j=1}^{6} p(\Sigma_{lj} \mid z, c, n, R_l)p(\Sigma_{mj} \mid z, c, n, R_m)$$

(3.55)

The split proposal distribution factors as

$$q(\text{split}) = q(x_l, x_m \mid x_n, n; \alpha, \gamma, \Delta, \nu)$$

$$= q(c_n \mid c; \alpha)q(R_{(l,m)} \mid z, c, n, R_n)q(\Sigma_{(l,m)} \mid c, z, n, R_{(l,m)})$$

$$\prod_{i:c_i=n} q(z_i \mid w_n, R_n, \Sigma_n, n).$$

(3.56)
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RJMCMC Acceptance Probability

After introducing the RJMCMC merge and the split proposals in the previous sections, we will now derive the acceptance probabilities for those two moves by detailing the distributions involved in the computation of Eq. (3.45).

The joint distribution for the MMF model is defined by the graphical model depicted in Fig. 3.11. For the evaluation of the acceptance probability, we marginalize over the categorical variables \( \pi \) and \( w \) as in the split proposal in Eq. (3.51):

\[
p(c; \alpha) = \int p(c \mid \pi) p(\pi; \alpha) \, d\pi = \text{DirMult}(c; \alpha)
\]

\[
p(z_k \mid c; \gamma) = \int p(z_k \mid c, w_k) p(w_k; \gamma) \, dw_k = \text{DirMult}(z_k; \gamma),
\]

After marginalization of \( \pi \) and \( w \), the joint distribution is:

\[
p(n, c, z, \Sigma, R; \alpha, \gamma, \Delta, \nu) = p(c; \alpha) \prod_{i=1}^{N} p(E_{ki}; \Delta, \nu) \prod_{i=1}^{N} p(n_i \mid c_i, z_i, R_{ci}, \Sigma_{ci, zi})
\]

\[
\prod_{k=1}^{K} p(R_k) p(z_k \mid c; \gamma),
\]

where we have assumed that the prior over rotations factors according to \( p(R) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} p(R_k) \). Therefore, the ratio of joint probabilities in the merge move acceptance probability in Eq. (3.45) becomes

\[
\frac{p(n, c, z, \Sigma, R; \alpha, \gamma, \Delta, \nu)}{p(n, \hat{c}, \hat{z}, \hat{\Sigma}, \hat{R}; \alpha, \gamma, \Delta, \nu)} = \frac{p(c; \alpha) p(n \mid \hat{c}, \hat{z}, \hat{R}, \hat{\Sigma}) p(\hat{z} \mid \hat{c}; \gamma) p(\hat{\Sigma} \mid \Delta, \nu) p(\hat{R})}{p(c; \alpha) p(n \mid c, z, R, \Sigma) p(z \mid c; \gamma) p(\Sigma \mid \Delta, \nu) p(R)}
\]

\[
\frac{8\pi^2 p(c; \alpha) \left( \prod_{i=1}^{N} p(n_i \mid c_i, z_i, R, \Sigma) \right) \prod_{j=1}^{K} p(\tilde{z}_j \mid \hat{c}; \gamma) \prod_{j=1}^{K} p(\tilde{\Sigma}_{kj} \mid \Delta, \nu)}{p(c; \alpha) \left( \prod_{i=1}^{N} p(n_i \mid c_i, z_i, R, \Sigma) \right) \prod_{k=1}^{K} p(z_k \mid c; \gamma) \prod_{j=1}^{K} p(\Sigma_{kj} \mid \Delta, \nu)},
\]

where \( K = K - 1 \). For a split proposal this ratio is inverted.

The acceptance probability of splits and merges of MFs can be computed, by plugging Eq. (3.60) into Eq. (3.45).

3.5 Evaluation and Results

We evaluate the properties and performance of the real-time MF (RTMF) before the MMF inference algorithms. All evaluations were run on an Intel Core i7-3940XM CPU at 3.00GHz with an NVIDIA Quadro K2000M GPU.

3.5.1 Evaluation of Real-time MAP Inference

We show run-times and rotation estimation accuracy of all three derived real-time MF inference (RTMF) algorithms on two datasets with groundtruth (GT) camera rotations.
Figure 3.12: Two different datasets displayed below each other with groundtruth data (first rows). The percentages of points associated to a respective Manhattan Frame axis over time is color-coded in the second rows. Rows two to four show the angular deviation from the groundtruth of the approximate and the vMF-based RTMF algorithm with and without fusion with the IMU. The IMU orientation estimate is displayed in the last rows. Note that the RTMF algorithms’ rotation estimates are drift free.
from a Vicon motion-capture system. The datasets were obtained by waving a Xtion Pro RGBD camera randomly in full 3D motion up-down as well as left-right in front of a simple MW scene for 90 s and 4:30 min respectively as can be seen in the GT yaw-pitch-roll angles in the first row of Fig. 3.12.

The approximate RTMF algorithm was run for 25 iterations at most while the direct RTMF algorithm was run for at most ten to keep computation time low. Any fewer iterations rendered the direct MF rotation estimation unusable.

**Timings** We split the computation times into the following stages: (1) applying a guided filter to the raw depth image, (2) computing surface normals from the smoothed depth image, (3) pre-computing of data statistics and (4) optimization for the MF rotation. The timings shown in Fig. 3.13 were computed over all frames of the dataset. At 111 ms per frame the direct method cannot be run in real-time. While the approximate method improves the runtime, it is 15 ms slower than the vMF-based approach which runs in 18 ms. The approximate algorithm is slower since the Karcher mean pre-computation is iterative whereas the vMF pre-computation is single pass. As intended by shifting all computations over the full data into a pre-processing step, the latter two RTMF algorithms can be run at a camera frame-rate of 30 Hz. In the following we omit the direct method from the evaluation due to its slow runtime.

**Accuracy** Besides the evaluation of the rotation estimates of the proposed RTMF algorithms, we show the rotation estimates obtained by integrating rotational velocities measured by a Microstrain 3DM-GX3 IMU using an EKF as proposed in [236]. The state of the EKF contains the estimated fused rotation represented as a Quaternion and the bias of the IMU. While the rotational velocities measurements of the IMU are used for the EKF prediction step, the RTMF rotation estimate is used in the update step. For the shorter groundtruth dataset of 90 s length, displayed on the top in Fig. 3.12, we obtain an angular RMSE from the Vicon groundtruth rotation of 6.36° for the vMF-based algorithm and 4.92° for the approximate method. The IMU rotation estimate drifts and exhibits an RMSE of 3.91°. Fusing the RTMF rotation estimates with the IMU using the EKF achieves even lower RMSEs of 3.05° for the vMF-based and 3.28° for the approximate method. Figure 3.12 on the bottom shows the angular deviation
Figure 3.14: MF orientations extracted as a Turtlebot V2 traverses the hallways around Killian court in the main building of MIT. The zoomed in area displays the top left corner of the loop. Note that the orientations align with the local MW structure of the environment.

from Vicon groundtruth during a longer sequence of about 4:30 min taken at the same location. Similar to the shorter sequence, the two MF rotation estimation algorithms exhibit zero drift and an RMSE below $3.4^\circ$. The drift of the IMU is clearly observable and explains the high RMSE of $8.50^\circ$. Note that while the drift of the IMU can be reduced by utilizing acceleration and magnetic field data, it can not be fully eliminated. The fusion of the rotation estimates using the Quaternion EKF again improves the RMSEs to below $2.8^\circ$.

The percentages of surface normals associated with the MF axes displayed in the second rows of Fig. 3.12 support the intuition that a less uniform distribution of normals across the MF axes results in a worse rotation estimate: large angular deviations occur when there are surface normals on only one or two MF axes for several frames.

The angular accuracy results also highlight the complementary nature of the rotational estimates from IMU and RTMF algorithms: the IMU’s rotation estimates over short timescales complements the MF rotation estimates if it is not well constrained. In turn the RTMF rotation estimates helps estimate and thus eliminate the bias from the gyroscope measurements. Note that while the drift of the IMU can be reduced by utilizing acceleration and magnetic field data, it can not be fully eliminated.

**Manhattan Frame Inference on the Killian Court Dataset** For this experiment a Turtlebot V2 robot equipped with a laser-scanner-based SLAM system was driven through the hallways surrounding Killian court in the main building of MIT. We ran the vMF-based RTMF algorithm on the depth stream from the Kinect camera of the robot.
Figure 3.15: In each row the MF segmentations of several scenes from the NYU depth dataset [173] are displayed for one of the different RTMF algorithms. For the direct method the third row displays results with the real-time configuration whereas the fourth row (direct HQ) shows segmentations obtained with slower but theoretically higher quality parameter settings. For each image, the segmentation is overlaid on top of the grayscale image of the respective scene. Note that unlabeled areas are due to lack of depth data. The inferred MF orientation is shown in the bottom right corner of each frame.

Figure 3.14 shows the inferred MF rotations for every 200th frame at the respective position obtained via the SLAM system. It can be seen that the algorithm correctly tracks the orientation of the local MW. A part of the hallway on the top right does not align with the overall MW orientation. The estimated orientations are thus aligned with this local MW, which is at an angle with respect to the rest of the map. This highlights that the MW assumption is best treated as a local property of the environment as argued in the introduction. In parts of the map without nearby structure the MW rotation estimate is off due to the lack of data.

**Manhattan World Scene Segmentation** As a by-product of the MF rotation estimate the algorithm also provides a segmentation of the frame into the six different orthogonal and opposite directions. This segmentation can be used as an additional source of information for further processing. For example, using the direction of gravity it would be easy to extract the ground plane for obstacle avoidance. We show several examples of segmented scenes taken from the NYU depth dataset [173] in Fig. 3.15. The RTMF algorithms used the same parameters as before. The segmentations show that the vMF-based and the approximate method perform well on a wide range of cluttered
Figure 3.16: A complex indoor scene (left) and its surface normal distribution on the unit sphere (middle left). The MMF inference algorithm converges to three distinct Manhattan Frames, shown in different colors to the right. The inferred Manhattan Frames imply a directional scene segmentation as shown in the middle right.

scenes. The direct algorithm with a fine-grained line-search in the conjugate gradient optimization (denoted direct HQ) gives similar results to the two other approaches but is significantly slower.

3.5.2 Evaluation of MMF Inference

We now evaluate MMF inference on various datasets across scales and compare against MF and VP estimation algorithms.

With the RJMCMC-based approach, we infer an MMF in a coarse-to-fine approach. First, we down-sample to 120k normals and run the algorithm for $T = 150$ iterations, proposing splits and merges throughout as described in Sec. 3.4.2. We use the following parameters: $\Sigma_{\theta_0}(3) = (2.5^\circ)^2 I_{3 \times 3}$, $\alpha = 0.01$, $\gamma = 120$, $\nu = 12k$, and $\Delta = (11^\circ)^2 \nu I_{2 \times 2}$. For the purpose of displaying results, we obtain MAP estimates from samples from the posterior distribution of the MMF. First, we find the most likely number of MFs $K^*$ from all samples after a burn-in of 100 RJMCMC iterations. We then run MCMC starting from the latest sample that has $K^*$ MFs using all data without proposing splits and merges. All MMF results displayed herein show the last MMF sample of that chain.

The vMF-MMF MAP inference algorithm is sensitive to the initial MF rotations. Hence, we run it 11 times each time starting from 6 randomly rotated MFs and choose one of the models with the most likely number of MFs after discarding MFs with less than 10% of surface normals.

MMF Inference from Depth Images

We first highlight different aspects and properties of the inference using the 3-box scene depicted in Fig. 3.16. For this scene, we initialized the number of MFs to $K = 6$. The algorithm correctly infers $K = 3$ MFs corresponding to the three differently rotated boxes as displayed in Fig. 3.16 on the sphere and in the point cloud. While the pink Manhattan Frame consists only of the single box standing on one corner, the turquoise and orange MFs contain planes of the surrounding room in addition to their respective boxes. This highlights the ability of our model to pool normal measurements from the whole scene.
Figure 3.17: Segmentation and inferred (M)MF of various indoor scenes partly taken from the NYU V2 depth dataset [173]. The first and second row shows MAP inference results under the von-Mises-Fisher Manhattan Frame model and the vMF MMF model respectively. The third row shows the inferred MMF model using RJMCMC. For single-MF scenes we color-code the assignment to Manhattan Frame axes and for MMF scenes the assignments to MFs.

In Fig. 3.17 we show several typical indoor scenes of varying complexity and the inferred Manhattan Frame using the vMF-based RTMF algorithm, the MMF inferred by the MAP von-Mises-Fisher MMF algorithm (vMF-MMF) and the MMF inferred by the RJMCMC algorithm (MMF). The MMF inference algorithms were started with six MFs in all cases. For the single MW scenes, all these algorithms infer the same Manhattan Frame, for the multiple-MW scenes the MMF and the MAP-MMF algorithm infer the same reasonable MFs while the vMF RTMF algorithm seems to pick the most prominent Manhattan Frame.

Besides poor depth measurements due to reflections, strong ambient light, black surfaces, or range limitations of the sensor, the inference converged to the wrong number of MFs mainly because of violations of the MW assumption such as round objects or significant clutter in the scene. We observe that the algorithm fails gracefully, approximating round objects with several MFs or adding a "noise MF" to capture clutter as can be seen in Fig. 3.18. Hence, to eliminate "noise MFs", we consider only MFs with more than 10% of all normals for the following quantitative evaluation. A more principled approach that could be explored is to explicitly instantiate a noise model in the form of an uniform distribution over the sphere. For the RJMCMC-based inference approach the inference would not significantly change.

To evaluate the performance of the MMF inference algorithms, we ran them on the NYU V2 dataset [173] which contains 1449 RGB-D images of various indoor scenes.
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Figure 3.18: Failure cases for the MAP (first row) and RJMCMC MMF (second row) inference. MMF inference fails due to bad, noisy or erroneous surface normal estimates and if the multiple Manhattan World assumption is violated. In the case of round objects, a common violation of the Manhattan World assumption, the MMF inference fails gracefully by approximating the surfaces via multiple Manhattan Frames.

**Inference of the number of Manhattan Frames** For each scene, we compare the number of MFs the algorithm infers to the number of MFs a human annotator perceives. The confusion matrices for the two MMF algorithms are:

\[
C_{\text{MMF}} = \begin{pmatrix}
557 & 467 & 108 & 3 & 0 \\
130 & 152 & 28 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(3.61)

\[
C_{\text{vMF-MMF}} = \begin{pmatrix}
528 & 283 & 186 & 138 \\
37 & 118 & 83 & 74 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(3.62)

The MMF algorithm infers the human perceived MMFs in 49.0\% of the scenes while vMF-MMF is slightly worse with 44.6\% and a tendency to overestimate the number of MFs.

**Manhattan World orientation accuracy** We use the groundtruth MW orientation of the most prominent MW provided by [87] to directly evaluate MW orientation estimation accuracy. We take into account that the same MF axes defined according to Eq. (3.2) can be described by 24 rotations \(\{R_{\text{MF,i}}\}_{i=1}^{24}\). These are constructed as: for all six permutations of choosing two columns from \(R_{\text{MF,i}}\), \(r\) and \(r'\), construct four rotation matrices:

\[
[r, r', r_x], [-r, r', -r_x], [r, -r', -r_x], [-r, -r', r_x]
\]

(3.63)

where \(r_x = r \times r'\). To compute the angular deviation \(\theta\) of an estimated MF to the ground truth Manhattan Frame rotation we construct the set \(\{R_{\text{MF,i}}\}_{i=1}^{24}\) from the inferred MF rotation, compute all angular rotation deviations to the groundtruth \(R_{\text{GT}}\) and choose the smallest deviation:

\[
\theta = \min_{i \in \{1,...,24\}} \arccos \left( \frac{1}{2} \text{tr} \left( R_{\text{GT}}^T R_{\text{MF,i}} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \right)
\]

(3.64)
In case of MMFs we choose the smallest deviation across MFs.

Figure 3.19 (right) depicts cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the angular deviation of the different MF and MMF algorithms, and two VP extraction algorithms, [149] (VP Lez) and [146] (VP Lee), which extract three OVPs. Evidently, MF algorithms estimate the MW rotation more accurately than the OVP algorithms. The MMF algorithms show higher accuracy on the whole dataset than single MF algorithms.

**Gravity direction estimation** Like the algorithms by Silberman et al. [173] and Gupta et al. [96] the proposed MF and MMF inference algorithms can be used to estimate the gravity direction to facilitate rotating scenes into a canonical frame for scene understanding. VPs are also indicative of the gravity direction and we show the performance of two additional VP algorithms [139] (VP Kos) and [19] (VP Barn). The mean direction of surface normals in the scene parts labeled as “floor” serves as a proxy for the true gravity direction in the evaluation.

The cumulative density functions of the angular deviation from the gravity direction in Fig. 3.19 (left) demonstrates that all Manhattan Frame inference algorithms match the performance of Gupta et al. and clearly outperform all VP-based estimates. The inferred MMF models outperform all other methods because of the higher flexibility of the model. The Manhattan Frame algorithms all show similar performance.

**Timing** Table 3.1 gives an overview of run-times for the different algorithms averaged over the 1449 scenes from the NYU V2 dataset. RTMF-vMF is the fastest algorithm while the sampling-based algorithm is, unsurprisingly, the slowest. It could, however, be sped up, e.g., by employing a sub-cluster approach for split-merge proposals [42, 224].
Table 3.1: Comparison of Manhattan Frame and vanishing point algorithm timings over the whole NYU V2 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RTMF</th>
<th>MMF vMF</th>
<th>MMF</th>
<th>RMF</th>
<th>MF</th>
<th>BB</th>
<th>Lez</th>
<th>Lee</th>
<th>Kos</th>
<th>Barn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time [s]</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.20: MMF extracted from a mesh obtained using Kintinuous [246]. Note that for an robot the MMF segmentation is immediately useful: All green areas are either traversable or locations that could harbor objects the robot might be looking for. Blue and red areas should not be bumped into but might for example contain door signs.

**Additional Qualitative MMF Inference Results**

**Triangulated meshes** Algorithms such as Kintinuous [246] and Elastic Fusion [248] allow dense larger scale indoor reconstructions from a stream of RGBD frames as depicted in to the right in Fig. 3.20 for a couch area with some boxes, shelves and a Lego house. Using the triangles’ surface normals, the MMF can be inferred. The associations to one of the inferred Manhattan Frames is shown in the middle of Fig. 3.20 while the associations to the Manhattan Frame axes within each of the Manhattan Frames is shown to the right. Note that a robot could use the MMF segmentation directly: all green areas are either traversable or locations that could harbor objects the robot might be looking for. Blue and red areas should not be run into but might, for example, contain door signs.

**LiDAR data** The large-scale LiDAR scan of Cambridge (Fig. 3.21 left) has few measurements on the sides of buildings due to reflections off the glass facades and inhomogeneous point density because of overlapping scan-paths. To handle these properties, we implement a variant of robust moving-least-squares normal estimation [77]. The local plane is estimated using RANSAC, based on a preset width that defines outliers of the plane model. The normal votes are averaged for each point from neighboring estimates based on a Gaussian weight with respect to the Euclidean distance from the estimator. We count only votes whose estimation had sufficient support in the RANSAC computation in the nearby point set. Figure 3.21 to the left shows the point cloud colored according to Manhattan Frame assignment of the normals overlaid on a gray street-map. The inferred Manhattan Frames share the upward direction without imposing any constraints. Interestingly, the MMF captures large scale organizational structure in this man-made environment: blue and green are the directions of Boston and Harvard respectively.
and red is aligned with the Charles river. The locations belonging to the Manhattan Frames are spatially separated supporting that the MW assumption is best treated as a local property as argued in the introduction.

3.6 Discussion

Guided by the observation that regularities in man-made environments manifest in structured surface normal distributions, we have proposed the Manhattan Frame model which captures the Manhattan World assumption in the space of surface normals. We have formalized the notion of the Manhattan Frame and explored two different probabilistic models and resulting maximum a-posteriori inference algorithms. These realtime-capable inference algorithms are useful for extracting the local MW orientation and segmentation of a scene.

Motivated by the observation that on a larger scale the commonly-made MW assumption is often invalid, we have extended the Manhattan Frame model to a mixture of Manhattan Frames which can describe scenes consisting of multiple Manhattan Worlds. The proposed inference algorithm, a manifold-aware Gibbs sampler with Metropolis-Hastings split/merge proposals, allows adaptive and robust inference of MMFs. This enables the proposed model to describe both complex small-scale-indoor and large-scale-urban scenes. We have demonstrated the versatility of our model by extracting MMFs from 1.5k indoor scenes, from a larger dense indoor reconstruction and from an aerial LiDAR point cloud of Cambridge, MA. Code for sampling-based MMF inference and real-time Manhattan Frame rotation estimation can be found at http://people.csail.mit.edu/jstraub/.

The joint work with R. Cabezas [35] has demonstrated the use of Manhattan Frame scene priors to regularize 3D reconstructions at city-scale. It would be interesting to
see how Manhattan Frame priors can be incorporated into online 3D reconstruction of indoor scenes where there might be a higher degree of clutter. The experiments showing drift-free Manhattan World rotation tracking using the Manhattan Frame model hint at the potential to obtain drift-free 3D reconstructions if the system can successfully deal with clutter and detect transitions between Manhattan Worlds online. The latter task could be aided by an inertial measurement unit (IMU).

In the current instantiation of the MMF model all spatial information is ignored. As seen in the results, different scene parts belong to different Manhattan Frames and explicitly modeling this spatial smoothness of the Manhattan Frames might lead to more spatially scalable models as well as more precise Manhattan Frame rotation inference.

As discussed in the introduction, the Manhattan Frame and MMF segmentation of a scene should be useful for scene understanding. One way of utilizing inferred Manhattan Frame rotations is to reduce the search space for 3D bounding box proposal algorithms, a common initial step for convolutional neural networks for 3D object recognition in 3D reconstructions. Instead of having to marginalize over rotations in training or having to search over the full rotation space, only the four different directions implied by the Manhattan Frame rotation have to be searched. As demonstrated in the results section the Manhattan Frame inference algorithms proposed herein outperform related scene orientation estimators proposed in related work for scene understanding.
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Chapter 4

Unconstrained Directional Scene Representation

While directional models based on the Manhattan World assumption can capture a wide variety of man-made environments, it is natural to ask if the orthogonality constraints can be relaxed to capture more general and hence a wider class of environments. Clearly restricting a perception systems operation to Manhattan World-type environments would limit its capabilities. Therefore we explore a less expressive (because directions are assumed independent) but more general class of environments in this chapter. In the surface normal space such environments are characterized by a set of pronounced clusters that may have arbitrary angles with respect to each other as depicted in Fig. 4.1. This assumption on the surface normal space manifests in the 3D structure of a scene via a number of principal planes to which all other planes are parallel. The Manhattan World is a special case with three principal planes that are orthogonal to each other. The Ray and Maria Stata Center (see Fig. 4.2) is an example of a man-made environment where, for the most part, the Manhattan World assumption neither applies locally nor globally: in many areas wall intersection angles are non-orthogonal. There

Figure 4.1: An example of a Stata Center World scene: the left and the right wall are not parallel. This manifests in non-orthogonal surface normal clusters. The directional clustering of the surface normal distribution implies a directional segmentation of the scene which we term a Stata Center World segmentation.
are, however, still parallel walls (in hallways for example). For this reason we term the aforementioned scene prior the Stata Center World (SCW). By clustering the surface normals without orthogonality constraints we obtain a scene segmentation as depicted in Fig. 4.1. Observe that this unconstrained directional segmentations still captures regularities in the environment. The Stata Center World segmentation may therefore be used for further reasoning about the scene in a similar way as the Manhattan World and MMF segmentations from the previous chapter. Again, a perception system may use secondary information about the gravity direction to reason about traversable and obstructed scene parts. By aligning the directional clusters (as shown in Chapter 5) we may leverage unconstrained directional segmentations for scene alignment and thus knowledge transfer between scenes without making an Manhattan World assumption.

Inferring surface normal clusters to obtain the Stata Center World scene segmentation leads to the general problem of directional data modeling, i.e. modeling of data on the unit hyper-sphere in $D$ dimensions, $S^{D-1}$. In order to be able to model complex distributions on the sphere, this chapter extends Bayesian nonparametric Dirichlet process mixture models (DP-MM) to directional data. The resulting models describe data on the sphere with a potentially infinite number of clusters. This allows the posterior inference to adapt the number of mixture components to the complexity of the distribution of the data. In order to explicitly describe directional data in its natural space, the tangent space Gaussian and the von-Mises-Fisher distributions, introduced in Sec. 2.6, are used as mixture component distributions.

The two main contributions of this chapter are: (1) modeling the distribution of a batch of directional data with anisotropic mixture components and (2) efficient clustering of large batches or streams of batches of directional data with isotropic clusters.
While both contributions impact directional data modeling in general, the former yields more expressive inferred models that can capture correlations in directional data clusters. The latter is more applicable if the dataset size is large or if online operation on a stream of data is desired.

Specifically, the first contribution is a Dirichlet process tangent space Gaussian mixture model (DP-TGMM) that models anisotropic data distributions accurately and flexibly. Published in [224] and explained in Sec. 4.3.2, the DP-TGMM is a Bayesian nonparametric mixture model as introduced in Sec. 2.4 but for directional data. We utilize the tangent space Gaussian distributions (see Sec. 2.6.2) for similar reasons as in the MMF: it can describe anisotropic distributions and has a closed-form conjugate prior distribution. Part of the contribution lies in the adaption of the efficient subcluster split-based MCMC inference algorithm of [42] to exploit the manifold properties of the sphere.

The second contribution, described in Sec. 4.4.3, is to extend the capability of directional clustering algorithms to online time-constrained or large data scenarios. Inference algorithms in fields such as robotics or augmented reality, which would benefit from the use of surface normal statistics, are not generally provided a single batch of data a priori. Instead, they are often provided a stream of data batches from depth cameras. Thus, capturing the surface normal statistics of man-made structures often necessitates the temporal integration of observations from a vast data stream of varying cluster mixtures. Additionally, such applications pose hard constraints on the amount of computational power available, as well as tight timing constraints. We address these challenges by focusing on flexible Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) Dirichlet process mixture models (DP-MM) which describe the distribution of surface normals in their natural space, the unit sphere in 3D, $S^2$. Taking the small-variance asymptotic limit of this DP-MM of von-Mises-Fisher (vMF) distributions, we obtain a fast $k$-means-like algorithm, which we call DP-vMF-means, to perform nonparametric clustering of data on the unit hypersphere. Furthermore, we propose a novel dependent DP mixture of vMF distributions to achieve integration of directional data into a temporally consistent streaming model. Small-variance asymptotic analysis yields the $k$-means-like DDP-vMF-means algorithm. Finally, we propose a method, inspired by optimistic concurrency control, for parallelizing the inherently sequential labeling process of BNP-derived algorithms. This allows real-time processing of batches of $300k$ data-points at $30$ Hz. The use of vMF component distributions is partially motivated by the real-time Manhattan Frame algorithm evaluation in Sec. 3.5.1, which showed that the structure of the vMF posterior distribution lends itself to more efficient inference in comparison to approximate tangent space Gaussian Manhattan Frame algorithm.

After the literature review in the next section, we first formalize the Stata Center World assumption in Sec. 4.2 before we introduce the DP-TGMM model and manifold-aware MCMC inference for it in Sec. 4.3.2. In Sec. 4.4.3 we develop the (D)DP-vMF-means algorithms via low-variance asymptotic analysis.
Impact beyond surface normal distributions. The DP-TGMM as well as the (D)DP-vMF-MM are framed as models to capture the directional segmentation of an environment by describing its surface normal distribution. Surface normal distributions, however, are only one example of directional distributions that the proposed models can describe. There are numerous other naturally directional data sources such as protein backbone configurations in computational biology [192], or 3D rotations expressed as Quaternions (see Sec. 2.7.4). In other instances data is Euclidean, but the distinguishing factor between data-points is the angle between them and not their magnitude. For example, word-frequency vectors are often clustered using the cosine similarity [61], which measures the cosine of the angle formed by two vectors. This measure essentially treats the word-frequency vectors as directional data, and has been shown to be superior to Euclidean distance for document clustering [228]. Another example of directional data is semantic word vectors [165], which associate a high-dimensional vector with each word in a given corpus. The semantic word vectors capture the semantic context of the associated words, and should not to be confused with the word-frequency vectors of documents. Again, cosine similarity is used as the distance measure to find words with similar meaning. The use of angular distance metrics such as the cosine similarity reveals the use of directional information. This motivates normalizing the data to unit length and modeling their distribution on the unit sphere using the proposed models. An example of modeling the distribution of semantic word vectors can be found in our publication [224]. In short, the clustering of unit-length-normalized semantic word vectors captures semantically similar words.

4.1 Related Work

As outlined in the previous introductory section, the models proposed herein fundamentally model directional data, i.e. surface normal distributions. Directional data can be modeled in two principally different ways as depicted in Fig. 4.3: (1) in a linearization
Table 4.1: Properties of different typically-used clustering algorithms for directional data. Parametric variants are $k$-means \[101\], spkm \[61, 258\] vMF-MM \[14\], and TGMM \[68, 217\]. The Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) models and respective inference algorithms contain DP-vMF-MM\[15\], DP-GMM \[42\], and the proposed DP-vMF-means \[*\], DDP-vMF-means \[**\], and DP-TGMM \[***\].

Table 4.1 summarizes and highlights the differences between the proposed and previous approaches which are reviewed in the following.

**Directional distributions** A variety of distributions \[164\] has been proposed in the field of directional statistics to model data on the unit sphere. Examples are the antipodal symmetric Bingham distribution \[23\], the anisotropic Kent distribution \[134\], and the isotropic von-Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution \[74\]. Because of its comparative simplicity, the vMF distribution is most commonly used (see Sec. 2.6.3). Other approaches to modeling data on the unit hypersphere use Riemannian geometry \[63\] to locally linearize the sphere. In this linearized space standard Euclidean distributions can then be used to model the data distribution. One example is the Tangent space Gaussian model introduced in Sec. 2.6.2.

**von-Mises-Fisher mixture models** vMF mixture models (vMF-MM) are especially popular for modeling and inference purposes. Banerjee et al. \[14\] perform Expectation Maximization (EM) for a finite vMF mixture model to cluster text and genomic data. This method is related to the spherical $k$-means (spkm) algorithm \[61\], which can be obtained from a finite vMF-MM by taking the infinite limit of the concentration parameter \[14\]. Zhong \[258\] extends the spherical $k$-means algorithm to an online clustering framework by performing stochastic gradient descent on the spkm objective. This approach requires the number of clusters to be known, does not allow the creation or deletion of clusters, and heuristically weights the contribution of old data. Gopal et al. \[92\] derive variational as well as collapsed Gibbs sampling inference for finite vMF-MSs, for a finite hierarchical vMF-MM and for a finite temporally evolving vMF-MM. The vMF distribution has also been used in BNP and hierarchical MMs. Bangert et al. \[15\] formulate an infinite vMF-MM using a Dirichlet process (DP) prior, but their sampling-based
inference is known to have convergence issues and to be inefficient [121]. Furthermore, scaling this method to large datasets is problematic because the inference procedure is based on the Chinese Restaurant Process [189], and cannot be parallelized. Reisinger et al. [195] formulate a finite, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model [28] for directional data using the vMF distribution. Since there is no closed form prior for the concentration parameter in the vMF distribution they simply fix it and do not sample from its posterior distribution. This is akin to using a GMM with a fixed variance, which is known to perform poorly if the model variance does not match the noise characteristics. To the best of our knowledge there are no other related k-means-like algorithms for directional batch data besides the spkm algorithm.

Surface normal modeling In the context of object and 3D shape representation, extended Gaussian images (EGI) have been studied [116,119]. The EGI of a surface is the distribution of surface normals where each surface normal is weighted by the area of the surface it represents. For computations the EGI was approximated via a tessellation of the sphere. A crucial property of EGI is that the representation is invariant to translation. Exploiting this property, Makadia et al. [163] extract maxima in the EGI and use the spherical FFT to compute an initial rotation estimate for point-cloud registration. Note that these maxima correspond to the cluster centers which the proposed (D)DP-vMF-means algorithm extracts. Furukawa et al. [81] use a tessellation of the unit sphere to extract the dominant directions in a scene as part of a depth regularization algorithm based on the Manhattan World (MW) assumption [49]. Tribel et al. [237] employ EM to perform plane segmentation using surface normals in combination with 3D locations. Assuming a finite vMF-MM and using a hierarchical clustering approach, Hasnat et al. [104] model surface normal distributions. The Manhattan Frame model presented in Sec. 3 and published as [221,225,226] describes orthogonally coupled clusters of surface normals on the sphere using vMF as well as the tangent space Gaussian model.

Other applications In other applications, the inherent geometry of the problem is often ignored and, without taking the spherical geometry into account, algorithms developed for Euclidean geometry are used; e.g., k-means [101], the finite Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [24], as well as the Dirichlet process GMM [70,159]. The work in protein-configuration modeling from Ramachandran plots [192] exemplifies this well. First Dahl et al. [53] introduced modeling the angular data as a DP-GMM, ignoring the spherical manifold of the angular data. To solve this issue Lennox et al. [147] model the data on the 3D sphere as a DP-vMF mixture, but require an approximation to the vMF posterior. Work by Ting et al. [234] uses an HDP with normal-inverse-Wishart base measure to share data between proteins, but does not respect the manifold of the data. Approaches utilizing a single tangent space to define distributions over the hyper-sphere have been proposed for rotation estimation and tracking [46,90]. Finite mixture models of Gaussians in separate tangent spaces have been explored to estimate rigid-body motion in robotics [68] and for human body-pose regression [217]. While
Simo-Serra et al. [217] show a way to reduce (but not increase) the number of clusters within their EM inference framework, both models are finite mixture models in contrast to our DP-based infinite mixture model. Rotation data, which can be described as a 4D directional data in the form of Quaternions, has previously been described in the tangent space around a current estimate in rotation estimation [46, 90]. Feiten et al. [68] use a fixed and finite mixture of Gaussians in distinct tangent spaces to estimate rigid body motion in robotics. Simo-Serra et al. [217] do the same but allow for elimination of clusters in the EM inference. Archambeau et al. [10] propose a finite Gaussian mixture model for data-defined manifolds.

## 4.2 The Stata Center World

As described in the introductory section of this chapter, the Stata Center World assumption relaxes the orthogonality constraints imposed by the common Manhattan World model. As such, it captures the idealized notion that an environment is composed of a set of planes such that all planes are parallel to some (smaller) set of principal planes as depicted in Fig. 4.2.

Under the Gauss map, in the ideal noise-free case, the Stata Center World maps to the set of direction vectors of the principal planes as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Hence we define the Stata Center World model in surface normal space as the set of directional vectors $\mu_k$:

$$\{\mu_k\}_{k=1}^K \text{ where } \mu_k \in \mathbb{S}^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Generally the number of directional vectors is unknown a priori and should therefore be part of the inference process. This motivates the use of Dirichlet process mixture models, which assume an infinite number of clusters and that the number of clusters grows logarithmically with the amount of observed data. For a given set of data part of the posterior inference becomes determining the number of clusters $K$ to best fit the data distribution (see Sec. 2.4).
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of the proposed Dirichlet process tangential Gaussian mixture model (DP-TGMM) for \( K = 2 \) clusters, \( k \) and \( j \), in their respective tangent spaces to the sphere \( S^2 \).

In reality, planes in an environment may not be exactly planar and the observation process is subject to noise. This is reflected in the surface normal distributions by directional clusters as can be seen in Fig. 4.1. Therefore, to model real surface normal distribution observations, a directional noise model should be employed. In Sec. 4.3.2 we explore the use of the tangent space Gaussian distribution (see Sec. 2.6.2) which allows modeling anisotropic distributions on the sphere. A simpler noise model based in the isotropic von-Mises-Fisher distribution (see Sec. 2.6.3) is introduced in Sec. 4.4.3.

As a side note, to draw the connection to image-based computer vision, a collection of vanishing points can be observed as the projection of the Stata Center World into a camera image. While one contribution of this chapter is the formalization of the Stata Center World and the exploration of its image under the Gauss map, the vanishing point estimation problem has been explored extensively in prior work as reviewed in Sec. 1.1.1.

### 4.3 Dirichlet Process Tangential Gaussian Mixture Model

We present a flexible Bayesian nonparametric model for data residing on a hypersphere that respects the inherent geometry of the manifold. As shown in Fig. 4.5, our approach draws on the Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DP-GMM), and models full covariance matrices on (linear) tangent spaces to the sphere, as opposed to the isotropic covariances associated with a von-Mises-Fisher distribution [14, 15, 195, 258]. Importantly, the covariances of the Gaussians, capturing intra-cluster correlations, have analytical conjugate priors that enable efficient inference. Additionally, the approach transparently scales to high-dimensional data. We extend the efficient inference method of Chang et al. [42], a parallelized restricted Gibbs sampler with sub-cluster split/merge moves, to account for the geometry of the sphere. Moreover, we show how to combine sufficient statistics from tangent spaces around different points of tangency to propose merges efficiently.

In contrast to previous approaches, the proposed DP-TGMM allows for anisotropic distributions on the sphere, lends itself to consistent Bayesian inference, and adapts the model complexity to the observations. We develop a corresponding inference algorithm.
that can be parallelized and respects the geometry of the unit sphere.

To highlight the differences of the proposed Dirichlet process tangential Gaussian mixture model (DP-TGMM), we quantitatively compare it with four other methods on synthetic directional data with ground-truth labels. Additionally, we demonstrate the scalability and efficiency of the inference algorithm and the applicability of the DP-TGMM to real-world directional data by modeling 3D surface normals under the Stata Center World assumption. Furthermore, we show its scalability to higher dimensions by clustering the 20-dimensional semantic word vectors of 41k words extracted from the English Wikipedia corpus [251].

### 4.3.1 Bayesian Nonparametric Mixtures of Spherical Data

Classical Statistics rely on the Euclidean structure of $\mathbb{R}^D$. Thus, due to the nonlinearity of the sphere, the statistical analysis of spherical data requires special care [75, 164]. In this section we introduce the Dirichlet process tangential Gaussian mixture model (DP-TGMM), a Bayesian nonparametric mixture model for data lying on the unit sphere, $S^{D-1}$. Importantly, the model as well as the inference algorithm respects that the sphere
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Figure 4.7: Left: The blue plane illustrates \( T_pS^2 \), the tangent space to the sphere \( S^2 \) at \( p \in S^2 \). A tangent vector \( \hat{x} \in T_pS^2 \) is mapped to \( n \in S^2 \) via \( \text{Exp}_p \). Right: We describe the data in each cluster as zero-mean Gaussian in \( T_pS^2 \).

is a \((D - 1)\)-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Before introducing the probabilistic model, we now briefly restate the geometric concepts used in the DP-TGMM. See Sec. 2.6.1 for a more detailed discussion of the manifold of the sphere and Sec. 2.4 for a general introduction of Bayesian nonparametric mixture models.

While \( S^{D-1} \) is nonlinear, every point, \( p \in S^{D-1} \), is associated with a linear tangent space, denoted \( T_pS^{D-1} \). A point \( \hat{x} \) in the tangent space around \( p \) satisfies \( p^T \hat{x} = 0 \). Elements of \( T_pS^{D-1} \) are called tangent vectors and may be viewed as “arrows” based at \( p \) and tangent to \( S^{D-1} \). Note that \( \dim(T_pS^{D-1}) = D - 1 \) and that the point of tangency, \( p \), may be identified with the origin of \( T_pS^{D-1} \). Due to their linearity, tangent spaces often provide a convenient way to model spherical data. In fact, this is also true for more general manifolds [80, 106, 187, 220]. This linearity, together with mappings between \( S^{D-1} \) and \( T_pS^{D-1} \) (see Sec. 2.6.1), enables the modeling and clustering of data points via the tangent space Gaussian distribution, introduced in Sec. 2.6.2, a zero-mean Gaussian distribution in a cluster-dependent tangent space. Note that while a single zero-mean Gaussian in the tangent space around a point, \( p \), provides an effective model for the within-cluster deviations from \( p \) provided it is the Karcher mean of this cluster. However, using a Gaussian mixture model whose (non-zero mean) components live on the same tangent space is a poor choice as depicted in Fig. 4.6. Thus, in the proposed model, each mixture component exists in its own tangent space, and each tangent space is unique with certainty due to the continuous base measure. We illustrate details for a single cluster in Fig. 4.7, where \( \hat{x} \) denotes the point \( n \in S^{D-1} \) mapped to \( T_pS^{D-1} \), and the model for \( K = 2 \) clusters in Fig. 4.5.

\section*{4.3.2 Probabilistic Dirichlet Process Mixture Model for Spherical Data}

The Dirichlet process [70] has been extensively used to model data in Euclidean spaces. As introduced in Sec. 2.4, the DP mixture model (DP-MM) uses the DP as a prior to weight a countably-infinite set of clusters, where the distribution of weights is controlled by a concentration parameter, \( \alpha \). Here, we formulate the Dirichlet process tangential Gaussian mixture model (DP-TGMM) which extends DP-MMs to data on the unit sphere, \( S^{D-1} \), in a manner that explicitly respects the intrinsic geometry. The graphical
model is depicted in Fig. 4.8.

The generative DP-MM first samples the infinite-length cluster proportions, \( \pi \), from a stick-breaking process \([216]\). Then cluster assignments, \( z = \{ z_i \}_{i=1}^N \), are sampled from the categorical distribution defined by \( \pi \):

\[
\pi \sim \text{GEM}(1, \alpha) \tag{4.2}
\]

\[
z_i \sim \text{Cat}(\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots) . \tag{4.3}
\]

Associated with each cluster, \( k \in \{1, \ldots, \infty\} \), is a mean location on the sphere, \( \mu_k \), and a covariance, \( \Sigma_k \), in the corresponding tangent space, \( T_{\mu_k} S^{D-1} \). These parameters are drawn from the following priors:

\[
\mu_k \sim \text{Unif}(S^{D-1}) , \tag{4.4}
\]

\[
\Sigma_k \sim \text{IW}(\Delta, \nu) , \tag{4.5}
\]

where Unif and IW are the uniform and inverse-Wishart distributions, respectively. Note that \( S^{D-1} \) has a finite surface area of \( 2\pi^{D/2} / \Gamma(\frac{D}{2}) \) which is used as the normalizing constant of Unif. This will later play a role in the inference procedure.

Observations, \( n_i \), are drawn from their associated TG distributions with covariance \( \Sigma_{zi} \) centered at \( \mu_{zi} \) followed by mapping them to \( S^{D-1} \) via the exponential map of Eq. (2.61). This can be understood as a two step process:

\[
\bar{x}_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_{zi}) \tag{4.6}
\]

\[
n_i \sim \text{Exp}_{\mu_{zi}}(\bar{x}_i) \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} . \tag{4.7}
\]

We can also concatenate the two steps to reveal the tangent space Gaussian distribution:

\[
n_i \sim \text{Exp}_{\mu_{zi}}(\mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_{zi})) \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} . \tag{4.8}
\]

The Gaussian on \( T_{\mu_{zi}} S^{D-1} \) induces a probability measure on \( S^{D-1} \). Refer to Sec. 2.6.2 for an in depth characterization and discussion of the TG distribution. More detailed information about the aforementioned basic distributions (Cat and IW) as well as how to sample from them can be found in Sec. 2.3. We now describe efficient MCMC inference for aforementioned geometry-respecting model.
4.3.3 Manifold-Aware MCMC Inference

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques [198] provide a computational mechanism for sampling from complex Bayesian models. See Sec. 2.2.1 for a general introduction. Unfortunately, in DP mixture models, MCMC methods are often slow. When parameters are marginalized, inference scales poorly because algorithms cannot be parallelized. When parameters are instantiated, the algorithm is parallelizable, but typically requires approximations and exhibits slow convergence. The recent DP sub-cluster algorithm of [42] addresses these issues by combining Metropolis-Hastings (MH) split/merge moves with a restricted Gibbs sampler, which is not allowed to add or remove clusters. The resulting Markov chain is guaranteed to converge to the desired posterior distribution. Additionally, this approach allows parallelization and the support of non-conjugate priors.

The DP sub-cluster algorithm proposes splits effectively via the MH framework [105] by exploiting an inferred auxiliary two-component, “sub-cluster” model for each regular cluster. The sub-clusters are inferred within the restricted Gibbs sampler. Excluding the varying complexity of posterior parameter sampling \(O(KD^2)\) for a GMM, the computational complexity per MCMC iteration is \(O(NK + K^2)\), \(K\) is the maximum number of non-empty clusters. While the algorithm from [42] was originally suggested for DP models in \(\mathbb{R}^D\), we show here that it can be extended to the DP-TGMM. This extension requires: (1) respecting the geometry of \(S^{D-1}\) when computing posterior distributions; and (2) combining sufficient statistics from different tangent spaces to propose splits efficiently. Additionally, we propose a MH algorithm to sample from the true posterior of the mean location on \(S^{D-1}\).

Restricted Gibbs Sampling

We now discuss restricted Gibbs sampling of the labels \(z \triangleq \{z_i\}_{i=1}^N\), means \(\mu \triangleq \{\mu_k\}_{k=1}^K\) and covariances \(\Sigma \triangleq \{\Sigma_k\}_{k=1}^K\) for \(K\) clusters. We note that each \(\Sigma_k\) is defined over a separate tangent space, \(T_{\mu_k}S^{D-1}\).

The covariances for each cluster are first sampled. Conditioned on the mean, \(\mu_k\), the data, \(n \triangleq \{n_i\}_{i=1}^N\), are modeled via a zero-mean Gaussian distribution in the tangent plane, \(T_{\mu_k}S^{D-1}\), as defined in Eq. (4.8). Hence, the same analysis as in the Euclidean space applies, and we sample \(\Sigma\) from the IW posterior [85]:

\[
\Sigma_k \sim p(\Sigma_k \mid n, \hat{\mu}_k) = IW(\Delta + S_k, \nu + N_k) \tag{4.9}
\]

where \(I_k \triangleq \{i : z_i = k\}\) is the set of indices with label \(k\), \(N_k \triangleq |I_k|\) counts the points assigned to cluster \(k\), and \(S_{\mu_k}\) is the scatter matrix at \(T_{\mu_k}S^{D-1}\), defined as:

\[
S_{\mu_k} \triangleq \sum_{i \in I_k} \log_{\mu_k}(n_i)\log_{\mu_k}(n_i)^T. \tag{4.10}
\]

Since \(T_{\mu_k}S^{D-1}\) is a \((D - 1)\)-dimensional space, \(\Sigma_k\) and \(S_{\mu_k} \in \mathbb{R}^{(D-1) \times (D-1)}\). Computationally, the \(\log_{\mu_k}\) map returns \(D\)-dimensional vectors that are orthogonal to \(\mu_k\). To
obtain a \((D - 1)\) dimensional representation, after applying the log map, we transport all data to the north pole \(m = (0, \ldots, 0, 1)\) using a rotation \(m R_{\mu_k}\) and drop the last dimension of the resulting vector (which is going to be 1). This is discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.6.1 for arbitrary dimension \(D\).

Note, however, that the geometry of \(S^{D-1}\) and the aforementioned process renders the frequently-required computation of \(S_{\mu_k}\) inefficient. The bottleneck of the calculation is attributed to the computationally-intensive evaluation of \(\{ \log_{\mu_k}(n_i) \}_{i \in \mathcal{T}_k}\) that depends on the point of tangency, \(\mu_k\), which constantly changes during sampling-based inference.

To circumvent this issue, we exploit the logarithm map approximation outlined in Sec. 2.6.2 namely that

\[
\log_{\mu_k}(n_i) \approx \log_{\mu_k}(\tilde{n}_k) + \mu_k R_{\tilde{n}_k} \log_{\tilde{n}_k}(n_i),
\]

where \(\tilde{n}_k\) is the Karcher mean of \(n_{\mathcal{T}_k}\). Under this approximation, starting from Eq. (4.10), and dropping indices \(k\) for the sake of clarity, the scatter matrix \(S_{\mu_k} = S_\mu\) can be approximated as

\[
S_\mu \approx \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \left[ \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n}) + \mu R_{\tilde{n}} \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i) \right] \left[ \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n}) + \mu R_{\tilde{n}} \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i) \right]^T
\]

\[
= \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n}) \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n})^T + 2 \mu R_{\tilde{n}} \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i) \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n})^T
\]

\[
+ \mu R_{\tilde{n}} \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i) \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i)^T \mu R_{\tilde{n}}^T
\]

\[
= N \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n}) \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n})^T + 2 \mu R_{\tilde{n}} \left[ \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i) \right] \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n})^T
\]

\[
+ \mu R_{\tilde{n}} \left[ \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i) \log_{\tilde{n}}(n_i)^T \right] \mu R_{\tilde{n}}^T
\]

\[
= N \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n}) \log_{\mu}(\tilde{n})^T + \mu R_{\tilde{n}} \log_{\mu}(n_i) \log_{\mu}(n_i)^T
\]

\[
= \mu R_{\tilde{n}} S_{\mu} \mu R_{\tilde{n}}^T.
\]

where \(S_{\tilde{n}_k}\) is the scatter matrix computed in the tangent plane of \(\tilde{n}_k\). From Eq. (4.14) to Eq. (4.15) we have used the definition of the Karcher mean that the sample mean in its tangent space is 0: \(\sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}_k} \log_{\tilde{n}_k}(n_i) = 0\). This approximation has the desired advantage that unless the set, \(\mathcal{T}_k\), of data points associated with cluster \(k\) changes, \(\tilde{n}_k\) and \(S_{\tilde{n}_k}\) do not have to be recomputed. If the mean \(\mu_k\) changes the scatter matrix \(S_{\mu_k}\) can be updated efficiently without having to iterate through all associated data points: the computation of \(N_k \log_{\mu_k}(\tilde{n}_k) \log_{\mu_k}(\tilde{n}_k)^T\) involves just one outer product and neither \(N_k\) nor \(\tilde{n}_k\) changes. The rotation of the unchanged \(S_{\mu_k}\), by the modified \(\mu_k R_{\tilde{n}_k}\) is also at most \(O(D^3)\), scaling with dimension rather than the number of data points as desired. We will also use this approximation for proposing merges.
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Conditioned on the sampled covariance matrix, $\Sigma_k$, we then sample $\mu_k$. Ideally, we would sample directly from the following posterior distribution of $\mu_k$:

$$p(\mu_k | n, z, \Sigma_k) \propto p(\mu_k)p(n | \mu_k, z, \Sigma_k) = p(\mu_k) \prod_{i \in \mathcal{I}_k} \mathcal{N}(\text{Log}_{\mu_k}(n_i); 0, \Sigma_k).$$

Unfortunately, due to the nonlinearity of $S^{D-1}$, this distribution cannot be expressed in a closed form. Instead, we utilize the Metropolis-Hastings framework to sample $\mu_k$. It is well known in the literature that the closer the proposal distribution is to the target posterior distribution, the faster the convergence. We therefore use the following proposal as an approximation to Eq. (4.17):

$$q(\mu_k | n, z, \Sigma_k) = p(\mu_k) \mathcal{N}\left(\text{Log}_{\hat{\mu}_k}(\mu_k); 0, \frac{\Sigma_k}{N_k}\right)$$

The approximation lies in the assumption, that the data $n_{\mathcal{I}_k}$ have a small spread. This implies that the distance $\theta_i = d_G(n_i, \mu_k)$ from a datapoint $n_i$ to the mean $\mu_k$ is approximately the same as the distance $\hat{\theta} = d_G(\tilde{n}_k, \mu_k)$ of the Karcher mean to the mean. This can be seen when looking more closely at the product of Gaussians when expanding the log map (Eq. (2.60)):

$$\prod_{i \in \mathcal{I}_k} \mathcal{N}(\text{Log}_{\mu_k}(n_i); 0, \Sigma_k)$$

$$\propto \exp \left\{-\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N_k} \left[ \frac{\theta_i^2}{\sin^2 \theta_i} \Sigma^{-1} n_i - 2 \frac{\theta_i^2 \cos \theta_i}{\sin^2 \theta_i} n_i^T \Sigma^{-1} \mu + \frac{\theta_i^2 \cos^2 \theta_i}{\sin^2 \theta_i} \mu^T \Sigma^{-1} \mu \right] \right\}$$

$$\approx \exp \left\{-\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N_k} \left[ \frac{\hat{\theta}_i^2}{\sin^2 \hat{\theta}_i} \Sigma^{-1} \tilde{n}_i - 2 \frac{\hat{\theta}_i^2 \cos \hat{\theta}_i}{\sin^2 \hat{\theta}_i} \tilde{n}_i^T \Sigma^{-1} \mu + \frac{\hat{\theta}_i^2 \cos^2 \hat{\theta}_i}{\sin^2 \hat{\theta}_i} \mu^T \Sigma^{-1} \mu \right] \right\}$$

$$\propto \mathcal{N}\left(\text{Log}_{\hat{\mu}_k}(\hat{n}); 0, \frac{\Sigma_k}{N_k}\right) \approx \mathcal{N}\left(\text{Log}_{\hat{\mu}_k}(\mu_k); 0, \frac{\Sigma_k}{N_k}\right)$$

The approximation in the last line stems from the fact, that both Gaussian densities have the same covariances that shrink with $N_k$. That means the distribution $\mathcal{N}\left(\text{Log}_{\hat{\mu}_k}(\hat{n}); 0, \frac{\Sigma_k}{N_k}\right)$ is (very) concentrated about $\text{Log}_{\mu_k}(\hat{n})$ allowing us to flip $\mu_k$ and $\hat{n}$ while approximately describing the same distribution for $\mu_k$ close to $\hat{n}$.

The proposed mean $\hat{\mu}_k$ is accepted according to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, with probability $Pr(\text{accept}) = \min (1, r)$, where the Hastings ratio, $r$, is

$$r = \frac{p(n | \hat{\mu}_k, \Sigma_k)p(\hat{\mu}_k)q(\mu_k | n, z, \Sigma_k)}{p(n | \mu_k, \Sigma_k)p(\mu_k)q(\hat{\mu}_k | n, z, \Sigma_k)} = \frac{\mathcal{N}(\text{Log}_{\hat{\mu}_k}(\mu_k); 0, \Sigma_k/N_k)}{\mathcal{N}(\text{Log}_{\mu_k}(n_i); 0, \Sigma_k/N_k)} \prod_{i \in \mathcal{I}_k} \frac{\mathcal{N}(\text{Log}_{\mu_k}(n_i); 0, \Sigma_k)}{\mathcal{N}(\text{Log}_{\mu_k}(n_i); 0, \Sigma_k/N_k)}.$$

We have used the modeling assumption that the distribution of means, $p(\mu_k)$, is uniform over the sphere. Without prior information this is generally the most reasonable assumption. In some problems one might want to have a more informative prior based on other additional information. Since we are using the Metropolis-Hastings sampling algorithm, it is straightforward to extend the herein described method to other prior distributions (like for example a tangent space Gaussian distribution).
Finally, given means, $\mu$, and covariances, $\Sigma$, we sample new labels, $z$, for all data, $n$, as

$$z_i \sim \sum_{k=1}^{K} \pi_k N(\log \mu_k(n_i); 0, \Sigma_k) 1_{z_i=k},$$

(4.21)

where $\sim$ denotes sampling from the distribution proportional to the right side, and the indicator function $1_{z_i=k}$ is 1 if $z_i = k$ and 0 otherwise. In practice, one computes the $K$ different probability density function values, normalizes these values to sum to 1, and samples from the resulting Categorical distribution as described in Sec. 2.3.2.

**Sub-Cluster Split/Merge Proposals**

We now describe the Metropolis-Hastings split-and-merge proposals that are specialized to the geometry of $S^{D-1}$. For a general introduction to Metropolis-Hastings see Sec. 2.2.1. The previously-defined posterior distributions for directional data uniquely define posterior inference in the sub-clusters [42]. When constructing split-and-merge moves, joint proposals over the entire latent space, $\{z, \mu, \Sigma\}$, must be constructed. The proposed labels, $\hat{z}$, will be constructed from the inferred sub-clusters. Ideally, the parameters, $\mu$ and $\Sigma$, will be proposed from the true posteriors. However, as discussed previously, no conjugate prior exists for $\pi_a$. Hence we propose the parameters from

$$\mu_a \sim q(\mu_a | n, z) = \mathcal{N}(\log \bar{\alpha}_a(\mu_a); 0, \bar{\Sigma}_a^*),$$

(4.22)

$$\Sigma_a \sim p(\Sigma_a | n, z, \mu_a),$$

(4.23)

where $\Sigma_a^* = \arg \max_{\Sigma} \text{IW}(\Delta + S_{\bar{\alpha}_a}, \nu + N_a)$. The scatter matrix, $S_{\bar{\alpha}_a}$, in $T_{\bar{\alpha}_a} S^{D-1}$ is computed according to Eq. (4.47), and $p(\Sigma_a | n, z, \mu_a)$ is the true posterior denoted in Eq. (4.9). We note that Eq. (4.22) uses the covariance $\Sigma_a^*$ instead of $\Sigma_a$ because $\Sigma_a$ depends on $\mu_a$ through the point of tangency.

The Dirichlet process Sub-Cluster algorithm then deterministically constructs moves from the sub-clusters. We extend the algorithm to the DP-TGMM by splitting cluster $a$ into clusters $b$ and $c$ with:

$$\hat{z}_{I_a} = \text{split-}a(z),$$

$$\hat{\mu}_b, \hat{\mu}_c = (\hat{\mu}_a', \hat{\mu}_a'),$$

(4.24)

$$\hat{\Sigma}_b, \hat{\Sigma}_c \sim p(\hat{\Sigma}_b | n, z, \hat{\mu}_b)p(\hat{\Sigma}_c | n, z, \hat{\mu}_c),$$

and by merging clusters $b$ and $c$ into cluster $a$ with:

$$\hat{z}_{I_b \cup I_c} = \text{merge-}bc(z),$$

$$\hat{\mu}_a \sim q(\mu_a | n, z),$$

(4.25)

$$\hat{\Sigma}_a \sim p(\hat{\Sigma}_a | n, z, \hat{\mu}_a),$$
where split-$a(z)$ splits cluster $a$ into clusters $b$ and $c$ deterministically based on the sub-cluster labels, and merge-$bc(z)$ merges clusters $b$ and $c$ into cluster $a$.

Next we derive the Hastings ratio for a deterministic split proposal based on the sub-clusters. In general the Hastings ratio for the DP-TGMM model is:

$$r = \frac{p(x, \tilde{z}, \tilde{\mu}, \tilde{\Sigma}) q(z, \Sigma, \mu)}{p(x, z, \mu, \Sigma) q(\tilde{z}, \tilde{\Sigma}, \tilde{\mu})}.$$  \hfill (4.26)

Since we can propose covariances $\tilde{\Sigma}$ from the posterior given the means $\tilde{\mu}$, we factor the Hastings ratio as follows:

$$r_{\text{split}} = \frac{p(\tilde{z})p(\tilde{\mu})p(x | \tilde{z}, \tilde{\mu}) p(\tilde{\Sigma} | x, \tilde{z}, \tilde{\mu}) q(z)q(\mu | x, z) p(\Sigma | x, z, \mu)}{p(z)p(\mu)p(x | z, \mu) p(\Sigma | x, z, \mu) q(\tilde{z})q(\tilde{\mu} | x, \tilde{z})}. \hfill (4.27)$$

We can further expand and simplify this to

$$r_{\text{split}} = \frac{p(\tilde{z})p(\tilde{\mu})p(x | \tilde{z}, \tilde{\mu}) q(z)q(\mu | x, z)}{p(z)p(\mu)p(x | z, \mu) q(\tilde{z})q(\tilde{\mu} | x, \tilde{z})} \cdot \hfill (4.28)$$

$$= \frac{p(\tilde{z})q(z) p(\tilde{\mu}) p(\mu) q(\tilde{z}) q(\tilde{\mu}) q(\mu | x, z)}{p(z)q(z) p(\mu) q(\tilde{z}) q(\tilde{\mu}) q(\mu | x, z)} \cdot \hfill (4.29)$$

Since the labels $\tilde{z}$ and the parameters $\tilde{\mu}_{b,c}$ are proposed analogous to [42] and because the prior distribution on the means $\mu$ are uniform we have

$$r_{\text{split}} = \frac{\alpha \Gamma(N_b) \Gamma(N_c)}{\Gamma(N_a)} \frac{p(\tilde{\mu})p(x | \tilde{z}, \tilde{\mu}) p(\tilde{\mu})p(x | \tilde{z}, \tilde{\mu}) q(\mu | x, z)}{p(x | z, \mu) q(\tilde{z}) q(\tilde{\mu}) q(\mu | x, z)} \cdot \hfill (4.30)$$

As shown in [42], any proposed deterministic merge move will be rejected with very high probability. As such, the DP Sub-Cluster incorporates a set of randomized split/merge proposals that are generated from a data-independent, two-dimensional Dirichlet distribution. We use this formulation as well, and introduce the following randomized split/merge proposals. The random splits are proposed as:

$$\tilde{z}_{I_a} \sim \text{DirMult}(\alpha/2, \alpha/2),$$

$$(\tilde{\mu}_b, \tilde{\mu}_c) \sim q(\tilde{\mu}_b | n, \tilde{z}) q(\tilde{\mu}_c | n, \tilde{z}),$$

$$(\tilde{\Sigma}_b, \tilde{\Sigma}_c) \sim p(\tilde{\Sigma}_b | n, z, \tilde{\mu}_b) p(\tilde{\Sigma}_c | n, z, \tilde{\mu}_c),$$  \hfill (4.31)

and the random merges according to:

$$\tilde{z}_{I_a \cup I_c} = \text{merge-bc}(z),$$

$$\mu_a \sim q(\mu_a | n, z),$$

$$\Sigma_a \sim p(\Sigma_a | n, z, \mu_a).$$  \hfill (4.32)
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the problem of computing sufficient statistics for cluster \( a \) from clusters \( b \) and \( c \). Depicted are the tangent plane around the Karcher mean \( \bar{n}_a \) of cluster \( a \) in blue and the two tangent planes by clusters \( b \) and \( c \) to the left and right in orange.

The Metropolis-Hastings ratio for the random split/merge proposals can be derived starting from Eq. (4.30). Using derivations from [42] we arrive at

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{r}_{\text{split}} &= \frac{\alpha \Gamma(\alpha/2)^2 \Gamma(\alpha+N_b) \Gamma(\alpha+N_c) \Gamma^2(\alpha) p(x|\bar{z},\bar{\mu}) p(\bar{\mu})}{\Gamma(\alpha) \Gamma(N_b) \Gamma(\alpha/2+N_b) \Gamma(\alpha/2+N_c) p(x|z,\mu) q(\mu|n_a) q(\mu|n_c)} \\
\mathcal{r}_{\text{merge}} &= \frac{\Gamma(\alpha) \Gamma(N_a) \Gamma(N_b) \Gamma(N_c) \Gamma^2(\alpha) p(x|\bar{z},\bar{\mu}) p(\bar{\mu})}{\alpha \Gamma(\alpha/2)^2 \Gamma(\alpha+N_a) \Gamma(\alpha+N_b) \Gamma(\alpha/N_c) p(x|z,\mu) q(\mu|n_a) q(\mu|n_c)}.
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.33)  

(4.34)

Note that while \( \bar{n}_b, \bar{n}_c, S_{\mu_b}, \) and \( S_{\mu_c} \) must be recomputed for the random split proposal, we efficiently approximate these quantities for the deterministic split and the random merge from the statistics of clusters \( b \) and \( c \) as described in the next section.

**Merging Sufficient Statistics between Tangent Spaces**

When we propose merges, and to compute the sufficient statistics of the “upper” cluster consisting of the left and right sub-clusters, we use the following approach to efficiently compute the needed sufficient statistics solely from the already computed sufficient statistics. While we describe the process in the context of merging two clusters \( b \) and \( c \) into cluster \( a \), the approach is the same for computing the sufficient statistics of the “upper” cluster from left and right sub-cluster.

Assume we want to merge cluster \( b \) with cluster \( c \) to obtain the merged cluster \( a \) as depicted in Fig. 4.9. We need to obtain its Karcher mean \( \bar{n}_a \in S^{D-1} \) as well as the sufficient statistics

\[
\begin{align*}
N_a &= N_b + N_c \\
\bar{x}_a &= \frac{1}{N_a} \sum_{i: z_i = a} \text{Log}_{\mu_i} (n_i) \\
S_a &= \sum_{i: z_i = a} \text{Log}_{\mu_i} (n_i) \text{Log}_{\mu_i} (n_i)^T.
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.35)  

(4.36)  

(4.37)
Clearly, we could just compute the Karcher mean and the sufficient statistics from scratch each time we propose a merge. Instead, in order to save computations and make the inference more efficient we reuse the already computed statistics and Karcher means for clusters \( b \) and \( c \).

**Merged Karcher mean** The Karcher mean \( \tilde{n}_a \) can be computed from the Karcher means \( \tilde{n}_b \) and \( \tilde{n}_c \) without having to run the Karcher mean algorithm on the joint set of data points as follows. Let cluster \( b \) contain \( N_b \) and cluster \( c \) \( N_c \) data points. We approximate the Karcher mean of the merged cluster \( \tilde{n}_a \) as the weighted Karcher mean, of \( \tilde{n}_b \) and \( \tilde{n}_c \) with weights \( N_b \) and \( N_c \) respectively. Using Eq. (2.67) the optimization problem that yielding \( \tilde{n}_a \) becomes:

\[
\tilde{n}_a = \arg\min_{p \in S^{D-1}} N_b \arccos(p^T \tilde{n}_b)^2 + N_c \arccos(p^T \tilde{n}_c)^2.
\]

Since the geodesic between any two points is the shortest path on the manifold between the two of them, we know that \( p \) has to lie on the geodesic. On the unit sphere we can describe the location on the geodesic as a rotation about the axis defined by the cross product of the two vectors \( \tilde{n}_b \) and \( \tilde{n}_c \) by an angle \( \theta_b \), which we define such that the location of \( \tilde{n}_b \) on the geodesic has \( \theta_b = 0 \). This implies that the location of \( \tilde{n}_c \) on the geodesic has angle \( \theta_c = \arccos(\tilde{n}_b^T \tilde{n}_c) \). With this intuition we can reformulate the optimization problem in terms of angles on the geodesic as:

\[
\theta^* = \arg\min_{\theta} N_b \theta^2 + N_c (\theta - \theta_c)^2.
\]

The minimizer of this function is \( \theta^* = \frac{N_b}{N_b + N_c} \theta_c \). Hence we can compute \( \tilde{n}_a \) by rotating \( \tilde{n}_b \) by an angle of \( \theta^* \) about the aforementioned axis.

**Merged sufficient statistics** The sufficient statistics for clusters \( b \) and \( c \) are computed in the tangent spaces around their respective Karcher means. Therefore their sample means \( \tilde{x}_{b,c} \) in the tangent space will be very close to zero. However, the sample mean in \( T_{\tilde{n}_a} S^{D-1} \) is generally non-zero and we compute it as the weighted mean between the sample means of cluster \( b \) and \( c \) mapped into \( T_{\tilde{n}_a} S^{D-1} \):

\[
\tilde{x}_a = \frac{1}{N_a} \left( N_b \log_{\tilde{n}_a} (\exp_{\tilde{n}_a}(\tilde{x}_b)) + N_c \log_{\tilde{n}_a} (\exp_{\tilde{n}_a}(\tilde{x}_c)) \right)
\]

Similarly, we can map the scatter matrices \( S_{b,c} \) into \( T_{\tilde{n}_a} S^{D-1} \) to obtain \( \tilde{S}_{b,c} \) with the
following approximation:

\[
\tilde{S}_b = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_b} \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i) \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i)^T
\]

\[
\approx \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_b} \left( \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b) + \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b} \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i) \right) \left( \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b) + \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b} \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i) \right)^T
\]

\[
= \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_b} \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i) \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i)^T \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b}^T + 2 \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b} \left( \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_b} \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i) \right) \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b)^T
\]

\[
+ N_b \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b) \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b)^T
\]

\[
= \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b} \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b}^T + N_b \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b) \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b)^T
\]

where we have used the fact, that the Karcher mean algorithm gives us \( \tilde{n}_b \) such that \( \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_b} \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i) = 0 \). Equation (4.44) gives us an approximate way of computing the statistics \( \tilde{S}_b \) in \( T_{\bar{n}_b}S^{D-1} \) using only the already computed statistics \( S_b \) in \( T_{\bar{n}_b}S^{D-1} \) and the mean \( \tilde{n}_b \) of cluster \( b \). Note that we can do exactly the same computation for cluster \( c \) to obtain \( \tilde{S}_c \).

The approximation we made lies in the fact that \( \{n_i\}_{\mathcal{I}_b} \) were linearized around \( \tilde{n}_b \) and hence the deviations from \( \tilde{n}_b \) which they describe are only valid in \( T_{\bar{n}_b}S^{D-1} \). By approximating

\[
\log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i) \approx \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\mu_b) + \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b} \log_{\bar{n}_b}(n_i)
\]

we make a small error that stems from the different linearizations. However, if the spread of cluster \( b \) (or \( c \)) is small, the approximation error is small. Note that after burn-in of the MCMC algorithm \( \tilde{n}_b \approx \mu_b \) and Eq. 4.45 thus converges to the log map approximation discussed in Sec. 2.6.2.

Using \( \tilde{S}_b \) and \( \tilde{S}_c \) we compute the scatter matrix \( S_a \) of the merged cluster in \( T_{\bar{n}_a}S^{D-1} \) as

\[
S_a = \tilde{S}_b + \tilde{S}_c - N_a \bar{x}_a \bar{x}_a^T
\]

\[
= \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b} (S_b + N_b \bar{x}_b \bar{x}_b^T) \tilde{\bar{n}}_b R_{\bar{n}_b}^T + N_b \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\tilde{n}_b) \log_{\bar{n}_b}(\tilde{n}_b)^T
\]

\[
+ \tilde{\bar{n}}_c R_{\bar{n}_c} (S_c + N_c \bar{x}_c \bar{x}_c^T) \tilde{\bar{n}}_c R_{\bar{n}_c}^T + N_c \log_{\bar{n}_c}(\tilde{n}_c) \log_{\bar{n}_c}(\tilde{n}_c)^T - N_a \bar{x}_a \bar{x}_a^T
\]

### 4.3.4 Evaluation and Results

In the following we compare the DP-TGMM inference algorithm on synthetic data with ground-truth labels against four related algorithms. Subsequently, we evaluate the clustering on real data, namely, surface normals extracted from Kinect depth images, and 20-dimensional semantic word vectors [165]. All MCMC inference algorithms are evaluated based on one sample from the Markov chain after burn-in.
Comparisons on Synthetic Data. We generate ground-truth data on the 3D unit sphere by sampling from a 30-component mixture model with equi-probable classes. The cluster means are drawn from a uniform distribution on the unit sphere and covariances from an IW prior. As depicted in Fig. 4.10 the datasets for evaluation encompass isotropic as well as anisotropic data.

We compare the DP-TGMM with two commonly-used optimization-based clustering algorithms, $k$-means \cite{101} and spherical $k$-means (spkm) \cite{61}, as well as with the finite symmetric Dirichlet approximation (FSD-TGMM) \cite{120} to the DP-TGMM. Additionally, we show the performance of the DP-GMM, a BNP infinite GMM, that does not exploit the geometry of the sphere. DP-GMM inference uses the sub-cluster-split algorithm \cite{42}. All algorithms are initialized with a random labeling of the data. We use normalized mutual information (NMI) \cite{227} between the groundtruth and the inferred labels as a measure for clustering quality which penalizes the use of superfluous clusters. Additionally, we show the number of clusters per iteration, which changes only for the BNP models.

From the right plots in Fig. 4.11 it can be seen that the inference for the DP-TGMM finds the true number of clusters in both cases, while the DP-GMM does not. The FSD-TGMM method gives an incorrect estimate of the number of clusters, which is consistent with what was observed in \cite{43}. This motivates the need for our proposed sub-cluster inference algorithm. The depiction of the clustering results on the sphere
Figure 4.11: Mean and standard deviation over ten sampler runs of normalized mutual information (NMI) and cluster-count for synthetic datasets of 30 isotropic (top) and anisotropic (bottom) clusters on $S^2$. The colors for the different algorithms are consistent across all plots.

in Fig. 4.10, shows that the DP-GMM fails to separate isotropic clusters and splits anisotropic clusters incorrectly. The parametric algorithms, $k$-means and spkm, were set to the true number of clusters, which is unknown in many problems of interest.

The evolution of the NMI with iterations, depicted in the left plots of Fig. 4.11, shows that the optimization-based methods quickly converge to a (sub-optimal) solution. The sampling based algorithms generally achieve better solutions. The DP-TGMM finds the best fit to the data as it explicitly allows for anisotropic distributions and respects the geometry of the sphere.

These findings are corroborated by additional results on different synthetic datasets displayed in Fig. 4.12. The two rows show the NMI and cluster-counts for two different mixed isotropic and anisotropic datasets. The dataset in the second row is more difficult since it contains more spread-out clusters with overlaps.

All the algorithms converge to close to the true number of clusters for the dataset in the first row. For the more difficult dataset in the second row, the DP-GMM and the FSD-TGMM both overestimate the number of clusters while the DP-TGMM converges to the true number of clusters on average. The larger standard deviation of the DP-TGMM and the overestimation of the number of clusters for the DP-GMM and the FSD-TGMM are likely due to the spread-out and overlapping clusters in the dataset.

**Surface Normals in Point-cloud Data** Surface normals extracted from point-clouds exhibit clusters on the unit sphere since planes in a scene create sets of normals pointing into the same direction. Hence, clustering these normals amounts to segmenting the scene into planes with similar orientation. We extract surface normals from raw Kinect depth images of the NYU V2 dataset [173] using the algorithm described in [112] and
Figure 4.12: Mean and standard deviation over ten sampler runs of normalized mutual
information (NMI) and cluster-count for synthetic datasets of 30 more challenging mixed
isotropic and anisotropic clusters on $S^2$.

apply total variation regularization [201] to smooth the initial normal estimate.

We show a set of example scenes in Fig. 4.13 and the segmentation into planes with
equal orientation as implied by the clustering of normals on the unit sphere obtained
using three different algorithms. In the second and third row we display results from
clustering with spkm where $k = 4$ and $5$, in the fourth row clusterings obtained using
the DP-TGMM inference algorithm, and in the last row the segmentation obtained with
the DP-GMM sub-cluster algorithm. Note that the scene images in the first row are
only for reference – only surface normals were used as input to the algorithms. The
DP-GMM as well as the DP-TGMM inference was initialized to two clusters with the
hyper-parameters of the IW prior set to $\nu = 10k$ and $\Delta = (12^2)^2\nu I_{3 \times 3}$. Each scene
contains around $300k$ data points on $S^2$.

The differences in segmentation illuminate the shortcomings of spkm and DP-GMM.
The spkm algorithm finds a decent segmentation, but we get spurious clusters since
the number of clusters is generally unknown. The inferred DP-GMM tends to under-
segment the data because it ignores the manifold of the data and hence does not properly
split clusters of normals in the presence of significant noise in the real data. For example
in column two and five of Fig. 4.13 the floor and the wall are not separated into distinct
clusters. By respecting the manifold as well as adopting a BNP model the DP-TGMM
infers the intuitively correct segmentation as can be seen in the last row of Fig. 4.13.

Clustering of Semantic Word-Vectors We extract 20-dimensional semantic word vec-
tors [165] from the English Wikipedia corpus and filter out all words with less than 100
counts to arrive at a set of 41k semantic word vectors for English words. Note that we
normalize the word vectors to unit length before clustering. This is motivated by the
fact that [165] utilizes the cosine similarity to find the semantically closest word to a
Figure 4.13: Directional segmentation of scenes from the NYU v2 RGB-D dataset [173] as implied by surface normal clusters. The complexity of the scenes increases from left to right as can be observed from the RGB images in the top row. The second and third show directional segmentations obtained via spherical \( k \)-means for comparison. The fourth and fifth rows depict samples from the DP-TGMM and DP-GMM respectively after 200 MCMC iterations. Note that DP-TGMM adapts the number of clusters to the complexity of the scene while DP-GMM fails to split clusters. Black denotes missing data due to sensor limitations.
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Figure 4.14: Evaluation of DP-TGMM inference on 20D semantic word vectors trained on the Wikipedia corpus. Left: most likely words for 6 clusters. Right: log probability and histogram over condition numbers for clusters.

given location in the vector space. The use of the cosine similarity is equivalent to the assumption that all the information about semantic proximity resides in the angular difference.

Therefore, by clustering the semantic word-vectors by their directions we obtain clusters of semantically similar words as can be observed in the table of Fig. 4.14. The table lists the ten most likely words of a subset of the clusters obtained when running the DP-TGMM inference algorithm. We start the algorithm from 20 centroids and run it for 800 iterations. After about 250 iterations the algorithm converges to 96 clusters. Note that this clustering is different from conventional topic modeling, which relies on document-level word counts. Semantic word-vectors depend on nearby words, and our clustering disregards document groupings.

To validate our hypothesis that real directional data exhibits anisotropic distributions on the sphere, we compute the condition number of the inferred cluster covariance matrices \( \kappa(\Sigma_k) = \frac{\text{max}(\sigma(\Sigma_k))}{\text{min}(\sigma(\Sigma_k))} \) where \( \sigma(\Sigma_k) \) is the set of all eigenvalues of \( \Sigma_k \). The condition number thus serves as a measure for how elliptical the clusters are: \( \kappa(\Sigma_k) \approx 1 \) means the cluster is isotropic whereas \( \kappa(\Sigma_k) \gg 1 \) indicates an elliptical or anisotropic distribution. The spread-out histogram over condition numbers shown in Fig. 4.14 indicates that the inferred covariances are indeed anisotropic.

### 4.4 Fast Nonparametric Directional Clustering Algorithms for Batch and Streaming Data

After introducing the DP-TGMM that can demonstrably capture anisotropic directional distributions, we now turn to the problem of clustering large amounts of directional data more efficiently by relaxing the expressiveness of the mixture component distribution to model only isotropic von-Mises-Fisher distributions.

Based on the low-variance limit of Bayesian nonparametric von-Mises-Fisher (vMF) mixture distributions, we propose two new flexible and efficient k-means-like clustering algorithms for directional data such as surface normals. The first, DP-vMF-means, is a batch clustering algorithm derived from the Dirichlet process (DP) vMF mixture. Recognizing the sequential nature of data collection in many applications, we extend...
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of the data distribution on the sphere which we model using a Dependent Dirichlet Process von-Mises-Fisher mixture model (DDP-vMF-MM).

this algorithm to DDP-vMF-means, which infers temporally evolving cluster structure from streaming data as depicted in Fig. 4.15. Both algorithms naturally respect the geometry of directional data, which lies on the unit sphere. We demonstrate their performance on synthetic directional data and real 3D surface normals from RGB-D sensors. While our experiments focus on 3D data, both algorithms generalize to high dimensional directional data such as protein backbone configurations and semantic word vectors.

In the following we first introduce the low-variance asymptotic analysis of vMF-based mixture models by re-deriving the spherical k-means algorithm from a Dirichlet Distribution vMF-MM. Second we introduce the DP-vMF-MM and derive the DP-vMF-means algorithm from it before extending the analysis to the dependent DP-vMF-MM and the DDP-vMF-means algorithm.

### 4.4.1 Dirichlet Distribution vMF-MM

A finite mixture of $K$ vMF distributions (introduced in Sec. 2.6.3) with known concentration $\tau$ may be obtained by placing a Dirichlet distribution prior $\text{Dir}(\alpha)$ on the mixture weights $\pi$, and a vMF prior on the mean directions $\mu_k$. Data points $\mathbf{n} \triangleq \{n_i\}_{i=1}^N$ are assigned to clusters via latent indicator variables $\mathbf{z} = \{z_i\}_{i=1}^N$. From a generative modeling perspective one first samples mixture weights $\pi$, labels $\mathbf{z}$ and mean vMF parameters:

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi & \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha) \\
z_i & \sim \text{Cat}(\pi) \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \\
\mu_k & \sim \text{vMF}(\mu_0, \tau_0) \quad \forall k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}.
\end{align*}
\] (4.48)

Given labels and vMF parameters the data $\mathbf{n}$ are sampled as:

\[
\begin{align*}
n_i & \sim \text{vMF}(\mu_{z_i}, \tau) \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}.
\end{align*}
\] (4.49)

Let $\mathbf{z} = \{z_i\}_{i=1}^N$, and $\mathbf{\mu} = \{\mu_k\}_{k=1}^K$. Further, let negative subscript $j$, $\mathbf{u}_{-j} = \mathbf{u} \setminus u_j$ denote removal of item $j$ from a set, and $\mathcal{I}_k$ denote the set $\{i : z_i = k\}$. The Gibbs
sampling inference algorithm for the finite vMF mixture iterates between sampling the label \( z_i \) given \( \{z_{-i}, \mu \} \) and the mean direction \( \mu_k \) given \( \{z\} \). The posterior to sample labels from is

\[
p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}, \mu, n) = \frac{p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}) \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu_k, \tau)}{\sum_{k=1}^K p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}) \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu_k, \tau)},
\]

and, as introduced in Sec. 2.6.3, the posterior for sampling the means \( \mu_k \) from is

\[
p(\mu_k \mid z, n) = \text{vMF} \left( \mu_k; \frac{\vartheta_k}{\|\vartheta_k\|_2}, \|\vartheta_k\|_2 \right),
\]

where \( \vartheta_k = \tau_0 \mu_0 + \tau \sum_i \mathbf{n}_i \).

Parallel to the connection between k-means and the Gaussian mixture model in the small-variance asymptotic limit (see Sec. 2.5), we can derive a deterministic clustering algorithm, called spherical k-means [14]. Taking the small-variance limit in the Gaussian case amounts to analyzing the limit as the Gaussian becomes a delta function. The parallel for the vMF distribution is the limit as the concentration goes to infinity as depicted in Fig. 4.16. Taking \( \tau \to \infty \) yields the following deterministic updates:

\[
\lim_{\tau \to \infty} p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}, \mu, n) = \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \frac{p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}) \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu_k, \tau)}{\sum_{k=1}^K p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}) \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu_k, \tau)} = \begin{cases} 1 & n_i^T \mu_k \geq n_i^T \mu_k \forall \kappa \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

and

\[
\lim_{\tau \to \infty} p(\mu_k \mid z, n) = \lim_{\tau \to \infty} Z(\|\vartheta_k\|_2) \exp(\mu_k^T \vartheta_k) = \begin{cases} 1 & \tau_0 \mu_0^T \mu_0 + \tau \mu_k^T \sum_i \mathbf{n}_i \end{cases} = \begin{cases} 1 & \tau \mu_k^T \sum_i \mathbf{n}_i \end{cases} = \delta \left( \mu_k = \left\lfloor \sum_i \mathbf{n}_i k \right\rfloor \right).
\]

These two updates together form the spherical k-means algorithm [14]. The algorithm iterates between assigning data points \( n_i \) to the closest cluster via label \( z_i \) and recomputing the cluster means \( \mu_k \):

\[
z_i \leftarrow \arg \max_{k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}} \mu_k^T n_i \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}
\]

\[
\mu_k \leftarrow \left\lfloor \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_k} n_i \right\rfloor \quad \forall k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}.
\]

If the number of desired clusters is known the spherical k-means algorithm provides a data-adaptive clustering of \( \{n_i\}_i \). Often the number of clusters is not known a priori and should be part of the inference procedure. This motivates the small-variance analysis of the Dirichlet process vMF mixture model in the next section.
Section 4.4.2 Dirichlet Process vMF-MM

As reviewed in Sec. 2.4, the Dirichlet process (DP) [70, 233] has been widely used as a prior for mixture models with a countably-infinite set of clusters [8, 15, 42, 174]. Assuming a base distribution \( \text{vMF}(\mu; \mu_0, \tau_0) \), the DP is an appropriate prior for a vMF mixture with an unknown number of components and known vMF concentration \( \tau \). See Sec. 2.6.3 for an in-depth characterization of the vMF distribution. Gibbs sampling inference only differs from the finite Dirichlet vMF-MM in the label sampling step; the mixing weights \( \pi \) are integrated out, resulting in the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) [25, 174]

\[
p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}, \mu, n; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) \propto \begin{cases} [I_k] \text{vMF}(n_i \mid \mu_k; \tau) & k \leq K \\ \alpha p(n_i; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) & k = K + 1 \end{cases}, \tag{4.55}
\]

where \( I_k \) is the set of data indices assigned to cluster \( k \) not counting the previous label of \( z_i \). Note that the DP concentration parameter, \( \alpha > 0 \), influences the likelihood of adding a new cluster. The conjugate prior for \( \mu_k \) yields \( p(n_i; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) \) via marginalization:

\[
p(n_i; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) = \int_{\mathbb{S}^{d-1}} \text{vMF}(n_i \mid \mu_k; \tau) \text{vMF}(\mu_k; \mu_0, \tau_0) \, d\mu_k = \frac{Z(\tau)Z(\tau_0)}{Z(\|\tau n_i + \tau_0 \mu_0\|_2)}. \tag{4.56}
\]

Refer to Sec. 2.6.3 for a detailed derivation.

Section 4.4.3 DP-vMF-means

In this section, we provide a small-variance asymptotic analysis of the label and parameter update steps of the Gibbs sampling algorithm for the DP-vMF mixture, yielding deterministic updates. Figure 4.16 shows that, similar to the Gaussian case, the vMF distribution approaches a delta function as the concentration increases. As with \( k \)-means, the label assignments are computed sequentially for all datapoints before the means are updated, and the process is iterated until convergence as outlined in Algorithm 10.

Label Update To derive a hyperspherical analog to DP-means [142], consider the limit of the label sampling step (4.55) as \( \tau \to \infty \). The normalizer \( Z(\|\tau n_i + \tau_0 \mu_0\|_2) \) approaches

\[
Z(\|\tau n_i + \tau_0 \mu_0\|_2)^{\tau^{(*)}} \xrightarrow{\tau \to \infty} \exp(-\tau), \tag{4.57}
\]

where overscript \( \tau^{(*)} \) denotes proportionality up to a finite power of \( \tau \), and where we have used the fact that as \( \tau \to \infty \), the modified Bessel function of the first kind satisfies [1]

\[
I_{D/2-1}(\tau) = \frac{\exp(\tau)}{\sqrt{2\pi\tau}} \left(1 - O\left(\frac{1}{\tau}\right)\right)^{\tau^{(*)}} \xrightarrow{\tau \to \infty} \exp(\tau). \tag{4.58}
\]
Figure 4.16: Depiction of 2D von-Mises-Fisher distributions with increasing concentration $\tau$. As $\tau \to \infty$ the von-Mises-Fisher distribution approaches a delta function on the sphere at its mode $\mu$.

To achieve a nontrivial result, the asymptotic behavior of $Z(\tau)$ must be matched by $\alpha$, so let $\alpha = \exp(\lambda \tau)$ to obtain

$$\frac{\alpha Z(\tau) Z(\tau_0)}{Z(\|\tau n_i + \tau_0\mu_0\|_2)} = Z(\tau) \exp(\tau(\lambda + 1)).$$

Therefore, as $\tau \to \infty$, the label sampling step becomes

$$\lim_{\tau \to \infty} p(z_i = k \mid z_{-i}, \mu, n; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0) = \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{K} |Z_j| e^{\tau(n_j^T \mu_k - \lambda - 1)} c(\tau)}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} |Z_j| e^{\tau(n_j^T \mu_j - \lambda - 1)} + c(\tau)} = \begin{cases} k \leq K \frac{e^{\tau n_k^T \mu_k - \lambda - 1}}{c(\tau)} \\ k = K + 1 \frac{c(\tau)}{e^{\tau n_{K+1}^T \mu_{K+1} - \lambda - 1} + c(\tau)} \end{cases},$$

where we have used that the normalizers $Z(\tau)$ of vMF($n_i \mid \mu_k; \tau$) and Eq. (4.59) cancel and $c(\tau) = 1$. Thus, as $\tau \to \infty$, sampling from $p(z_i \mid z_{-i}, \mu, n; \tau, \mu_0, \tau_0)$ is equivalent to the following assignment rule:

$$z_i = \arg \max_{k \in \{1, \ldots, K+1\}} \begin{cases} n_k^T \mu_k & k \leq K \\ \lambda + 1 & k = K + 1. \end{cases}$$

Since $-1 \leq n_k^T \mu_k \leq 1$, the parameter $\lambda$ can be restricted to the set $\lambda \in [-2, 0]$ without loss of generality. Intuitively $\lambda$ defines the maximum angular spread $\phi_\lambda$ of clusters about their mean direction, via $\lambda = \cos(\phi_\lambda) - 1$. Note, that upon assigning a datapoint to a new cluster, i.e. $z_i = K + 1$, the mean of that cluster is initialized to $\mu_{K+1} = n_i$. Finally, if an observation $n_i$ is the last one in its cluster, the cluster is removed prior to finding the new label for $n_i$ using Eq. (4.61).

**Parameter Update** Taking $\tau \to \infty$ in the parameter posterior for cluster $k$ from Eq. (2.86) causes $\tau_0$ and $\mu_0$ to become negligible. Hence the parameter update be-
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This amounts to summing all data points in cluster \( k \). In practice one can keep track of these sums by adding and removing data points \( n_i \) as their cluster assignments change. That way the parameter update step just involves normalizing \( k \) vectors to unit length. The increase in efficiency is especially noticeable once the algorithm gets close to convergence, when only very few data points are reassigned each iteration.

**Objective Function**  
From Eq. (4.61) we can see that assigning a datapoint \( n_i \) to cluster \( k \) provides a score of \( n_i^T \mu_k \), whereas adding a new cluster provides a score of \( \lambda + 1 - n_i^T \mu_{K+1} = \lambda \), since new mean directions are initialized directly to \( \mu_{K+1} = n_i \). Hence, the objective function that DP-vMF-means maximizes is

\[
J_{\text{DP-vMF}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i \in I_k} n_i^T \mu_k + \lambda K .
\]

In practice the objective is used to determine convergence of the DP-vMF-means algorithm.

**DP-vMF-means algorithm**  
The DP-vMF-means algorithm is given in full detail in Algorithm 10. For the label assignment step both Algorithms 11 and 14 can be used. The former, sequential label assignment Algorithm 11 is directly derived from the Gibbs sampling posterior. The latter label assignment algorithm is parallelized using the concept of optimistic iterated restarts as described in Sec. 4.4.6.

```
1: \( J_{\text{DP-vMF}} \leftarrow \infty \)
2: \( \mu \leftarrow \emptyset \)
3: while \( J_{\text{DP-vMF}} \) not converged do
4: \( \{ z_i \}_{i=1}^{N}, \mu \leftarrow \text{DP-vMF-MEANSLABELASSIGNMENTS}(\{ n_i \}_{i=1}^{N}, \mu, \lambda) \)
5: for \( k \in \{1, \ldots, |\mu|\} \) do
6: \( \text{if } n_k > 0 \text{ then} \)
7: \( \mu_k \leftarrow \left[ \sum_{I_k} n_i \right] \)
8: \( \text{else} \)
9: \( \mu \leftarrow \mu \setminus \mu_k \) // remove cluster \( k \)
10: end if
11: end for
12: \( J_{\text{DP-vMF}} \leftarrow \sum_{k=1}^{|\mu|} \sum_{i \in I_k} n_i^T \mu_k + \lambda |\mu| \)
13: end while
```

Algorithm 10: DP-vMF-means algorithm.
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Algorithm 11: DP-vMF-means sequential label assignments algorithm.

4.4.4 Dependent Dirichlet Process vMF-MM

Suppose now that, in addition to an unknown number $K$ of components, the vMF mixture undergoes temporal evolution in discrete timesteps $t \in \mathbb{N}$ as depicted in Fig. 4.15: mixture components can move, be destroyed, and new ones can be created at each timestep. For such a scenario, the dependent Dirichlet process (DDP) [39, 151, 160] is an appropriate prior over the mixture components and weights. Using intermediate auxiliary DPs $F_0$ and $F_1$, the DDP constructs a Markov chain of DPs $G_t$, where $G_{t+1}$ is sampled from $G_t$ as follows:

1. **(Death)** For each atom $\theta$ in $G_t$, sample from Bernoulli($q$). If the result is 1, add $\theta$ to $F_0$.
2. **(Motion)** Replace each $\theta$ in $F_0$ with $\theta' \sim T(\theta' \mid \theta)$.
3. **(Birth)** Sample a DP $F_1 \sim \text{DP}(\alpha, H)$. Let $G_{t+1}$ be a random convex combination of $F_0$ and $F_1$.

There are four parameters in this model: $\alpha > 0$ and $H(\cdot)$, the concentration parameter and base measure of the innovation process; $q \in (0, 1)$, the Bernoulli cluster survival probability; and finally $T(\cdot \mid \cdot)$, the random walk transition distribution. In the present work, both the base and random transition distributions are von-Mises-Fisher: $H(\mu) = \text{vMF}(\mu; \mu_0, \tau_0)$, and $T(\mu \mid \nu) = \text{vMF}(\mu; \nu, \xi)$.

Suppose at timestep $t$, a new batch of data $n$ is observed. Then Gibbs sampling posterior inference for the DDP mixture, as in the previous sections, iteratively samples labels and parameters. Let the set of tracked mean directions from previous timesteps be $\{\mu_k\}_{k=1}^K$, where $\mu_k \sim \text{vMF}(m_k, \tau_k)$ and $\Delta t_k$ denotes the number of timesteps since cluster $k$ was last instantiated (i.e. when it last had data assigned to it).¹ Then the

¹Note that all quantities ($n$, $\mu_k$, $m_k$, $\tau_k$, $c_k$, $n_k$, etc.) are now time-varying. This dependence is not shown in the notation for brevity, and all quantities are assumed to be shown for the current timestep $t$. 

```plaintext
1: function DP-vMF-MEANSSEQUENTIALLABELASSIGNMENT({n_i})_1^N, \mu, \lambda)
2: for i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} do
3:     // only consider clusters that contain more than n_i
4:     z_i \leftarrow \arg\max_{k \in \{1, \ldots, \mu_i+1\}} \{ n_i^T \mu_k k \leq |\mu| \text{ and } |I_k \setminus z_i| > 0 \}
5:     if z_i = |\mu| + 1 then
6:         \mu \leftarrow \mu \cup \{\mu_{|\mu|+1} \leftarrow n_i\} // add cluster K + 1 and initialize to n_i
7: end if
8: end for
9: return \{z_i\}_1^N, \mu
10: end function
```
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Label sampling distribution is

\[
p(z_i = k \mid \mathbf{z}_{-i}, \mathbf{n}) \propto \begin{cases} 
\frac{\alpha^{\frac{d^2}{2} + q}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} p(n_i; \mu_0, \tau_0) & k = K + 1 \\
(c_k + |I_k|) \text{vMF}(n_i \mid \mu_k; \tau) & k \leq K, |I_k| > 0 \\
q^{\Delta t_k} c_k p(n_i; m_k, \tau_k) & k \leq K, |I_k| = 0 ,
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.64)

where \(c_k\) is the number of observations assigned to cluster \(k\) in past timesteps. The parameter sampling distribution is

\[
p(\mu_k \mid \mu_{-k}, \mathbf{z}, \mathbf{n}) \propto \begin{cases} 
\text{vMF}(\mu_k; \|\theta_k\|_2^2, \|\theta_k\|_2^2, c_k = 0 \\
p(\mu_k \mid \mathbf{n}, \mathbf{z}; m_k, \tau_k) & c_k > 0,
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.65)

where \(\theta_k = \tau_0 \mu_0 + \tau \sum_{i \in I_k} n_i\), and \(p(\mu_k \mid \mathbf{n}, \mathbf{z}; m_k, \tau_k)\) is the distribution over the current cluster \(k\) mean direction \(\mu_k\) given the assigned data and the old mean direction \(\mu_{k0}\).

4.4.5 DDP-vMF-means

In the following, we analyze the small-variance asymptotics of the DDP-vMF mixture model. We first derive the label assignment rules, followed by the parameter updates.

**Label Update** First, let \(\alpha = \exp(\lambda \tau)\), \(q = \exp(Q \tau)\), \(\xi = \exp(\beta \tau)\), and \(\tau_k = \tau w_k\), with \(\lambda \in [-2, 0]\) as before, \(Q \leq 0\), and \(\beta, w_k \geq 0\). Note that \(\lim_{\tau \to \infty} \frac{1-q^2}{q} = 1\), and thus the asymptotics of the label assignment probability for current and new clusters is the same as in Section 4.4.3.

Hence, we focus on the assignment of a datapoint to a previously observed, but currently not instantiated, cluster \(k\). During the \(\Delta t_k\) timesteps since cluster \(k\) was last observed, the mean direction \(\mu_k\) underwent a random vMF walk \(\mu_{k0} \to \mu_{k1} \to \cdots \to \mu_{k \Delta t_k} = \mu_k\) with initial distribution \(\mu_{k0} \sim \text{vMF}(\mu_{k0}; m_k, \tau_k)\). Therefore, the intermediate mean directions \(\{\mu_{kn}\}_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k}\) must be marginalized out when computing \(p(n_i; m_k, \tau_k)\):

\[
p(n_i; m_k, \tau_k) = \int \cdots \int_{\mu_{k0}, \ldots, \mu_{k \Delta t_k}} p(n_i \mid \mu_{k \Delta t_k}; \tau) \cdot p(\mu_0; m_k, \tau_k) \cdot \prod_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k} p(\mu_{kn} \mid \mu_{k(n-1)}; \xi) \\
= Z(\tau) Z(\beta \tau) Z(w_k \tau) \int_{\mu_{k0}, \ldots, \mu_{k \Delta t_k}} \exp(\tau f) \\
f = n_i^T \mu_{k \Delta t_k} + \beta \sum_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k} \mu_{kn \mu_{k(n-1)}} + w_k \mu_{k0}^T m_k.
\]  

(4.66)

The integration in Eq. (4.66) cannot be computed in closed form; however, the value of the integral is only of interest in the limit as \(\tau \to \infty\). Therefore, Theorem 4.4.1, an extension of Laplace's approximation to general differentiable manifolds, may be used to obtain an exact formula.
Theorem 4.4.1 (Manifold Laplace Approximation). Suppose $M \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ is a bounded $m$-dimensional differentiable manifold and $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ is a smooth function on $M$. Further, suppose $f$ has a unique global maximum on $M$, $x^* = \arg \max_{x \in M} f(x)$. Then

$$
\lim_{\tau \to \infty} \left( \frac{2\pi}{\tau} \right)^m \left| \det UT \nabla^2 f(x^*)U \right|^{\frac{1}{2}} e^{\tau f(x^*)} = 1,
$$

where $U \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ is a matrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis for the tangent space of $M$ at $x^*$.

Proof. See Appendix B.1. The general technique of this proof is to transform coordinates between the manifold and its tangent plane using the exponential map [63], and then apply the multidimensional Laplace approximation in the transformed Euclidean space.

Corollary 4.4.1. Given a smooth function $f : (\mathbb{R}^D)^N \to \mathbb{R}$, with a unique global maximum over the $N$-product of $(D-1)$-spheres $x^* \in (S^{D-1})^N$, then

$$
\int_{(S^{D-1})^N} e^{\tau f(x)} \rightarrow e^{\tau f(x^*)}.
$$

Proof. This is Theorem 4.4.1 applied to $(S^{D-1})^N$.

Using Corollary 4.4.1 and the limiting approximation of the modified Bessel function in Eq. (4.58), Eq. (4.66)) yields the following asymptotic behavior as $\tau \to \infty$:

$$
p(n_i; m_k, \gamma_k) \xrightarrow{\tau \to \infty} \exp \left( \tau \left( f^* - 1 - \beta \Delta t_k - w_k \right) \right).
$$

The only remaining unknown in the asymptotic expression, $f^*$, can be found via constrained optimization

$$
\max_{\{\mu_{kn}\}_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k}} n_i^{\Delta t_k} \mu_k \frac{\Delta t_k}{\beta} + \sum_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k} \mu_k \mu_{k(n-1)} + w_k \mu_k m_k
$$

s.t. $\mu_{kn} \mu_{kn} = 1 \forall n \in \{0, \ldots, \Delta t_k \}$.

The optimization (4.70) has a closed-form solution:

$$
\mu_{k0} = \frac{w_k m_k + \beta \mu_k}{\|w_k m_k + \beta \mu_k\|_2}
$$

$$
\mu_{kn} = \frac{\mu_k(n+1) + \mu_k(n-1)}{\|\mu_k(n+1) + \mu_k(n-1)\|_2} \forall n \in \{1, \ldots, \Delta t_k - 1\}
$$

$$
\mu_k \Delta t_k = \frac{n_i + \beta \mu_k(\Delta t_k - 1)}{\|n_i + \beta \mu_k(\Delta t_k - 1)\|_2}.
$$
These ternary relationships enforce that the optimal von-Mises-Fisher mean directions along the random walk lie on the geodesic between $m_k$ and $n_i$. Therefore, this walk can be described geometrically by three angles, as shown in Fig. 4.17 (with $\bar{n}_k = n_i$): the angle $\phi$ between consecutive $\mu_{kn}$, the angle $\eta$ between $n_i$ and $\mu_k\Delta t_k$, and the angle $\theta$ between $m_k$ and $\mu_k0$. Given these definitions, standard trigonometry yields a set of three equations in $\phi$, $\eta$, and $\theta$:

\[
\begin{align*}
w_k \sin(\theta^*) &= \beta \sin(\phi^*) = \sin(\eta^*) \\
\zeta &= \theta^* + \Delta t_k \phi^* + \eta^* = \arccos(m_k^T n_i),
\end{align*}
\]

where $\zeta$ is the full angle between $n_i$ and $m_k$. Since (4.72) cannot be solved in closed-form, Newton's method is used to compute $\phi^*$, $\theta^*$, and $\eta^*$, which in turn determines $f^*$:

\[
f^* = w_k \cos(\theta^*) + \beta \Delta t_k \cos(\phi^*) + \cos(\eta^*).
\]  

Returning to (4.69), the transition asymptotics are

\[
p(n_i; m_k; \tau_k) \xrightarrow{\tau \rightarrow \infty} \exp(\tau (w_k (\cos \theta^* - 1) + \beta \Delta t_k (\cos \phi^* - 1) + \cos \eta^* - 1)).
\]

Substituting this into Eq. (4.64) with the earlier definition $q = \exp(\tau Q)$, and taking the limit $\tau \rightarrow \infty$ yields the assignment rule

\[
z_i = \arg \max_k \left\{ \frac{\lambda + 1}{\mu_i^T n_i} \begin{cases} 
\Delta t_k \beta (\cos \phi^* - 1) + \cos \eta^* + w_k (\cos \theta^* - 1) + \Delta t_k Q & k = K + 1 \\
& k \leq K, |I_k| > 0 \\
& k \leq K, |I_k| = 0.
\end{cases} \right\}
\]

Note that if $Q \Delta t_k < \lambda$, cluster $k$ can be removed permanently as it will never be revived again. Furthermore, for any $Q \leq \lambda$ all clusters are removed after each timestep, and the algorithm reduces to DP-vMF-means.
**Parameter Update** The parameter update rule for DDP-vMF-means comes from the asymptotic behavior of (4.65) as $\tau \to \infty$. The analysis for any new cluster is the same as that in Section 4.4.3, so our focus is again on the transitioned mean direction posterior $p(\mu_k | \mathbf{n}, z; m_k, \tau_k)$ (recall that $\mu_k = \mu_k \Delta t_k$ in the definition of the random vMF walk). This distribution can be expanded, similarly to (4.66), as:

$$
p(\mu_k \Delta t_k | \mathbf{n}, z; m_k, \tau_k) = \int \cdots \int p(\mathbf{n} | \mu_k \Delta t_k, \tau) p(\mu_k | m_k, \tau_k) \prod_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k} p(\mu_k n | \mu_k(n-1); \xi) = Z(\tau)^{\frac{k}{|k|}} Z(\beta \tau)^{\Delta t_k} Z(w_k \tau) \prod_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k} \exp(\tau f)
$$

$$
f = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_k} n_i^T \mu_k \Delta t_k + \beta \sum_{n=1}^{\Delta t_k} \mu_k^T n_k(n-1) + w_k \mu_k^T m_k.
$$

(4.76)

Define $\bar{n}_k = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_k} n_i$. Once again, applying Corollary 4.4.1, the limit $\tau \to \infty$ removes the integrals over the marginalized mean directions. However, in contrast to the label assignment update, $\mu_k \Delta t_k$ is not marginalized out. Therefore, an additional maximization with respect to $\mu_k \Delta t_k$ to find the concentration point of the posterior yields

$$
p(\mu_k \Delta t_k | \mathbf{n}, z; m_k, \tau_k) \xrightarrow{\tau \to \infty} \exp(\tau(f^* - |\mathcal{I}_k| - \Delta t_k \beta - w_k))
$$

$$
f^* = w_k \cos(\theta^*) + \beta \Delta t_k \cos(\phi^*) + ||\bar{n}_k||_2 \cos(\eta^*).
$$

(4.77)

Analyzing the geometry of the geodesic between $\bar{n}_k / ||\bar{n}_k||_2$ and $m_k$ (Fig. 4.17) there exist $\phi^*$, $\theta^*$ and $\eta^*$ such that

$$
w_k \sin(\theta^*) = \beta \sin(\phi^*) = ||\bar{n}_k||_2 \sin(\eta^*)
$$

$$
\zeta = \theta^* + \Delta t_k \phi^* + \eta^* = \arccos(m_k^T \frac{\bar{n}_k}{||\bar{n}_k||_2}),
$$

(4.78)

which can be solved via Newton’s method. Given the solution, $\mu_k$ can be obtained by rotating $\frac{\bar{n}_k}{||\bar{n}_k||_2}$ by angle $\eta^*$ on the geodesic shown in Fig. 4.17 towards $m_k$,

$$
\mu_k = R(\eta^*) \frac{\bar{n}_k}{||\bar{n}_k||_2}.
$$

(4.79)

**Weight Update** After the iteration of label and parameter updates has converged, the weight $w_k$ must be updated for all clusters to reflect the new uncertainty in the mean direction of cluster $k$. This can be done by examining (4.77): Since at the maximum of a vMF$(\mu; m_k, w_k \tau)$ density, $\exp(\tau w_k m_k^T \mu) = \exp(\tau w_k)$, $w_k$ is updated to $f^*$.

**Solving for state transition geometry for label and parameter update** As depicted in Fig. 4.17 and as alluded to previously the setting of $\mu_k 0$, $\mu_k 1$, $\ldots$, $\mu_k \Delta t_k$ for the transition distribution can be described in terms of the angles $\phi$, $\eta$, and $\theta$. The maximum likelihood
parameters $\phi^*$, $\eta^*$ and $\theta^*$ follow Eq. 4.78 for the parameter update with $\bar{n}_k = \sum_{i \in I_k} n_i$ and Eq. 4.72 for the label assignment with $\bar{n}_k = n_i$. This set of equations can be solved exactly and efficiently using Newton's method which in practice converges very quickly for this problem. Starting from $\phi = 0$, Newton’s method iterates over the following steps until convergence of $\phi$:

- compute $f(\phi) = \arcsin \left( \frac{\beta}{w_k} \sin(\phi) \right) + \Delta t_k \phi + \arcsin \left( \frac{\beta}{\|n_k\|_2} \sin(\phi) \right) - \zeta$
- compute $\frac{df(\phi)}{d\phi} = \Delta t_k + \frac{\beta \cos(\phi)}{\sqrt{\|n_k\|_2^2 - \beta^2 \sin^2(\phi)}} + \frac{\beta \cos(\phi)}{\sqrt{w_k^2 - \beta^2 \sin^2(\phi)}}$
- update $\phi \leftarrow \phi - \frac{f(\phi)}{df(\phi)}$

A second approach, which is faster but approximate, is to assume that all angles are small. For small angles $\sin(\alpha) \approx \alpha$ is a good approximation. With this we obtain the following closed form solutions:

$$\phi^* \approx \zeta \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{w_k} + \Delta t_k \right]^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.80)

$$\theta^* \approx \zeta \left[ 1 + w_k \left( 1 + \frac{\Delta t_k}{\beta} \right) \right]^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.81)

$$\eta^* \approx \zeta \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{w_k} + \frac{\Delta t_k}{\beta} \right]^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.82)

**DDP-vMF-means algorithm**  Algorithm 12 outlines the necessary operations of the DDP-vMF-means algorithm per timestep. The sequential label assignment algorithm for DDP-vMF-means is shown in Algorithm 13.

### 4.4.6 Optimistic Iterated Restarts (OIR)

In our implementation of the algorithm we pay special attention to speed and parallel execution to enable real-time performance for streaming RGB-D data. Observe that the main bottleneck of DP-based hard clustering algorithms, such as the proposed (D)DP-vMF-means, DP-means [142] or Dynamic means [39], is the inherently sequential assignment of labels: due to the creation of new clusters, the label assignments depend on all previous assignments. While this is a key feature of the streaming clustering algorithms, it poses a computational hindrance. We address this issue with an optimistic parallel label assignment procedure inspired by techniques for database concurrency control [183].

First, we compute assignments in parallel (e.g. on a GPU). If all datapoints were assigned only to instantiated clusters, we output the labeling. Otherwise, we find the lowest observation id $i$ that modified the number of clusters, apply the modification, and recompute the assignments for all observations $i' > i$ in parallel. Thus, per data-batch, DP-vMF-means restarts once per new cluster, while DDP-vMF-means restarts once for each new or revived cluster.

Algorithm 14 details the optimistic iterated restarts algorithm which can be massively parallelized both in CPU and GPU for the DP-vMF-means algorithm. The OIR label assignment algorithm for DDP-vMF-means follows the same pattern as Alg. 14 with the additional possibility of reviving a cluster. Reviving a cluster changes the number of active clusters and thus requires a restart in the same way as creating a new cluster does.

### 4.4.7 Evaluation and Results

In the following we first quantitatively evaluate the clustering quality achieved by DP-vMF-means in comparison to spkm on synthetic and then real-world data derived from RGBD images of the NYU depth dataset. Second we qualitatively show the behavior and clustering quality of DDP-vMF-means.

**Synthetic Data** First, we evaluate the behavior of the DP-vMF-means algorithm in comparison to its parametric cousin, the spkm algorithm, on synthetic 3D spherical data sampled from $K_T = 30$ true vMF distributions. All evaluation results are shown
Figure 4.18: Comparison of the spkm and the DP-vMF-means clustering algorithms on synthetic spherical data with $K_T = 30$ clusters. Note DP-vMF-means' better labeling quality indicated by higher maximum normalized mutual information (NMI) as well as silhouette score. Red dotted lines indicate the parameters achieving the true number of clusters.
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Algorithm 13: DDP-vMF-means sequential label assignments.

as the mean and standard deviation over 50 runs. The top left plot of Fig. 4.18 depicts the inferred number of clusters $K$ on the horizontal axis as a function of the respective parameters of the two algorithms: the number of clusters $K$ for spkm and the parameter $\phi_\lambda$ for DDP-vMF-means (recall that $\phi_\lambda = \cos^{-1}(\lambda + 1)$ as defined in Sec. 4.4.3). This figure demonstrates the ability of the DDP-vMF-means algorithm to discover the correct number of clusters $K_T$, and the relative insensitivity of the discovered number of clusters with respect to its parameter $\phi_\lambda$. The number of inferred clusters of the DDP-vMF-means algorithm bends towards the true number of clusters, $K_T$, for a wide range of $\phi_\lambda$ parameters. This indicates the ability of the algorithm to adapt the number of clusters to the data and its relative insensitivity to $\phi_\lambda$ in comparison to $K$ for spkm.

The bottom row of plots show two measures for clustering quality. The normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [227], depicted in the middle, is computed using the true labels. DDP-vMF-means achieves an almost perfect NMI of 0.99, while spkm only reaches 0.94 NMI even with $K = K_T$. The slightly superior performance of DDP-vMF-means stems from its enhanced ability to avoid local optima due to the way labels are initialized: while spkm is forced to initialize $K$ cluster parameters, DDP-vMF-means starts with an empty set and adds clusters on the fly as more data are labelled. The NMI results are corroborated by the silhouette score [205], shown to the bottom right in Fig. 4.18. The silhouette score is an internal measure for clustering quality that can be computed without knowledge of the true clustering, and is used to tune parametric clustering algorithms. With a maximum of 0.92 DP-vMF-means reaches a close to perfect
Algorithm 14: DP-vMF-means optimistic iterated restarts (OIR) label assignments algorithm. The min-reduction which is key to this algorithm can be implemented efficiently on GPUs using built-in atomic functions. The creation and removal of clusters happens on CPU.

NYU v2 depth dataset In this experiment, the DP-vMF-means and spkm algorithms were compared on the NYU v2 RGB-D dataset [173]. Surface normals were extracted from the depth images [112] and preprocessed with total variation smoothing [202]. We quantify the clustering quality in terms of the average silhouette score over the clusterings of the 1449 scenes of the NYU v2 depth dataset. Since we do not possess the true scene labeling, we use the silhouette quality metric as a proxy for the NMI metric; this was motivated by the agreement between the maxima of the NMI and silhouette scores in the previous synthetic experiment.

Across the whole NYU v2 dataset, the DP-vMF-means algorithm achieves the highest average silhouette score of 0.75 for $\phi_\ast = 100^\circ$ as depicted in Fig. 4.19. The histogram over the number of inferred clusters by DP-vMF-means for $\phi_\ast$ indicates the varying com-
Figure 4.19: Histogram over the number of clusters for optimal $\phi_\lambda$ found by DP-vMF-means (left) and silhouette values for DP-vMF-means and spkm (right) across the whole NYU dataset [173]. DP-vMF-means achieves higher overall silhouette scores (right) because it can adapt the number of clusters to the observed data as the cluster number statistics show (left).

Figure 4.20: Directional segmentation of scenes from the NYU v2 RGB-D dataset [173] as implied by surface normal clusters. The complexity of the scenes increases from left to right as can be observed from the RGB images in the top row. The second row shows the clustering inferred using DP-vMF-means with $\phi_\lambda = 100^\circ$ while the third and fourth show the spherical $k$-means results for comparison. Black denotes missing data due to sensor limitations. Note that DP-vMF-means adapts the number of clusters to the complexity of the scene.
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Figure 4.21: Clustering of a surface normal stream recorded when walking a 90° turn in an office environment. We depict key-frames color-coded with the implied surface-normal clustering for three different clustering algorithms. The plots in the second and third row depict the percentage of normals associated to the respective cluster for the DDP-vMF-means as well as sequential DP-vMF-means. Note that the clustering obtained via the DDP-vMF-means algorithm is consistent across the whole run as opposed to the other algorithms.

Complexity of the scenes ranging from three to eleven. The clear peak at $K = 4$ coincides with the highest silhouette score for spkm (0.73) and explains the only slightly lower silhouette score of spkm: most scenes in the dataset exhibit four primary directions.

Figure 4.20 shows a qualitative comparison of the scene segmentation implied by the clustering of surface normals. In comparison to spkm, the DP-vMF-means clustering results show the ability of the algorithm to adapt the number of clusters to the scene at hand. If the right number of clusters is selected for the spkm clustering, the results have similar quality; however, the number of clusters is generally not known a priori and varies across scenes. This demonstrates two major advantages of DP-vMF-means over spkm: (1) DP-vMF-means is less sensitive to the parameter setting (see Fig, 4.18, top left) and (2) it is easier to choose $\phi$ than $K$ since it intuitively corresponds to the maximum angular radius of a cluster, which can be gauged from the type of data and its noise characteristics. For this experiment $\phi = 100^\circ$ is justified by the typical Manhattan structure [49] of the indoor environment plus $10^\circ$ to account for sensor noise.

Real-time Sequential Directional Segmentation In fields such as mobile robotics or augmented reality, it is uncommon to observe just a single RGB-D frame of a scene; more typically, the sensor will observe a temporal sequence of frames. The following exper-
iment demonstrates the temporally consistent clustering capability of the DDP-vMF-means algorithm on surface normals extracted from a sequence of depth images recorded in an indoor environment. Each frame is preprocessed in 11ms using edge-preserving smoothing with a hybrid CPU-GPU guided filter [107]. Choosing the guidance image equivalent to the input image results in an $O(N)$ filter that provides similar smoothing results to a bilateral filter [235], which is $O(Nr^2)$, where $N$ is the number of pixels and $r$ the filter radius. The independence of the guided filters runtime from the filter radius allows us to use a filter window of $20 \times 20$ pixels.

We compare against the ad-hoc approaches of clustering on a frame-by-frame basis using DP-vMF-means, both with and without initializing the algorithm from the previous frame's clusters. The former is referred to as sequential DP-vMF-means (sDP-vMF-means). sDP-vMF-means achieves a greedy frame-to-frame label consistency, but, unlike DDP-vMF-means, it cannot reinstantiate previous clusters after multiframe lapses. Motivated by the DP-vMF-means evaluation, all algorithms were run with $\phi = 100^\circ$. For DDP-vMF-means $\beta = 10^5$ and $Q = \frac{\lambda}{400}$.

The differences in labeling consistency can be observed in rows two and three of Fig. 4.21, which shows the percentage of normals associated with a specific cluster. While DDP-vMF-means is temporally consistent and reinstantiates the lime-green and red clusters, observed in the first half of the run, DP-vMF-means erroneously creates new clusters. We do not depict the percentages of surface normals associated with the clusters for the batch DP-vMF-means algorithm, since there is no label consistency between time-steps as can be observed in the last row of Fig. 4.21.

The average run-time per frame was 28.4 ms for batch DP-vMF-means, 12.8 ms for sDP-vMF-means, 20.4 ms for DDP-vMF-means, and 13.6 ms for spkm with $K = 5$. The increased running time of batch DP-vMF-means is a result of clustering each batch of surface normals in isolation; optimistic iterated restarted label assignment needs several restarts to assign labels to all surface normals. By initializing the clusters from a previous frame, sDP-vMF-means only incurs labeling restarts if a new cluster is observed, and hence has significantly lower run time. DDP-vMF-means is slightly slower than sDP-vMF-means since it is keeping track of both observed and unobserved clusters.

### 4.5 Discussion

In the first part of this chapter we introduce the DP-TGMM, a Dirichlet process mixture model over Gaussian distributions in multiple tangent spaces to the unit sphere in $\mathbb{R}^D$. Aimed at modeling directional data, this Bayesian nonparametric model not only adapts to the complexity of the data but also describes anisotropic distributions on the sphere. Experiments on synthetic data demonstrate that the proposed DP-TGMM is more expressive in describing anisotropic directional data than other commonly-used approaches. Moreover, we have shown the scalability and effectiveness of the inference algorithm as well as the applicability and versatility of the model on batches of 300k
real-world 3D surface normals and on 20-dimensional semantic word-vectors for 41k English words. Code for the proposed sub-cluster-based inference algorithm can be found at http://people.csail.mit.edu/jstraub/.

In the second half of this chapter, we have derived two novel k-means-like algorithms for efficient batch and streaming clustering of data on the unit hypersphere by taking the small-variance asymptotic limit of the Bayesian nonparametric DP-vMF and DDP-vMF mixture models. The performance and flexibility of DP-vMF-means was demonstrated on both synthetic data and the NYU v2 RGB-D dataset. For DDP-vMF-means, optimistic iterated restarts parallelized label assignments, enable real-time temporally consistent clustering of batches of 300k surface normals collected at 30 Hz from a RGB-D camera. Implementations of the DP-vMF-means and the DDP-vMF-means algorithms can be found at http://people.csail.mit.edu/jstraub/.

Future work could investigate the extension of the DP-TGMM model to other Riemannian manifolds. The approach of modeling data in tangent spaces to a manifold is quite universal as long as a manifold is equipped with an exp and log map as well as a mechanism for parallel transport to a common location on the manifold (for $S^{D-1}$ this amounts to rotations). Potential manifolds for such extension would be the Stiefel manifold, the manifold of rotations $SO(3)$ and rigid-body transformations $SE(3)$.

Another promising research direction is embedding DP-TGMM and/or DP-vMF-MM in a hierarchical structure (akin to the Hierarchical DP-GMM for $\mathbb{R}^D$-valued data) to allow information sharing between batches of data in applications such as protein backbone configuration modeling or hierarchical scene segmentation across a corpus of indoor scenes.

A third avenue of further exploration would be how to incorporate the notion that Stata Center World segmentations are mostly spatially smooth (whole planes should belong to the same Stata Center World segment). There is some interesting work on imposing spatial smoothness on the segmentation via a Markov Random Field (MRF) defined via local neighborhood information [182] that we will utilize to some degree in Chapter 5. However, it is unclear how the addition of a MRF changes the low-variance analysis of Sec. 4.4.3.
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Chapter 5

Nonparametric Directional Perception Systems

In this final chapter we focus on equipping perception systems with direction-awareness, i.e. the ability to infer and utilize a directional segmentation of their environment. We explore the idea that directional models such as introduced in Chapters 3 and 4, provide useful information for general 3D perception systems because they capture structural regularities of the environment. Recognizing and utilizing such regularities should help localization, mapping and higher-level inference about an environment. In this chapter we focus on showing the impact of direction-awareness onto mapping and localization, two of the most fundamental perception tasks.

Recall the categorical SLAM problem from the introductory chapter. Under a directional scene segmentation we term this problem direction-aware SLAM. Specifically, direction-aware SLAM amounts to reasoning about the joint distribution of a world map $m$, the trajectory of a perception system $T$, and a directional segmentation $z$ of the environment given a set of observations $x$:

$$p(m, T, z \mid x) \tag{5.1}$$

To approach this joint inference problem we follow the approach of iteratively reasoning about the conditional distributions, a common strategy in inference algorithms such as Gibbs sampling and expectation maximization. The conditional distributions are

$$p(m \mid T, z, x) \quad \text{"direction-aware mapping"}, \quad (5.2)$$

$$p(T \mid m, z, x) \quad \text{"direction-aware localization"}, \quad (5.3)$$

$$p(z \mid m, T, x) \quad \text{"directional segmentation"}. \quad (5.4)$$

That the full joint direction-aware SLAM is a hard problem can be gleaned from the fact that the problem of SLAM itself has spawned decades of research [36, 148]. Therefore we approach incorporating direction-awareness into the SLAM problem in two steps: we first focus on direction-aware localization in the form of global point cloud alignment before introducing the first approach to solving the full direction-aware SLAM problem.

In the first half of this chapter we focus on the subproblem of direction-aware point cloud alignment. In the aforementioned framework this amounts to inference on the
directional segmentation of the two point clouds, i.e. reasoning about Eq. (5.4), and inference about the relative pose between the point clouds, i.e. Eq. (5.3). Specifically, we seek to find the optimal pose to align two point clouds that have been segmented in terms of their directional and spatial distributions via Dirichlet process mixture models of von-Mises-Fisher and Gaussian distributions. Operating over these nonparametric mixture models instead of the point densities directly makes the approach tractable. By exploiting the fact that surface normal distributions are invariant to translation, we decompose the alignment problem into first finding the rotation $R$ by aligning the surface normal distributions and then, given $R$, finding the translation by aligning the point distributions. Both optimization problems are solved optimally using branch-and-bound search. Contributions include the use of Bayesian nonparametric density estimates for the alignment task, a novel, approximately uniform tessellation of the rotation space and branch-and-bound convergence guarantees for this new tessellation. We demonstrate that the novel tessellation improves branch-and-bound exploration efficiency and thus runtime of the algorithm. Comparisons to related algorithms show the advantages of the decomposed approach which achieves better alignment with significant speedups over competing algorithms.

In the second half of the chapter we turn to the full direction-aware SLAM problem and introduce the first realtime-capable system that performs iterated inference on all three posteriors in Equations (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4). Based on a sparse collection of surfels to represent the map, the system performs joint inference on map, camera trajectory, and nonparametric Stata Center World segmentation. Specifically, we establish an explicit connection between the scene-wide directional segmentation and local surface properties which yields direction-aware mapping as defined in Eq. (5.2). Furthermore, the directional segmentation is used to guide observation selection for camera pose estimation as suggested by Eq. (5.3). This leads to improved 3D reconstruction and improved and more efficient camera tracking. The proposed system architecture is the first to demonstrate real-time performance while running sampling-based inference over the map and segmentation distributions. This allows the computation of expectations over arbitrary functions of the random variables such as expectations, variances and uncertainty of surfel locations, orientations, and color. It opens up further avenues of investigation with more complex models (such as the Bayesian nonparametric models utilized in this work) for which inference is not directly possible using mode-seeking methods such as maximum a posterior estimation, the standard tool of 3D reconstruction systems.

5.1 Global Point Cloud Alignment using Bayesian Nonparametric Mixtures

Point cloud alignment is a fundamental problem for many applications in robotics [110, 161] and computer vision [177, 212, 247]. Finding the global transformation is generally hard: point-to-point correspondences typically do not exist, the point clouds might only
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Figure 5.1: A 3D projection of the 600-cell [243]—a 4D object tessellating the space of rotations for the proposed branch and bound approach to point cloud alignment.

have partial overlap, and the underlying objects themselves are often nonconvex, leading to a potentially large number of alignment local minima. As such, popular local optimization techniques suffice only in circumstances with small true relative transformations and large overlap, such as in dense 3D incremental mapping [110, 177, 247]. Solving the alignment problem for large unknown relative transformations and small point cloud overlap calls for a global approach. Example applications are the loop-closure problem in SLAM [30] and the model-based detection of objects in 3D scenes [125].

Motivated by the observation that surface normal distributions are translation invariant [116] and straightforward to compute [168, 221], we develop a two-stage branch and bound (BB) [144, 145] optimization algorithm for point cloud alignment. We model the surface normal distribution of each point cloud as a Dirichlet process (DP) [70, 233] von-Mises-Fisher (vMF) [74] mixture [222] (DP-vMF-MM). To find the optimal rotation, we minimize the $L^2$ distance between the distributions over the space of 3D rotations. We develop a novel refinable tessellation consisting of 4D tetrahedra (see Fig. 5.1) which more uniformly approximates rotation space and is more efficient than the common axis-angle tessellation [103, 150] during BB optimization. Given the optimal rotation and modeling the two point distributions as DP Gaussian mixtures [8, 42] (DP-GMM), we obtain the optimal translation similarly via BB over the space of 3D translations. The use of mixture models circumvents discretization artifacts, while still permitting efficient optimization. In addition to algorithmic developments, we provide corresponding theoretical bounds on the convergence of both BB stages, linking the quality of the derived rotation and translation estimates to the depth of the search tree and thus the computation time of the algorithm. Experiments on real data corroborate the theory, and demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of BB as well as its robustness to real-world conditions, such as partial overlap, high noise, and large relative transformations.
5.1.1 Related Work

**Local Methods** There exists a variety of approaches for local point cloud alignment [38, 212]. Iterative closest point (ICP) [21], the most common of these, alternates between associating the points in both clouds and updating the relative transformation estimate under those associations. There are many variants of ICP [207] differing in their choice of cost function, how correspondences are established, and how the objective is optimized at each iteration. An alternative developed by Magnusson et al. [161] relies on the normal distribution transform (NDT) [22], which represents the density of the scans as a structured GMM. This approach has been shown to be more robust than ICP in certain cases [162]. Approaches that use correlation of kernel density estimates (KDE) for alignment [238] or GMMs [122] use a similar representation as the proposed approach. KDE-based methods scale poorly with the number of points. In contrast, we use mixture models inferred by nonparametric clustering algorithms (DP-means [142] and DP-vMF-means [222]). This allows adaptive compression of the data, enabling the processing of large noisy point clouds (see Sec. 5.1.5 for experiments with more than 300k points). Straub et al. propose two local rotational alignment algorithms [221, 222] that, similarly to the proposed approach, utilize surface normal distributions modeled as vMF mixtures. Common to all local methods is the assumption of an initialization close to the true transformation and significant overlap between the two point clouds. If either of these assumptions are violated, local methods become unreliable as they tend to get stuck in suboptimal local minima [162, 207, 212].

**Global Methods** Global point cloud alignment algorithms make no prior assumptions about the relative transformation or amount of overlap. For those reasons global algorithms, such as the proposed one, are often used to initialize local methods. 3D-surface-feature-based algorithms [3, 84, 125, 208] involve extracting local features, obtaining matches between features in the two point clouds, and finally estimating the relative pose using RANSAC [73] or other robust estimators [117]. Recently, Albarelli et al. [4] have proposed an alignment algorithm that is resilient to large outlier ratios without resorting to robust estimators. Another recent feature-based approach by Zhou et al. [259] uses correspondences established once before optimization and is robust to large fractions of wrong correspondences. Though popular, feature-based algorithms are generally vulnerable to large fractions of incorrect feature matches, as well as repetitive scene elements and textures. A second class of approaches, including the proposed approach, rely on statistical properties of the two point clouds. Maka- dia et al. [163] separate rotational and translational alignment. Rotation is obtained by maximizing the convolution of the peaks of the extended Gaussian images (EGI) [116] of the two surface normal sets. This search is performed using the spherical Fourier Transform [64]. After rotational alignment, the translation is found similarly via the fast Fourier Transform. The use of histogram-based density estimates for the surface normal and point distributions introduces discretization artifacts. Additionally, the sole use of the peaks of the EGI makes the method vulnerable to noise in the data.
For the alignment of 2D scans, Weiss et al. [245] and Bosse et al. [30] follow a similar convolution-based approach. Early work by Li, Hartley and Kahl [103, 150] on BB for point cloud alignment used the axis-angle (AA) representation of rotations. A drawback of this approach is that a uniform AA tessellation does not lead to a uniform tessellation in rotation space (see Sec. 5.1.3). As we show in Sec. 5.1.5, this leads to less efficient BB search. Parra Bustos et al. [185] propose improved bounds for rotational alignment by reasoning carefully about the geometry of the AA tessellation. GoICP [256] nests BB over translations inside BB over rotations and utilizes ICP internally to improve the BB bounds. GOGMA [37] uses a similar approach, but replaces the objective with a convolution of GMMs. Both GoICP and GOGMA involve BB over the joint 6-dimensional rotation and translation space; since the complexity of BB is exponential in the dimension, these methods are relatively computationally expensive (see results Fig. 5.14).

5.1.2 The Point Cloud Alignment Problem

Our approach to point cloud alignment relies on the fact that surface normal distributions are invariant to translation [116] and easily computed [168, 221], allowing us to isolate the effects of rotation. Thus we decompose the task of finding the relative transformation into first finding the rotation using only the surface normal distribution, and then obtaining the translation given the optimal rotation.

Let a noisy sampling of a surface $S$ be described by the joint point and surface normal density $p(x, n)$, where $x \in \mathbb{R}^3$ and $n \in S^2$. A sensor observes two independent samples from this model: one from $p_1(x, n) = p(x, n)$, and one from $p_2(x, n) = p(R^*T(x - t^*), R^*Tn)$ differing in an unknown rotation $R^* \in SO(3)$ (see Sec 2.7.1) and translation $t^* \in \mathbb{R}^3$. Given these samples, we model the marginal point densities $\hat{p}_1(x)$, $\hat{p}_2(x)$ using the posterior of a Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture (DP-GMM) [8], and model the marginal surface normal densities $\hat{p}_1(n)$, $\hat{p}_2(n)$ using the posterior of a Dirichlet process von Mises-Fisher mixture (DP-vMF-MM) [15, 222]. Note that the formulation using Dirichlet process mixture models admits arbitrarily accurate estimates of a large class of noisy surface densities (Theorem 2.2 in [60]). Given the density estimates, we formulate the problem of finding the relative transformation as

$$
\hat{q} = \arg \max_{q \in S^3} \int_{S^2} \hat{p}_1(n) \hat{p}_2(q \circ n) dn
$$

$$
\hat{t} = \arg \max_{t \in \mathbb{R}^3} \int_{\mathbb{R}^3} \hat{p}_1(x) \hat{p}_2(q \circ x + t) dx,
$$

where we represent rotations using unit quaternions in $S^3$, the 4D sphere [115], and where $q \circ n$ denotes the rotation of a surface normal $n$ by a unit quaternion $q$ (see Sec. 2.7.4). Eq. (5.5) minimizes the $L_2$ metric via maximization of the convolution, which has been shown to be robust in practice [122]. The equivalence between $L_2$
metric minimization and maximization of the convolution follows for $\hat{q}$ from:

$$
\hat{q} = \arg\min_{q \in S^3} \| \hat{p}_1(n) - \hat{p}_2(q \circ n) \|^2_2 \\
= \arg\min_{q \in S^3} \int_{S^2} \hat{p}_1^2(n) - 2\hat{p}_1(n)\hat{p}_2(q \circ n) + \hat{p}_2^2(q \circ n) \, dn \\
= \arg\max_{q \in S^3} \int \hat{p}_1(n)\hat{p}_2(q \circ n) \, dn.
$$

(5.6)

The same is true for the optimization of $\hat{t}$. The $L_2$ norm minimization is a common approach for Gaussian MMs [37, 122, 238] but to our knowledge has not been explored for vMF-MMs, nor for Bayesian nonparametric DP mixtures. In fact, the use of DP mixtures is critical, as it allows the automatic selection of a parsimonious, but accurate, representation of the point cloud data. This improves upon both kernel density estimates [238], which are highly flexible but make optimizing Eq. (5.5) intractable for large RGB-D datasets, and fixed-sized GMMs [37, 122], which require heuristic model selection and may not be rich enough to capture complex scene geometry. While exact posterior predictive DP-MM densities cannot be computed tractably, excellent estimation algorithms are available, which we use in this work [142, 222].

Both optimization problems in Eq. (5.5) are nonconcave maximizations. Considering the geometry of the problem, we expect many local maxima, rendering typical gradient-based methods ineffective. This motivates the use of a global approach. We develop a two-step BB procedure [144, 145] that first searches over $S^3$ for the optimal rotation $\hat{q}$, and then over $\mathbb{R}^3$ for the optimal translation $\hat{t}$. As BB may return multiple optimal rotations (e.g. if the scene has rotational symmetry) we estimate the optimal translation under each of those rotations, and return the joint transformation with the highest translational cost lower bound. Note that while $\hat{q}, \hat{t}$ is not necessarily the optimal transformation under rotation and translation jointly, the decoupling of rotation and translation we propose reduces the computational complexity of BB significantly. This is because the complexity scales exponentially in the search space dimension; optimizing over two 3D spaces ($\mathbb{R}^3$ and $S^3$) separately is significantly less costly than over the joint 6D space.

BB requires three major components: (1) a tessellation method for covering the optimization domain with subsets (see Sec. 5.1.3 and 5.1.4); (2) a branch/refinement procedure for subdividing any subset into smaller subsets (see Sec. 5.1.3 and 5.1.4); and (3) upper and lower bounds of the maximum objective on each subset to be used for pruning (see Sec. 5.1.3 and 5.1.4). As shown in Algorithm 15, BB proceeds by bounding the optimal objective in each subset, pruning those which cannot contain the maximum, subdividing the best subset to refine the bounds, and iterating. Note that in this work we select the node with the highest upper bound for subdivision. More nuanced strategies have been developed and could also be utilized [118, 145].
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\begin{algorithm}
\begin{align*}
1: & \mathcal{T} \leftarrow \text{Tesselation}(\Omega) \\
2: & \text{repeat} \\
3: & Q^* \leftarrow \arg \max_{Q \in \mathcal{T}} \text{UPPERBOUND}(Q) \\
4: & \mathcal{T} \leftarrow (\mathcal{T} \setminus Q^*) \cup \text{BRANCH}(Q^*) \\
5: & l = \max_{Q \in \mathcal{T}} \text{LOWERBOUND}(Q) \\
6: & \text{Prune any } Q \text{ with } \text{UPPERBOUND}(Q) < l \text{ from } \mathcal{T} \\
7: & u = \max_{Q \in \mathcal{T}} \text{UPPERBOUND}(Q) \\
8: & \text{until } u - l < \epsilon \text{ return } \mathcal{T}
\end{align*}
\end{algorithm}

Algorithm 15: Branch and Bound on a space $\Omega$. We first run BB over the space of rotations ($\Omega = S^3$) and then over the space of translations ($\Omega = \mathbb{R}^3$).

### 5.1.3 von-Mises-Fisher Mixture Rotational Alignment

We model the distributions of surface normals $n$ as von-Mises-Fisher [74] mixture models (vMF-MM) with means $\{\mu_{ik}\}_{k=1}^{K_i}$, concentrations $\{\tau_{ik}\}_{k=1}^{K_i}$, and positive weights $\{\pi_{ik}\}_{k=1}^{K_i}$, $\sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \pi_{ik} = 1$, for $i \in \{1, 2\}$, with density

$$
\hat{p}_i(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \pi_{ik} C_{ik} \exp \left( \tau_{ik} \mu_{ik}^T n \right) \quad \pi_{ik} \propto \frac{\tau_{ik}}{4\pi \sinh(\tau_{ik})}.
$$

(5.7)

See Sec. 2.6.3 for more details about the vMF distribution. While there are many techniques for inferring vMF-MMs [14, 61, 222], we use the nonparametric method described in [222] and Sec. 4.4.3 that infers an appropriate $K_i$ automatically. This model simultaneously circumvents discretizing the sphere, thus avoiding the artifacts associated with discretization, and is more expressive than a collection of delta functions on $S^2$ as used by [163]. The rotational alignment problem from Eq. (5.5) with this model becomes

$$
\hat{q} = \arg \max_{q \in S^3} \sum_{k, k'} D_{kk'} \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{S^2} \exp \left( (\tau_{1k} \mu_{1k} + \tau_{2k'} q \circ \mu_{2k'})^T n \right) dn
$$

(5.8)

$$
D_{kk'} \triangleq (2\pi) \pi_{1k} \pi_{2k'} C_{1k} C_{2k'}.
$$

We obtain the following objective function by noting that the integral is the normalization constant of a vMF density with concentration $z_{kk'}(q) \triangleq \|\tau_{1k} \mu_{1k} + \tau_{2k'} q \circ \mu_{2k'}\|$

$$
\hat{q} = \arg \max_{q \in S^3} \sum_{k, k'} D_{kk'} f(z_{kk'}(q))
$$

(5.9)

where

$$
f(z) \triangleq 2 \sinh(z) z^{-1} = (e^z - e^{-z}) z^{-1}.
$$

We now provide a novel refinable tessellation of $S^3$ in Sec. 5.1.3 and upper/lower objective function bounds in each of its subsets in Sec. 5.1.3 for use with BB in optimizing Eq. (5.9). Finally, given the proposed tessellation and objective bounds, we provide convergence guarantees for the rotational alignment optimization algorithm in Sec. 5.1.3.
Icosahedron Subdivision 1 Subdivision 2

Figure 5.2: Tessellation of $S^2$ via iterated triangle subdivision. The tessellation of $S^3$ follows the same principles, but with 4D tetrahedra instead of 3D triangles. Note the uniformity of the tessellation.

Cover and Refinement of the Rotation Space $S^3$

In this section, we develop a novel tessellation scheme for the space of rotations, and show how to refine it in a way that guarantees convergence of BB for rotational alignment. We follow a similar approach to the geodesic grid tessellation of a sphere in 3D (i.e. $S^2$): as depicted in Fig. 5.2, starting from an icosahedron, each of the 20 triangular faces is subdivided into four triangles of equal size. Then the newly created triangle corners are normalized to unit length, projecting them onto the unit sphere. Note that in this last step, the formerly equally-sized triangles become slightly distorted, as the middle triangle becomes larger than the other three triangles surrounding it. For this reason, the resulting tiling of the sphere is only approximately uniform.

In four dimensions we instead start with the analogue of the icosahedron, the 600-cell [50] (shown in Fig. 5.1), an object composed of 600 4D tetrahedra. We first generate its 120 vertices with the following algorithm [50, pp. 402-403]. Let $\phi = \frac{1}{2} (1 + \sqrt{5})$. Then the (unnormalized) 120 vertices of the 600-cell in 4D are

- even permutations of $[\pm \phi, \pm 1, \pm \phi^{-1}, 0]^T$ (96 vertices),
- all permutations of $[\pm 2, 0, 0, 0]^T$ (8 vertices), and
- all permutations of $[\pm 1, \pm 1, \pm 1, \pm 1]^T$ (16 vertices).

We then scale the 120 vertices to each have unit norm, representing a 3D quaternion
rotation. Next, noting that the angle between any two connected tetrahedra vertices is $36^\circ$, we iterate over all $\binom{120}{4}$ possible choices of 4 vertices, and only select those 600 tetrahedra for which all pairwise angles are $36^\circ$. This collection of tetrahedra, which are “flat” in 4D analogous to triangles in 3D, comprises a 4D object which approximates the 4D sphere, $S^3$. Then, since the set of all quaternion rotations may be represented by any hemisphere of $S^3$ ($q$ and $-q$ describe the same rotation), we define the “north” vector to be $[0, 0, 0, 1]^T \in S^3$, and only keep those tetrahedra for which at least one vertex has angle $< 90^\circ$ to the north vector. This results in 330 tetrahedra that approximate the 4D upper hemisphere in $S^3$, i.e. the space of quaternion rotations. Note that this construction procedure is the same for any optimization on $S^3$, so it can be performed once and the result may be stored for efficiency.

One major advantage of the proposed $S^3$ tessellation is that it is exactly uniform at the 0th level and approximately uniform for deeper subdivision levels (Fig. 5.2 shows the analogous near-uniformity for $S^2$). This generally tightens bounds employed by BB, leading to more efficient optimization. Another advantage is that this tessellation is a near-exact covering of the upper hemisphere of $S^3$. Only 7% of rotation space is covered twice, meaning that BB wastes little time with duplicate searching. The widely employed AA-tessellation scheme [103, 150, 185, 256], in contrast, uniformly tessellates a cube enclosing the axis-angle space, a 3D sphere with radius $\pi$, and maps that tessellation onto the rotation space. There are two major issues with the AA approach. First, it covers 46% of rotation space twice [103, 150] (see Fig. 5.3 for a depiction of the analogous scenario for $S^2$). Second, it does not lead to uniform tessellation in rotation space. The reason for this is that the Euclidean metric in AA space is a poor approximation of the distance on the rotation manifold [150]. Fig. 5.3 shows the AA tessellation analog for $S^2$, highlighting its significant non-uniformity. We empirically find that the $S^3$ tessellation leads to more efficient BB optimization than the AA tessellation (see results in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10).

Figure 5.3: Tessellation of $S^2$ via uniform tessellation in the axis-angle (AA) space. The axis-angle tessellation of $S^3$ follows the same principle and incurs similar distortion. Note that orange tiles contain surface area on the lower half-sphere, so parts of the rotation space are covered twice, making BB inefficient.
Figure 5.4: The three subdivision patterns—due to the choice of the green edge—of a
tetrahedron displayed in 3D. Colors designate different edge types: corner edges (blue)
from an edge midpoint to a vertex; tie edges (orange) between two edge midpoints,
running along a tetrahedron face; and skew edges (green) between two edge midpoints,
running through the inside of the tetrahedron. The internal skew edge (green) is chosen
to minimize distortion.

We now discuss two properties of the proposed tessellation required by BB: (1) that
it is a cover for the upper hemisphere of $S^3$, guaranteeing that BB will search the whole
space of rotations; and (2) that it is refinable, so BB can search promising subsets in
increasingly more detail.

Cover Let the four vertices of a single tetrahedron from our approximation of $S^3$ be
denoted $q_j \in S^3$, $j \in \{1, \ldots, 4\}$. Then, stacking them horizontally into a matrix $Q \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4}$, the projection $Q$ of the tetrahedron onto $S^3$ is:
\[ Q = \left\{ q \in \mathbb{R}^4 : \|q\| = 1, q = Qa, \ a \in \mathbb{R}^4 \right\}. \quad (5.10) \]
In other words, $Q$ is the set of unit quaternions found by extending the (flat in 4D)
tetrahedron to the unit sphere using rays from the origin. For $S^2$, this is displayed in
the second row of Fig. 5.2. The proposed set of 330 projected tetrahedra $Q$ forms a
cover of the upper hemisphere of $S^3$.

Refinement Next, we require a method of subdividing any $Q$ in the cover. Similar to
the triangle subdivision method for refining the tessellation of $S^2$, each 4D tetrahedron
can be subdivided into eight smaller tetrahedra [152] as depicted in Fig. C.1. The
resulting six new vertices for the subdivided tetrahedra are scaled to unit length. As we
have the freedom to choose one of three internal edges for subdivision, we choose the
internal edge with the minimum angle between its unit-norm vertices. In other words,
denoting $\xi_k$ for $k \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ to be the three internal dot products,
\[ k^* = \arg \max_{k \in \{1,2,3\}} \xi_k. \quad (5.11) \]
This process forms the eight new subdivided cover elements $Q$. For example, if $q_i$,
i \in \{1, \ldots, 4\}$ are the vertices of $Q$, then one of the subdivisions (corresponding to one
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Figure 5.5: The bounds in Eq. (5.13) compared to the true min & max angles between tetrahedron vertices for increasing refinement level.

of the “corner” subtetrahedra in Fig. C.1) of Q would have vertices

\[ q_1, \frac{q_1 + q_2}{\|q_1 + q_2\|}, \frac{q_1 + q_3}{\|q_1 + q_3\|}, \text{ and } \frac{q_1 + q_4}{\|q_1 + q_4\|}. \]  

(5.12)

Selecting the internal edge via Eq. (5.11) is critical to our BB convergence guarantee in Sec. 5.1.3. If Eq. (5.11) is not used, the individual subsets Q can become highly skewed due to repeated distortion from the unit-norm projection of the vertices, and refining Q does not necessarily correspond to shrinking the angular range of rotations it captures. Since we use Eq. (5.11), however, Lemma 5.1.1 guarantees that subdividing Q shrinks its set of rotations appropriately:

**Lemma 5.1.1.** Let γ_N be the min dot product between vertices of any one Q at refinement level N. Then

\[ \frac{2\gamma_{N-1}}{1 + \gamma_{N-1}} \leq \gamma_N, \quad \text{where} \quad \gamma_0 \triangleq \cos 36^\circ. \]  

(5.13)

This result (proof in Appendix C.1.3) shows that the tetrahedra shrink and allow BB to improve its bounds during subdivision. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the tightness of this bound, showing that \( \cos^{-1} \gamma_N \) converges to 0 as \( N \to \infty \). We conjecture that the max dot product \( \Gamma_N \) satisfies a similar recursion, \( \Gamma_N \leq \sqrt{(1 + \Gamma_{N-1})}/2 \), although this is not required for our convergence analysis. Fig. 5.5 shows empirically that this matches the true max dot product, but we leave the proof as an open problem.

**von-Mises-Fisher Mixture Model Bounds**

BB requires both upper and lower bounds on the maximum of the objective function within each projected tetrahedron Q, i.e. we need \( L \) and \( U \) such that

\[ L \leq \max_{q \in Q} \sum_{k,k'} D_{kk'} f(z_{kk'}(q)) \leq U. \]  

(5.14)

For the lower bound \( L \), one can evaluate the objective at *any* point in Q (e.g. its center). For the upper bound \( U \), we use a quadratic upper bound on \( f(z) \) (see Fig. 5.6 and
Figure 5.6: The function \( f(z) \) quantifying the rotational alignment between two DP-vMF mixture models and its quadratic upper bound, valid for \( z \in [\ell_{kk'}, u_{kk'}] \) (here, \( \ell_{kk'} = 1 \) and \( u_{kk'} = 4 \)).

Appendix C.1.2 for details), noting that \( \ell_{kk'} \leq z_{kk'}(q) \leq u_{kk'} \) for all \( q \in Q \), where

\[
\ell_{kk'} = \min_{q \in Q} z_{kk'}(q) \quad \text{and} \quad u_{kk'} = \max_{q \in Q} z_{kk'}(q),
\]

whose computation is discussed in Sec. 5.1.3. This results in the upper bound \( U \) where

\[
U = \max_{q \in Q} q^T A q + B
\]

\[
A = \sum_{k,k'} 2D_{kk'} \tau_1 \tau_2 g_{kk'} \Xi_{kk'}
\]

\[
B = \sum_{k,k'} D_{kk'} ((\tau_1^2 + \tau_2^2)g_{kk'} + h_{kk'})
\]

\[
g_{kk'} = \frac{f(u_{kk'}) - f(\ell_{kk'})}{u_{kk'} - \ell_{kk'}}
\]

\[
h_{kk'} = \frac{u_{kk'}^2 f(\ell_{kk'}) - \ell_{kk'}^2 f(u_{kk'})}{u_{kk'} - \ell_{kk'}}
\]

and \( \Xi_{kk'} \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4} \) is defined as the matrix for which \( \mu_{kk'}^T(q \circ \mu_{kk'}) = q^T \Xi_{kk'} q \) for any quaternion \( q \). For clarity reasons let \( u = \mu_{kk'} \) and \( v = \mu_{kk'} \) then

\[
\Xi(u, v) = \begin{bmatrix}
  u_1v_1 - u_2v_2 - u_3v_3 - u_4v_4 & u_1v_1 + u_2v_2 & u_1v_1 + u_3v_3 & u_1v_1 + u_4v_4 \\
  u_2v_1 + u_3v_2 & u_2v_1 - u_3v_2 - u_4v_3 & u_2v_1 + u_4v_4 & u_2v_1 - u_3v_2 - u_4v_3 \\
  u_3v_1 + u_4v_2 & u_3v_1 - u_4v_2 & u_3v_1 + u_3v_3 & u_3v_1 - u_3v_2 \\
  u_4v_1 + u_4v_2 & u_4v_1 - u_4v_2 & u_4v_1 + u_3v_3 & u_4v_1 - u_4v_2 \\
  u_1v_1 - u_1v_2 & u_2v_1 + u_3v_2 & u_3v_1 + u_4v_2 & u_4v_1 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_2v_1 + u_3v_2 & u_2v_1 - u_3v_2 & u_2v_1 + u_4v_4 & u_2v_1 - u_3v_2 \\
  u_3v_1 - u_4v_2 & u_3v_1 + u_3v_3 & u_3v_1 - u_3v_2 & u_3v_1 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_4v_1 - u_1v_2 & u_4v_1 + u_3v_3 & u_4v_1 - u_4v_2 & u_4v_1 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_1v_2 - u_2v_1 & u_1v_2 + u_2v_1 & u_1v_2 + u_3v_3 & u_1v_2 + u_4v_4 \\
  u_2v_2 - u_3v_3 & u_2v_2 - u_3v_3 & u_2v_2 - u_4v_3 & u_2v_2 - u_4v_3 \\
  u_3v_2 - u_1v_2 & u_3v_2 + u_1v_2 & u_3v_2 + u_3v_3 & u_3v_2 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_4v_2 - u_4v_2 & u_4v_2 + u_1v_2 & u_4v_2 + u_3v_3 & u_4v_2 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_1v_3 - u_4v_4 & u_1v_3 + u_4v_4 & u_1v_3 + u_3v_3 & u_1v_3 + u_4v_4 \\
  u_2v_3 - u_3v_3 & u_2v_3 + u_3v_3 & u_2v_3 + u_3v_3 & u_2v_3 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_3v_3 - u_4v_4 & u_3v_3 + u_4v_4 & u_3v_3 + u_3v_3 & u_3v_3 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_4v_3 - u_4v_4 & u_4v_3 + u_4v_4 & u_4v_3 + u_3v_3 & u_4v_3 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_1v_4 - u_1v_3 & u_1v_4 + u_1v_3 & u_1v_4 + u_3v_3 & u_1v_4 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_2v_4 - u_2v_3 & u_2v_4 + u_2v_3 & u_2v_4 + u_3v_3 & u_2v_4 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_3v_4 - u_2v_3 & u_3v_4 + u_2v_3 & u_3v_4 + u_3v_3 & u_3v_4 + u_4v_2 \\
  u_4v_4 - u_2v_3 & u_4v_4 + u_2v_3 & u_4v_4 + u_3v_3 & u_4v_4 + u_4v_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

See Appendix C.1.1 for derivation and details. Writing \( q = Q \alpha \) as a linear combination of vertices of \( Q \) as in Eq. (5.10), the upper bound can be found as

\[
U = \max_{\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^4} \alpha^T Q^T A Q \alpha + B
\]

\[
s.t. \quad \alpha^T Q^T Q \alpha = 1, \quad \alpha \geq 0.
\]

Since \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^4 \), and we have the constraint \( \alpha \geq 0 \), we can search over all \( \sum_{i=1}^4 \binom{4}{i} = 15 \) possible combinations of components of \( \alpha \) being zero or nonzero. Thus we solve the
optimization for $U_I$ given each possible subset $I \subseteq \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$ of nonzero components of $\alpha$, and set

$$U = B + \max_{I \subseteq \{1, 2, 3, 4\}} U_I. \quad (5.19)$$

For $U_I$, we use a Lagrange multiplier for the equality constraint in Eq. (5.18) and set the derivative to 0, yielding a small generalized eigenvalue problem of dimension $|I| \leq 4$,

$$U_I = \max\{ \lambda : \exists v \geq 0, (Q^T A Q)_I v = \lambda (Q^T Q)_I v \}, \quad (5.20)$$

where $v$ is a $|I|$-dimensional vector, and subscript $I$ denotes the submatrix with rows and columns selected from $I$. The condition that all elements of $v$ are nonnegative in Eq. (5.20) enforces that $\alpha \geq 0$ and thus $\alpha$ corresponds to a solution $q$ that lies in $Q$. Note that if $v$ is an eigenvector, so is $-v$. If no $v$ satisfies $v \geq 0$, then we define $U_I = -\infty$.

**Computing $\ell_{kk'}$ and $u_{kk'}$** To find the upper bound $U$ in Eq. (5.18), we require the constants $\ell_{kk'}$ and $u_{kk'}$ for each pair of mixture components $k, k'$. Given their definitions in Eq. (5.15), we have

$$u_{kk'} = \sqrt{\tau_{1k}^2 + \tau_{2k'}^2 + 2\tau_{1k}\tau_{2k'} \max_{q \in Q} \mu_{1k}^T (q \circ \mu_{2k'})},$$

$$\ell_{kk'} = \sqrt{\tau_{1k}^2 + \tau_{2k'}^2 - 2\tau_{1k}\tau_{2k'} \max_{q \in Q} (\mu_{1k})^T (q \circ \mu_{2k'})}. \quad (5.21)$$

Since the inner optimization objective only depends on the rotation of $\mu_{2k'}$ by $q$, we can reformulate the optimization as being over the set of 3D vectors $v \in S^2$ such that $v = q \circ \mu_{2k'}$ for some $q \in Q$. Thus, finding $u_{kk'}$ and $\ell_{kk'}$ is equivalent to finding the closest and furthest unit vectors in 3D to $\mu_{1k}$ over the set of such vectors $v$, shown in Fig. 5.7. To solve this problem, let the vertices of $Q$ be $q_i$, $i \in \{1, \ldots, 4\}$, and define the matrix $M \triangleq [m_1, \ldots, m_4] \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 4}$ where $m_i \triangleq q_i \circ \mu_{2k'}$. The inner optimization in
Eq. (5.21) can be written as (for $u_{kk'}$ set $\mu = \mu_{1k}$; for $\ell_{kk'}$ set $\mu = -\mu_{1k}$)

\[
J = \max_{\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^4} \mu^T M \alpha \\
\text{s.t.} \quad \alpha^T M^T M \alpha = 1 \quad \alpha \geq 0.
\] (5.22)

Showing that Eq. (5.22) is equivalent to solving the inner optimizations of Eq. (5.21) is quite technical and is deferred to Appendix C.1.5. Again we search over all $\sum_{i=1}^4 \binom{4}{i} = 14$ possible combinations of components of $\alpha$ being zero or nonzero (we do not check the $i = 4$ case since in this case the matrix $M_I$ below is rank-deficient). We thus solve the optimization for $J_I$ given each subset $I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, 4\}, |I| \leq 3$ of nonzero components, and set

\[
J = \max_{I \subseteq \{1,2,3,4\} \text{ s.t. } |I| \leq 3} J_I.
\] (5.23)

To solve for $J_I$, we use a Lagrange multiplier for the equality constraint, and set derivatives to 0 to find that

\[
J_I = \sigma \sqrt{\mu^T M_I (M_I^T M_I)^{-1} M_I^T \mu}
\] (5.24)

where

\[
\sigma = \begin{cases} 
1 & (M_I^T M_I)^{-1} M_I^T \mu \geq 0 \\
-1 & (M_I^T M_I)^{-1} M_I^T \mu \leq 0 \\
-\infty & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\] (5.25)

and $M_I$ is the matrix constructed from the set of columns in $M$ corresponding to $I$. Note that $\sigma$ is also defined to be $\sigma = -\infty$ if $M_I^T M_I$ is not invertible. After solving for the value of $J$ via Eq. (5.23), we substitute it back into Eq. (5.21) to obtain $u_{kk'}$ or $\ell_{kk'}$ as desired.

**Convergence Properties**

We have now developed all the components necessary to optimize Eq. (5.9) via BB on $S^3$. Theorem 5.1.1 (proof in Appendix C.1.4) provides a bound on the worst-case search tree depth $N$ to guarantee BB terminates with rotational precision of $\epsilon$ degrees, along with the overall computational complexity. Note that the complexity of BB is exponential in $N$, but since $N$ is logarithmic in $\epsilon^{-2}$ (by Theorem 5.1.1, Eq. (5.26) and $\cos x \approx 1 - x^2$ for $x \ll 1$), the complexity of BB is polynomial in $\epsilon^{-1}$. Recall from Sec. 5.1.3 that $\gamma_0$ for the 600-cell is $\gamma_0 \approx \cos 36^\circ$.

**Theorem 5.1.1.** Suppose $\gamma_0$ is the initial maximum angle between vertices in the tetrahedra tessellation of $S^3$, and let

\[
N \triangleq \max \left\{ 0, \left\lceil \log_2 \frac{\gamma_0^{-1} - 1}{\cos(\epsilon/2) - 1} \right\rceil \right\}.
\] (5.26)

Then at most $N$ refinements are required to achieve an angular tolerance of $\epsilon$ on $S^2$, and BB has complexity $O(\epsilon^{-6})$. 
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### 5.1.4 Gaussian Mixture Translational Alignment

In this section, we reuse notation for simplicity and to highlight parallels between the translational and rotational alignment problems. We model the density of points in the two point clouds as Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) with means \( \{\mu_{ik}\}_{k=1}^{K_i} \), covariances \( \{\Sigma_{ik}\}_{k=1}^{K_i} \), and weights \( \{\pi_{ik}\}_{k=1}^{K_i}, \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \pi_{ik} = 1 \), for \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), with density

\[
\hat{p}_i(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \pi_{ik} \mathcal{N}(x; \mu_{ik}, \Sigma_{ik}).
\]  

(5.27)

If BB over the rotation space returns multiple optimal rotations \( q^* \), we solve the translational alignment problem for each of them. For the remainder of this section, we fix \( q^* \) and show how to solve the translational alignment problem for that particular \( q^* \) without explicit representation in notation. GMMs can be inferred in a variety of ways \([42,142]\). Let \( R^* \in SO(3) \) be the optimal rotation corresponding to a \( q^* \) recovered using BB over \( S^3 \). Then defining

\[
m_{kk'} \triangleq R^* \mu_{2k'} - \mu_{1k},
\]

\[
S_{kk'} \triangleq \Sigma_{1k} + R^* \Sigma_{2k'} R^{*T},
\]

\[
z_{kk'}(t) \triangleq -\frac{1}{2} (t - m_{kk'})^T S_{kk'}^{-1} (t - m_{kk'}),
\]  

(5.28)

the translational optimization in Eq. (5.5) becomes:

\[
\hat{t} = \arg \max_{t \in \mathbb{R}^3} \sum_{k,k'} D_{kk'} f(z_{kk'}(t))
\]

where \( f(z) \triangleq \exp(z) \), \( D_{kk'} \triangleq \frac{\pi_{1k} \pi_{2k'}}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^3 |S_{kk'}|}} \).  

(5.29)

This is again a non-concave maximization, motivating the use of a global approach. Thus, we develop a second BB procedure on \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) to find the optimal translation.

Note that this section has strong parallels with the rotational alignment section to make it easier to follow but also to point out parallels in the approaches that can be exploited in an actual implementation of the algorithms. An implementation of the previous branch and bound procedure can be modified to solve this problem by replacing \( f, D_{kk'} \), the covering/subdivision procedure, and the upper/lower bounds appropriately.

**Cover and Refinement of \( \mathbb{R}^3 \)**

We tessellate the space of translations, \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) with rectangular cells. The initial tessellation is obtained by enclosing both point clouds with a single rectangular bounding box with diagonal length \( \gamma_0 \). For the refinement step, we choose to subdivide the cell into eight equal-sized rectangular cells. Thus, the minimum \( \gamma_N \) diagonal of the rectangular cells at
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Figure 5.8: The translational alignment cost function \( f(z) \) and its linear upper bound, valid for \( z \in [\ell_{kk'}, u_{kk'}] \) (here, \( \ell_{kk'} = 1 \) and \( u_{kk'} = 4 \)).

refinement level \( N \) possesses a straightforward shrinkage property similar to Eq. (5.13),

\[
\frac{\gamma_{N-1}}{2} = \gamma_N. \tag{5.30}
\]

Gaussian Mixture Model Bounds

As in the rotational problem, the translational BB algorithm requires lower and upper bounds on the objective function in Eq. (5.29):

\[
L \leq \max_{t \in Q} k D_{kk'} f(z_{kk'}(t)) \leq U. \tag{5.31}
\]

For the lower bound \( L \), one can evaluate the objective at any \( t \in Q \) (e.g., its center).

For the upper bound \( U \), we use a linear upper bound on \( f(z) \) (see Fig. 5.8 and Appendix C.2.1 for details), noting that \( \ell_{kk'} \leq z_{kk'}(t) \leq u_{kk'} \) for all \( q \in Q \), where

\[
\ell_{kk'} \triangleq \min_{t \in Q} z_{kk'}(t) \quad \text{and} \quad u_{kk'} \triangleq \max_{t \in Q} z_{kk'}(t), \tag{5.32}
\]

whose computation is discussed in Section 5.1.4. This results in the upper bound \( U \), where

\[
U \triangleq \max_{t \in Q} t^T A t + B^T t + C
\]

\[
A \triangleq -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{k,k'} D_{kk'} g_{kk'} S_{kk'}^{-1}
\]

\[
B \triangleq \sum_{k,k'} D_{kk'} g_{kk'} S_{kk'}^{-1} m_{kk'}
\]

\[
C \triangleq \sum_{kk'} D_{kk'} \left( h_{kk'} - \frac{1}{2} g_{kk'} m_{kk'}^T S_{kk'}^{-1} m_{kk'} \right)
\]

\[
g_{kk'} \triangleq \frac{f(u_{kk'}) - f(\ell_{kk'})}{u_{kk'} - \ell_{kk'}}
\]

\[
h_{kk'} \triangleq \frac{u_{kk'} f(\ell_{kk'}) - \ell_{kk'} f(u_{kk'})}{u_{kk'} - \ell_{kk'}}. \tag{5.33}
\]

This is a concave quadratic maximization over a rectangular cell \( Q \). Thus, we obtain \( U \) as the maximum over all local optima in the interior, faces, edges, and vertices of \( Q \).
Computing $\ell_{kk'}$ and $u_{kk'}$ Using the form of $z_{kk'}(t)$ in Eq. (5.28), we have that

$$\ell_{kk'} = \min_{t \in \mathcal{Q}} t^T A t + B^T t + C$$
$$u_{kk'} = \max_{t \in \mathcal{Q}} t^T A t + B^T t + C$$

$$A \triangleq -\frac{1}{2} S^{-1}_{kk'}$$
$$B \triangleq S^{-1}_{kk'} m_{kk'}$$
$$C \triangleq -\frac{1}{2} m_{kk'} S^{-1}_{kk'} m_{kk'}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.34)

Because of the concavity of the objective, $u_{kk'}$ can be obtained with the exact same algorithm as used to solve Eq. (5.33). Namely, $\ell_{kk'}$ can be obtained by checking the 8 vertices of $\mathcal{Q}$, as the minimum of a concave function over a rectangular cell must occur at one of its vertices.

**Convergence Properties**

We now have all the components necessary to optimize Eq. (5.29) via BB on $\mathbb{R}^3$. As in the rotational alignment case, we provide a characterization (Theorem 5.1.2, proof in Appendix C.2.2) of the maximum refinement depth $N$ required for a desired translational precision $\epsilon$, along with the complexity of the algorithm. Note that while the complexity of BB is exponential in $N$, $N$ is logarithmic in $\epsilon^{-1}$ (Theorem 5.1.2), so BB has polynomial complexity in $\epsilon^{-1}$.

**Theorem 5.1.2.** Suppose $\gamma_0$ is the initial diagonal length of the translation cell in $\mathbb{R}^3$, and let

$$N \triangleq \max \left\{ 0, \left\lceil \log_2 \frac{2\pi}{\epsilon} \right\rceil \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.35)

Then at most $N$ refinements are required to achieve a translational tolerance of $\epsilon$, and BB has complexity $O(\epsilon^{-3})$.

**5.1.5 Evaluation and Results**

We evaluate BB (both with and without final local refinement [44]) on four datasets [52, 191, 239] compared to three global methods: an FT-based method [163], GoICP [256] (20% trimming), and GOGMA [37]. To generate the vMF-MMs and GMMs for BB, we cluster the data with DP-vMF-means [222] and DP-means [142], and fit maximum likelihood MMs to the clustered data. To account for nonuniform point densities due to the sensing process, we weight each point’s contribution to the MMs by its surface area, estimated by the disc of radius equal to the fifth nearest neighbor distance. We use kNN+PCA [167, 261, 262] to extract surface normals. See Sec. 2.8.1 for more details.

To improve the robustness of BB, it is run three times on each problem with scale values $\lambda_n \in \{45^\circ, 65^\circ, 80^\circ\}$ in DP-vMF-means (included in the timing results). The scale $\lambda_x$ for DP-means is manually selected to yield around 50 mixture components.
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Figure 5.9: BB alignment of the full Stanford Bunny. The proposed tessellation approach ($S^3$) is compared against axis-angle space tessellation (AA). The proposed approach's more uniform tessellation leads to faster exploration, faster reduction of the bound gap, more pruned nodes and roughly 4× faster runtime.

Using Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, we terminate rotational BB at $N = 11$ and translational BB at $N = 10$ for a rotational accuracy of $1°$ and a translational accuracy of $\frac{\gamma_0}{1024}$, where $\gamma_0$ is defined in Eq. (5.30). All timing results include algorithm-specific preprocessing of the data. We used a 3GHz core i7 CPU and a GeForce GTX 780 GPU. While clustering via DP-means and DP-vMF-means uses the GPU, we only use parallel CPU threads for the eight BB bound evaluations after each branch step.

Stanford Bunny [239] Independent of the tessellation strategy, BB perfectly aligns the Stanford Bunny with a randomly transformed version of itself, as shown in Fig. 5.9. This perfect alignment is expected for completely overlapping scans with low noise. The results of aligning two partial scans of the Stanford Bunny with relative viewpoint difference $45°$ are shown in Fig. 5.10. For partial scans the algorithm will generally not produce a perfect alignment by itself. Hence we run ICP, a local alignment method starting from the pose obtained via BB. As can be seen, BB's initial alignment is close enough to allow ICP to converge to a perfect alignment.

We compare the proposed $S^3$ tessellation to the commonly used axis-angle-based tessellation (AA). The AA-based BB algorithms upper bounds are obtained as the maximum upper bound of the five Tetrahedra that tessellate a quadratic AA-cell. In comparison to axis-angle-based BB, the proposed approach leads to a faster reduction in the bound gap, faster exploration, and a smaller number of active nodes. These factors combine to reduce the overall necessary number of iterations by 20% as well as the computation time per iteration by an order of magnitude vs the AA tessellation. This shows conclusively that the proposed tessellation leads to more efficient BB optimization. Note that the AA tessellation starts at 146% unexplored space because it
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Figure 5.10: Alignment of partial scans of the Stanford Bunny with 45° viewpoint difference. The proposed tessellation approach ($S^3$) is compared against axis-angle space tessellation (AA). The proposed approach's more uniform tessellation leads to faster exploration, faster reduction of the bound gap, more pruned nodes and roughly 4× faster runtime.

Figure 5.11: Evaluation of translational and rotational error under additive isotropic Gaussian noise and outliers. Shaded areas show one standard deviation around the mean (solid line). The median errors are indicated with dashed lines.

covers the rotation space more than once as discussed in Sec. 5.1.3. In both cases BB finds the optimal translation within 200 iterations.

**Noise and Outliers** The robustness to noise and outliers is important for any alignment method. In Fig. 5.11 we show the angular and rotational BB+ICP alignment error as a function of noise standard deviation and outlier ratio for the alignment of the full Stanford Bunny. The synthetic data is created by first adding isotropic Gaussian noise (with the designated standard deviation) and then sampling random outlier points.
Figure 5.12: Alignment of partial scans of Happy Buddha taken at 24° increments. The only successful alignment is obtained by BB+ICP.

uniformly inside a sphere with twice the radius of the size of the Stanford Bunny. Standard deviations and translational errors are reported as a fraction of the diameter of the original Stanford Bunny point cloud. The evaluation of error statistics over 336 instantiations of the alignment problem, shows the robustness of our method to unrealistic amounts of corruption (high noise, 60% outliers). Above a noise threshold, surface normal computation fails leading to high alignment error.

Happy Buddha [52] This dataset consists of 15 scans taken at 24° rotational increments about the vertical axis of a statue. This dataset is challenging, as the scans contain few overlapping points, and the surface normal distributions are anisotropic. We perform pairwise alignment of consecutive scans, and render the aligned scans together in one coordinate system (Fig. 5.12). The only successful alignment is produced by BB+ICP. This shows the advantage of using surface normals for rotational alignment. Other methods using points (GoICP) or GMMs (GOGMA) have difficulty dealing with ambiguities due to the “flatness” of the scans.

Office Scan Figure 5.13 demonstrates that BB+ICP finds accurate registrations on noisy, incomplete, cluttered and irregular point clouds as long as good surface normal estimates are available. This demonstrates the potential use of BB+ICP for loop closure detection.

Apartment Dataset [191] This dataset consists of 44 LiDAR scans with an average overlap of 84%. We pick the Apartment dataset from [191] for evaluation since the scans are sufficiently dense across the whole dataset to compute surface normals of sufficient quality.

Figure 5.14 shows the BB+ICP aligned scans of the dataset. Table 5.1 compares the accuracy and inlier percentages defined by (C)oarse (2m; 10°), (M)edium (1m; 5°) and (F)ine (0.5m; 2.5°) thresholds for all algorithms. For GoICP, we used 100 scan points and an accuracy threshold of 0.01. Increasing $N$ or decreasing $\epsilon$ by an order of magnitude lead to unreasonably long run times as also noted previously in [37]. We
Figure 5.13: Correct alignment of noisy, incomplete, and partially overlapping RGB-D point clouds of cluttered indoor scenes using BB+ICP. Left shows a desk with monitors and a gymnastic ball for sitting and right shows a larger pretty cluttered indoor area with a coffee table, parts of a table and a fridge and parts of the floor. Colors indicate different scans.

Figure 5.14: Alignment of the apartment dataset [191] using BB+ICP. The different colors indicate distinct LiDAR scans that were automatically aligned.

used the scale parameter of $\lambda_s = 1.3$m for GMM computations in both GOGMA and BB. This yields roughly 50 mixture components on average across the dataset. Picking the scale to small leads to GOGMA being faster but also falling for the Manhattan World ambiguity.

Man-made environments such as this dataset exhibit Manhattan World symmetry in their surface normal distributions as explored in Chapter 3. We thus transform the rotation obtained via rotational BB by all 24 Manhattan World rotations, and search over all using translational BB. Note that doing this is straightforward in the proposed decoupled BB approach, as opposed to a joint approach, e.g. GoICP and GOGMA.

Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.15 show that BB with searching over both scale and MW rotations leads to the best accuracy among all algorithms, with a 3x speedup over the 2nd best method, GOGMA (which uses a GPU). From the inlier percentages it is clear that FT and GoICP do not perform well. The CDFs in Fig. 5.15 show that
Table 5.1: Apartment [191] results using BB [\*], GOGMA [37], GoICP [256], and FT [163]. We denote search over rotational scale via \( \lambda \), search over MW ambiguities with \( M \) and local refinement with \(+\). We report rotational (Rot), translational (Tran), timing, and inlier (Inl) percentages for (C)oarse (2m; 10°), (M)edium (1m; 5°) and (F)ine (0.5m; 2.5°) alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>([*]_\lambda)</th>
<th>([*]_{\lambda^+})</th>
<th>([*]_M)</th>
<th>([*]^M_{\lambda})</th>
<th>([*]^M_{\lambda^+})</th>
<th>Inlier % C</th>
<th>Inlier % M</th>
<th>Inlier % F</th>
<th>Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlier % C</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlier % M</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlier % F</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time [s]</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.15: Cumulative density functions of rotational error, translational error, and runtime for the alignment of the Apartment dataset. The variants of the proposed BB algorithm show higher rotational and translational alignment quality and are an order of magnitude faster than the competing GOGMA algorithm.

Table 5.2: Gazebo Summer [191] results for BB, GOGMA, GoICP, FT. We report rotational (Rot), translational (Tran), timing, and inlier (Inl) percentages for (C)oarse (2m; 10°), (M)edium (1m; 5°) and (F)ine (0.5m; 2.5°) alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>BB(\lambda)</th>
<th>BB(\lambda^+)</th>
<th>GOGMA</th>
<th>GOGMA(\lambda^+)</th>
<th>GoICP</th>
<th>FT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlier % C</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlier % M</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlier % F</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time [s]</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accounting for Manhattan World symmetry (red, green) is important. Ignoring it (blue) causes scans to be flipped by $90^\circ/180^\circ$, affecting the mean error strongly. Our method’s runtime is spent 80% on preprocessing (scale estimation, DP-vMF-means and DP-means clustering, and DP-vMF-MM and DP-GMM parameter fitting) and 20% on the actual BB search.

**Gazebo Summer Dataset** [191] The dataset contains 33 scans taken in a mostly unstructured outdoor setting with trees, bushes and a gazebo. We evaluate the alignment in the same way as the Apartment dataset. Figure 5.16 shows some alignments of the point cloud obtained via BB+ICP. The high degree of clutter, noise and outliers is clearly visible. Despite those difficult conditions, the coarse alignment is correct. Table 5.2 lists results for the alignment of all scans in the dataset. It is clear that all algorithms have a harder time aligning the scans. Still BB performs well both in speed and quality. Specifically BB gets the coarse alignment right in almost all cases whereas GOGMA fails in 10% more cases. Looking at the alignments this is due to GOGMA flipping scans on the head (this is also indicated by the high mean rotational error), whereas BB has no trouble finding the right upward direction due to the strong upward surface normal cluster from the ground.

### 5.2 Nonparametric Direction-aware 3D Reconstruction

After exploring and demonstrating the advantages of inferring and using a directional segmentation of the environment for global point cloud alignment in the previous section, we now turn to the full nonparametric direction-aware SLAM problem of joint inference over map, camera trajectory and directional scene segmentation.

While the SLAM problem has received decades of attention [36] it is by definition
a subproblem to semantic or categorical SLAM which adds a component of scene understanding to the purely geometric reasoning about a world map and the pose of the perception system. In a first step towards semantic SLAM and perception we explore the utility of incorporating direction-awareness into the SLAM problem. As explored and argued in the previous Chapters 3 and 4, directional segmentations capture regularities of the environment that can be leveraged for further reasoning about the scene. Because of its flexibility we use the Stata Center World assumption as a directional scene prior. The utility of this assumption is twofold: (1) it directly provides a prior on the surface normal distribution as shown in Chapter 4 and (2) by the definition of surface normals it implies that locally surface areas that are in the same segment are planar to the extend of the concentration of the directional cluster. In other words: planar surface areas of the same segment lead to concentrated surface normal clusters whereas curved surface areas lead to less peaked and more uniform surface normal distributions. This connection between the scene-wide surface normal distribution and the local surface properties suggests the direction-aware mapping formulation we explore in this section. Furthermore, we show that the directional clustering of a scene's surface normals is useful to guide the selection of a diverse set of observations to improve camera pose estimation. Since both mapping and localization use the inferred directional segmentation, we ascribe direction-awareness to the SLAM system.

In contrast to plane-based categorical SLAM methods [41, 129, 158, 210] the proposed directional-segmentation-approach has the advantage that no planes have to be extracted explicitly and that non-planar areas are captured by the model implicitly without having to introduce a special "non-planar" class. Furthermore sampling-based inference allows soft associations to directions whereas all related work but the EM-based algorithm of CPA-SLAM [158] make hard assignments to specific planes that are not revisited [41, 129, 210]. Being able to revisit assignments allows refining and correcting the model under additional observations.

The system described in this section is the first semi-dense nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system and also the first system to perform joint inference over a Bayesian nonparametric scene segmentation and the world map using Gibbs-sampling without precluding real-time operation (see literature review in Sec. 1.1). We demonstrate experimentally that using the directional Stata Center World segmentation improves the efficiency of camera pose estimation and leads to higher joint accuracy in mapping and camera tracking.

\section*{5.2.1 Joint Directional Segmentation, Localization and Mapping}

As alluded to in the introduction, we define direction-aware SLAM as reasoning about the joint distribution of a world map $m$, the trajectory of the perception system $T$ and the directional segmentation $z$ given observations $x$. Concretely, we choose to represent the map as a collection of surfels [97, 133, 244]. Surfels are localized planes with position $p_i$, orientation $n_i$, color $I_i$ (RGB for visualization and gray-scale for camera tracking) and some radius $r_i$. For notational clarity let $s_i = \{p_i, n_i, I_i, r_i\}$ collect all properties of
Observations \( \{x^p, x^n, I_c\} \)

Surfel Map \( \{p_i, n_i, I_i, r_i\} \)

Localization \( \{^wT_{c,j}\} \)

Segmentation \( \{z_i\} \)

Gibbs-sampling (Sec. 5.2.2)

Maximum Likelihood (Sec 5.2.3)

Background | Realtime

Figure 5.17: An high-level overview over the direction-aware SLAM model and inference. Observation acquisition and maximum likelihood camera localization runs in realtime whereas joint Gibbs-sampling-based inference over map and directional segmentation runs in the background.

The world is observed via a RGB-D camera at poses \( \{^mT_{c,j}\} \) where \( j \) indexes the pose at the reception of the \( j \)th camera frame. From the depth image, we compute point observations \( x^p \) and surface normal observations \( x^n \). The RGB image gives direct access to surface color information \( I_c \). We collect all observations of the \( j \)th frame in the variable \( x_j = \{x^n, x^p, I_c\} \). The directional Stata Center World segmentation is associated to surfel via labels \( \{z_i\} \). In this setup, the directional SLAM problem becomes inference over the posterior distribution:

\[
p(\{s_i\}, \{z_i\}, \{^wT_{c,j}\} \mid \{x_j\}) \quad \text{"direction-aware SLAM".} \quad (5.36)
\]

where the sets \( \{\} \) are over all surfels for \( s_i \) and \( z_i \) and over all frames for \( ^wT_{c,j} \) and \( x_j \). We perform inference on this nonparametric direction-aware SLAM posterior by iterating inference about the three subproblems of mapping, localization and directional segmentation.

The direction-aware mapping posterior has the form:

\[
p(\{s_i\} \mid \{z_i\}, \{^wT_{c,j}\}, \{x\}) \quad \text{"direction-aware mapping".} \quad (5.37)
\]

It incorporates the directional segmentation into mapping by encapsulating the assumption that neighboring surfels in the same segment should be part of the same plane. As described in Sec. 5.2.1, the distribution capturing this assumption couples surface normals and point locations and thus the global directional segmentation to the local 3D reconstruction.

For direction-aware localization we extend the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm to use the directional segmentation of the surfel map as indicated in the posterior

\[
p(\{^wT_{c,j}\} \mid \{z_i\}, \{s_i\}, \{x\}) \quad \text{"direction-aware localization".} \quad (5.38)
\]
In Sec. 5.2.3 we argue that the selection of a directionally-diverse set of plane observations via the directional segmentation is expected to improve pose estimation before demonstrating it in practice in Sec. 5.2.5.

The nonparametric directional segmentation captured in the following posterior distribution follows the Stata Center World assumption:

\[ p(\{z_i\} \mid \{s_i\}, \{^{wT}c_j\}, \{x\}) \quad \text{"directional segmentation".} \quad (5.39) \]

As described in detail in Sec. 5.2.1, we cast reasoning about the directional segmentation as inference about a Dirichlet process von-Mises-Fisher mixture model given surface normal observations similar to Sec. 4.4.3.

While it would be possible to perform fully joint inference using MCMC sampling-based methods (see Sec. 2.2), this is not practical when realtime operation is desired. To accommodate operation at camera frame-rate the inference is split into two main parts: (1) sampling-based joined inference on map and segmentation which runs in the background and (2) realtime camera pose estimation. A high-level overview over the parts involved in the nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system is depicted in Fig. 5.17.

With this introduction of the approach and the three dominant reasoning tasks, we now turn to the details of the world representation and the models in the following subsections before we describe the inference for segmentation and map in Sec. 5.2.2 and camera tracking in Sec. 5.2.3.
Figure 5.19: We maintain a nearest neighbor graph (grey lines) over surfel locations (black dots). Surfel orientations are depicted in green. The graph is used to the define a Markov random field over labels of the directional segmentation to yield spatially smooth labeling. A conditional random field over the same graph encourages local planarity between neighboring surfels in the same directional segment.

**World Representation**

As already mentioned previously, we describe the environment as a collection of surfels with locations $p_i$, surface orientations $n_i$, grey-scale intensity $I_i$ and radius $r_i$. However, instead of aiming to represent all surfaces in the environment densely, as in related work [97, 133, 244], we opt to sample the surfaces of the environment sparsely with a bias towards high intensity gradient areas for three reasons: (1) a sparse sampling of environment surface captures the majority of surfaces and scene structure, (2) a bias towards high intensity gradient areas captures visually salient regions for camera tracking [67] and (3) sparse sampling facilitates reasoning about the proposed joint map and directional segmentation on current hardware. To substantiate the first point we show the percentage of inlier scene-points to a randomly sampled set of planes as a function of the number of planes in Fig. 5.18 across all 1449 scenes of the NYU v2 dataset [173]. It can be observed that as little as 50 planes are enough to describe an average of 60% of the scene. To compute the plane parameters around 6% of the scene points had to be used in the current approach. If we had a sensor that allowed to directly measure distance and surface normal only 0.002% of image pixels would have had to be examined. This motivates the use of a sparse set of surfels to describe the surfaces of an environment and hints at the potential for efficient algorithm operation.

The directional segmentation as well as mapping are defined via probabilistic models that take into account the local neighborhood of each surfel. Therefore, as depicted in Fig. 5.19, we maintain a nearest neighborhood graph $G$ for the surfel map for efficient algorithm operation. The initial observed positions of surfels is used for the construction of $G$ so as to not mix posterior inference over surfel locations and local nearest neighbor structure. This can be understood as conditioning all inference on the nearest
neighborhood graph of surfels. Further implementation details of online graph construction and maintenance are not important for the model and inference description and are left to Sec. 5.2.4.

**Stata Center World Directional Segmentation**

Under the Stata Center World model we make the assumption that the surface normal distribution of surfels has characteristic, low-entropy patterns (see Chapter 4). Similar to Sec. 4.4.3, we capture the notion of the Stata Center World model, that the surfel surface normal distribution consists of some variable, unknown number of clusters by a Dirichlet process von-Mises-Fisher mixture model. Following the proposal of [182], we impose spatial smoothness of the Stata Center World segmentation by assuming a Markov random field (MRF) over the segmentation $z$ that encourages uniform labeling inside a neighborhood $N_i$ defined by the nearest neighbor graph $G$.

From a generative standpoint, this model first samples a countably infinite set of cluster weights $w_k$, von-Mises-Fisher means $P_k$, and concentrations $T_k$ from a Dirichlet process with concentration parameter $a$ and base measure $G_0$:

$$\{w_k, P_k, T_k\}_{k=1}^{\infty} \sim \text{DP}(a, G_0) \quad (5.40)$$

We utilize the conjugate prior for the von-Mises-Fisher distribution (see Sec. 2.6.3) to define the base measure. Second, given the cluster weights $w_k$ and the local neighborhood $N_i$, a label $z_i \in \{1, \ldots, \infty\}$ is sampled to assign each surfel to a von-Mises-Fisher distribution $z_i$:

$$z_i \sim \text{MRF}_z (z_i, \{z_j\}_{j \in N_i}; \lambda) \text{ Cat } (\{w_k\}_{k=1}^{\infty}) \quad (5.41)$$

The MRF smoothness component in practice helps speed up inference and leads to more uniform segmentations in the face of noise. It takes the form:

$$\text{MRF}_z (z_i, \{z_j\}_{j \in N_i}; \lambda) = \exp \left( \lambda \sum_{j \in N_i} 1_{z_i = z_j} - \lambda |N_i| \right), \quad (5.42)$$

where $\lambda$ is the weight of the MRF contribution. As described in Sec. 5.2.2, we use the Chinese restaurant process (CRP) representation (see Sec. 2.4) to facilitate posterior inference.

**Direction-aware Mapping**

Following the Stata Center World assumption map surface normals are von-Mises-Fisher distributed according to the parameters of the assigned (via $z_i$) directional cluster. Conditioned on the surface direction and the directional segmentation we utilize a Markov random field (MRF) over neighboring surfels to express a local planarity assumption over points in the same directional segment. In terms of probability distributions we
therefore assume the following factorization of the joint distribution over the surfel-based map:

\[
\prod_i p(p_i, n_i | p_{N_i}, n_{N_i}, z) \propto \prod_i p(n_i | \mu, \tau, z_i) \Psi_{ij}^{pl}(p_i, p_{N_i}, n_i, n_{N_i}, z_i, z_{N_i})
\]

(5.43)

\[
= \prod_i \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu, \tau, z_i) \prod_{j \in N_i} \left( N(n_i^T p_i; n_j^T p_j, \sigma_{pl}^2) N(n_j^T p_j; n_i^T p_i, \sigma_{pl}^2) \right) \mathbb{1}_{z_i = z_j}
\]

(5.44)

where \( \mathbb{1}_{z_i = z_j} = 1 \) only if \( z_i = z_j \) and 0 otherwise. The set \( N_i \) contains the IDs of the neighboring surfels to surfel \( i \) as defined by the nearest neighbor graph \( G \). The MRF term that encapsulates local planarity stems from the well known point-to-plane distance function used in implementations of ICP \[207\]. This can be seen by analyzing the negative log likelihood of the MRF term for surfel \( i \):

\[
-\log \Psi_{ij}^{pl} = C + \frac{1}{2\sigma_{pl}^2} \left( \|n_i^T (p_j - p_i)\|_2^2 + \|n_j^T (p_i - p_j)\|_2^2 \right).
\]

(5.45)

While the point-to-plane cost function penalizes the out-of-plane deviation of point \( p_j \), the MRF potential employed herein is a symmetrized out-of-plane Gaussian which makes the assumption that the out-of-plane deviation of the point \( p_j \) is Gaussian with variance \( \sigma_{pl}^2 \). The geometry of both is illustrated in Fig. 5.20. The variance \( \sigma_{pl}^2 \) can be small since the MRF assumes the symmetrized out-of-plane Gaussian distribution only if two surfels are in the same segment and thus likely to be in the same plane.

Surfel locations and orientations are observed via the camera located at pose \( w^T_c \). This pose is the maximum likelihood estimate under the observed RGB-D frame as described in Sec. 5.2.3. Associations between observations located at pixels \((u, v)\) in the camera frame and surfels \( i \) comprising the map are established by transforming surfels into the camera frame and then projecting them under a given camera model \( \pi(\cdot) \) as is commonly done \[177\]:

\[
(u, v) = \pi(c^T w^T p_i).
\]

(5.46)
In a second step of occlusion reasoning, we prune associations if the probability of the associated surfel is too low under the observation distribution marginalized over the camera pose uncertainty as described in Sec. 5.2.3. Capturing the camera-frames at which observations of surfel \( i \) were taken in the set \( O_i \), we assume an iid Gaussian observation model for locations \( \{ x^p_j \}_{j \in O_i} \):

\[
p\left( \{ x^p_j \} | p_i \right) = \prod_{j \in O_i} \mathcal{N}(x^p_j; c^j T_w p_i, \Sigma_{p,j}) .
\]

where we have used the inferred camera poses \( \{ c^j T_w \}_{j \in O_i} \) at the camera frames the observations were taken. The observation covariances \( \Sigma_{p,j} \) are computed according to a realistic depth camera noise model [179] and marginalizing over the camera pose distribution as outlined in Sec. 5.2.3.

The surfel orientation observations \( \{ x^n_j \}_{j \in O_i} \) are assumed to be iid von-Mises-Fisher distributed:

\[
p(\{ x^n_j \}_{O_i} | n_i; \tau_O) = \prod_{j \in O_i} \text{vMF}(x^n_j; c^j R_w n_i, \tau_O),
\]

where we have used the inferred camera rotations \( \{ c^j R_w \}_{j \in O_i} \). We use the fast yet robust unconstrained scatter-matrix approach to surface normal extraction as outlined in Sec. 2.8. The effect of depth sensor noise on the surface normal estimation uncertainty is hard to analyze analytically. While we simply use a conservative observation concentration of \( \tau_O = 100 \), a more detailed model could be obtained with a controlled experiment similar to [179]. Additionally, because it is unclear how to marginalize over the rotation uncertainty, we keep \( \tau_O \) fixed independent of the camera pose distribution. A concentration of \( \tau_O = 100 \) makes the realistic assumption that 99% of the observed surface normals lie within a solid angle of about 18° around the true surface normal (see Sec. 2.6.3).

### 5.2.2 Sampling-based Inference over Map and Directional Segmentation

Having outlined the joint mapping and directional segmentation model in the previous section, we now turn to describing how to perform posterior inference on the model given observations \( \{ x^p, x^n, I_c \} \) from camera inferred camera poses \( x T_{c,j} \). As described in Sec. 5.2.1, inference of the map and of the directional segmentation conditions on the camera pose estimation which is explained in the next section.

Because the directional segmentation involves a Bayesian nonparametric Dirichlet process prior, inference can be performed using either MCMC-based techniques or variational inference (see Sec. 2.4). Here we choose to rely on Gibbs sampling, which in the limit of sampling guarantees samples from the true posterior distribution and allows the approximate computation of any expectation over the data such as the mean, uncertainty, or probabilities (see Sec. 2.2.2).
As outlined in Algorithm 16 the Gibbs sampler iterates sampling from the different conditional distributions of each random variable belonging to directional segmentation and surfel map. In the following we provide details on each of the conditional distributions and give guidance as to how to sample from them before detailing which expectations are computed from the samples to inform camera tracking.

Gibbs-sampling Conditionals

1: while more samples desired do
2: Update set of surfels, neighborhoods, and surfel observations
3: Sample surface normals \( n_i \sim p(n_i \mid p_i, p_{N_i}, \mu_{z_i}, \tau_{z_i}, \{x_j^m\}_{j \in O_i}) \) (Eq. (5.58))
4: Sample directional segmentation \( z_i \sim p(z_i \mid n_i, \mu, \tau; \alpha) \) (Eq. (5.59))
5: Sample directional clusters \( \mu_k, \tau_k \sim p(\mu_k, \tau_k \mid n, z, \mu_0, a, b) \) (Eq. (5.62))
6: Sample surfel locations \( p_i \sim p(p_i \mid n_i, p_{N_i}, z_i, z_{N_i}) \) (Eq. (5.69))
7: Update maximum likelihood estimates \( \hat{p}_i \) and \( \hat{n}_i \) for camera tracking
8: Update other statistics such as covariance estimates and entropy
9: end while

Algorithm 16: Gibbs-sampling algorithm for joint inference over surfel-based map and directional segmentation.

Sampling Normals \( n_i \) Via Bayes’ law, the conditional distribution of surfel direction \( n_i \) is proportional to the joint distribution over the position and surface normal of surfel \( i \) (Eq. (5.43)) times the observation model (Eq. (5.48)):

\[
p(n_i \mid \{x_j^m\}_O_i, z, \mu, \tau) \propto p(n_i, p_i \mid \mu_{z_i}, \tau_{z_i}, p_{N_i}, z)p(\{x_j^m\}_O_i \mid n_i, \tau_O) \\
\propto \nuMF(n_i; \mu_{z_i}, \tau_{z_i}) \prod_{j \in N_i} \mathcal{N}(n_j^T p_i; n_j^T p_j, \sigma_{pi}^2) \mathbf{1}_{z_i = z_j} \prod_{j \in O_i} \nuMF(x_j^m, c_j R_w n_i, \tau_O)
\]

(5.49)

The first factor stems from the directional Stata Center World mixture model, the second from the MRF capturing planarity of neighboring points, and the third from the surface normal observation model. At first glance it is not obvious how to sample from this distribution efficiently because of the out-of-plane Gaussian distributions:

\[
\prod_{j \in N_i} \mathcal{N}(n_j^T p_i; n_j^T p_j, \sigma_{pi}^2) \mathbf{1}_{z_i = z_j}.
\]

(5.50)

By analyzing this distribution we derive a close approximation that has the form of a \( \nuMF \) distribution which in turn makes the posterior over surface normals von-Mises-Fisher distributed and straightforward and efficient to sample.

The Gaussian distribution on out-of-plane deviations of neighboring points can be
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the true Bingham distribution around one of its two modes and the approximation with a von-Mises-Fisher distributions for different standard deviations of the Bingham distribution (in log scale). The distributions shown are evaluated on a great circle around the sphere leading through both antipodal modes. Note that for small standard deviations, both distributions are essentially uniform over the sphere as can be seen from the scale of the plot. For larger standard deviations, the approximation is close to the true distribution around the mode.

re-arranged as

\[ \prod_{j \in \mathcal{N}_i} N(\mathbf{n}^T_i \mathbf{p}_i; \mathbf{n}^T_j \mathbf{p}_j, \sigma^2_{ij})^{\mathbf{1}_{\mathbf{z}_i = \mathbf{z}_j}} \propto \exp \left( \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_i} \frac{-1}{\sigma_{ij}} \| \mathbf{n}^T_i (\mathbf{p}_j - \mathbf{p}_i) \|^2 \right) \]  
\[ \propto \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \mathbf{n}^T_i \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_i} \frac{\mathbf{1}_{\mathbf{z}_i = \mathbf{z}_j}}{\sigma_{ij}} (\mathbf{p}_i - \mathbf{p}_j)(\mathbf{p}_i - \mathbf{p}_j)^T \mathbf{n}_i \right) \]  
\[ = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \mathbf{n}^T_i S_{ij} \mathbf{n}_i \right). \]  

This distribution has the form of a Bingham distribution [23]. To keep in the realm of the von-Mises-Fisher distribution, we approximate this Bingham with a vMF distribution using the eigen decomposition of \( S_{ij} \) with eigenvalues \( \epsilon_1 < \epsilon_2 < \epsilon_3 \) and associated eigenvectors \( q_1, q_2, q_3 \):

\[ \exp\left( -\frac{1}{2} \mathbf{n}^T_i S_{ij} \mathbf{n}_i \right) \approx \exp\left( \frac{2\epsilon_2\epsilon_3}{\epsilon_2 + \epsilon_3} \mathbf{q}^T_i \mathbf{n}_i \right) \propto \text{vMF}(\mathbf{n}_i; q_1, \frac{2\epsilon_2\epsilon_3}{\epsilon_2 + \epsilon_3}). \]  

The Bingham can model more complex distributions than the vMF and it would be interesting to extend this model and the inference to use Bingham instead of vMF distributions. However, the vMF is sufficiently expressive to capture flat and uniformly round surface geometries. The approximation is very close to the Bingham for planar surfaces with a peaked surface normal distribution. At corners the Bingham can capture the resulting anisotropy in the surface normal distribution while the isotropic vMF distribution has to approximate the true density with a smaller concentration. In practice, since \( S_{ij} \) incorporates only neighbors in the same directional segment (which are therefore likely to lie roughly in the same plane), we find the approximation to work well. Figure 5.21 shows the approximation for several realistic standard deviations of the Bingham distribution. The derivation can be found in Appendix D.0.3.
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Under this approximation the posterior over surface normal $n_i$ is indeed von-Mises-Fisher:

$$p(n_i \mid \{x_j^0\}_{i \in \mathcal{O}_i}, z, \mu, \tau, \tau_0) \propto p(\{x_j^0\}_{i \in \mathcal{O}_i} \mid n_i, \tau_0) p(n_i \mid \mu_i, P_{N_i}, \mu_z, \tau_z)$$

$$= \exp \left( \sum_{j \in \mathcal{O}_i} n_i^T w R_{c,j} x_j^0 \tau_{O,j} + n_i^T \mu_z \tau_z - \frac{1}{2} n_i^T S_{ij} n_i \right)$$

$$= \exp \left( n_i^T \left( \sum_{j \in \mathcal{O}_i} w R_{c,j} x_j^0 \tau_{O,j} + \mu_z \tau_z + \frac{2 \alpha \sigma^2}{\epsilon^2 + \epsilon_3} q_1 \right) \right)$$

$$\propto \text{vMF}(n_i; \theta, \|\theta\|_2)$$

where $\theta = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{O}_i} w R_{c,j} x_j^0 \tau_{O,j} + \mu_z \tau_z + \frac{2 \alpha \sigma^2}{\epsilon^2 + \epsilon_3} q_1$. (5.58)

An efficient method for sampling from a von-Mises-Fisher distribution is outlined in Sec. 2.6.3.

**Sampling Directional Segmentation Labels $z_i$** We use the Chinese restaurant process (CRP) representation of the Dirichlet process since it lends itself to straightforward sampling-based inference. While other approaches have been proposed such as the sub-cluster split/merge algorithm [42, 224] we find that the CRP inference converges sufficiently fast when combined with the MRF for label smoothness. The posterior for the directional segmentation label of surfel $i$ is:

$$p(z_i \mid \pi, \{z_j\}_{j \in \mathcal{N}_i}, \mu, \tau) \propto \text{MRF}_z(N_i, \lambda) \begin{cases} N_k \text{vMF}(n_i; \mu_k, \tau_K) & \text{for } k \leq K \\ \alpha p(n_i; G_0) & \text{for } k = K + 1 \end{cases}$$

$$\text{MRF}_z(N_i, \lambda) \propto \exp \left( \lambda \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_i} 1_{z_i = z_j} - \lambda |N_i| \right),$$

where $N_k$ is the number of surfels associated to cluster $k$ excepting the $i$th surfel, $\alpha$ is the Dirichlet process concentration and $\lambda$ is the weight of the MRF contribution. The marginal distribution of surface normal $n_i$ under the prior on the vMF component distribution, $p(n_i; G_0)$, can be derived in closed form for the vMF prior parameters $\alpha = 1$ and $0 < b < 1$ in $D = 3$ dimensions (see Sec. 2.6.3):

$$p(n_i; \mu_0, a = 1, b) = \frac{b \tau}{2 \pi^2} \frac{\exp \left( b \tau \mu^T \mu_0 \right)}{\tan \left( \frac{b \tau}{2} \right) \sinh(\tau)}.$$

The parameters of the prior are the directional mode $\mu_0$ and $a$ and $b$ where $a$ can be understood as pseudo-counts and $b$ as the concentration mode. In practice $z_i$ is in $\{1, \ldots, K\}$ (and not infinite as the DP prior formulation might suggest), thus making it possible to compute the unnormalized probability density value of Eq. 5.59 for each $k \in \{1, \ldots, K + 1\}$. After normalization such that the values sum to 1, the inversion method is used to sample from this categorical distribution.

**Sampling von-Mises-Fisher Mixture Component Parameters $\mu_k$ and $\tau_k$** Given sampled normals $n_i$ assigned to von-Mises-Fisher clusters via labels $z_i$ the posterior over the $k$th vMF mixture component mode $\mu_k$ and concentration $\tau_k$ is:

$$p(\mu_k, \tau_k \mid n, z; \mu_0, b, a = 1) \propto p(\mu_k, \tau_k; \mu_0, b, a = 1) \prod_{i \in I_k} p(n_i \mid \mu_k, \tau_k)$$

$$\propto p(\mu_k, \tau_k \mid \tilde{\mu}_k, \tilde{\tau}_k)$$

(5.63)
where \( I_k \) collects all surfels associated to cluster \( k \). The updated parameters \( \hat{a}_k \) and \( \hat{b}_k \) are computed as

\[
\hat{a}_k = a + |I_k|, \quad \hat{b}_k = \|\theta\|_2, \quad \hat{\mu}_k = [\theta], \quad \theta = \sum_{i \in I_k} n_i + b\mu_0.
\] (5.64)

See Sec. 2.6.3 for more details.

**Sampling Locations** \( p_i \). Conditioned on point observations \( \{x_j^P\}_{j \in O_i} \), and a surfel’s neighborhood \( N_i \), its position is distributed as:

\[
p(p_i \mid \{x_j^P\}, n_i, p_{N_i}, z) \propto \prod_{j \in N_i} \Psi_{ij} \prod_{j \in O_i} p(x_j^P \mid p_i)
\] (5.65)

\[
\propto \prod_{j \in N_i} (N(n_i^T p_i; n_j^T p_j, \sigma_{pi}^2))N(n_j^T p_j; n_i^T p_i, \sigma_{pj}^2))^{z_{ij}} \prod_{j \in O_i} N(x_j^P; c_j T_w p_i, \Sigma_{p,j}),
\] (5.66)

where the observation model is Gaussian with a observation dependent covariance \( \Sigma_{p,j} \), as described in Sec. 5.2.3. The symmetrized out-of-plane Gaussian distribution in the MRF potential may be rearranged as

\[
N(n_i^T p_i; n_i^T p_j, \sigma_{pi}^2)N(n_j^T p_j; n_i^T p_i, \sigma_{pj}^2) \propto \exp \left( \frac{1}{2\sigma_{pi}} p_i^T (n_i n_i^T + n_j n_j^T) p_i \right)
\] (5.67)

\[
+ \frac{1}{2\sigma_{pj}} p_j^T (n_i n_i^T + n_j n_j^T) p_j
\] (5.68)

to reveal a degenerate Gaussian. This can be handled in information form with information matrix \( I_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sigma_{pi}^2} (n_i n_i^T + n_j n_j^T) \) and the scaled mean \( I_{ij} p_j \). Since the individual distributions are all Gaussian the posterior over surfel location \( p_i \) is also Gaussian [34] with the following mean and variance:

\[
p(p_i \mid \{x_j^P\}, n_i, p_{N_i}, z) \propto N(p_i; \tilde{\mu}_i, \tilde{\Sigma}_i)
\] (5.69)

\[
\tilde{\Sigma}_i = \left( \sum_{j \in O_i} w R_{c,j} \Sigma_{p,j}^{-1} c_j R_w + \sum_{j \in N_i} 1_{z_i = j} I_{ij} \right)^{-1}
\] (5.70)

\[
\tilde{\mu}_i = \tilde{\Sigma}_i \left( \sum_{j \in O_i} w R_{c,j} \Sigma_{p,j}^{-1} c_j R_w x_j^P + \sum_{j \in N_i} 1_{z_i = j} I_{ij} p_j \right).
\] (5.71)

Note that there is always at least one observation associated with a point \( \{O_i \} \) and therefore the inversion to compute the variance is always determined. For efficiency reasons we keep track of the sums over observations and do not keep around all individual observations. The downside to this approach is that the pose from which observations were taken are baked into the sums and cannot be updated given later pose corrections. Since we do not currently re-estimate older camera poses, this is not a problem.
Expectations and Estimates Computed from Samples

In the limit of sampling from the Markov chain constructed via the Gibbs-sampler described in the first part of this section, samples are by construction guaranteed to be drawn from the true joint posterior distribution over surfel map and directional segmentation. In the Bayesian approach these samples are used to perform Monte Carlo integration of arbitrary expectations of the random variables (see Sec. 2.2). In the limit Monte Carlo integration converges to the true expectation via the law of large numbers:

\[
\mathbb{E}_x [f(x)] = \int_X f(x)p(x) \, dx = \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} f(\xi_i) \text{ where } \xi_i \sim p(x). \tag{5.72}
\]

While in practice we only have a finite amount of samples that are only approximately drawn from the true distribution since we sample only for a finite amount of time, we can still compute useful approximate expectations from them. Intuitively, since in this application most marginal distributions \( p(\pi_i) \) or \( p(n_i) \) are strongly concentrated about a single mode, the estimation converges quite quickly. In our experiments in the order of ten samples were sufficient to get usable estimates for real-time camera tracking as described in Sec. 5.2.3.

**Surfel Location \( \pi_i \)** Given a set of samples \( \{\xi_i^p\}_{i} \) from the distribution of surfel locations \( \pi_i \), we keep track of the sufficient statistics of a Gaussian:

\[
|S_i|, \quad \bar{\pi}_i = \sum_{j \in S_i} \xi_j^p, \quad O_{\pi_i} = \sum_{j \in S_i} \xi_j^p \xi_j^{pT}. \tag{5.73}
\]

This allows the estimation of mean and variance of the surfel location:

\[
\bar{\pi}_i = \mathbb{E}_{\pi_i} [\pi_i] \approx \frac{\bar{\pi}_i}{|S_i|}, \quad \bar{\Sigma}_{\pi_i} = \text{Var} (\pi_i) \approx \frac{1}{|S_i|} O_{\pi_i} - \bar{\pi}_i \bar{\pi}_i^T. \tag{5.74}
\]

Given the first two moments of the underlying true distribution of \( \pi_i \), the maximum entropy distribution is Gaussian with those moments. Therefore, the entropy computed from these estimates is an upper bound on the true entropy of the point distribution:

\[
H(\pi_i) \leq \frac{3}{2} \log(2\pi e) + \frac{1}{2} \log |\bar{\Sigma}_{\pi_i}|. \tag{5.75}
\]

This computable bound on entropy serves as a scalar indicator of uncertainty in the estimate of the surfel location. It is crucial to realize that samples from the distribution of \( \pi_i \) are not samples from a Gaussian distribution, even though the conditional distribution in the Gibbs sampler is.

For camera pose estimation as outlined in Sec. 5.2.3, the estimated means and covariances are used once the entropy of \( \pi_i \) has converged. Before that we use the initial point location and uncertainty. Since these estimates converge within a few frames, the procedure is similar to the delayed addition of points to the map commonly employed in related 3D reconstruction systems.
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Surfel Orientation $n_i$ From the surfel orientation samples $\{\xi_j^n\}_{j \in O_i}$ we accumulate the following statistics:

$$|S_i|, \quad \mathbf{n}_i = \sum_{j \in S_i} \xi_j^n. \quad (5.76)$$

This allows us to compute the mode of a von-Mises-Fisher distribution as the surface normal estimate to be used for camera tracking purposes:

$$\hat{n}_i = [\mathbf{n}_i]. \quad (5.77)$$

We do not currently use the fact that these statistics are sufficient to estimate the vMF concentration (see Sec. 2.6.3) and the entropy of the surfel orientation.

Surfel Segment Label $z_i$ To compute the most likely directional segment of surfel $i$ we would ideally keep a count of the number of times the surfel is assigned to each directional cluster via label $z_i$. Since the number of clusters keeps growing and we aim for this estimation to be efficient for large numbers of surfels, we only keep track of the $K = 3$ most likely cluster assignments incrementally. The most likely surfel segment is used by the camera tracker to guide measurement selection as described in Sec. 5.2.3.

Surfel Intensity Value $I_i$ Another property that we estimate using surfel position samples is the gray-scale and RGB intensity of the surfel. Given camera poses the expected surfel intensity is

$$\bar{I}_i = \mathbb{E}_{p_i}[I_c(\pi(c^jT_w p_i))] \approx \frac{1}{|S_i|} \sum_{j \in S_i} I_c(\pi(c^jT_w \xi_j)) \quad (5.78)$$

In practice we collect the sum over observed intensity values for the current sample $\xi_i$ across all frames that observed $p_i$ to estimate the intensity. Note that the common approach of computing the average over the intensity of the most likely surfel location (as opposed to the sample locations) does not capture the inherent uncertainty of the point location. In fact using the surfels, we could compute the variance of the surfel intensity as implied by uncertainty in its location.

5.2.3 Direction-aware Camera Pose Estimation

After having explained Gibbs-sampling inference for the joint distribution over map and directional segmentation, and how to compute estimates for surfel locations, orientations and segment labels, we now turn to realtime localization. Note that while we use the familiar notation for surfel properties, in practice sample-based estimates of the quantities are used. These are computed as described in the previous section.

For a given association $A$ between observations $\{x^p, I_c\}$ and surfels the posterior over the camera pose $wT_c$ under the proposed model is proportional to the likelihood of point observations $x^p$ and photometric intensities in the form of the current gray-scale image $I_c$ as:

$$p(wT_c \mid \{s_i\}, \{x^p, I_c\}) \propto p(\{x^p, I_c\} \mid wT_c, \{s_i\}) \quad (5.79)$$

$$= p(\{x^p\} \mid wT_c, \{p_i, n_i\}) p(\{I_c\} \mid wT_c, \{I_i, p_i\}) \quad (5.80)$$

$$= \prod_{i \in A} \mathcal{N}(n_i^T wT_c x^p_i; \tilde{n}_i T_c p_i, \sigma_{p_i}^2) \mathcal{N}(I_c(\pi(wT_c^{-1} p_i)); I_i, \sigma_f) \quad (5.81)$$
where $\pi(\cdot)$ is the camera model projection function from 3D point in camera coordinates to the image space. The form of this camera pose posterior encapsulates the assumption that the point-to-plane deviations and the photometric errors are Gaussian distributed conditioned on the camera transformation $wT_c$. The parameter $\lambda_f$ weighs the contribution of the photometric with respect to the geometric term.

In general the posterior in Eq. (5.79) might be multi-modal and hard to characterize fully. Any global localization scheme would essentially seek to explore all modes in order to detect what is commonly called loop closure. We will use the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [207] to locally find the most likely camera pose starting from a previous pose. ICP alternates between updating the associations $\mathcal{A}$ between map and observations and updating the camera pose. The associations are obtained by rendering the surfel map from the current camera pose estimate [177]. ICP can be understood as performing alternating joint optimization over data association and camera pose. The success of this local camera tracking method shows that the posterior distribution generally does have a clear mode close to the mode characterized by the previous frame.

For each observed RGBD frame we run the iterative closest point algorithm to find a local optimum of the camera pose as well as data association between the observations and the global map surfels. The optimization of the camera pose given data association amounts to maximizing the negative log likelihood of the camera pose:

$$
 wT_c^* = \arg\min_{wT_c \in \text{SE}(3)} f_{\text{p2pl}}(wT_c) + \lambda_f f_{\text{photo}}(wT_c)
$$

This cost function is the commonly used combined point-to-plane (p2pl) and photometric (photo) cost function [250]. Both cost functions $f(\cdot)$ can be formulated as sums over squared error terms.

One strategy to derive the maximum likelihood camera pose estimate is to Taylor-expand the error terms around the current transformation estimate:

$$
 f(\cdot) = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{A}} \|e_i(T)\|^2 + \sum_{i \in \mathcal{A}} \|e_i(T) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} e_i(T\text{Exp}(\omega))\omega\|^2 = \|J\omega - b\|^2,
$$

where we have collected the individual derivatives and error terms into the rows of $J$ and $b$ respectively. The variable $\omega \in \mathfrak{se}(3)$ is a small perturbation of the transformation in the tangent space to $\text{SE}(3)$ at the current estimate of the transformation $T$. Specifically, row $i$ in $J$ and $b$ have the values:

$$
 J_i = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} e_i(T\text{Exp}(\omega)), \quad b_i = -e_i(T).
$$

Then the least-squares solution for the (small) motion $\omega$ along the manifold $\text{SE}(3)$ is

$$
 \omega = (JTJ)^{-1}JTb.
$$

An efficient implementation will exploit that $JTJ \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6}$ and $JTb \in \mathbb{R}^6$ can be computed by accumulating the contributions of the individual error terms as

$$
 JTJ = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{A}} J_i^T J_i, \quad JTb = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{A}} J_i^T b_i.
$$
The contributions of the different cost functions are weighted according to different weights (here $\lambda_I$) and accumulated into a single $J^T J$ and $J^T b$ to solve for the overall most likely pose change $\omega$ via Eq. (5.85). The pose is updated by taking a $\omega$ step in the tangent space of $\text{SE}(3)$ and mapping back onto $\text{SE}(3)$ via the exponential map (see Sec. 2.7.2):

$$T_{t+1} = \text{Exp}_T(\omega) = T_t \text{Exp}(\omega).$$ (5.87)

In the following we give the error functions and derivatives for the different cost function terms.

**Point-to-Plane Alignment Contribution** The point-to-plane cost function penalizes the out of plane deviation of an observed point $wT_c x_i^p$. The surfel is located at $p_i$ and has orientation $n_i$:

$$f_{p2pi} = \sum_{i \in A} \frac{1}{\sigma_{p2pi,i}} \| n_i^T (wT_c x_i^p - p_i) \|^2_2$$ (5.88)

= \sum_{i \in A} \frac{1}{\sigma_{p2pi,i}} \| n_i^T (wT_c x_i^p - p_i) + n_i^T \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} (wT_c \text{Exp}(\omega) x_i^p) \omega \|^2_2. \quad (5.89)

Following the aforementioned strategy we can derive the rows of $J$ and $b$ as:

$$J_i = \frac{1}{\sigma_{p2pi,i}} \left( -[x_i^p]_x^T c^{-1} R_w n_i \ c R_w n_i \right) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{p2pi,i}} \left( x_i^p \times (c R_w n_i) \ c R_w n_i \right)$$ (5.90)

$$b_i = -\frac{1}{\sigma_{p2pi,i}} n_i^T (wT_c x_i^p - p_i).$$ (5.91)

See Appendix D.0.4 for the full derivation.

**Photometric Alignment Contribution** The photometric error is the difference between the surfel intensity $I$ at the surfel location $p_i$ in world coordinates and its current observed intensity $I_c$. The current estimate of the camera pose $wT_c$ is used to transform the point into the camera frame before projecting it into the image plane using the camera projection function $\pi(\cdot)$.

$$f_{\text{photo}} = \sum_{i \in A} \frac{1}{\sigma_f} \| I_c (\pi(wT_c p_i)) - I_i \|^2_2$$ (5.92)

= \sum_{i \in A} \frac{1}{\sigma_f} \| I_c + \nabla I_c \frac{\partial \pi(x)}{\partial x} \frac{\partial (wT_c \text{Exp}(\omega) - 1) p_i}{\partial \omega} \omega - I_i \|^2_2. \quad (5.93)

Again, the rows of $b$ can be read of directly whereas the derivation of the rows of $J$ is more involved and left to Appendix D.0.5:

$$J_i = \frac{1}{\sigma_f} \nabla I_c \frac{\partial \pi(p)}{\partial p} \left( [wR_c^T (p_i - wT_c)]_x - I \right)$$ (5.94)

$$b_i = \frac{1}{\sigma_f} (I_i - I_c).$$ (5.95)
The image gradient $\nabla I_c$ is computed numerically using convolution. The derivative of the camera projection under the pinhole camera model is:

$$\frac{\partial \pi(p)}{\partial p} = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{L_x}{p_z} & 0 & -\frac{p_x}{p_z^2} f_u \\ 0 & \frac{L_y}{p_z} & -\frac{p_y}{p_z^2} f_v \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.96)

Note that more complicated camera models with distortion can also be utilized by using the appropriate projection function.

**Uncertainty of the ICP Transformation Estimate**  As introduced in this section, ICP seeks to maximize the negative log likelihood of the data under the pose of the camera. As shown in Eq. (5.85) the maximum likelihood estimator is equivalent to the least squares estimate $\omega = (J^T J)^{-1} J^T b$. The Fisher information matrix of the estimator is $J^T J$, as previously noted by Kerl et al. [135]. The Cramer-Rao bound [51] then states that the actual variance of the estimate is lower-bound by the inverse of the Fisher information matrix:

$$\text{Var}(\omega) \geq (J^T J)^{-1} \triangleq \Sigma_{\text{ICP}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.97)

This means that independent of the pose estimate, purely due to the observe data, the variance of the estimate $\omega$ can never decrease below $(J^T J)^{-1}$. Ignoring higher-order moments, we may understand $\omega$ as distributed according to a Gaussian with mean $(J^T J)^{-1} J^T b$ and variance of at least $(J^T J)^{-1}$. This means the entropy of the estimate can be lower-bound via

$$H(\omega) \geq H(\mathcal{N}((J^T J)^{-1} J^T b, (J^T J)^{-1}))$$

$$\geq 3 \log(2 \pi e) - \frac{1}{2} \log \left| J^T J \right|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.98)

(5.99)

The task of the perception system is then to improve the lower-bound on the true variance, and entropy to enable more certain estimates (even if the estimate might not actually be more certain). To save computational resources, one would like to select the smallest set of observations to minimize the entropy lower-bound. Since this is a hard problem to solve exactly, most approaches rely on greedy strategies of sequentially picking the next observation $J_i$ that minimizes the conditional entropy given the set of already chosen observations $J_N$. The conditional entropy of a set of data comprised in $J_N$ and a new $J_i$ is:

$$H(J_i | J_N) = H(J_{N+i}) - H(J_N) = -\frac{1}{2} \log \left| J_{N+i}^T J_{N+i} \right| + \frac{1}{2} \log \left| J_N^T J_N \right|$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \frac{|J_i^T J_i|}{|J_{N+i}^T J_{N+i}|} \right) = \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} J_j^T J_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} J_j^T J_{N+j} J_{N+j}^T J_i} \right)$$

$$= -\frac{1}{2} \log \left( 1 + J_i \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} J_j^T J_j \right)^{-1} J_i^T \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.100)

(5.101)

(5.102)
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Figure 5.22: Intuition about constraints on the ICP cost function depending on the geometry of the map.

Note that $J_i$ is a column vector. An efficient incremental technique for computing the inverse of $\sum_j J_i^TJ_j = C$ after adding $J_i^TJ_i = D$ was described by Miller [166]:

$$ (C + D)^{-1} = C^{-1} - \frac{1}{1 + \text{tr}(DC^{-1})} C^{-1} DC^{-1}. \quad (5.103) $$

Even the greedy approach is still computationally expensive since it requires the evaluation of all conditional entropies for each next data point choice. Instead we choose to randomly select a set of planes with diverse directional distribution and strong texture gradients as outlined next.

Direction-aware ICP Here we analyze the point-to-plane cost function for ICP given in Eq. (5.88) to motivate the use of direction-aware ICP. As depicted in Fig. 5.22, if the map consists of just a single plane, there are three unconstrained degrees of freedom in the point-to-plane cost function: rotation about the surface normal direction, and in-plane translation. Adding a second plane with non-negligible orientation difference constrains the solution up to one degree of freedom in translation along the direction of the plane intersection. Once the map consists of at least three planes with different orientation the point-to-plane cost function is fully constrained. Intuitively, this suggests that choosing a diverse set of orientations among the planes used for ICP leads to a well constrained local optimum and hence camera tracking.

We utilize the directional segmentation of the map under the Stata Center World model to guide the plane measurement selection for ICP. Instead of picking plane observations uniformly from the depth image (either all or at random), we pick plane observations uniformly across the different observable directional segments. Additionally, we sort the surfels in each directional segment by their image gradient strength to bias towards visually distinct surfels which are expected to help photometric alignment.

From an uncertainty standpoint the intuition is that to reduce uncertainty in all six pose parameters, we would like to add measurements such that the eigenvalues
of the information matrix $J^T J$ are uniformly increased. One simple (yet suboptimal) strategy to achieve this is to add a diverse set of $J_i^T J_i$ with large magnitude to the information matrix. Due to the strong dependence of the $J_i$ of the point-to-plane cost function on the surface normal orientation (see Eq. (5.90)) choosing a directionally diverse set of surfel observations contributes more to decrease the uncertainty uniformly than choosing surfels with less diversity. For example, if only surfels with one or two distinct directions are used the information matrix of the point-to-plane cost function is singular. This is because one or two eigenvalues of the translation component remain 0: $(J^T J)_{\text{trans}} = N_{nn} n n^T$ is rank one and hence has two zero eigenvalues and $(J^T J)_{\text{trans}} = N_a n_a n_a^T + N_b n_b n_b^T$ for two different directions $n_a$ and $n_b$ is rank two and thus has one zero eigenvalue.

For the photometric contribution to the Fisher information matrix, while there certainly is a dependence on the orientation of the image gradient, a simpler dependency is on the norm of the image gradient. Since it is computationally expensive to perform directional analysis of the image gradient statistics each frame, we instead simply utilize the image gradient norm by sorting all putative surfels in a directional segment by the image gradient norm. High gradients contribute more information to the Fisher information matrix as may be verified in Eq. (5.94). We observe that this combined information driven surfel observation selection strategy yields accurate and efficient camera tracking as described in Sec. 5.2.5.

Our variant of ICP, outlined in Algorithm 17, incrementally adds planes to the cost function until low enough uncertainty is reached. Planes are chosen in a round-robin style from each of the Stata Center World segments in order of decreasing surfel texture gradient strength. We only update the entropy every $K$ (the number of currently instantiated DP-vMF clusters) new data points to determine convergence of ICP. The second criteria used is a threshold on the smallest eigenvalue of the Fisher information matrix. Since the inverse of the Fisher information matrix lower-bounds the true variance of the estimator, this criterion enforces that the largest best-case variance is below some threshold. We find that this second criterion is effective in ensuring efficient yet high quality camera tracking. Similar to the approach by Dellaert et al. [58], the proposed ICP variant selectively integrates informative observations. As in [58] this decreases the number of necessary observations in practice and thus speeds up camera tracking.

Uncertainty Propagation into Observation Uncertainty The inverse of the Fisher information matrix is only a lower bound on the actual variance on the camera pose. We nevertheless propagate this uncertainty into the measurement uncertainty. Incorporating only the best-case uncertainty will lead to overconfident inference, but it is better than not propagating uncertainty and thus assuming full certainty.

The observation of surfel location $p_i$ in the camera coordinate system via the point $x_{pi}^c$ is affected by two noise sources: (1) the noise of the sensing process captured by Gaussian noise with variance $\Sigma_{\text{data}}$ computed according to a realistic depth camera model and (2) uncertainty $\Sigma_{\omega T_c}$ in the camera pose estimate $\omega T_c$. Due to the formulation of
Algorithm 17: Direction-aware incremental ICP. Surfels are added to the ICP estimator incrementally until a threshold on the uncertainty is reached. The selection of surfels is performed uniformly across the different directional segments and biased towards high image gradient surfels.

ICP the uncertainty in the pose estimate is expressed as a Gaussian in the tangent space to SE(3) at \( wT_c \). Therefore the noise model is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega & \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_{\omega_T}) \\
\epsilon & \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_{\epsilon_T}) \\
x_j^p & = (\text{Exp}(\omega)wT_c)^{-1}p_i + \epsilon
\end{align*}
\]  

By linearising around the current pose estimate we obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_j^p & = \partial x_j^p / \partial \omega \bigg|_{\omega=0} \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right) + \partial x_j^p / \partial \epsilon \bigg|_{\omega=0} \omega + \epsilon \\
& = \partial x_j^p / \partial \epsilon \bigg|_{\omega=0} \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right) \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right) - I \omega + \epsilon \\
& = \partial x_j^p / \partial \epsilon \bigg|_{\omega=0} \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right) \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right) - I \omega + \epsilon
\end{align*}
\]  

From this we read off the distribution of \( x_j^p \):

\[
x_j^p \sim \mathcal{N}(\partial x_j^p / \partial \omega \bigg|_{\omega=0} \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right), \Sigma_{\omega_{(wT_c)^{-1}p_i}} + \partial x_j^p / \partial \epsilon \bigg|_{\omega=0} \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right) \left((wT_c\text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p_i\right) - I)
\]

Therefore we add to the noise model of the RGB-D camera the projected covariance matrix of the camera pose estimate.

A surface normal observation \( x_j^p \) is similarly exposed to noise from the sensing process as well as to noise of the camera pose rotation estimate. There is no straightforward derivation for how the camera rotation noise influences the observation concentration \( \tau_O \). This derivation is hard because of the different distributions involved: Gaussian sensing noise, Gaussian camera pose noise and von-Mises-Fisher noise on the surface normals. We therefore simply choose \( \tau_O \) conservatively low.
5.2.4 Implementation

In practice, to use the proposed approach we architect a multi-threaded system as depicted in Fig. 5.23. The main five threads are (1) a real-time data acquisition, camera tracking and observation extraction thread, (2) a nearest neighborhood graph builder thread and (3-5) three Gibbs sampler threads. As shown in the diagram, camera tracking utilizes RGBD frames and the current most likely estimate of the segmentation and surfel map to infer the current camera pose $w^Tc$. To be able to deal with fast motions we perform photometric rotational pre-alignment of the current RGBD frame against the previous frame as described below. Given the pose, a set of new surfels and observations of existing map-surfels are extracted from the RGBD frame. The new surfels are appended to the map and incorporated into the nearest neighborhood graph by the graph builder thread. The observations of existing surfels are incorporated into the statistics associated with the respective surfel as described in Sec. 5.2.2.

The Gibbs sampler threads produce samples from the joint map and segmentation posterior and provide maximum a-posteriori estimates of the surfel map and segmentation to the camera tracker. Due to the structure of the Gibbs sampling algorithm it is straightforward to split the sampler into three threads each sampling (at its own speed) from the respective posterior given samples from the other threads. Since each thread produces one set of variables that is consumed by the others, no explicit thread synchronization is implemented. The parallel execution of a Gibbs sampler and implications on theoretical guarantees have been investigated in literature under the term Hogwild Gibbs sampling [126].
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Observation Extraction  The observation extraction algorithm seeks to add new surfels by uniformly sampling so-far unobserved surfaces. To improve camera tracking quality we add a bias towards sampling high gradient surface areas similar to [67]. To perform this sampling efficiently, the algorithm first projects all surfel locations into the current camera view. This rendering directly allows associating new observations to existing map surfels.

While our model makes the assumption that observations of the same surfel are independent conditioned on the camera pose and the surfel location, this is not true in practice. Since this assumption is violated, incorporating every single observation of a surfel may lead the system to become overconfident in the surfels location. To mitigate this effect, we randomly sample a subset of observations to take at each new frame. This has the effect of taking fewer observations of each surfel with some temporal distance between samples thus violating the assumption of conditional independence less.

Data Association and Occlusion Reasoning  From a given camera pose estimate, data association between observed RGB and depth image pixels and the surfel-map is obtained by projecting surfel locations into the camera using the OpenGL rendering pipeline. Each surfel is rendered as a colored point, where the 24 bits of RGB color value are used to encode the ID of a surfel. This rendering yields putative associations which might still be wrong due to occlusions and the observation of the back side of a surfel. The angle between viewing direction and surfel normal is used for back-face culling which takes care of the latter incorrect associations.

Occlusion reasoning explicitly takes into account the uncertainty of the camera pose estimate as well as measurement uncertainty. Along a viewing ray \( r_j \) the depth uncertainty of an observed depth value \( x^d_j \) is obtained by projecting the 3D point uncertainty (see Sec. 5.2.3) onto the viewing ray:

\[
\sigma^2_{d_j} = r_j^T (\Sigma_{O,j} + J_w T_c \Sigma_T J_w^T ) r_j .
\]  

(5.111)

We reject an association if the difference between observed depth \( x^d_j \) and the predicted depth of the associated surfel exceeds the predicted standard deviation \( \sigma_{d_j} \) by some factor. Theoretically 99.7% of observations should be within \( \pm 3\sigma_{d_j} \). In practice, the estimated variance is overly confident most likely due to the over-confident pose variance estimate (see Sec. 5.2.3) and we therefore use a factor of 20 to yield robust occlusion reasoning. The robustness of the occlusion reasoning is important since eliminating correct associations leads the system to add unnecessary surfels.

k-Nearest-Neighbor Graph Building and Maintenance  The graph building thread uses the initial observed location of all surfels to maintain a k-nearest-neighbor graph over surfels based on the negative log MRF potential in Eq. (5.45). This is an approximation to the directed graph that could be obtained by connecting all surfels within some distance. Retaining only the top \( k \) closest (under the potential) surfels improves algorithm efficiency without notable differences in the reconstruction results. The thread has two states: (1) incorporating a new surfel and (2) revisiting and potentially updating the nearest neighbors of already incorporated surfels. Revisiting existing surfels
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is important to maintain the proper nearest neighbors when adding new surfels as well as pruning bad surfels (as described below). In practice if no new surfels are to be processed the thread randomly picks surfels to revisit. In both cases the graph builder thread incrementally computes distances to all other surfels in the map while maintaining a \( k \)-sorted list of the closest surfels.

Pruning of noisy surfels facilitates efficient operation of the overall algorithm as well as a clean map. The map builder thread takes on this objective as well when it is revisiting existing surfels. For all surfels that have been in the map for at least \( \Delta t_{\text{map}} \) frames, before recomputing the nearest neighbors, it checks if the entropy of the surfel location exceeds a threshold or if the number of observations of the surfel is below some threshold. A surfel is also pruned if it still does not have a full set of nearest neighbors after \( \Delta t_{\text{map}} \).

In practice we construct the \( k = 12 \) nearest neighbor graph and consider another surfel only a neighbor if it is within 0.2 m. The initial grace period before considering pruning a surfel is \( \Delta t_{\text{map}} = 100 \) frames, the entropy threshold is \( \log \Sigma = -7.5 \) and the observation count threshold is 10.

**Photometric Rotational Pre-alignment** As in most state-of-the-art visual SLAM systems \([178, 250]\) we pre-align a new frame \( I_c \) by solving for the rotation that minimizes the photometric error to the previous frame \( I_p \) as introduced by Lovegrove \([156]\). Under pure rotational motion 3D structure is not needed to compute the location of a pixel from the previous frame in the current frame. It is sufficient to compute rotate the ray \( \pi^{-1}(u, v) \) into the coordinate system of the current camera via \( cR_p \) and to project the resulting ray back onto the image plane:

\[
(u_c, v_c) = \pi(cR_p\pi^{-1}(u, v)).
\]

(5.112)

This allows us to formulate the photometric error between the current and the previous frame as a function of the rotation between them as:

\[
f_{\text{photo}} = \sum_{u, v} \left\| I_c(\pi(cR_p\pi^{-1}(u, v))) - I_p(u, v) \right\|^2.
\]

(5.113)

By Taylor-expanding the error term to the first derivative, writing the linearized error term as a linear least squares problem we can solve for the rotation change \( \omega_R \) via the pseudo inverse in the same manner as in ICP. The rows of \( A \) and \( b \) of the linear system are:

\[
A_i = \nabla I_c \frac{\partial \pi(x)}{\partial x} \left( -cR_p[\pi^{-1}(u, v)] \right)
\]

(5.114)

\[
b_i = I_p - I_c.
\]

(5.115)

To speed up the process and to yield a wider basin of attraction, we perform this optimization on an image pyramid, starting at the highest level down to the first level. In practice we utilize pyramid level 3 down to 1 and ignore the lowest level, the full-resolution image. In building the image pyramid each higher level is half the resolution.
of the lower image. During pyramid construction a $9 \times 9$ Gaussian blur kernel is applied. The rotational pre-alignment takes $5ms$ using GPU acceleration. The resulting rotation $cR_p$ is applied to $wT_c$ before running ICP:

$$wR_c = wR_c^cR_p^T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.116)

**Multi-scale ICP** As described for the rotational pre-alignment, we also run direction-aware ICP on incrementally lower pyramid levels to improve the basin of attraction for camera tracking against the surfel-map. In practice we rely on the 1st and 0th pyramid level.

**Gibbs Posterior-sample Balancing** The usual setup for Gibbs sampling is batch processing where all data is available a priori. In the 3D reconstruction setting, data is obtained incrementally and the underlying state expands as well as new surfels are added to the joint distribution. Simple iterative or uniformly random posterior sampling of the individual conditional distributions means that new parts of the map are sample-starved. This means estimates for new surfel locations, orientations and segmentation are slow to converge. To mitigate this, we implement a random schedule that biases towards sampling parameters with low sample counts with a higher probability. The sampler iterates over all indices and for each samples the posterior with probability

$$\Pr (\text{sample from posterior } i) = 1 - \frac{\alpha + |S_i|}{\alpha + \sum_i |S_i|},$$

where $|S_i|$ is the number of samples drawn from posterior $i$ and $\alpha$ is a scalar count that can be increased to decrease the bias towards sampling low sample-count indices. Implementing this sample balancing mechanism is straightforward and creates little overhead since we only need to incrementally keep track of $|S_i|$ and $\sum_i |S_i|$.

#### 5.2.5 Evaluation and Results

In the following we evaluate the proposed direction-aware 3D reconstruction system on various challenging datasets quantitatively as well as qualitatively.

All experiments are performed on a machine with a Intel Xeon CPU with 16 cores at 2.4 GHz and a Nvidia GTX-1080 graphics card. As described in Sec. 5.2.4, the algorithm utilizes a total of 5 CPU cores for Gibbs sampling, camera tracking and nearest neighbor graph maintenance. The GPU is only utilized for the full-frame operations of $\text{SO}(3)$ pre-alignment and data preprocessing like smoothing input images, image pyramid construction, point cloud computation, and image gradient computation. Surface normals are computed only sparsely wherever needed.

**Qualitative Reconstructions and Directional Segmentation** In Figures 5.24 to 5.28 we show different layers of 3D reconstructions of different scenes obtained from the proposed system. Besides the 3D structure captured via the collection of surfels, the algorithm infers the RGB and grey-scale color of each surfel. The former is used for visualization purposes, the latter is used by ICP for the photometric contribution to
Figure 5.24: Different aspects of the inferred 3D reconstruction of an office area are visualized. Besides RGB color, grey-scale value, and directional segmentation, the entropy of each surfel's location using the hot colorscheme ("hotter" means higher). Notice how areas in the scene that have been observed from close-by or for longer have lower entropy, indicating better knowledge of the surfels location.
Figure 5.25: Different aspects of the inferred 3D reconstruction of a room corner are visualized. Besides RGB color, grey-scale value, and directional segmentation, the entropy of each surfel’s location using the hot colorscheme (“hotter” means higher). Notice how areas in the scene that have been observed from close-by or for longer have lower entropy, indicating better knowledge of the surfels location. The plot of the number of observations taken for each surfel corroborates this. The large dark green, yellow and purple directional clusters captures noisy parts of the reconstruction at corners and discontinuities.
Figure 5.26: Different aspects of the inferred 3D reconstruction of a desk area are visualized. Besides RGB color, grey-scale value, and directional segmentation, the entropy of each surfel's location using the hot colorscheme ("hotter" means higher). Notice how areas in the scene that have been observed from close-by or for longer have lower entropy, indicating better knowledge of the surfels location. The plot of the number of observations taken for each surfel corroborates this. Furthermore, notice the detail in the directional segmentation: the laptop to the right is segmented into its own two directional clusters for example. The large dark blue directional cluster captures noisy parts of the reconstruction at corners and discontinuities.
Figure 5.27: Different aspects of the inferred 3D reconstruction of the fr2.xyz dataset are visualized. See previous figures for description. Of note in this dataset is the large black cluster that captures all the non-planar parts of the scene. The besides the main “up” direction the sampling algorithm nevertheless captures also the finer details of the direction of the monitor as well as the keyboard.
Figure 5.28: Different aspects of the inferred 3D reconstruction of the fr2_desk dataset are visualized. See previous figures for description. Of note in this dataset is the large cluster that captures all the non-planar parts of the scene. The inferred model nevertheless also captures the main "up" direction, and finer details such as the direction of the monitor and the side of the desk.
Figure 5.29: Surfels and sample count statistics for the direction-aware SLAM system for the fr2.xyz dataset [229]. While the number of map-surfels keeps growing (slowly) as the scene is explored, the number of surfels that are currently observed depends more on the viewpoint. Of the surfels in view, the direction-aware SLAM system utilizes only a fraction for camera tracking. As displayed to the right, the sampling threads are able to keep up with the growth of the map, yielding ample samples per surfel to allow the computation of confident estimates of the surfel and segmentation distribution.

Algorithm Operation and Properties To give intuition for the operation of the algorithm, we discuss timings, surfel and sampling statistics collected during the reconstruction of the fr2.xyz dataset [229] displayed in Fig. 5.27. Figure 5.30 shows the runtime of different parts of the 3D reconstruction system. The plot to the left shows that the main camera tracking thread runs in less than 50ms per frame. The runtime of the sampling threads scales with the number of surfels in the map which grows as new scene parts are observed (see Fig. 5.29). Since the number of DP-vMF clusters scales with the complexity of the surface normal distribution, the samplers runtime is virtually constant for this scene. The bump in the timing of the main thread happens when the camera moves far away from the scene and ICP processes (see Fig. 5.30b) a lot more points to bring down the largest standard deviation as described in Sec. 5.2.3. The other algorithm components of the main thread are virtually constant time. The statistics in
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Figure 5.30: Timings of the direction-aware SLAM system during the reconstruction of the \textit{fr2.xyz} dataset [229]. To the left timings of the main threads running in parallel are shown (sampling $\mu$, $\tau$, and $z$ happens in one thread). While time for sampling all surfel parameters for the given map increases with the map size, both sampling the parameters $\mu$ and $\tau$ of the DP-vMF mixture model and camera tracking and observation extraction in the main thread have constant runtimes. As can be seen to the right, where the main thread’s components are timed, the spike in the runtime of the main thread is due to camera tracking. In this part of the dataset the camera is far from any structure and thus the algorithms collects more observations leading to slower camera tracking.

Fig. 5.29 show that while the number of surfels in the map keep growing, the sampling threads yield sufficient samples per surfel to compute credible statistics and estimates for reasoning about the underlying joint distribution of surels and segmentation. As can also be seen, the number of surfels utilized for camera tracking is usually less than 1000 surfels even if a magnitude more surfels are in view. This efficient ICP operation is enabled by the direction and gradient-aware selection of surfel observations.

On the same dataset, Fig. 5.31 compares direction-aware ICP against selecting observation points for ICP at random. Direction-guided observation selection leads to a lower uncertainty lower-bound. The maximum standard deviation extracted from the Fisher information matrix of the camera pose estimator is lower in hard-to-track phases of the dataset. This superior tracking is achieved with significantly fewer surfel observations. These two facts show the power of utilizing direction-guided measurement selection for ICP.

Ablation Study on \textit{fr2.xyz} To quantify the effect of utilizing the directional segmentation we perform an ablation study on the \textit{fr2.xyz} dataset [229] with groundtruth trajectory. Specifically we explore all possible combinations of the following three components of the system: (1) sampled map vs. standard surfel fusion, (2) direction-aware surfel observation selection or not, and (3) image gradient norm sorting of surfel observations or not. In the experiments with standard surfel fusion, the directional seg-
Figure 5.31: Comparison of direction-aware to random observation selection for ICP in terms of the lower-bound on the entropy of the pose estimate as well as the min and max standard deviations extracted from the Fisher information matrix. The direction-aware observation selection strategy leads to a better lower-bound on the true uncertainty of the pose estimate. The plot in the second row shows that the improved tracking uncertainty is obtained despite tracking fewer surfels. The statistics were obtained on the fr2.xyz dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surfel Fusion</th>
<th>Direction-aware Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direction &amp; Gradient</td>
<td>0.018m, 44.6ms</td>
<td>0.014m, 45.7ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction-aware</td>
<td>0.017m, 48.7ms</td>
<td>0.015m, 48.7ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>0.018m, 42.8ms</td>
<td>0.014m, 43.5ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.018m, 47.2ms</td>
<td>0.016m, 46.0ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: The ablation study presented in this table was conducted over the fr2.xyz dataset. The tracking accuracy is improved by using direction-aware mapping. The use of the directional segmentation and gradient norm for surfel observation selection further improves camera pose estimation.
mentation is inferred solely based on the surface normal observations. Table 5.3 shows camera tracking accuracy and algorithm timing on the fr2.xyz dataset for the eight different configurations. The use of direction-aware mapping vs. standard surfel fusion clearly improves tracking accuracy independent of the configuration of the observation selection of ICP. This leads to the conclusion that the underlying cause for the improved camera tracking accuracy is a higher quality map. Among the camera tracking configurations both direction-awareness and gradient sorting improve the tracking performance over just random selection. Interestingly as we will see next the accuracy improvement is achieved by utilizing fewer surfel observations.

**Camera Tracking Accuracy Comparison** We use the TUM indoor dataset [229] and the synthetic dataset by Handa et al. [99] to evaluate the camera tracking accuracy against groundtruth tracking data and compare our system to related 3D SLAM systems. Unfortunately the noise model used to simulate the synthetic dataset has very different artifacts than the one assumed herein. While we assume Kinect-like depth cameras with use triangulation for depth estimation, the dataset simulates time-of-flight (ToF) sensor noise such as found in the Kinect v2 camera. Specifically at depth discontinuities the simulated ToF noise manifests as large depth outliers anywhere between the actual depths and the minimum depth. Spurious surfel observations are added due to the aforementioned artifacts. This precludes any meaningful evaluation of the surface reconstruction accuracy. The camera tracking system is robust to such noise and we therefore report pose estimation accuracy in Table 5.4. As a measure for alignment accuracy we use the absolute trajectory error (ATE) which is the error between time-associated poses after aligning the estimated and the ground truth trajectory [229]. Table 5.4 demonstrates that the proposed nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system is on par or better than related algorithms in terms of camera trajectory estimation for datasets without the need for loop closures. The kt3 dataset is a hard dataset necessitating loop closure and the proposed system suffers from the lack of such capability. The related algorithms perform only slightly better on this challenging dataset.

**5.3 Discussion**

In the first section of this chapter, we introduced a branch-and-bound approach to global point cloud alignment with convergence guarantees, based on a Bayesian nonparametric point cloud and surface normal distribution representation and a novel tessellation of the rotation space. The method decouples translation and rotation via the use of surface normals, making it more efficient than previous joint approaches. Experiments demonstrate the robustness of the method to noisy real world data, partial overlap, and angular viewpoint differences. We expect that the proposed novel tessellation of \( S^3 \) will be useful in optimizing other functions over the space of rotations with theoretical guarantees using branch and bound. An efficient implementation of the proposed global alignment algorithm can be found at http://people.csail.mit.edu/jstraub/.

In the future it would be interesting to explore ways of guaranteeing global optimal-
Table 5.4: Comparison of the absolute trajectory error (ATE) in meters as defined in [229] of different SLAM systems for different synthetic datasets from the benchmark dataset by Handa et al. [99] (kt0-3) and the TUM indoor dataset [229]. Note that all other systems utilize loop-closure techniques to correct for drift and tracking errors. This explains the poor performance of the proposed algorithm on kt3 which necessitates loop closure capabilities.

ity for the proposed point cloud alignment approach. Currently there is no reasoning about which parts of the scene are actually co-observed leading to poor performance in the case of small overlap. Incorporating such reasoning in effect would amount to inference about the map and make the approach an instance of joint categorical SLAM. If higher accuracy and better performance on smooth shapes were required, using a sampling based inference method for fitting the Dirichlet process von-Mises-Fisher and Gaussian mixture models would likely improve the alignment at the detriment of speed.

Another avenue of research for global alignment would be to explore rapid alignment approaches based on matching directional clustering modes between frames for rotational alignment that could be obtained in closed form via the orthonormal Procrustes problem (see Sec. 2.7.3). Given a putative rotation the algorithm could then seek to match clusters of points projected onto their associated directional cluster (via their surface normal). Such matching could deliver translational alignment.

In the second part of this chapter, we have introduced the first nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system that jointly reasons about directional segmentation, a surfel-based world map, and the trajectory of a RGBD camera. We ascribe direction-awareness to the system since it utilizes the directional segmentation for its other tasks as opposed to inferring the segmentation without further purpose. A key contribution is the proposed map formulation which establishes a connection between scene-wide directional segmentation and local surface properties. The proposed system architecture demonstrates that the Gibbs-sampling-based inference algorithm for the Bayesian nonparametric directional segmentation and surfel locations and orientations can be run in the background to facilitate realtime operation. Experiments show that incorporating directional segmentation into the mapping and camera tracking problem yields improved camera tracking accuracy. Furthermore, in comparison to uninformed measurement selection, direction-aware camera tracking improves camera pose estima-
tion certainty and accuracy while reducing the number of surfels needed for accurate tracking.

The use of Gibbs-sampling based inference on a complex Bayesian nonparametric model in a realtime reconstruction system has not been demonstrated before and due to the flexibility of Gibbs-sampling opens up exciting possibilities for inference on more complex and detailed environment models. Having access to samples from the true posterior also allows reasoning about uncertainty which is not possible with mode-seeking inference methods such as maximum-a-posteriori estimation. An implementation of the proposed nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system can be found at http://people.csail.mit.edu/jstraub/.

Along the line of nonparametric direction-aware SLAM it would be interesting to explore fully joint inference approach based on variational inference under, for example, the mean-field assumption. This optimization-based, more efficient approach would still provide not only the modes but also uncertainty estimates for the map as well as the directional segmentation in a holistic fashion. As described in the background section on Bayesian nonparametric models and inference Sec. 2.4, variational inference is a common inference technique for such models, but it has not been applied to 3D reconstruction techniques.

It would also be interesting to explore other scene priors for categorical SLAM, such as the Manhattan Frame or the more flexible MMF model of Chapter 3. The Manhattan World-based models could add regularity in terms of orthogonal angles to the proposed Stata Center World-based directional segmentation and allow for more pronounced pooling of measurements across the scene to yield more accurate 3D reconstructions. Another approach would be to investigate a hybrid approach of Stata Center World and Manhattan World. Since the directional segmentation is inferred using Gibbs-sampling it is quite straightforward to incorporate Metropolis-Hastings proposals to join different directional clusters into a Manhattan Frame.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

On a high level, the first main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of theoretical and algorithmic concepts that are instrumental in providing artificial perception systems with a directional understanding of their environment. Specifically, I have thoroughly investigated the connection between the 3D structure of different environment types and their surface normal distributions. Chapter 3 investigates Manhattan-constrained directional scene models while Chapter 4 relaxes the orthogonality assumption and focuses on general directional scene models. The models and algorithms herein for Manhattan World and Stata Center World scene segmentation from surface normal data provide an initial step towards directional scene understanding of man-made environments. Since Mixture of Manhattan Frames and Stata Center World environments cannot be described with a fixed number of parameters, a key contribution is showing how to utilize Bayesian nonparametric modeling concepts to make model selection part of the probabilistic inference process.

The second main contribution of this thesis is showing how to embed these nonparametric directional scene models into 3D perception systems to improve 3D point cloud alignment and realtime 3D reconstruction. The global point cloud alignment algorithm described in Sec. 5.1 leverages a probabilistic directional Stata Center World scene model for rotation alignment. This decomposes the global alignment problem into rotational and translational alignment which makes the branch-and-bound search an order of magnitude faster than related algorithms. Finally, the 3D reconstruction system introduced in Sec. 5.2 is the first semi-dense nonparametric direction-aware SLAM system, that jointly infers the nonparametric Stata Center World directional segmentation, the 3D reconstruction, and the camera pose in realtime. The fact that inference over map and Bayesian nonparametric directional segmentation is performed using Gibbs-sampling opens up exciting possibilities to model more complex phenomena using the proposed architecture. I believe that adding any categorical or semantic segmentation should first and foremost serve the purpose of improving the operation of the perception system. The underlying notion is that one way of gauging if an artificial perception system “understands” a concept is by determining if it is able to use it in ways that further its own purpose. In this context the systems presented in the last chapter can be seen as “understanding” the directional composition of the environment.

Taken together these contributions yield the first nonparametric directional per-
ception systems which in some sense are aware of the directional composition of the
scene and demonstrate this by improving on key 3D perception tasks. Since the pro-
posed directional scene models can capture the majority of surfaces in most man-made
environments, this ability presents a significant first step towards general scene under-
standing.

To make progress towards truly intelligent artificial perception systems, it will be
necessary to push beyond hand-engineered scene priors and assumptions. While the
directional scene models presented in this thesis capture a large fraction of surfaces in
man-made environments, there are long tails to the class of non-planar surfaces that
need to be addressed with more flexible data-driven approaches. For these cases, future
perception systems should be structured such that they can learn to extract geometric or
other concepts by themselves and such that they can discover how to use such concepts
to further their goal of operation.
Appendix A

Derivations Pertaining to the Background

A.1 Direct Surface Normal Extraction from Depth Images

As defined by the Gauss map in Eq. (2.184), we can obtain the surface normals from the point cloud using the cross-product of the local gradients:

\[
\mathbf{n} = \left[ \frac{\partial p(u,v)}{\partial u} \times \frac{\partial p(u,v)}{\partial v} \right]
\] (A.1)

where the derivatives are along the \(u\) and \(v\) axis of the image coordinate system. Note that the derivatives and cross-products can be computed completely in parallel. We could simply compute the point cloud using any camera model, compute the local gradients using forward differences and then compute surface normals. But since the point cloud is fully determined by the unprojection function \(\pi^{-1}(u,v,d)\) of the camera model and the depth image \(d(u,v)\) we can compute the derivatives using the chain rule:

\[
\mathbf{n} = \left[ \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d(u,v))}{\partial u} \times \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d(u,v))}{\partial v} \right]
\] (A.2)

\[
= \left[ \left( \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial u} + \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial d} \frac{\partial d}{\partial u} \right) \times \left( \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial v} + \frac{\partial \pi^{-1}(u,v,d)}{\partial d} \frac{\partial d}{\partial v} \right) \right]
\] (A.3)

Under the pinhole camera model [102], the point cloud \(p(u,v)\) can be recovered from a depth image \(d(u,v)\) as:

\[
p(u,v) = \pi^{-1}(u,v,d(u,v)) = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{d(u,v)}{f_u}(u - u_c) \\ \frac{d(u,v)}{f_v}(v - v_c) \\ d(u,v) \end{pmatrix},
\] (A.4)

where \(f_u\) and \(f_v\) are the focal lengths of the depth camera (in \(u\) and \(v\) direction) and \([u_c,v_c]\) is the center of the depth-image. Now the derivatives can be computed in terms
of the depth image derivatives as:

\[
\frac{\partial p(u, v)}{\partial u} = \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} f_d + \frac{d(u, v)}{f_d} \right) \quad \frac{\partial p(u, v)}{\partial v} = \left( \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} f_d + \frac{d(u, v)}{f_d} \right)
\]

(A.5)

where we used \( \Delta u = u - u_c \) and \( \Delta v = v - v_c \). For the purpose of computing the surface normal we can simplify further:

\[
n = \left[ \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} f_d + \frac{d}{f_d} \right] \times \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial v} f_d + \frac{d}{f_d} \right) \times \left( \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} f_d + \frac{d}{f_d} \right)
\]

(A.6)

\[
= \left[ \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial u} f_d - \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial v} f_d \right] \left[ \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} + \frac{d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} \right] \left[ \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial v} + \frac{d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial u} \right]
\]

(A.7)

\[
= \frac{1}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} \left( \Delta u + \frac{d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} \right) - \Delta u \Delta v)
\]

(A.8)

\[
= \frac{1}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} \left( \frac{-d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial u} + \Delta v \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial u} + \frac{d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial u} \right)
\]

(A.9)

\[
= \frac{d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial u} \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} \left( \frac{-d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} + \Delta u \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} + \frac{d}{f_d} \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} \right)
\]

(A.10)

\[
= \left( \begin{array}{c}
\frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial u} + \Delta v \frac{\partial \Delta v}{\partial v} + d
\end{array} \right)
\]

(A.11)

This derivation can be executed for any camera model for which the derivatives of the inverse projection operation can be computed in closed form.

**A.2 Analysis of the Joint Prior for the von-Mises-Fisher Distribution**

As introduced in Sec. 2.6.3, the joint prior of the vMF distribution is known up to proportionality as

\[
p(\mu, \tau; \mu_0, a, b) \propto f(\tau, \mu; a, b, \mu_0) = \left( \frac{\tau}{\sinh \tau} \right)^a \exp \left( \tau b \mu^T \mu_0 \right)
\]

(A.12)

We will now characterize this distribution with a focus on the variation in \( \tau \) to facilitate the implementation and theoretical justification of a slice sampler to sample from \( p(\mu | \tau; \mu_0, a, b) \). Note that all analysis applies for the posterior distribution as well by using
the posterior parameter \( a_N, b_N, \) and \( \mu_N \) instead of \( a, b \) and \( \mu_0 \). It will be convenient to work in log space:

\[
\log f(\tau, \mu; a, b, \mu_0) = a \log \tau - a \log \sinh \tau + \tau b \mu^T \mu_0 \\
= a \log \tau + a \log 2 - a \log(1 - \exp(-2\tau)) + \tau (b \mu^T \mu_0 - a) \tag{A.14}
\]

Keeping in mind that \( 0 < b < a \), the limit of the function as \( \tau \to 0 \) is 0 and as \( \tau \to \infty \) is \(-\infty\).

The derivative of \( \log f(\tau) \) is

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \log f(\tau) = \frac{a}{\tau} - \frac{2a \exp(-2\tau)}{1 - \exp(-2\tau)} + b \mu^T \mu_0 - a \tag{A.15}
\]

Unfortunately once cannot solve for the maximum in closed form by setting the derivative to 0 (I have tried). The limits of this first derivative as \( \tau \to 0 \) is \( b \mu^T \mu_0 \) and as \( \tau \to \infty \) is \( b \mu^T \mu_0 - a \).

The second derivative of \( \log f(\tau) \) is

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial \tau^2} \log f(\tau) = -\frac{a}{\tau^2} - \frac{4(1 - \exp(-2\tau)) \exp(-2\tau) - 4 \exp(-2\tau) \exp(-2\tau)}{(1 - \exp(-2\tau))^2} \tag{A.16}
\]

\[
= -\frac{a}{\tau^2} - a \frac{4 \exp(-2\tau) + 4 \exp(-4\tau) - 4 \exp(-4\tau)}{(1 - \exp(-2\tau))^2} \tag{A.17}
\]

\[
= -\frac{a}{\tau^2} + \frac{4a \exp(-2\tau)}{(1 - \exp(-2\tau))^2} \tag{A.18}
\]

\[
= -\frac{a}{\tau^2} + \frac{4a \exp(-2\tau)}{1 - 2 \exp(-2\tau) + \exp(-4\tau)} \tag{A.19}
\]

The limit of this second derivative as \( \tau \to 0 \) is \(-\frac{a}{3} \) and as \( \tau \to \infty \) is 0. With \( a > 0 \) we
can show that the second derivative is always negative:

\[
- \frac{a}{\tau^2} + \frac{4a \exp(-2\tau)}{1 - 2\exp(-2\tau) + \exp(-4\tau)} < 0 \\
\frac{4 \exp(-2\tau)}{1 - 2\exp(-2\tau) + \exp(-4\tau)} < \frac{1}{\tau^2} \\
4\tau^2 \exp(-2\tau) < 1 - 2\exp(-2\tau) + \exp(-4\tau) \\
(4\tau^2 + 2) \exp(-2\tau) < 1 + \exp(-4\tau) \\
2\tau^2 + 1 < \frac{\exp(2\tau) + \exp(-2\tau)}{2} \\
2\tau^2 + 1 < \cosh(2\tau) \\
2\tau^2 + 1 < 1 + \frac{4\tau^2}{2} + \frac{16\tau^4}{24} + \cdots = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(2\tau)^{2n}}{(2n)!} \\
2\tau^2 + 1 < 1 + 2\tau^2 + \frac{4\tau^4}{6} + \cdots = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(2\tau)^{2n}}{(2n)!} \\
0 < \frac{4\tau^4}{6} + \cdots = \sum_{n=2}^{\infty} \frac{(2\tau)^{2n}}{(2n)!}.
\]

The last statement is true since the infinite series is over strictly positive numbers because of the powers of even numbers $2n$. Therefore the second derivative is strictly negative with a limit of 0 for $\tau \rightarrow \infty$. This means that the first derivative is monotonically decreasing with a starting point (in the limit for $\tau \rightarrow 0$) of $by^T \mu_0$ and an ending point at $by^T \mu_0 - a$ for $\tau \rightarrow \infty$. That in turn means that the first derivative has exactly one zero crossing (and hence the function one maximum) if $by^T \mu_0 \geq 0$ and none if $by^T \mu_0 < 0$ (the largest function value is at 0). Therefore log $f(\tau)$ is monotonically decreasing in the latter case and has a single maximum in the former.

The location of the maximum $\tau^*$ cannot be computed in closed form, but we can use the Newton algorithm to obtain its location less than 10 iterations on average.

The locations of the zero-crossings of $g(\tau) = \log f(\tau) - \log(u)$ needed for the slice sampler are then obtained using Newton's method. Note that $g(\tau)$ has the same derivative as $\log f(\tau)$ derived in Eq. (A.15). The starting locations are set to $\tau_0^L = 0.001\tau^*$ for the left zero-crossing and to $\tau_0^R = 1.5\tau^*$ for the right zero-crossing. This ensures that Newton's method reliably converges to the desired zero crossing within a few iterations.
We can derive a closed form normalizer for $a = 1$, $0 < b < a = 1$ and $D = 3$ dimensions:

$$Z(\mu_0, 1, b)^{-1} = \int_0^\infty \int_{\mu \in \mathbb{S}^2} (2\pi)^{1/2} \frac{\tau \exp(\tau b \mu^T \mu_0)}{2 \sinh \tau} \, d\mu \, d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.29)

$$= \int_0^\infty 2^{-1/2} \pi^{1/2} \frac{\tau}{\sinh \tau} \int_{\mathbb{S}^2} \exp(\tau b \mu^T \mu_0) \, d\mu \, d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.30)

$$= \int_0^\infty 2^{-1/2} \pi^{1/2} \frac{\tau}{\sinh \tau} Z^{-1}(\tau b) \, d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.31)

$$= \int_0^\infty 2^{-1/2} \pi^{1/2} \frac{\tau}{\sinh \tau} \frac{4\pi \sinh(\tau b)}{\tau b} \, d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.32)

$$= \frac{(2\pi)^{3/2}}{b} \int_0^\infty \frac{\sinh(\tau b)}{\sinh \tau} \, d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.33)

$$= \frac{2^{1/2} \pi^{5/2}}{b} \tan \left( \frac{b \pi}{2} \right), \forall -1 < b < 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.34)

where we have used that the integral over the vMF exponential term yields the normalizer of the vMF distribution.
A.4 Marginal Data Distribution of the von-Mises-Fisher Distribution

For \( D = 3 \) dimensions and \( a = 1 \) we can derive a closed form normalized probability density function for the marginal distribution of the data under the prior:

\[
p(x_i; \mu_0, 1, b) = \int_0^\infty \int_{S^2} \text{vMF}(x_i; \mu, \tau) p(\mu, \tau; \mu_0, 1, b) \, d\mu \, d\tau
\]

(A.35)

\[
= \int_0^\infty \int_{S^2} \frac{\tau}{4\pi \sinh(\tau)} \frac{b\tau}{2\pi^2} \tan\left(\frac{b\tau}{2}\right) \sinh(\tau) \, d\mu \, d\tau
\]

(A.36)

\[
= \frac{b}{2^3\pi^3 \tan\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)} \int_0^\infty \frac{\tau^2}{\sinh^2(\tau)} \int_{S^2} \exp\left(\tau\mu^T(x_i + b\mu_0)\right) \, d\mu \, d\tau
\]

(A.37)

\[
= \frac{b}{2^3\pi^3 \tan\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)} \int_0^\infty \frac{\tau^2}{\sinh^2(\tau)} Z^{-1} (\tau \|x_i + b\mu_0\|_2) \, d\tau
\]

(A.38)

\[
= \frac{4\pi b}{2^3\pi^3 \tan\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)} \int_0^\infty \frac{\tau^2 \sinh(\tau b)}{\tau^2 \sinh^2(\tau)} \, d\tau
\]

(A.39)

\[
= \frac{b}{2\pi^2 \tan\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)} \int_0^\infty \frac{\tau \sinh(\tau b)}{\sinh^2(\tau)} \, d\tau
\]

(A.40)

\[
= \frac{b}{2\pi^2 \tan\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)} \frac{\pi(b\pi - \sin(b\pi))}{4\sin^2\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)}, 0 < b < 2
\]

(A.41)

\[
= \frac{b}{2^3 \tan\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)} \frac{1 - \sin(b\pi)}{\sin^2\left(\frac{b\pi}{2}\right)}
\]

(A.42)

where we have used that the integrating over the vMF exponential term yields the inverse of the normalizer of the vMF distribution and that \( 0 < b < 2 \) because \( 0 < b < a = 1 \) which is imposed by the prior distributions properties.

A.5 First Derivative of the \( S^2(3) \) Exponential Map

The first derivative of the exponential map associated with \( S^2(3) \) can be derived using the closed form expression also called the Rodrigues' formula in Eq. (2.126):

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \om_i} \text{Exp}(\omega) \bigg|_{\omega=0} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \om_i} \left( 1 + \frac{\sin(\|\omega\| \|W(\omega)\| \|W(\omega)\| - \cos(\|\omega\| \|W(\omega)\| \|W(\omega)\|) \right) \bigg|_{\omega=0}
\]

(A.43)

\[
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \om_i} \left( \frac{\sin(\|\omega\| \|W(\omega)\| \|W(\omega)\| \|W(\omega)\| - \cos(\|\omega\| \|W(\omega)\| \|W(\omega)\|) \right) \bigg|_{\omega=0}
\]

\[
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \om_i} \left( \frac{1 - \cos(\|\omega\| \|W(\omega)\| \|W(\omega)\| \|W(\omega)\|) \right) \bigg|_{\omega=0}
\]

\[
= G_i
\]
Additionally the following limits and relationships have been used:

\[ \lim_{\omega \to 0} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \omega_1 |\omega| \cos |\omega| - |\sin |\omega| | = -\frac{1}{3} \]  
(A.44)

\[ \lim_{x \to 0} \frac{\sin x}{x} = 1 \]  
(A.45)

\[ \lim_{\omega \to 0} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \frac{1 - \cos |\omega|}{|\omega|^2} = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \omega_1 |\omega| \sin |\omega| + 2 \cos |\omega|-2 = -\frac{1}{12} \]  
(A.46)

\[ \lim_{x \to 0} \frac{1 - \cos x}{x^2} = \lim_{x \to 0} \frac{\sin x}{2x} = \frac{1}{2} \]  
(A.47)

\[ \lim_{\omega \to 0} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} W^2(\omega) = 0 \]  
(A.48)

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} W(\omega) = G_i \]  
(A.49)

\[ W(0) = W^2(0) = 0 \]  
(A.50)

The derivative of the transpose of the exponential map is readily derived by noting \( W^T = -W \) because of skew-symmetry:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \text{Exp}(\omega)^T \bigg|_{\omega = 0} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( I - \frac{\sin |\omega|}{|\omega|} W + \frac{1 - \cos |\omega|}{|\omega|^2} W^2(\omega) \right) \bigg|_{\omega = 0} = -G_i \]  
(A.51)

### A.6 Second Derivative of the \( \text{SO}(3) \) Exponential Map

The second derivative of the exponential map associated with \( \text{SO}(3) \) is derived using the closed form expression for the map in Eq. (2.126):

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \text{exp}(W(\omega)) \bigg|_{\omega = 0} = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \left( I + \frac{\sin |\omega|}{|\omega|} W + \frac{1 - \cos |\omega|}{|\omega|^2} W^2 \right) \bigg|_{\omega = 0} \\
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega_i} + \frac{\partial^2 W}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \right) \bigg|_{\omega = 0} \\
= \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| W + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \sin |\omega| \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega_i} + \frac{\partial^2 W}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \bigg|_{\omega = 0} \\
= \frac{1}{2} (G_i G_j + G_j G_i) \]  
(A.52)

where we have used relations from Sec. A.5 in addition to

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} W(\omega) = 0 \]  
(A.53)

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} W^2(\omega) = G_i G_j + G_j G_i \]  
(A.54)
A.7 First Derivative of Functions over $SO(3)$

For a scalar function $f(R) : SO(3) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, we can take the left gradient on the manifold with respect to $R$ as

$$
\frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega} = \frac{\partial f(\text{Exp}(\omega)R)}{\partial \omega} |_{\omega=0} = \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R} \bigg|_{\omega=0} \right\} \text{Exp}(\omega) R |_{\omega=0} \bigg|_{\omega=0} \\
= \left( \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T G_1 R \right\} \right) \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T G_2 R \right\} \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T G_3 R \right\} \right) \quad (A.55)
$$

In the special case of $f(Rx)$ Eq. (A.55) which is commonly encountered the derivative simplifies to

$$
\frac{\partial f(Rx)}{\partial R} = \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(p)}{\partial p} \bigg|_{p=Rx} \right\} \frac{\partial \text{Exp}(\omega)Rx}{\partial \omega} |_{\omega=0} = \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(p)}{\partial p}^T \right\} |_{p=Rx} \text{Exp}(\omega)Rx |_{\omega=0} \\
= \left( \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(p)}{\partial p}^T (G_1 Rx \ G_2 Rx \ G_3 Rx) \right\} \right) |_{p=Rx} [Rx]_x \quad (A.56)
$$

The right gradients are obtained analogously as:

$$
\frac{\partial f(Rx)}{\partial \omega} = \left( \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T RG_1 \right\} \right) \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T RG_2 \right\} \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R}^T RG_3 \right\} \right) \quad (A.57)
$$

$$
\frac{\partial f(Rx)}{\partial \omega} = \left( \text{tr} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(p)}{\partial p} \bigg|_{p=Rx} \right\} \frac{R[x]}{x} \right) \quad (A.58)
$$

As an example consider $f(R) = a^T Rx$:

$$
\frac{\partial a^T Rx}{\partial R} = - \frac{\partial a^T p}{\partial p} [Rx]_x = -a^T [Rx]_x \quad (A.59)
$$

Another common function appearing in a rotated Gaussian distribution is the quadratic $f(R) = x^T R^T ARx$. First note that $[188]$ (Eq. (82))

$$
\frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R} = \frac{\partial x^T R^T ARx}{\partial R} = (A^T + A)Rx^T := \tilde{A}Rx^T. \quad (A.60)
$$

Then with Eq. (A.55) we can derive the derivative as

$$
\frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R} = \left( \text{tr} \left\{ (\tilde{A}Rx^T)^T G_1 R \right\} \right) \text{tr} \left\{ (\tilde{A}Rx^T)^T G_2 R \right\} \text{tr} \left\{ (\tilde{A}Rx^T)^T G_3 R \right\} \right) \\
= \left( \text{tr} \left\{ x^T R^T \tilde{A}^T G_1 R \right\} \right) \text{tr} \left\{ x^T R^T \tilde{A}^T G_2 R \right\} \text{tr} \left\{ x^T R^T \tilde{A}^T G_3 R \right\} \right) \\
= (x^T R^T \tilde{A}^T G_1 Rx \ x^T R^T \tilde{A}^T G_2 Rx \ x^T R^T \tilde{A}^T G_3 Rx) \quad . \quad (A.61)
$$


A.8 Second Derivative of Functions over $\mathbb{SO}(3)$

The second derivative, the so called Hessian, can be useful for second order optimization methods such as Newton’s method and to get a covariance estimate. The approach is the same as for the gradient. The Hessian is computed as the matrix of all combinations of second derivatives

$$H = \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial R^2} = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_1 \partial \omega_1} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_1 \partial \omega_2} & \cdots & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_1 \partial \omega_n} \\ \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_2 \partial \omega_1} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_2 \partial \omega_2} & \cdots & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_2 \partial \omega_n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_n \partial \omega_1} & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_n \partial \omega_2} & \cdots & \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_n \partial \omega_n} \end{pmatrix}$$

where the individual second right derivatives are computed as

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} &= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R} \right)^T \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} \right) \\
&= \text{tr} \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_j} \right)^T \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} \right) \right\} \\
&= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} \right) \\
&= \text{tr} \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} \right)^T R G_i + \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} R \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \right\}
\end{align*}$$

The left derivative is:

$$\frac{\partial^2 f(R(\omega))}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} = \text{tr} \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} \right)^T G_i + \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} R \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \right\}$$

For example consider again $f(R) = a^T R b$. Since $\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial R} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_j} a^T b^T = 0$:

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial^2 f(R(\omega))}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} &= \frac{\partial^2 f(R)}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} \\
&= \text{tr} \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} \right)^T R (G_i G_j + G_j G_i) \right\}
\end{align*}$$

And the second derivative of $f(R) = b^T R^T A R b$ is:

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial^2 f(R(\omega))}{\partial \omega_j \partial \omega_i} &= \text{tr} \left\{ \left( \frac{\partial f(R)}{\partial \omega_i} \right)^T R (G_i G_j + G_j G_i) \right\}
\end{align*}$$

A.9 Derivatives Involving the SE(3) Exponential Map

As stated in Sec. 2.7.2, the exponential map for SE(3) can be computed in closed form as:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Exp} \left( \begin{pmatrix} \omega_R \\ \omega_t \end{pmatrix} \right) &= \begin{pmatrix} R(\omega_R) & V(\omega_R) \omega_t \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}$$
where

$$R(\omega_R) = \text{Exp}(\omega_R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.68)

$$V(\omega_R) = I + \frac{1 - \cos \theta}{\theta^2} [\omega_R]_x + \frac{\theta - \sin \theta}{\theta^3} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.69)

Before deriving several important derivatives involving the exponential map we analyze function $V(\omega_R)$ at $\omega_R = 0$ to ease further derivations.

**A.9.1 Analysis of $V(\omega)$ around $\omega = 0$**

Around $\omega = 0$ the function $V(\omega)$ behaves as:

$$\lim_{\omega_R \to 0} V(\omega) = \lim_{\omega_R \to 0} I + \frac{1 - \cos \theta}{\theta^2} [\omega_R]_x + \frac{\theta - \sin \theta}{\theta^3} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.70)

$$= I + \frac{1}{2} [0]_x + \frac{1}{6} [0]_x [0]_x = I,$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.71)

where we have used limits from Sec. A.5.

The derivative of $V(\omega_R)$ at $\omega_R = 0$ is:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} V(\omega) \bigg|_{\omega=0} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( I + \frac{1 - \cos \theta}{\|\omega\|^2} [\omega_R]_x + \frac{\|\omega\| - \sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x \right) \bigg|_{\omega=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.72)

$$= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \frac{1 - \cos \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^2} [\omega_R]_x + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \frac{\|\omega\| - \sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x \bigg|_{\omega=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.73)

$$= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \frac{1 - \cos \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^2} [\omega_R]_x + \frac{1 - \cos \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} [\omega_R]_x \bigg|_{\omega=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.74)

$$+ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \frac{\|\omega\| - \sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x + \frac{\|\omega\| - \sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} [\omega_R]_x [\omega_R]_x \bigg|_{\omega=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.75)

$$= \frac{1}{2} G_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.76)
where we have used
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \|\omega\| = \frac{\omega}{\|\omega\|} \] (A.77)
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \|\omega\|^3 = 3\|\omega\| \omega_i \] (A.78)
\[ \lim_{\omega \to 0} \frac{\|\omega\|-\sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} = \frac{1}{6} \] (A.79)
\[ \lim_{\omega \to 0} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \frac{\|\omega\|-\sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \|\omega\|^3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( \frac{\|\omega\|-\sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \|\omega\|^3 \] (A.80)
\[ = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \|\omega\|^3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( \frac{\|\omega\|-\sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \|\omega\|^3 \] (A.81)
\[ = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \|\omega\|^3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( \frac{\|\omega\|-\sin \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \|\omega\|^3 \] (A.82)
\[ = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \omega_i \|\omega\|^3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( \frac{1-\cos \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \|\omega\|^3 \] (A.83)
\[ = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \omega_i \|\omega\|^3 \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( \frac{1-\cos \|\omega\|}{\|\omega\|^3} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \|\omega\|^3 \] (A.84)
\[ \lim_{\omega \to 0} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \|\omega\| \times \|\omega\| = \lim_{\omega \to 0} \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_i} \left( \begin{array}{ccc} 0 & -\omega_3 & \omega_2 \\ \omega_3 & 0 & -\omega_1 \\ -\omega_2 & \omega_1 & 0 \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{ccc} 0 & -\omega_3 & \omega_2 \\ \omega_3 & 0 & -\omega_1 \\ -\omega_2 & \omega_1 & 0 \end{array} \right) \] (A.85)
\[ = \begin{array}{ccc} 0 \end{array} \] (A.86)

The last limit follows from the fact that the product of the skew matrices results in a matrix with only quadratic terms in \( \omega \).

Similar to the derivation in Sec. A.5 using the properties of the generator matrices \( G_i \) of \( \text{SO}(3) \) we have
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \frac{V(\omega)p}{\omega=0} = -\frac{1}{2} [p]_{x} \] (A.87)

### A.9.2 Derivative of \( \text{Exp}(\omega)p \)

The derivative of the exponential map directly transforming a point \( p \) is:
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \text{Exp} \left( \begin{array}{c} \omega_R \\ \omega_t \end{array} \right) p = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( \begin{array}{c} R(\omega R) \\ 0 \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} V(\omega R) \omega_t \\ 1 \end{array} \right) p \] (A.88)
\[ = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( R(\omega R)p + V(\omega R)\omega_t \right) \] (A.89)
\[ = \left( -[p]_{x} \right) \] (A.90)

where we have used the partial derivatives with respect to \( \omega_R \) and \( \omega_t \):
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} \left( R(\omega R)p + V(\omega R)\omega_t \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} R(\omega R)p + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} V(\omega R)\omega_t \bigg|_{\omega=0} \] (A.91)
\[ = -[p]_{x} - \frac{1}{2} [\omega t]_{x} \bigg|_{\omega=0} \] (A.92)
\[ = -[p]_{x} \] (A.93)
and
\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_t} (R(\omega_R)p + V(\omega_R)\omega_t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_t} V(\omega_R)\omega_t \bigg|_{\omega=0} = V(\omega_R)|_{\omega=0} = I \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.94)

**A.9.3 Derivative of TExp(\omega)p**

The derivative of a change Exp(\omega) (right multiplied) in the translation T transforming a point \( p \) is:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} TExp \left( \begin{array}{c} \omega_R \\ \omega_t \end{array} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} T \left( \begin{array}{cc} R(\omega_R) & V(\omega_R)\omega_t \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right) p = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( \begin{array}{cc} R & t \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{cc} R(\omega_R) & V(\omega_R)\omega_t \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right) p \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.95)

\[ = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( R(\omega_R)p + RV(\omega_R)\omega_t + t \right) = \left( -R[p] \times R \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.96)

with

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} (RR(\omega_R)p + RV(\omega_R)\omega_t + t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} (RR(\omega_R)p + RV(\omega_R)\omega_t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.97)

\[ = R \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} R(\omega_R)p \bigg|_{\omega=0} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.98)

\[ = -R[p] \times R \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.99)

and

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_t} (RR(\omega_R)p + RV(\omega_R)\omega_t + t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_t} RV(\omega_R)\omega_t = RV(\omega_R)|_{\omega=0} = R. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.100)
A.9.4 Derivative of \( (T \text{Exp}(\omega))^{-1}p \)

The derivative of a change \( \text{Exp}(\omega) \) (right multiplied) in the translation \( T \) inverse-transforming a point \( p \) is:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( T \text{Exp} \left( \omega \right) \right)^{-1} p = \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( T \left( \begin{array}{cc} R(\omega_R) & V(\omega_R) \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right) \right)^{-1} p \\
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( \begin{array}{cc} R(\omega_R) & RV(\omega_R) \omega_t + t \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right)^{-1} p \\
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( \begin{array}{cc} R(\omega_R)^T R^T & -R(\omega_R)^T R^T (RV(\omega_R) \omega_t + t) \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right) p \\
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( R(\omega_R)^T R^T - R(\omega_R)^T V(\omega_R) \omega_t - R(\omega_R)^T R^T t \right) \\
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} \left( [R^T(p - t)]_x - I \right) \\
= \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} \left( R(\omega_R)^T R^T (p - t) - R(\omega_R)^T V(\omega_R) \omega_t \right) \right)_{\omega = 0} = \left( [R^T(p - t)]_x \right)_{\omega = 0} \\
= -R(\omega_R)^T V(\omega_R) \mid_{\omega = 0} = -I \\
\]

where we have used the partial derivatives

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_R} \left( R(\omega_R)^T R^T (p - t) - R(\omega_R)^T V(\omega_R) \omega_t \right) \mid_{\omega = 0} = \left( [R^T(p - t)]_x \right)_{\omega = 0} \]

and

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_t} \left( R(\omega_R)^T R^T (p - t) - R(\omega_R)^T V(\omega_R) \omega_t \right) \mid_{\omega = 0} = -\frac{\partial}{\partial \omega_t} R(\omega_R)^T V(\omega_R) \omega_t \mid_{\omega = 0} \\
= -R(\omega_R)^T V(\omega_R) \mid_{\omega = 0} = -I \\
\]
Appendix B

Derivations Pertaining to Directional Clustering

B.1 Proof of Laplace Approximation on General Differentiable Manifolds

Lemma B.1.1 (Integration on a Manifold). Suppose $M \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ is an $m$-dimensional differentiable manifold given by the parametric form $g : \mathbb{R}^m \to \mathbb{R}^n$, where $g \in C^1$, and $g(A) = M$ for some measurable $A \subset \mathbb{R}^m$, and let $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ be an integrable function on $M$. Then

$$\int_M f(x) = \int_A f(g(a)) \sqrt{\det Dg^T Dg} \quad (B.1)$$

where

$$Dg = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial g_1}{\partial a_1} & \ldots & \frac{\partial g_1}{\partial a_m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \frac{\partial g_n}{\partial a_1} & \ldots & \frac{\partial g_n}{\partial a_m} \end{pmatrix}.$$

Theorem B.1.1 (Manifold Laplace Approximation). Suppose $M \subset \mathbb{R}^n$ is a bounded $m$-dimensional differentiable manifold and $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ is a smooth function on $M$. Further, suppose $f$ has a unique global maximum on $M$, $x^* = \arg \max_{x \in M} f(x)$. Then

$$\lim_{\tau \to \infty} \left( \frac{2\pi}{\tau} \right)^{\frac{m}{2}} \frac{\int_M e^{\tau f(x)}}{\det U^T \nabla^2 f(x^*) U \frac{1}{2} e^{\tau f(x^*)}} = 1 \quad (B.2)$$

where $U \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ is a matrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis for $T_{x^*}M$.

Proof. Suppose $\{u_i\}_{i=1}^m$, $u_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is an orthonormal basis for $T_{x^*}M$, and add to it any orthonormal completion $\{u_i\}_{i=m+1}^n$ to $\mathbb{R}^n$. Then $U = [u_1 \ldots u_m] \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ is a matrix that maps $\mathbb{R}^m \to T_{x^*}M$. Finally, define $g : V \to M$ as the transformed exponential map $g(v) = \exp_{x^*}(UV)$, where $UV \subset T_{x^*}M$ is the local domain of validity of the exponential map. Then by Lemma B.1.1,

$$\int_M e^{\tau f(x)} = \int_{g(V)} e^{\tau f(x)} + \int_{M \setminus g(V)} e^{\tau f(x)} = \int_V e^{\tau h(v)} \sqrt{\det Dg^T Dg} + \int_{M \setminus g(V)} e^{\tau f(x)}. \quad (B.3)$$
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where $h(v) = f(g(v))$. First, note that

$$[Dg]_{ij}(0) = \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial v_j}(0) = \lim_{h \to 0} \frac{\exp_{x^*}(U_1 h) - \exp_{x^*}(0)}{h} \quad \text{(B.4)}$$

and thus by the fact that $U$ is unitary and hence $U^T U = I$, $\sqrt{\det Dg(0)^TDg(0)} = 1$. Next, using a second-order Taylor expansion of $h$,

$$h(v) \simeq h(0) + \nabla_v h(0)^T v + \frac{1}{2} v^T \nabla^2 h(0) v \quad \text{(B.7)}$$

Note that $h(0) = f(x^*)$,

$$\frac{\partial h}{\partial v_j}(0) = \sum_{k=1}^n \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_k} \frac{\partial g_k}{\partial v_j}(0) = \sum_{k=1}^n U_{kj} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_k} \bigg|_{x^*} = u_j^T \nabla_x f(x^*) \quad \text{(B.8)}$$

and since $f$ reaches a maximum at $x^*$ on $M$, and $u_j$ span $T_{x^*}M$,

$$\nabla_v h(0) = 0. \quad \text{(B.9)}$$

Further,

$$\frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial v_i \partial v_j} = \sum_{k=1}^n \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_k} \frac{\partial^2 g_k}{\partial v_i \partial v_j} + \sum_{l=1}^n \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_l} \frac{\partial g_k}{\partial v_i} \frac{\partial g_l}{\partial v_j} \quad \text{(B.10)}$$

once again, since $f$ reaches a maximum at $x^*$ on $M$, and $\frac{\partial^2 g_k}{\partial v_i \partial v_j}$ has columns contained in $T_{x^*}M$, the first term is zero and thus

$$\frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial v_i \partial v_j}(0) = \sum_{k=1}^n \sum_{l=1}^n \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x_k \partial x_l} U_{kj} U_{li} \bigg|_{x^*} \quad \text{(B.11)}$$

so

$$\nabla^2 h(0) = U^T \nabla^2 f(x^*) U. \quad \text{(B.12)}$$

Returning to the integral from earlier,

$$\lim_{\tau \to \infty} \frac{\int_M e^{\tau f(x)}}{(2\pi)^m |\det U^T \nabla^2 f(x^*) U|^{\frac{1}{2}} e^{\tau f(x^*)}} \quad \text{(B.13)}$$

$$= \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \frac{\int_V e^{\tau h(v)} \sqrt{\det Dg^T Dg} + \int_{M \setminus g(V)} e^{\tau f(x)}}{(2\pi)^m |\det U^T \nabla^2 f(x^*) U|^{\frac{1}{2}} e^{\tau f(x^*)}} \quad \text{(B.14)}$$

$$= \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \frac{\int_V e^{\tau (h(v) - f(x^*))} \sqrt{\det Dg^T Dg} + \int_{M \setminus g(V)} e^{\tau (f(x) - f(x^*))}}{(2\pi)^m |\det U^T \nabla^2 f(x^*) U|^{\frac{1}{2}} e^{\tau f(x^*)}} \quad \text{(B.15)}$$
By assumption, $\max_{x \in M \setminus g(V)} f(x) \leq f(x^*) - \epsilon$ for some $\epsilon > 0$, so using the Laplace approximation for multivariate Euclidean spaces,

\[
\lim_{\tau \to \infty} \int_M e^{\tau f(x)} \leq \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \int_V e^{\tau (h(v) - f(x^*))} \frac{\sqrt{\det Dg^T Dg} + \text{vol}(M \setminus g(V)) e^{-\tau \epsilon}}{(2\pi)^m |\det UT\nabla^2 f(x^*)U|^\frac{1}{2}} \quad (B.16)
\]

\[
= \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \frac{(2\pi)^m |\det UT\nabla^2 f(x^*)U|^\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\det Dg(0)^T Dg(0)}}{(2\pi)^m |\det UT\nabla^2 f(x^*)U|^\frac{1}{2}} \quad (B.17)
\]

\[
= 1 \quad (B.18)
\]

and since $\int_{M \setminus g(V)} e^{\tau f(x)} \geq 0$, the lower bound is also 1, and the result follows. \(\blacksquare\)
Appendix C

Derivations Pertaining to Global Point Cloud Alignment

\section{C.1 Rotational Alignment Details}

\subsection{C.1.1 The Matrix $\Xi_{kk'}$}

In the main text, we are given two unit vectors $\mu_{1k}$ and $\mu_{2k'}$ in $\mathbb{R}^3$. We define $\Xi_{kk'}(u, v) \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4}$ is defined by $u^T(q \circ v) = q^T \Xi(u, v)q$, where $u = (u_i, u_j, u_k)$, $v = (v_i, v_j, v_k)$, and $q = (q_i, q_j, q_k, q_r)$. By standard quaternion rotation formula, we have

$$u^T(q \circ v) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i^T & u_j^T & u_k^T \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 1 - 2q_j^2 - 2q_k^2 & 2(q_iq_j - q_kq_r) & 2(q_iq_k + q_jq_r) \\ 2(q_iq_j + q_kq_r) & 1 - 2q_i^2 - 2q_k^2 & 2(q_jq_k - q_iq_r) \\ 2(q_iq_k - q_jq_r) & 2(q_jq_k + q_iq_r) & 1 - 2q_i^2 - 2q_j^2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} v_i \\ v_j \\ v_k \end{bmatrix}$$

$$= q_i^2(-2u_jv_j - 2u_kv_k) + q_j^2(-2u_iv_i - 2u_kv_k) + q_k^2(-2u_iv_i - 2u_jv_j) + q_iq_j(2u_iv_i + 2u_jv_j) + q_jq_k(2u_jv_j + 2u_kv_k) + q_kq_r(2u_kv_k + 2u_jv_j) + u^T v$$

Rearranging the quadratic expression in $q$ into the form $q^T M q$, we find the formula for $\Xi(u, v)$:

$$\Xi(u, v) = \begin{bmatrix} u_iu_i - u_ju_j - u_ku_k & u_jv_i + u_iu_k & u_iv_i + u_jv_j & u_iv_j + u_kv_i & u_kv_j - u_jv_k \\ u_jv_i + u_iu_k & u_jv_i - u_iu_k - u_kv_k & u_jv_k + u_kv_i & u_jv_j + u_kv_k & u_kv_k - u_jv_j - u_jv_j \\ u_iu_k + u_kv_i & u_jv_k + u_kv_i & u_jv_k - u_iu_j - u_jv_j & u_jv_j - u_iu_j - u_iu_k & u_iu_k - u_jv_k \\ u_kv_j - u_jv_k & u_iu_k - u_jv_k & u_jv_k - u_iu_j - u_jv_j & u_iu_j - u_jv_k & u_jv_j - u_iu_j \\ u_i^T v & u_j^T v & u_k^T v & u_j^T v & u_i^T v \end{bmatrix}$$

\subsection{C.1.2 Quadratic Upper Bound on $f$}

First, for any $z \in [a, b]$ where $0 \leq a \leq b$, we can express $z^2$ as a convex combination of $a^2$ and $b^2$, i.e.

$$z^2 = \lambda a^2 + (1 - \lambda) b^2 \implies \lambda = \frac{z^2 - a^2}{b^2 - a^2} \hspace{1cm} (C.1)$$
Figure C.1: The three subdivision patterns—due to the choice of the green edge—of a tetrahedron displayed in 3D. Colors designate different edge types: corner edges (blue) from an edge midpoint to a vertex; tie edges (orange) between two edge midpoints, running along a tetrahedron face; and skew edges (green) between two edge midpoints, running through the inside of the tetrahedron.

Since \( f(\sqrt{z}) = \frac{\sqrt{z} - e^{-\sqrt{z}}}{\sqrt{2}} \) for \( z \geq 0 \) is convex (this can be shown by taking the second derivative and showing it is nonnegative), we have

\[
f(z) = f\left(\sqrt{z^2}\right) = f\left(\sqrt{\lambda a^2 + (1 - \lambda)b^2}\right) \leq \lambda f(a) + (1 - \lambda)f(b) \tag{C.2}
\]

\[
= z^2 \left( \frac{f(b) - f(a)}{b^2 - a^2} \right) + \left( \frac{b^2 f(a) - a^2 f(b)}{b^2 - a^2} \right). \tag{C.3}
\]

In the main text, since we know \( \ell_{kk'} \leq z_{kk'}(q) \leq u_{kk'} \) for any \( q \in Q \), we can use the above upper bound formula with \( a = \ell_{kk'} \) and \( b = u_{kk'} \).

\section*{C.1.3 Derivation of the \( \gamma_N \) Bound}

\textbf{Lemma C.1.1.} Let \( \gamma_N \) be the minimum dot product between any two tetrahedral vertices at refinement level \( N \). Then

\[
\frac{2\gamma_{N-1}}{1 + \gamma_{N-1}} \leq \gamma_N. \tag{C.5}
\]

\textbf{Proof.} Let the vertices of the projected tetrahedron be \( q_i, i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \). Let \( \gamma = \min_{j \neq k} q_j^T q_k, \Gamma = \max_{j \neq k} q_j^T q_k \) and define the vertex between \( q_i \) and \( q_j \) as \( q_{ij} = \frac{q_i + q_j}{\|q_i + q_j\|} \).

Upon subdividing the tetrahedron, there are three different types of edge in the new smaller tetrahedra. Refer to Fig. C.1 for a depiction of these three types.

The first type of edge (blue in Fig. C.1) is a \textit{corner edge} from a vertex to an edge midpoint. The cosine angle between the vertices created by a corner edge is

\[
q_i^T q_{ij} = \sqrt{\frac{1 + q_i^T q_i}{2}} \geq \sqrt{\frac{1 + \gamma}{2}}. \tag{C.6}
\]

The second type of edge (orange in Fig. C.1) is a \textit{tie edge} from an edge midpoint to an edge midpoint along a face. The cosine angle between the vertices created by a tie
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The rightmost inequality, consider the minimization

$$\min_{x,y} \frac{1 + \gamma + x + y}{2\sqrt{1 + x\sqrt{1 + y}}} \quad \text{s.t. } \gamma \leq x, y \leq \Gamma. \quad (C.8)$$

The optimum solution is at $x = y = \gamma$, since the function is symmetric and monotonic in $x, y$:

$$\frac{d}{dx} \left( \frac{1 + \gamma + x + y}{2\sqrt{1 + x\sqrt{1 + y}}} \right) = \frac{1}{4\sqrt{1 + x\sqrt{1 + y}}} \left( 1 - \gamma + y \right) \left( 1 + x \right) > 0. \quad (C.9)$$

The final type of edge (green in Fig. C.1) is a skew edge from an edge midpoint to an edge midpoint through the interior of the tetrahedron. The cosine angle between vertices created by a skew edge is

$$q_{ij}^T q_{kl} = \frac{1 + q_i^T q_k + q_j^T q_l + q_l^T q_k}{2\sqrt{1 + q_i^T q_j\sqrt{1 + q_l^T q_k}}} \geq \frac{1 + q_i^T q_k + q_j^T q_l + \gamma}{2\sqrt{1 + q_i^T q_j\sqrt{1 + q_l^T q_k}}} > \frac{1 + 3\gamma}{2(1 + \gamma)}. \quad (C.7)$$

Note that we can choose any of three skew edges in our refinement. Therefore, we can formulate bounding the skew edge dot product as a process where "nature" creates three skew edges, and we select the best one (i.e. the one of maximum dot product). Thus, in the worst case, nature solves the following problem: given a selection of a skew edge, minimize its dot product such that the other two dot products are lower (and thus nature forces us to pick that edge). Let

$$s_1 = q_1^T q_3 + q_2^T q_4 \quad p_1 = (q_1^T q_3)(q_2^T q_4)$$
$$s_2 = q_1^T q_4 + q_2^T q_3 \quad p_2 = (q_1^T q_4)(q_2^T q_3)$$
$$s_3 = q_1^T q_2 + q_3^T q_4 \quad p_3 = (q_1^T q_2)(q_3^T q_4). \quad (C.11)$$

Then without loss of generality, we assume the ordering

$$\frac{s_1 + s_2}{2\sqrt{1 + s_3 + p_3}} \geq \frac{s_1 + s_3}{2\sqrt{1 + s_2 + p_2}} \geq \frac{s_2 + s_3}{2\sqrt{1 + s_1 + p_1}}. \quad (C.12)$$

Now since the function $f(x, y) = (1 + x)(1 + y)$ constrained by $x + y = c, x, y \geq 0$, reaches its maximum at $x = y = \frac{c}{2}$, we can reduce all of the fractions above until
1 + s_i + p_i = (1 + s_i/2)^2, and therefore redefining x_i = s_i/2, this problem is reduced to minimizing the maximum fraction of

\[
\frac{x_1 + x_2}{1 + x_3} \geq \frac{x_1 + x_3}{1 + x_2} \geq \frac{x_2 + x_3}{1 + x_1}.
\]  

(C.13)

Note that while the ordering of the inequalities may switch, we can assume without loss of generality that the above holds (since we can simply redefine labels 1, 2, and 3 accordingly). Next, note that the first inequality above implies that x_2 \geq x_3, and the second inequality likewise implies that x_1 \geq x_2. Therefore, minimizing over x_1 and x_2 while keeping x_3 fixed yields

\[
\frac{2x_3}{1 + x_3}.
\]

(C.14)

And finally, minimizing over x_3 \in [\gamma, 1] yields

\[
\max_{\text{skew edges}} q_j^T q_{kl} \geq \frac{2\gamma}{1 + \gamma}.
\]

(C.15)

For the final result of the proof, note that

\[
\sqrt{\frac{1 + \gamma}{2}} \geq \frac{1 + 3\gamma}{2(1 + \gamma)} \geq \frac{2\gamma}{1 + \gamma} \quad \forall \gamma \in [0, 1].
\]

(C.16)

\section*{C.1.4 Proof of Theorem 1 (Rotational Convergence)}

\textbf{Theorem C.1.1.} Suppose \(\gamma_0 = 36^\circ\) is the initial maximum angle between vertices in the tetrahedra tessellation of \(S^3\), and let

\[
N \triangleq \max \left\{ 0, \left[ \log_2 \frac{\gamma_0^{-1} - 1}{\cos(\epsilon/2)^{-1} - 1} \right] \right\}.
\]

(C.17)

Then at most \(N\) refinements are required to achieve a rotational tolerance of \(\epsilon\) degrees, and BB has complexity \(O(\epsilon^{-6})\).

\textit{Proof.} Using Lemma C.1.1, we know that the minimum dot product between any two vertices in a single cover element \(Q\) at refinement level \(N\) satisfies

\[
\gamma_N \geq \frac{2^{\gamma_{N-1}}}{1 + \gamma_{N-1}}.
\]

(C.18)

This function is monotonically increasing (by taking the derivative and showing it is positive). So we recursively apply the bound:

\[
\gamma_N \geq \frac{2^{2\gamma_{N-2}}}{1 + \gamma_{N-2}} = \frac{4\gamma_{N-2}}{1 + 3\gamma_{N-2}} \geq \cdots \geq \frac{2^N \gamma_0}{1 + (2^N - 1) \gamma_0}.
\]

(C.19)
If we require a rotational tolerance of \( \epsilon \) degrees, we need that \( 2 \cos^{-1} \gamma_N \leq \epsilon \) (noting that the rotation angle between two quaternions is 2 times the angle between their vectors in \( S^3 \)). Therefore, we need

\[
\gamma_N \geq \cos(\epsilon/2). \tag{C.20}
\]

Using our lower bound, this is satisfied if

\[
\frac{2^N \gamma_0}{1 + (2^N - 1) \gamma_0} \geq \cos(\epsilon/2) \implies N \geq \log_2 \frac{\gamma_0^{-1} - 1}{\cos(\epsilon/2) - 1}. \tag{C.21}
\]

Since \( N \) must be a nonnegative integer, the formula in Eq. (C.17) follows. At search depth \( M \), the BB algorithm will have examined at most \( M \) tetrahedra, where

\[
M = 600(1 + 8 + 8^2 + \cdots + 8^N) = 600 \frac{8^{N+1} - 1}{7} \tag{C.22}
\]

Using the formula for \( N \) in Eq. (C.17) (and noting \( 8 = 2^3 \)), we have

\[
M = O \left( \left( \frac{\gamma_0^{-1} - 1}{\cos(\epsilon/2) - 1} \right)^{3^N} \right) = O \left( \left( \frac{\cos(\epsilon/2)}{1 - \cos(\epsilon/2)} \right)^3 \right). \tag{C.23}
\]

Finally, using the Taylor expansion of cosine,

\[
M = O \left( \left( \frac{1 - \epsilon^2}{\epsilon^2} \right)^3 \right) = O \left( \epsilon^{-6} \right). \tag{C.24}
\]

### C.1.5 Derivation for the \( \ell_{kk'} \) and \( u_{kk'} \) Optimization

We need to show that maximizing \( \mu^T (q \circ v) \) for \( q \in Q \) is equivalent to maximizing \( \mu^T v \) for \( v = M\alpha, \alpha \geq 0, \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^4 \), for some \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 4} \). The following lemma establishes this fact.

**Lemma C.1.2.** Let \( Q \) be a projected tetrahedron cover element on \( S^3 \) with vertices \( q_i, i = 1, \ldots, 4 \), define \( m \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) satisfying \( \|m\| = 1 \) (i.e. \( m \in S^2 \)), and let \( M \) be the set of vectors reached by rotating \( m \) by \( q \in Q \),

\[
M \triangleq \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^3 : x = q \circ m, q \in Q \}. \tag{C.25}
\]

Then \( M \) can be described as a combination of vectors in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) via

\[
M = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^3 : \|x\| = 1, x = M\alpha, \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^4_+ \}. \tag{C.26}
\]

where \( m_i \triangleq q_i \circ m \in \mathbb{R}^3 \), and \( M \triangleq [m_1 \cdots m_4] \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 4} \).
Proof. In this proof, we make use of quaternion notation. If \( q = xi + yj + zk + w \) is a quaternion, then its pure component is \( \overrightarrow{q} = xi + yj + zk \), its scalar component is \( \overrightarrow{q} = w \), and conjugation is denoted \( q^* \).

To begin the proof, note that \( q \in \mathbb{Q} \) implies that \( q = Q\alpha \) for some \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^4 \), by definition. Since \( q \circ m \) is a rotation of a vector, it returns a pure quaternion; thus,

\[
q \circ m = \overrightarrow{q} \circ \overrightarrow{m} = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j q_i m q_j^* = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j q_i m_i q_j^* = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j m_i q_i q_j^* = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j m_i q_i q_j^*
\]

where \( \alpha_i \) is the \( i \)th component of \( \alpha \). Now note that \( q_i q_j^* \) is the quaternion that rotates \( m_j \) to \( m_i \):

\[
(q_i q_j^*) \circ m_j = (q_i q_j^*) m_j (q_i q_j^*)^* = q_i q_j^* q_j^* q_j^* = q_i q_j^* = m_i.
\]

Therefore, the axis of rotation of \( q_i q_j^* \) is the unit vector directed along \( m_j \times m_i \), and the angle is \( \theta_{ij} \). Since \( m_j \times m_i = \sin(\theta_{ij}) m_j \times m_i \), we have that

\[
q_i q_j^* = \left( m_j \times m_i \frac{\sin(\theta_{ij}/2)}{\sin \theta_{ij}} \right) T \left[ \begin{array}{c} i \\ j \\ k \end{array} \right] + \cos \frac{\theta_{ij}}{2} w.
\]

Using this expansion along with the identity \( \overrightarrow{r} = \overrightarrow{r} + \overrightarrow{s} \times \overrightarrow{t} \), we have that

\[
q \circ m = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j m_i q_i q_j^* = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j \left( m_i q_i q_j^* + m_i \times q_i q_j^* \right) = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j \left( m_i q_i q_j^* + m_i \times q_i q_j^* \right) = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j \left( m_i q_i q_j^* + m_i \times q_i q_j^* \right)
\]

\[
= \sum_i \alpha_i^2 m_i + \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j \left( m_i q_i q_j^* + m_i \times q_i q_j^* \right) = \sum_i \alpha_i^2 m_i + \sum_{i<j} \alpha_i \alpha_j \left( m_i + m_j \right) \cos \left( \frac{\theta_{ij} \theta_{ij}}{2} \right) + \frac{\sin(\theta_{ij}/2)}{\sin \theta_{ij}} \left( m_i \times (m_j \times m_i) + m_j \times (m_i \times m_j) \right)
\]

Now noting that for any unit vectors \( a, b \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) with angle \( \theta \) between them, we have

\[
a \times (b \times a) = b - (\cos \theta) a
\]

which can be derived from the triple product expansion identity \( a \times (b \times c) = b(a \cdot c) - c(a \cdot b) \). So applying this to \( m_i \times (m_j \times m_i) \) and \( m_j \times (m_i \times m_j) \)

\[
q \circ m = \sum_i \alpha_i^2 m_i + \sum_{i<j} \alpha_i \alpha_j \left( m_i + m_j \right) \cos \left( \frac{\theta_{ij} \theta_{ij}}{2} \right) + \frac{\sin(\theta_{ij}/2)}{\sin \theta_{ij}} \left( m_j - \cos \theta_{ij} m_i + m_i - \cos \theta_{ij} m_j \right)
\]
and finally using the double angle formulas,
\[
q \circ m = \sum_i \alpha_i^2 m_i + \sum_{i<j} \alpha_i \alpha_j \left( (m_i + m_j) \sec \left( \frac{\theta_{ij}}{2} \right) \right)
\]  
(C.33)

combining, thus
\[
q \circ m = \sum_{i,j} \alpha_i \alpha_j m_i \sec \left( \frac{\theta_{ij}}{2} \right)
\]  
(C.34)

Since \( \sec(\theta) \geq 0 \forall \theta \in (-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2}) \), the coefficients are \( \geq 0 \forall \theta_{ij} \in (-\pi, \pi) \). Therefore, \( q \circ m \) is a linear combination of the vectors \( m_i \) with nonnegative coefficients.

\section*{C.2 Translational Alignment Derivations and Proofs}

Recall that we reuse notation in this section from the rotational section to simplify the discourse and draw parallels to the rotational problem.

\subsection*{C.2.1 Linear Upper Bound on \( f \)}

For any \( z \in [a, b] \) where \( 0 \leq a \leq b \), we can express \( z \) as a convex combination of \( a \) and \( b \), i.e.
\[
z = \lambda a + (1 - \lambda)b \implies \lambda = \frac{z - a}{b - a}.
\]  
(C.35)

And, since \( f(z) = e^z \) is convex,
\[
f(z) = f(\lambda a + (1 - \lambda)b) \leq \lambda f(a) + (1 - \lambda)f(b)
\]  
(C.36)
\[
= z \left( \frac{f(b) - f(a)}{b - a} \right) + \left( \frac{bf(a) - af(b)}{b - a} \right).
\]  
(C.37)

In the main text, since we know \( \ell_{kk'} \leq z_{kk'}(q) \leq u_{kk'} \) for any \( q \in Q \), we can use the above upper bound formula with \( a = \ell_{kk'} \) and \( b = u_{kk'} \).

\subsection*{C.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2 (Translational Convergence)}

For translation, we have a similar result to Lemma C.1.1, but it is much simpler to show; the diagonal of each rectangular cell is simply 1/2 that of the previous refinement level, i.e.
\[
\frac{\gamma_{N-1}}{2} = \gamma_N = \Gamma_N = \frac{\Gamma_{N-1}}{2}.
\]  
(C.38)

\textbf{Theorem C.2.1.} Suppose \( \gamma_0 \) is the initial diagonal of the translation cell in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), and let
\[
N \triangleq \max \left\{ 0, \left\lfloor \log_2 \frac{\gamma_0}{\epsilon} \right\rfloor \right\}.
\]  
(C.39)
Then at most $N$ refinements are required to achieve a translational tolerance of $\varepsilon$, and BB has complexity $O(\varepsilon^{-3})$.

**Proof.** If $\gamma_0$ is the initial diagonal length, then $\gamma_N = 2^{-N}\gamma_0$. So to achieve a translational tolerance of $\varepsilon$, we need that $\gamma_N \leq \varepsilon$, meaning

$$2^{-N}\gamma_0 \leq \varepsilon \implies N \geq \log_2 \frac{\gamma_0}{\varepsilon}. \quad (C.40)$$

Since $N$ must be at least 0 and must be an integer, the formula in the theorem follows. As the branching factor at each refinement is 8, the BB algorithm at level $N$ will have examined at most $M$ cells, where

$$M = 1 + 8 + 8^2 + \cdots + 8^N = \frac{8^{N+1} - 1}{7}. \quad (C.41)$$

Substituting the result in Eq. (C.39) (and noting $8 = 2^3$), we have

$$M = O \left( \left( \frac{\gamma_0}{\varepsilon} \right)^3 \right) = O \left( \varepsilon^{-3} \right). \quad (C.42)$$
Appendix D

Derivations Pertaining to Direction-aware SLAM

D.0.3 Bingham Distribution Approximation via a von-Mises-Fisher Distribution

Here we show how to approximate the Bingham distribution which is obtained as the posterior of the surfel orientation given surfel locations, with a von-Mises-Fisher distribution. Recapitulate from Sec. 5.2.2 that

\[
p(n_i \mid p_i, p_{N_i}, z_{N_i}, z_i) = \prod_{j \in N_i} \mathcal{N}(n_i^T p_i; n_i^T p_j, \sigma_{pi}^2) f_{zi-zj} \tag{D.1}
\]

\[
\propto \exp \left( \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{-1}{\sigma_{pi}^2} ||n_i^T (p_j - p_i)||^2 \right) \tag{D.2}
\]

\[
\propto \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} n_i^T \sum_{j \in N_i} \frac{1}{\sigma_{pi}^2} (p_i - p_j)(p_i - p_j)^T n_i \right) \tag{D.3}
\]

\[
= \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} n_i^T S_{ij} n_i \right). \tag{D.4}
\]

This distribution has the form of a Bingham distribution [23]. To keep in the realm of the von-Mises-Fisher distribution, we seek to approximate this Bingham with a vMF distribution. We make the assumption that the Bingham distribution is peaked about a single mode (and not for example uniform on a great circle). This assumption is well founded since only surfel locations belonging to the same directional cluster contribute to it. This assumption manifests in the eigen decomposition of $S_{ij}$ which then has one eigenvalue that is significantly smaller than the other two: $e_1 \ll e_2 < e_3$. The eigenvector $q_1$ corresponding to this eigenvalue then is the direction of the mode of the Bingham distribution. We show this via Lagrangian multipliers:

\[
\arg\min_{n \in \mathbb{S}^2} -\frac{1}{2} n^T S n \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \arg\min_{n, \lambda} -\frac{1}{2} n^T S n + \lambda (n^T n - 1) \tag{D.5}
\]

The derivatives with respect to $n$ and $\lambda$ are:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial n} \left( -\frac{1}{2} n^T S n + \lambda (n^T n - 1) \right) = -S n + \lambda n \tag{D.6}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \lambda} \left( -\frac{1}{2} n^T S n + \lambda (n^T n - 1) \right) = n^T n - 1. \tag{D.7}
\]
Figure D.1: Comparison of the true Bingham distribution and the approximation with two von-Mises-Fisher distributions for different standard deviations of the Bingham distribution (in log scale). The distributions shown are evaluated on a great circle around the sphere leading through both antipodal modes. Note that for small standard deviations, the both distributions are essentially uniform over the sphere as can be seen from the scale of the plot. For larger standard deviations, the approximation is close to the true distribution around the modes.
Setting the derivatives to 0:

\[ S n = \lambda n \quad n^T n = 1. \]  

By inspection the solution to these two equations are \( n \) equal to the eigenvectors and \( \lambda \) to equal to the eigenvectors of matrix \( S \). In particular the maximum is attained at the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue: \( n = q_1 \). This motivates setting the mode of the approximating von-Mises-Fisher distribution to the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue: \( \mu = q_1 \).

The remaining unknown is the concentration \( \tau \) of the approximating von-Mises-Fisher distribution. While we conjecture that there is a derivation for the value of \( \tau \) as a function of the eigenvalues of \( S \) via for example KL-Divergence minimization, the involved math is hard because of the integrals over quantities on the sphere.

Instead, by simulating various matrices \( S \) from sampled Gaussian distributed vectors \( p_i - p_j \) we find the relationship

\[ \tau = \frac{2e_2 e_3}{e_2 + e_3} \]  

(D.9)

to yield von-Mises-Fisher distributions that closely match the Bingham distributions. In Fig. D.1 we plot the true Bingham log density in comparison to an approximation with two von-Mises-Fisher distributions (one in the opposite direction) for different realistic noise levels of \( S \). The approximation seems valid especially around the modes of the distribution and for concentrated Bingham distributions with standard deviations in the range of 0.1m to 0.2m which is the range of standard deviations the direction-aware SLAM system implicitly encourages by sampling sparse surfel locations and constraining the nearest neighborhood graph to neighbors within 0.2m.

### D.0.4 ICP Point-to-Plane Alignment Contribution

The point-to-plane cost function is

\[ f_{p2pl} = \sum_{i \in A} \| n_i^T (w_T c x_i p - p_i) \|^2 \]  

(D.10)

\[ = \sum_{i \in A} \| n_i^T (w_T c x_i p - p_i) + n_i^T \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} (w_T c \text{Exp}(\omega) x_i p) \omega \|^2 \]  

(D.11)

where, dropping the indices, the derivative is

\[ n^T \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega} T \text{Exp}(\omega) p = n^T (RR(\omega_R)p + RV(\omega_R)\omega_t + t) \]  

(D.12)

\[ = n^T RR(\omega_R)p + n^T RV(\omega_R)\omega_t + n^T t \]  

(D.13)

\[ = ( -n^T R[p] \times n^T R ) \, , \]  

(D.14)
where we have used properties of the exponential map for SE(3) and its derivative outlined in Sec. 2.7.2. Following the strategy from Sec. 5.2.3, the rows of $J$ and $b$ are:

$$J_i = \left( -[x_i^p]_x T^c_w R_w n_i \ c R_w n_i \right) = (x_i^p \times (c R_w n_i) \ c R_w n_i) \quad \text{(D.15)}$$

$$b_i = -n_i^T (w T_c x_i^p - p_i) \quad \text{(D.16)}$$

### D.0.5 ICP Photometric Term

As introduced in Sec. 5.2.3 the photometric error is the difference between the model intensity $I_i$ at a given point $p_i$ in world coordinates and its current observed intensity $I_c$:

$$f_i = \sum_{i \in A} \| I_c (\pi (c T_w p_i)) - I_i \|^2 \quad \text{(D.17)}$$

$$f_i = \sum_{i \in A} \| I_c + \nabla I_c \frac{\partial \pi (x)}{\partial x} \frac{\partial (w T_c \exp (\omega))^{-1} p_i}{\partial \omega} - I_i \|^2. \quad \text{(D.18)}$$

Dropping the indices, the derivative with respect to a small motion $\omega$ is

$$\frac{\partial (T \exp (\omega))^{-1} p}{\partial \omega} = \left( [R_T (p - t)]_x - 1 \right) \quad \text{(D.19)}$$

as derived in Appendix A.9.4.

Adopting the pinhole camera model the projection function $\pi (p)$ is:

$$\pi (p) = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{f_u}{f_v} p_x + u_c \\ \frac{f_v}{f_u} p_y + u_v \end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{(D.20)}$$

where $f_u$ and $f_v$ are the focal lengths and $u_c$ and $v_c$ are the centers of the camera in $u$ (column) and $v$ (row) direction.

The derivative of this projection operator is

$$\frac{\partial \pi (p)}{\partial p} = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{f_u}{f_v} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{f_v}{f_u} & 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{(D.21)}$$

Putting everything together according to the strategy outlined in Sec. 5.2.3, the rows of $J$ and $b$ are

$$J_i = \nabla I_c \frac{\partial \pi (p)}{\partial p} \left( [w R_c^T (p_i - w t_c)]_x - 1 \right) \quad \text{(D.22)}$$

$$b_i = I_i - I_c. \quad \text{(D.23)}$$
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